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ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION MODEL - NORTH
ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANISATION LOGISTIC

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Petra KVAPILOVÁ, Eng.; Tomáš DVOŘÁK, Eng.

Department of Logistics, University of Defence, Brno, Czech Republic

Abstract:
This paper describes and analyzes Supply Distribution Model (SDM) - module of a North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO) Logistics Functional Area Services (LOGFAS) Infomation system which is used for
supply chain modeling and simulation. SDM typically works with certain constraints and restrictions. Aim of
this article is to outline solutions which may improve SDM's explanatory power and practical use of output
information. The proposal comes out of effective use of a supply unit (e.g. platoon) carrying out a supply job
for more subjects. Bringing proposed mathematical methods into SDM may contribute to deal with current
deficiencies.

Key words: LOGFAS, information system, SDM, supply, supply chain, distribution, mathematics
programing, transportation problem.

1.Introduction
Supply Distribution Model (SDM) represents a fully integrated part of NATO

LOGFAS logistic information system. Figure 1 depicts its particular subsystems. SDM is
designed to support supply chain decision-making

Fig. 1 LOGFAS Information system subsystems

SDM allows users to test and simulate inventory replenishment systems under certain
scenarios, identify bottlenecks and other problems in the supply chain and subsequently
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analyze them. SDM uses data from GEOMAN, LDM and SPM LOGBASE modules
(Figure 1).

Before beginning to set up a SDM scenario, the following data is required [1]:
 In the LDM, a Force Profile and Holding file complete with:

o The Forces in the required command hierarchy;
o The Holdings for each force, including the required quantity for
commodities.

 In the LDM, a Force Resupply Profile to represent the re-supply hierarchy for each
supply class;

 In the SPM, the National Parameter Set(s) containing:
o A complete set of consumption rates for all consumer / commodity

combinations;
o A complete set of modification factors;
o A complete set of packaging options.

 In the SPM, a Planning Situation, defining:
o Scenario duration;

Operational & environmental factors;
o Consumption rate options.

 The SPM Scenario, defining:
o Planning Situation;
o Operational Sustainment packaging sets.

SDM extends the SPM analysis focused on the calculation of reserves and adds a
flow of supplies simulation to the unit. During the ongoing simulation SDM evaluates the
utility of vehicles.

2. Analysis of supply distribution model
Following SDM analysis is focused on SDM's practical analytical deficiencies.

2.1 SDM scenario
For the actual work in the SDM, it is essential to set three basic input parameters

"Assets Holding", "Reorder Level" and "Events", which allow actual supply chain
modeling. "Assets Holding" represent the number of vehicles and their use in percentage of
the supply chain.

SDM uses pull replenishment strategy. Replenishment is required when the
"Reorder Level" is reached. Figure 2 shows inventory items and their maximum levels
(column "Required") the level at which the replenishment request is made (column
"Reorder").
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Fig. 2 Reorder Levels window

Section "Events" demon-strates situations which determine stock consumption in
the scenario. Example of Events [1]:

 The climate changes: for example to cold on Day 60 at 01:00;
 The operational type changes: for example to Peace Keeping on Day 90 at

19:31;
 Forces rotate: for example Force X rotates with Force Y on Day 30 at

06:00;
 Facility changes: for example Pipeline P begins construction on Day 10 at

09:26.

2.2 SDM deficiencies

1. Generally the SDM module makes it possible to view each materiel class
separately. However as shown in Figure 3 it is not possible to  identify unit's logistic
subordination i.e. it is not possible to locate source and customers.
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Fig. 3 Supply chain - Material Class V (ammunition)

2. The system allows the user to assign only one materiel class to one means of
transport. This fact strongly affects the vehicle's potential.
Practically it is hardly ever possible to calculate the maximum cappacity of a vehicle -
trucks are not used effectively. Consequently the entire calculation generates greater
vehicle demand.

3. The simulation does not use the road infrastructure. Supply units move directly to
their destination and back in a straight line. Therefore it is not possible to determine the
actual time shift and time calculations are only tentative. The actual distance is
approximate as well.

4. Replenishment is done only for one unit (customer). The supply unit returns to
the place of supply (source) and no replenishment with other units among the customer's
radius of several kilometers is done. This fact means an excessive time needed to replenish
stocks of other units (customers) and also into increased consumption of fuel and
lubricants.

Deficiencies mentioned above misrepresent the results of analysis and do not
provide a real picture of a supply system.

2.3 Analysis of SDM outputs

Graphs and reports provide an essential basis for analysis of SDM outputs. Graphic
design can be displayed for each inventory item, which shows the pattern of consumption
and done supplement. Pattern of consumption over time is shown in Figure 4, where the
green color shows the level of reserves "Required", "Onhand" blue, and "Re-order" level
red.
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Fig. 4 Consumption progress

Fig. 5 Vehicle utility

Graphic representation of vehicle utility is shown in Figure 5, where blue indicates
onhand transportation assets (i.e. those not currently in a convoy) and red colour available
transportation assets.

There are two types of scenario report provided by the SDM [1]:
 Commodities Shortfall Report;
 Transportation Asset Utilization Report.

Commodities Shortfall Report (Figure 6) shows the percentage of the time when the
unit (customer) had an inventory item below Reorder Level (at zero level). Transportation
Asset Utilization Report (Figure 7) provides information on the employment of vehicles,
the percentage utilization and percentage of full capacity utilization of means of transport.
E.g. "Fuel Truck 20 m3" has been used 36% of the time of the supply chain. This vehicle's
capacity has not been fully used though.
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Fig. 6 Commodities Shortfall Report

Fig. 7 Transportation Asset Utilization Report

3. SDM improvement proposal
This chapter focuses on the improvement proposal to deal with deficiencies referred

to in point 4 of Chapter 2.2.
Finding the optimal sequence to deliver the required supplies with regard to transportation
costs is the application of operations research

- the Traveling Salesman problem (TSP) and transportation problems (TP). In order to
optimize certain supply chain tasks or just their parts (deployment of procedures) it is
essential to employ the TSP method. TSP method sets the order of the traveling salesman
path, so that the total distance was minimal with regard to the fact that each site was visited
only once. An example is given in Figure 8.
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.

Fig. 8 Sequence table of routes to reach the minimal distance

N1 is considered a starting point. Optimal sequence of replenishment is as follows: N1 ->
N11 -> N8 -> N10 -> N9 -> N7 -> N6 -> N5 -> N3 -> N4 -> back to N2 and N1. The total
distance for this optimal sequence is 98 km.

Fig. 9 Graphic solution of TSP

In the transportation problem there are typically defined suppliers with restraint
cappacity (the amount that the supplier is able to deliver in a time period) and the number
of destinations (customers) with  specified requirements (the amount that the customer
demands in a time period). The relationship of each pair source-destination is quantified
(i.e. a calculated transportation cost per unit of goods between source and destination, or
mileage distance between source and destination. [2]

The standard TP tends to be more complex and involves the calculation of
indicators.

The general problem of the TP can be defined and represented by a network shown
in Figure 10. [3]
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Fig. 10 Representation of the transportation model with nodes and arcs

TP methods of solution [3], [4]:
 North-West corner method
 Indexing method
 Vogel´s Approximation Method

The last mentioned method is considered most successful in finding optimal solution [4].
(Figure 11).

4. Conclusion
In order to mitigate the deficiencies listed in point 4 Chapter 2.2 the authors suggest

to implement an intelligent algorithm,  procedure or heuristics based on operations
research methods. This implementation may significantly increase the explanatory power
of simulations and serve as a reliable tool for modeling in SDM module.
At a time when economy and efficiency are the buzzwords and the armed forces are
constantly pressed to watch the budget the need for optimal solutions in supply chain
comes into play.
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HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN THE GERMAN
FEDERAL ARMY (BUNDESWEHR)

Major Ec. Mihai Bogdan ALEXANDRESCU, PhD

Cultural and Social Center of Braşov, Romania

Abstract:
With its 320 thousand civilian and military employees, federal army represents one of the
largest German employers. The German Armed Forces offers a wide range of varied and
interesting professions and future careers for the military personnel.

Key words: management, policies, human resources, career, military profession, recruitment, selection.

1.Introduction
According to the basic military structure, federal army has primarily a technical

orientation. What makes the federal army powerful is the people, the military personnel,
men and women of the armed forces. Based on internal management concept and the
principle of citizen in a uniform, federal army professes a culture of enterprise, at
contemporary standards. Thus, it provides each serviceman the possibility to involve
himself actively and responsibly. The armed forces need young people who are able to take
responsibilities in an autonomous way.

To fulfill its tasks, the federal army is divided into armed forces and civil
administration.

The armed forces include five military domains, as follows:
 Land forces;
 Air Force;
 Navy;
 Central Health Centre;
 The Armed Forces Base.
Information about civil defense administration are found in the brochure publication

“Federal Army Administration as an employer” [1].

2. The Human Resources Recruitment and Selection System of
German Federal Army

In the German Federal Army, the work of human resources is carried out
independently of the control act.
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Personnel policies are developed in the Human Resources Headquarters of the
Federal Ministry of Defense and the management at the level of subordinate structures.
Personnel records, personnel file processing, the transfer, the deployment, sending to
courses, are centralized within the personnel structure that is responsible for that particular
staff category. Personnel management structures report directly to the central structure.

Individual career management is performed as follows [2]:
 In the personnel office at the unit level, for conscripts, professional soldiers and

lower rank NCOs;
 Within the personnel structure responsible for NCOs from that particular category

of armed forces, for higher rank NCOs;
 Within the personnel structure responsible for officers, for all Federal Army

officers, except for those classified by function in the Federal Ministry of Defense;
 Within the Staff Headquarters, for officers with the rank of colonel, employed in

the Federal Ministry of Defense, and for generals/admirals, too. Personnel
structures of German Federal Army are:

 Personal, Sozial und Zentral Angelegenheiten (PZS) represents the personnel
central structure, situated within the Federal Ministry of Defense. It is responsible
for the draft of personnel policies and for management of staff officers with the
rank of colonel and of generals. Livestock: about300 persons (officers, NCOs and
civilians).

 Personalamt der Bunderwehr represents the personnel structure responsible for the
management of staff officers up to the rank of colonel. It directly reports to the
personnel central structure and subordinates the Officer Selection and Orientation
Center. Livestock: about 350 persons (the Officer Selection and Orientation Center
inclusively).

 Stammdienststelle des Heeres represents the personnel structure responsible for the
management of Land Forces NCOs and of professional servicemen from the
Medical service, of the three Armed Forces categories. On the command line it
reports to the Land Forces Staff but on the specialized line it is subordinated to the
Staff Central Structure. Livestock: about 530 persons.

 Stammdienststelle der Luftwaffe represents the personnel structure responsible for
the Air Force NCOs management. Livestock: 250-300 persons.

 Stammdienststelle der Marine represents the personnel structure responsible for
Naval Forces NCOs management. Livestock: 250-300 persons.
The more mobile a serviceman is (accepts to be moved onto several positions, even

on the same level), he is considered to have gained more experience from distinct fields of
activity, the more chances of career promotion he has. As a rule, the personnel position
switch is aimed at every 4 years.

For each category of armed forces there is an education structure responsible for
developing the education curricula and for the management of all training institutions of
that particular armed forces category.

3. Military Career Management

3.1 Recruitment, selection and personnel training
Recruitment, selection and personnel training for each armed forces category is

characterized by:
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a) Conscripts who perform compulsory military service:
 Recruited and incorporated by Regional Military Centers;
 The military service lasts for 9 months.

b) Conscripts who perform extended military service:
 come from conscripts who sign a contract for another 14 months (according to the

law they can work in the army for 23 months, while the employer retains his
working place);

 occupy conscripts positions, they are promoted to a higher rank without changing
position, according to assessments and funds made available;

 are recruited for this category, conscripts who require it in a written form, if  they
receive a favorable characterization from the commander and in case there are
positions suitable for them in the state of organization;

 from the moment they exceed 9 months of compulsory training, they receive a
salary.
c) Professional Enlisted:

 They are servicemen with a 4 year contract (exceptions are for 8 years);
 They come from the conscripts who request it after the end of the specialized

military training (after the first 6 months);
 When the contract expires they benefit of retraining;
 The military personnel that occupy special (bus drivers, long vehicle transport,

flammable materials, military  technique maintenance), have a maximum period
contract;

 They receive salary according to their rank; they are promoted in rank without
changing positions.
d) Junior rank NCOs (the first 2 ranks of the same category of personnel):
They are soldiers engaged under contract on a limited period of 4, 8 or 12 years, as

follows:
 They are servicemen engaged in the so-called “special general service” because

they are specialists in a certain proper civilian field;
 They come from conscripts, who perform the compulsory military service and from

among the young, selected by the NCOs Regional Military Selection and
Orientation Centers;

 They receive the military rank according to their civilian training (for example a
high school graduate with diploma, who chooses this career is enrolled directly as a
conscript with the rank of sergeant);

 After the first 6 months of military training, it is to follow the training within an
NCOs School (for 3 months);

 Depending on education and training they have when they join the army, they
receive the preparatory civilian training (lasting up to 21 months);

 They occupy positions in the military hierarchy, similar to those of professional
rankers: staff, logistics, supply, cooks, drivers, transport, machinery and armament
maintenance, signal officer, computer operators;

 cannot be assigned to positions within the military command of conscripts (e.g.
squad leader) but only to positions of aid instructor (foreman in training centers);

 they can choose to change their career;
 when the contract expires they benefit of retraining.

e) NCOs with senior ranks:
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 They are found among the warrant officers;
 They come both from conscripts, who perform compulsory military service, and

from the young people, selected NCOs Regional Military Selection and Orientation
Centers;

 The staff management of this personnel category is run within the Staff Structure of
the Force Category;

 Their training lasts for 3 years;
 After 3 years they receive the rank of warrant officers Class 2 and are employed as

squad and crew leaders;
 According to their education and training they have when they join the army, they

benefit of civilian training measures (lasting up to 9 months);
 Positions they may occupy: squad leader, platoon commander, company warrant

officer Class 2, staff NCO for all echelons;
 They may choose to change their career: joining the specialized military career, the

professionals, the officer staff;
 when the contract expires they benefit of retraining.

For this military category 5 ranks are provided: Warrant Officer Class 2, Warrant
Officer Class 1, Master Sergeant, Staff Sergeant, Sergeant Major.

Career development:
 after the first 3 years of training, they receive the rank of Warrant Officers and are

employed in the position;
 the promotion to the rank of Warrant Officer Class 1 usually happens after 2 years

of military service (minimum 1 year);
 the promotion to the rank of Master Sergeant happens after 3 years of military

service as Warrant Officer Class 1 (minimum 1 year);
 the promotion to the rank of Staff Sergeant happens after 16 years of service as

Warrant Officer, no matter the last rank military service period;
 the promotion to the rank of Sergeant Major may happen after 1 year of military

service into the former rank but it is conditioned by the number of available
positions.
No matter the career development, all NCOs (military professionals) have the
chance to be promoted to the last rank provided by that particular category of
personnel.
f) Officers:

 They come from conscripts, enlisted professionals, NCOs and young people,
selected by Officers` Selection and Orientation Centers;

 The management of this category of personnel is done centralized by the Officer
Staff Department;

 their training lasts for 3 years;
 after 3 years they receive the rank of lieutenant and are appointed into positions of

platoon commander;
 in the beginning of their career all of them are in troop service and are servicemen

employed on contract basis;
 after 39 months, military service as platoon commander, they can attend higher

civilian university courses of a for 3-4 years;
 university studies are not compulsory for officers;
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 they may choose to change their career: the change to specialized military career, to
professional army, or they may remain in the troops service, and after the contract
expires they may retire;

 when the contract expires, those who belong to this category benefit of retraining;
 the rank of staff captain is only for specialized military officers.

3.2 Types of career
According to personnel categories and the military existent relationships, the

following types of career are distinguished in the German Army [3]:
 career for the enlisted: conscripts (after the first 3 months), conscripts with

extended contract, enlisted professionals (only servicemen by contract);
 career from the specialized general service: NCOs with junior ranks (Sergeant,

Staff-Sergeant);
 career from troop service:

- NCOs with junior ranks that are appointed into positions as instructor assistant,
apply only for servicemen by contract;

- NCOs with senior ranks, servicemen by contract and professionals;
- officers, servicemen by contract and professionals;

 career from specialized military service:
- NCOs with senior ranks, only professionals;
- officers, only professionals, come from the previous category or are activated

from civilians; the highest rank is of staff captain.
The minimum age to be accepted among the military professionals is 24. Up to that

age, all of them are servicemen by contract. (enlisted, NCOs, officers).

4. Conclusions
In the German Federal Army, the Human Resources Management is a viable

system, coherent and transparent, developed and verified in time throughout tens of years
of democratic experience. This system aims at providing equal chances to all categories of
personnel and promotion is realized according to skills, abilities and performance [4]. By
organizing staff structures, principles of career evolution and by maintaining the
independence of human resources activities towards the command act, within the German
army, the equality of chances was transformed from utopia into reality.
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The current paper is aimed at concisely presenting the Ministry of National Defense approach related to the
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1. Short History Facts

The Managerial Control is a management system included to the public affairs
reforms. Many of the EU nations have lately integrated this type of management, which is
an innovation only to the public domain, actually representing a displacement from the
private field.

As far as Romania is concerned, the Internal Control has been established based
on the 119/1999 Government Ordinance, in addition to the preventive financial control of
the public entities. This normative act is currently in force and stands for the domain
special act.

In 2005, in the context of the negotiations related to Romania accession to the EU,
and as a result of the necessity to enforce certain internal control standards IAW the good
practice principles specific to the community field “acquis”, the minister of the Public
Finances  issued the  946/2005 Order regarding the Internal Control Code endorsement. It
is in this Order that the Managerial Control concept has been first mentioned.

In order to have a suitable understanding of the Internal Control Concept the EU
adopted the following definition: “the Internal Control includes the sum of the politics and
procedures developed and implemented by the management and the staff of the public
entity, in order to provide a reasonable assurance attached to: economic, effective, and
efficient achievement of the public entity’s goals; conformity to the external regulations
and the management politics and regulations as well; assets and data protection; prevention
and detection of errors and swindles; quality of the accountancy documents and due time-
production of reliable information attached to the financial and management field“.

Even though commensurate with their designation they seemed to be different
concepts, both the internal control and the management control basically represented the
same thing.  The potential confusion caused by the different names was due to an
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inadequate translation. In other respects, this is neither the first nor the last circumstance
when equivalent but not completely coinciding acceptations of certain translated words or
phrases have been employed in the economic, academic or administrative fields,
considering the languages they derived from or the quality of the translators.  This happens
when the words or phrases are not taken as such mostly from English, as in our case.
Translation of the phrase “internal control” by the Romanian phrase “control intern” was
inadequate since the first significance of the verb “to control” is, to the Anglo-Saxons, “to
exercise authoritative or dominating influence over; to direct” and only in a second place it
means “to check up”. This is not the case of Latin languages, where the meaning of
“control” is “checking-up, inspection, and revision”.

Following the 1649/2011 Order of the Public Finance minister, this confusion was
cleared away through insertion of the syntagm “managerial/internal control” which
replaces the two old syntagms “internal control”, and “managerial control”,
respectively.

To conclude, we can say that the Managerial/Internal Control is a system by which
the leadership of an organization can control all the specific activities of the organization.
This is specific to every commander, at his hierarchic level.

2. The Managerial/Internal Control

It is to be underlined that this type of management implies a dynamic process in
hand of the commander who permanently adjusts his tools, procedures, and techniques
commensurate with the changes in the military structure.

The Managerial/Internal Control is aimed at monitorizing the military organization
goals establishment and achievement, actively contributing to that. It must be applied to
all the military structures and all the activities run within. The commander is the one to
accelerate the implementation of this type of control, by permanently adjusting the tools,
procedures, and techniques commensurate with the changes in the military structure.

At the same time, we must realize that each of us, in our capacity as members of the
organization, must be capable to permanently use elements of the Internal/Management
Control such as, for example, activities review aimed at achieving a goal in the context of
any risks that could affect execution. Thus, we can identify and implement the actions to
reduce to a minimum the risks attached to the activities necessary to fulfill usual tasks.

Implementation of the Managerial/Internal Control System includes two directions
of action:

 Internal Control standards implementation;
 The Risks Management.

2.1. Standards of Internal Control
The standards of Internal Control define a minimum of management rules, to be

implemented and observed by all the public entities.
The standards are aimed at establishing a uniform and coherent pattern for the

Managerial/Internal Control. As well, they form a reference system compared to which the
Managerial/Internal Control systems are to be evaluated and change areas and directions
are to be identified.

Each public entity is in charge with the implementation of the Managerial/Internal
Control systems. The standards most general definition was necessary to allow
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implementation by the managers, in spite of the significant differences between the various
public entities.

The Managerial/Internal Control Systems must be developed in accordance with the
legal, organizational, manning, and finance peculiarities of each individual public entity.

By the time the Managerial/Internal Control standards were developed the specific
expertise of the EC, INTOSAL, the Public Entities Committee for the Sponsorship of the
Treadway Commission, as well as the Canadian Institute of Authorized Accountants was
taken into account.

The Standards were grouped within five key elements of the Management Control:
1. Control Environment
Standard 1 - ETHICS, INTEGRITY
Standard 2 - ASSIGNMENTS,
POSITIONS, TASKS
Standard 3 - COMPETENCES,
PERFORMANCE
Standard 4 - SENSIBILE POSITIONS
Standard 5 - DELEGATION
Standard 6 – ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE
2. Performances and Risk Management
Standard 7 - GOALS
Standard 8 - PLANNING
Standard 9 - COORDINATION
Standard 10 – PERFORMANCES
MONITORING
Standard 11 - RISK MANAGEMENT
Standard 15 - HYPOTHESES,
REEVALUATIONS

3. Information and Communication
Standard 12 - INFORMATION
Standard 13 - COMMUNICATION
Standard 14 - CORRESPONDENCE
Standard 16 – NONCONFORMITIES
REPORTING
4. Control Activities
Standard 17 - PROCEDURES
Standard 18 – SEPARATION OF
ASSIGNMENTS
Standard 19 - SURVEILLANCE
Standard20 - NONCONFORMITIES
MANAGEMENT
Standard 21 - ACTIVITY  CONTINUITY
Standard 22 - CONTROL  STRATEGIES
Standard 23 – ACCESS TO RESSOURCES
5. Audit and evaluation
Standard 24 - CONTROL VERIFICATION
AND EVALUATION
Standard 25 - INTERNAL AUDIT

• Control Environment. This element includes aspects related to organization,
human resources management, ethics, deontology, and integrity.

• Performance and Risks Management. This element refers to management in
relation with goals establishment, planning (multiannual planning), programming (the
management plan), and performance (performance monitoring).

• Information and Communication. This section integrates aspects attached to the
establishment of a suitable informational system, and of a system of reports regarding the
management plan and budgeting execution, resources employment, nonconformities
reporting. As well, the documents preservation and registration must be taken into account.

• Control Activities. Standards included into this key element of the
Managerial/Internal Control focus on: procedures documentation; operations continuity;
exceptions registration (incompliance to procedures); assignments separation; surveillance
(monitoring) etc.

• Audit and Evaluation. The topics in this group of standards are related to the
development of the evaluation of the management control capability, in view to assure the
permanent improvement of it.

Each standard is organized into 3 components:
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- The standard description – shows the specific features of the area of management
attached to the standard, based on the standard title;

- The general requirements – set the established directions of action, in order to
comply with the standard;

- Main references – lists the representative normative acts including provisions
applying to the standard.

2.2. The Risk Management
One of the most important standards included into the Code of the Internal Control

refers to the Risk Management. According to this, every public entity is required to
systematically review the risks attached to specific activities, develop suitable plans
which are to limit potential consequences of these risks, and name the personnel in
charge with the plans implementation, at least once a year.

This action is aimed at familiarizing the public organizations in Romania with such
a system. At the same time, the intention is to establish a unitary approach frame for the
risks management in the public area and consequently the harmonization of practices
developed at every organization level.

All the leading personnel in the organization has to adequately understand what is
the internal/management control, and the tools specific to it, no matter the level of
command. They have to know how to act in order to implement and permanently update it.

To this purpose there is a verified method to be observed. It consists in an approach
made in conformity with the risks.

The concern related to risks management is not new in the military world. In order
to take the necessary actions in due time, each structure, and each officer, NCO, corporal
or sergeant who intends to achieve certain goals, establishes the specific activities and, at
the same time, tries to identify as much as possible of the threats that could prevent him
from achieving the goals. Even though we are not familiarized with the concepts of risk
and risks management, we act towards this, number of times, either we are aware or not.

Essentially, the risk is a situation or an event that has not taken place yet, but could
happen in future, in which cases the achievement of the a priori established results is
menaced or intensified. The risk is the doubt related to achieving the desired results and
must be considered as a combination between the probability to happen and the impact it
would cause if materialized. Therefore, this new perspective involves a review of all the
activities, commensurate with the risks.

The phases to pass are as follows:
• Establishment of the unit’s goals, starting from the ordered missions;
• Establishment of the activities which are necessary for the goals carrying out;
• Development of operational procedures which describe the way to fulfill each

identified activity. The operational procedures will comply with the standardized
pattern, directed by the in force regulations (format, chapters names, rules and
limitations to be observed, identification of the risks which could affect the
activity execution, etc.);

• Development of the organization Risks Register, in which the identified risks
are registered, evaluated (as a probability to happen and as an impact if
materialized), actions are established to counter risks materialization or diminish
their effects, in case they materialize;
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• Development of a diagram of the risks, to reflect risks distribution by
compartments in the institution, by areas of activity specific to the unit, identified
types of control actions;

Thus, the institution management personnel will be able to identify the adequate
actions to eliminate the risks. Therefore, the actions necessary to “control” the activities
aimed at achieving the projected goals would be adopted.

In order to implement these actions, the responsibilities and precise terms must be
established.

The entire process is to be continuously monitored and re-assessed.

3. Conclusions

Following the implementation of the Managerial/Internal Control, based on the
review of the risks attached to each activity, one can identify, ab initio, the possible
distortions, anomalies, dysfunctions. This allows corrective actions to be taken in due
time, thus avoiding aggravation of the negative situations.

As well, the units command can permanently monitor the “negative elements”
(risks) which could endanger the accomplishment of the unit’s goals/missions, and the
effectiveness of the established counter-actions.

To another respect, the managers (commanders) concerns can be focused on
identifying and dealing with the causes rather than with the effects.

At the same time, the favorable conditions that make prejudices, damages, and
swindles to occur can be removed.

According to the specific newest regulations at national level, starting with 2011,
after the submission of the budgetary execution documents attached to the finalized year,
every unit commander will develop a report completed on his behalf, certifying the level of
implementation of the Managerial/Internal Control System in his unit. This level will be set
based on auto-evaluation questionnaires filled by every microstructure chief (office,
section, etc.) within the unit.

As a final conclusion, it must be mentioned that the development, implementation,
and especially the efficiency of the Managerial/Internal Control systems in the Ministry of
National Defense are attached to a new concept brought into use in the military area, and
that is why clarifications, redefinitions, updates will be necessary. The whole process is a
dynamic one, and essentially depends on the capability to accommodate and the know-how
of the commanders in charge during this period.
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Abstract
In this paper, I tried to emphasize various styles of leadership, starting with three major types and others
which until now, many theoreticians have found, by stressing some of the characteristics representative for
each style of leadership described below. In addition, I outlined what kinds of leadership are suitable for
military or business environment, trying to find out the type of structure where a specified style can be found.
Nowadays, the environment continuously changes offering to a leader the opportunity to direct his or her
people in a way that can fulfill or not the organizational objectives by using a proper style. This was my goal
for choosing this topic, and to add some ideas from a military point of view. Of course, my paper has some
limitations, but I have taken into consideration the fact that this topic will be on the target of many of us in
order to develop, step by step, those leadership styles for the sake of our employees or subordinates, and for
the organization .
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1. Introduction
Motivation theories consider that we are motivated by the people around us. In this

way, the key role of leaders is increasingly important in these uncertain times to help
people to perform at their peak. So, understanding the importance of leadership is the core
of an organizational success. Since we spend most of the time participating in various
events influenced by a formal or informal leader, the person who is in charge in that event
has a key role on the experience.

Michael N. Phan in An Investigation of Leadership Models said that the leadership
process contains three key elements: the leader, the follower, and the leadership situation,
because leadership is the result of the interaction among those three elements [1]. The
follower is an area which is generally static, and the leadership situation is not often
changeable, so it is the leader, who must make the change if the organizational objectives
are not done. The leadership styles will determine the directions, because different
leadership styles work different in an organization. Leaders promote or impede different
organization cultures and grow diverse skills among the organization members, creating
various teams. Leadership styles at any level will influence or control the efficiency of
teams.
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The manner and approach of providing directions, implementing plans, and
motivating people represent a leadership style. Shortly, leadership refers to the ability to
influence and direct others to achieve a goal.

Although leadership is not exclusively in the military domain, it is an especially
critical aspect of it. A common understanding of leadership is an important element of the
overall theory of military conflict.

After twenty years of personal experience as a personnel officer, I believe that U.S.
Army Leadership manual, FM 6-22 expresses the importance of the leadership best, by
defining a leader as anyone “who inspires and influences people to accomplish
organizational goals; they motivate others to pursue actions, focus thinking and shape
decisions for the greater good of the organization” [2].

2. Leadership styles
Researchers identify different kinds of leadership, establishing three major styles of

leadership: authoritative or autocratic, participative or democratic, and laissez-faire or free
reign. Besides those three major styles of leadership, there are other models such as
reactive, cooperative/interactive, entrepreneurial, transformational and visionary.[3] This
chapter describes in detail the first three major styles and briefly all the others.

Authoritative or Autocratic
This kind has no confidence in the abilities of his or her subordinates, and wants

full control, without the will of delegating the responsibility to anyone. They ignore the
views of others, using intimidation and fear to persuade others to do something .Some of
the appropriate conditions to use it is when you have all information to solve the problem,
and you do not have enough time. This style works better with small and very capable
teams which are very motivated. For instance, in the Army we can find this kind of
leadership at the crew, group or platoon level where some people tend to think of this style
as a tool of yelling, using demanding languages, and leading by threats and abusing their
power which is working better during wartime but is less effective in a peacetime.

Participative or Democratic
This type of leadership empowers the teams by delegating the responsibility, telling

you “Let’s work together to solve this problem” and making you to become part of the
team. However, the leader has the last word, relying upon persuasion at the last in order to
get a consensus. In the Army, this is normally used if we are taking into consideration the
fact that a leader does not know everything, and information is shared by both
commanders and subordinates. The essence of this style is the involvement of subordinates
in decision making process, and we can conclude that this style works better, from the
battalion staff level to higher. This style of leadership allows commanders to make better
decisions, even if they know the eventual outcome, but they still try to find any alternatives
from their subordinates, because they have trust in their ability to come up with the right
ideas.

Laissez-Faire or Free Reign
In this style, the leader allows the employees to solve the problem and he or she

tries to stay out of the way, doing as little directing as possible, while employees determine
their own goals and take the work under their responsibility, make decisions, and solve the
situations themselves. This is used when employees are able to analyze the situation and
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determine what needs to be done and how to do it. In order for this to work very
efficiently, the leader needs his or her employees to be loyal, very skilled, trustworthy,
sufficiently motivated and highly experienced. However, they need to receive directions
from the outside coordinators.

The leaders should use it wisely because they cannot do everything and they should
set priorities and delegate only certain tasks. This is not a style to use if the leader’s
personality tends to blame others when things go wrong, but this is a style to be used when
leader has full trust and confidence in employees.

From a military point of view, this leadership style is not efficient during a crisis
where instant decisions or fast reactions may be required.

Despite the fact that this leadership style is inefficient most of the times, it can
work very well only if you have a great staff, usually within small compartments or
departments which need innovation because it gives loyal and smart subordinates power to
make most of the decisions. Only on very important issues does the leader get involved,
but with the willing to listen to the opinion of others before making the decision.

Reactive
This kind of leader is changeable and tends to react to circumstances changing

tactics often because he or she does not know what to do. However, this leader is
dependable and cannot build a trustworthy team, because the subordinates cannot trust the
leader. For a military leader, changing tactics without having some kind of reliable theory
behind it is in a doctrinal grey area.

Cooperative/Interactive
This leadership style is based on the agreement of employees and harmony within

members, rather than solving the challenges in a professional manner. It does not work in a
military organization or in business if you need to make the right decisions.

Entrepreneurial
This kind of leader directs using objectives and expects a certain level of results,

but does not care how they are achieved. They are useful in an international market where
many changes take place quickly. It is not a popular one, but sometimes it works in a very
centralized hierarchical structure.

Transformational
Transformational leadership enables innovative change through inspiration and

empowerment, being first identified by Burns (1978) [3]. These leaders are charismatic
and people simply want to please them. They are innovative in themselves and they inspire
this in others and value it in a team. This leadership style is can change dynamically with
the other changes connected to new technologies.

This style of leadership is probably the most useful in military organization
especially in the middle of the battle where to must take right decisions in a very short time
or in any international business activity involving fast changes.

Visionary
This kind of leader tend to combine all the various methods of management and create

their own identifiable style of leadership, using a little of all of the different leadership
styles as the need arises. They have flexibility and can deal with rapid change. They work
best with talented teams, which have highly professional, interdependent expert members
who need little supervision. They can deal with a great deal of complexity, generally use
advanced planning, though this is always flexible, and they are optimistic about the future.
It works very well in all kind of high military structures where is needed a clear long term
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vision of the Army. Visionary leaders inspire commitment and cooperation and are trusted,
because they set and follow their own standards of excellence [4].

3. Conclusion
What is important to understand about all of these leadership styles is that a good

leader uses all styles, depending on the environment and the relationships between the
followers, the leader and the situation. Most leaders are a combination of many different
styles and these are employed at different times as circumstances require. In fact, there are
valuable elements in all these described leadership styles and in many others described in
current literature.

The leadership styles are influenced by the time available, relationships,
information management, employees training, internal conflicts, level of stress, type of
task, and laws or standard procedures.

However, an excellent military leader should be the most capable person and
should be concerned with the needs of the organization and of his or her subordinates,
motivating and inspiring their team.
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1. The taxonomy of motivation theories

1. 1.Theories about the content of motivation

1.1.1 Maslow’s Needs
Hierarchy Theory
MASLOW postulated the hierarchy
of needs, in levels, according to their
importance (5 or 8 levels).
Human resource management uses
Abraham Maslow's theory, drawing
on two of its virtues: it recognizes the
diverse needs of people and concerns
for meeting those needs. This raises
the first practical implication - the
needs of higher order (and self
esteem) give the strongest impulse
activity, because their strength
increases after they have been
satisfied. In contrast, the force
decreases basal order of needs having

been met.

1.1.2 ERD Theory
Clayton Alderfer, expanding on Maslow's hierarchy of needs, created the ERG

theory. This theory posits that there are three groups of core need — existence, relatedness,
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and growth, hence the label: ERG theory. The existence group is concerned with providing
our basic material existence requirements. They include the items that Maslow considered
to be physiological and safety needs. The second group of needs is those of relatedness- the
desire we have for maintaining important interpersonal relationships. These social and
status desires require interaction with others if they are to be satisfied, and they align with
Maslow's social need and the external component of Maslow's esteem classification.
Finally, Alderfer isolates growth needs' an intrinsic desire for personal development. These
include the intrinsic component from Maslow's esteem category and the characteristics
included under self-actualization [4].

1.1.3. Needs-based motivational theory
David McClelland is most noted for describing three types of motivational need,

which he identified in his 1961 book, The Achieving Society:
a) Achievement motivation;
b) Authority / power motivation;
c) Affiliation motivation;

These needs are found to varying degrees in all workers and managers, and this mix
of motivational needs characterizes a person's or manager's style and behavior, both in
terms of being motivated and in the management and motivation others.
McClelland firmly believed that achievement-motivated people are generally the ones who
make things happen and get results, and that this extends to getting results through the
organization of other people and resources, although as stated earlier, they often demand
too much of their staff because they prioritize achieving the goal above the many varied
interests and needs of their people. The researches about predictions, resultant from this
theory, confirmed the idea that these needs (for affiliation, for power and self realization)
are motivated, when the working environment allows them to be satisfied [1].

2. Theories about the processing of motivation

The theories about the processing of motivation are focused, basically, to give
answer to the general question: How does the motivation occur?
For instance, Yale School of Management Professor Victor Vroom's"expectancy theory"
provides an account of when people will decide whether to exert self control to pursue a
particular goal. [5]. The self-control of motivation is increasingly understood as a subset
of emotional intelligence; a person may be highly intelligent according to a more
conservative definition (as measured by many intelligence tests), yet unmotivated to
dedicate this intelligence to certain tasks. The other processing theories of motivation:

a) The theory of instrumental conditioning, originated by Skinner);
b) The theory of social cognition, elaborated by Bandura;
c) The integrator theory, elaborated by Porter and Lawer.

2. Theories about motivated projection and organization of labor

The theory of the job characteristics have been elaborated by Richard Hackman and Greg
Oldham in 1976 and reviewed in 1980. According to the model created by this theory, the
motivation is related with the presence of some job characteristics that trigger some
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psychological conditions (feelings) which have a big influence of motivation, satisfaction
and efficiency in work. [3].
The model proposes five essential job characteristics [2]:

a) The diversity of aptitudes (different activities and a lot of abilities, skills or
talent);

b) The identity of the task (the level that can be achieved by the employer, from the
beginning to the end of the activity);

c) The importance of the task;
d) The autonomy of the employer (the independence level in making his own

working program, taking decision and the way he perform in doing his job);
e) The feedback (the level of being informed about his working results and

performance).
The research of Loher (1985) and Stones (1986) proved the clear link between the

job characteristics and the satisfaction in work. [3]. The satisfaction condition (felling) is
lived under a pleasant emotion, obtained from both the real or anticipated consequences of
the action. Hackman and Oldham (1980) concluded that there is still unknown if the
motivational benefits of the work are coming from the objective characteristics of the tasks
or from the perception they gave it [3].

4. The plan of an experimental research

Experimental plan aims at linking three categories of variables:
a) Independent variables internal, consisting of necessities / needs groups of

subjects engaged in an organization;
b) Situational independent variables, consisting of the features work station;
c) Dependent variables, consisting of characteristics of work group functioning.

4.1. The hypothesis
Scientific hypothesis. There are partnership agreements between the needs of

employees of an organization, job characteristics and functional features of group work.
The working hypothesis. It is likely that, by analyzing responses to questions on

subjects dimensional researched concepts, needs to be able to determine the impact of
employees (variable X) and job characteristics (variable Z) on the functioning of the group
(variable Y).

Statistical hypotheses:
a) The null hypothesis (H0) states that there is no statistically significant correlation

between the sizes of the variable X, controlled by variable Z on variable Y;
b) Alternative hypothesis (H1) states that there is statistically significant correlation

between the sizes of the variable X, controlled by variable Z on variable Y.

4. 2.  The research subjects
Experimental groups will consist of all the employers from an institution.

4.3. Methods and techniques
Research methods are sociological survey carried out by questionnaire and

statistical analysis techniques:
a) The questionnaire for the assessment of needs (Porter, 1962) is divided into 13

items. Items relating to the categories of necessities / needs as follows: security needs (item
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1), social needs (items 2 and 3) esteem needs (items 4, 5 and 6), need for autonomy (items
7, 8 , 9 and 10), needs of self (items 11, 12 and 13). The answers to items can be given to
each topic by choosing a step in a scale with seven divisions: 1 = minimal, 2 = very poor, 3
= poor, 4 = Average, 5 = good, 6 = very good, 7 = maximum. Steps are degrees of intensity
perception of its security needs, ..., self-realization. Every item is received two answers: a
= level at which position corresponds to expectations, b = ideal level of expectations. It can
thus calculate the difference (BA), on the assumption that the degree of dissatisfaction of
the subject is proportional to the size of this difference.

b) The questionnaire on job characteristics is part of a group called the Job
Diagnostic Survey, based theoretical model developed by Hackman and Oldham (1980).
The model is based on the assumption that there are five essential characteristics of the job
that influence employee attitudes and behavior: skill variety, task identity, task
significance, autonomy and feedback from work. In these five essential characteristics,
namely plus two other, get the feedback from agents and relationships with others.
Employee perceptions questionnaire measuring the seven characteristics of work station:
the variety of skills (items 4, 8 and 12); identity task (items 3, 10 and 18), the significance
of pregnancy (items 5, 15 and 21), autonomy (items 2, 16 and 20), post feedback (items 7,
11 and 19), feedback from agents (items 6, 14 and 17), relationships with others (items 1, 9
and 13).

c) The questionnaire on the functioning of the working group is taken from the
following sources: Cammann, Fichman, Jenkins and Klesh (1979, 1982). He has 14 items
that are part of the fourth scale organizational assessment questionnaire Michigan, which
has, overall, 11 scales for measuring attitudes and perceptions at work. The 14 items are
grouped into five subscales, covering: group homogeneity (items 4 and 8), clarity of
purpose in group (items 2 and 6) group cohesion (item 1 and 11), opening the group /
transparency (items 9, 5, 7 and 13), and internal fragmentation of the group (items 3, 510,
12 and 14). The answers are checked by subjects on a scale of 1-7 (1 = least ... 7 =
maximum) to mark items as the statements of the current state and ideal state characterizes
the operation of group work.

d) The statistical method is applied to process the data set collected by the
questionnaires. Presentations of data and statistical processing methodology are focused on
quantitative aspects and deterministic models - causal explanation. We recommend using
those sequences in SPSS-10 program, for description of variables, partial correlation
coefficient to establish application and chi square tests of significance and t.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this basic theoretical knowledge, together with the research methodology
and instruments described, may form the fundament of experimental research, to facilitate
checking the validity of various theories of motivation.
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HOW TO MAKE GOOD DECISIONS
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Abstract:
Decisions are at the heart of leader success, and at times there are critical moments when they can be
difficult, perplexing, and nerve-racking. However, the boldest decisions are the safest.
In this paper, I want to present the process of making good strategic decisions through skillful employment of
critical thinking. This paper highlights the importance of deciding based on thorough judgment. I will
emphasize the role of using own abilities through a focused and structured decision process in order to
actively and pro-actively take decisions. Active decision-making involves a responsible choice that must be
made, while pro-active decision-making is the practice of making decisions in advance just like "in the case
of fire".
Many decisions, with huge or small impact, are being made by people on a daily basis in military or civilian
life. Many are "good" decisions having to sustain a company’s strategy efficiently. Yet, many do not take
into account all available information or further implications. The objective of decision-making process is to
considerably increase the proportion of good decisions, and thus improving overall performance.

Keywords: decision, process, decision-making, implications, performance.

Motto: The Sioux Indian Tribal Prayer reads, “Great Spirit, help us never to judge
another until we have walked for two weeks in his moccasins.”

1. Introduction
Satisfying the needs of citizens of any given entity is an objective that depends a lot

on acts and actions, which in return are the result of a decision. Those responsible for
decision-making take decisions which in turn, affect the people, who may or may not
empower them to do so in future. Therefore, the "decision" is the outcome of an interaction
between those who rule and those who are ruled. However, decision-making is a process of
mind and results from the values and what the ruling elite considers as good for the people.
However, their considerations are very much influenced by their authority and tasks given
to them according to a legal - or apparent legal - way. In fact, decision-makers act within
the authority given to them to act on behalf of a given society.
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2. Definitions
Decision making is “the study of identifying and choosing alternatives based on

the values and preferences of the decision maker”. [1] When making a decision we have
consider more alternative choices to be considered, and in such a case, we want not only to
identify as various of these alternatives as possible but to decide the one that best fits with
our goals, standards or needs.

Decision making is the process of properly reducing uncertainty and skepticism
about alternatives to permit a practical choice to be made from among them. This
definition stresses the information gathering function of decision making. It ought to be
specified here that uncertainty is minimized rather than eliminated. Not many decisions are
made with complete certainty for the reason that whole knowledge about all the
alternatives is rarely possible, but every decision involves a certain quantity of risk.

Decision making is “a process of specifying the nature of particular problem
selecting among available alternatives in order to solve it”. [2]

Decision is “a commitment to a particular course of action, sometimes taken
unilaterally but usually following discussion and negotiation with others”. [3]

3. The Decision-Making Process
3.1. Decision as Intuition
If you are a person trying to decide what are you want to study: a logistic subject)

or a subject such as technical or computer science (which may conduct to a more profitable
profession), to make this decision instinctively is needed to go with the alternative that is
accepted by your emotional reactions to the two alternatives.

You can have an intensely positive gut feeling in the directions of the more
interesting subject along with a intensely negative feeling about the more career-oriented
one, or may feel the other way round. Supplementary expected is that you feel positive
feelings in direction of both alternatives, along with complementary anxiety caused by
your incapacity to see a clearly preferable option. Finally, intuitive decision-makers choose
an option based on what their emotional reactions tell them is more desirable.

There is much to be said for illogical determination making. One of the major
benefits is that an emotional response can be faster and can have better results. Added plus
is that basing your decisions on emotions helps to secure that the decisions submit into
relationship what you really desire approximately. If you are motivated near a achievable
challenge that is a agreeable promises to complete successfully the goals that are
imperative to you. Finally, decisions supported on emotional intuitions proceed straight to
production: the advantageous intuition toward a choice will motivate you to expect it out.
But emotion based on illogical conclusion making can also have some serious
discriminatory circumstances. An option may seem emotionally pleading because of loser
to consider separate consider options. Another difficulty with impression is that it may be
supported on away or inapplicable entropy. It is troublesome to see introspectively whether
your intuitions descend from tried and relevant message.

Finally, intuitive reasoning is problematic in unit situations where decisions
condition to be prefabricated conjointly. If separate people disagree with your choices, you
cannot just creep that your intuitions are better than the intuitions of others. Protecting your
emotional reactions and attempting to gain a consensus with another grouping requires a
more analytical approach than, but expressing your gut feelings.
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3.2. Decision as Calculation
Experts on decision-making suggested a more systematic and calculating approach.

For model, Bazerman [5] says that reasoning resolution making should let the people six
steps:

1. Delimitate the difficulty, characterizing the main reason of your decision.
2. Determine the criteria, specifying the goals or objectives that you need to be able

to reach.
3. Measure the criteria, deciding the importance of the goals.
4. Create alternatives, identifying potential courses of proceed that can reach your

different goals.
5. Rank each choice on each condition, assessing the extent to which every action

would affect each goal.
6. Calculate the best decision, evaluating every choice by multiplying the expected

effectiveness of every choice with respect to a criterion times the heaviness of the criterion,
then adding up the anticipated importance of the alternative with obey to all criteria.

A cartoon shows a man sitting at a personal computer and saying to his girlfriend:
"I've done the numbers, and I will marry you". Several decisions, at smallest, seem
unsuitably based on doing the drawing. But is the emotional judgement of Bazerman's 6-
step planning method justified? We can sure see few significant advantages of the
provision method over the suspicion method. First, it is set up to prevent neglecting
significant alternatives and goals. Second, it stresses the importance of how the various
alternatives contribute to objectives’ accomplishment. Third, it changes the decision-
making into a living process allowing a leader to review it together with his staff.

The main drawback of this method is particularly linked to the difficulty of the
process as the effectiveness of the decision-making is affected.

3.3. Decision as Coherence
Computing coherence is a method that is directly linked to improving the

limitation satisfaction, and can be carried out through various algorithms. The most
psychologically fascinating models of connection optimization are provided through
connectionist algorithms. These use neurons like units to comprise elements and excitatory
and repressive course to permute positive and negative constraints. The focalisation of the
measurements can be realised by calculating the level of satisfaction given by various
algorithms. In conclusion, the computational problem of exactly increasing focalisation is
really problematic, but there are specific algorithms for approximating the increase of
cohesion construed as constraint spirit.

Elijah Millgram [6] asserted that practical reasoning involves connection judgments
virtually how to fit untimely various doable actions and goals. On our reason, the elements
are actions and goals, the affirmatory constraints are supported on facilitation relations, and
the antagonistic constraints are based on incompatibility relations. To be more precise,
deliberative coherence can be specified by the next principles:
Symmetry, Facilitation, Incompatibility, Goal priority, Judgment, Decision.

Decisions are done on the beginning of a judgment of the complete coherency of a
set of actions and goals. Psychologically, decision as coherence is really distinct from
decision as calculation. Calculations are aware and stated, displayable to everyone on
pencil and press. In differ, if link increase in frail brains is correspondent to what happens
in the cardboard neuronic networks, and then categorisation of cohesion is a deliver not
handy to cognisance.
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3.4. Decision-making sequential steps

In the decision-making modeling procedure we have to study the effects of
presenting diverse decision alternatives retrospectively; to be precise, "as if" we have
implemented our strategy. The decision has already been made under a special path of
actions. The key to a good decision is reflection earlier than action, therefore, the
succession of steps in the above decision-making modeling process should be considered
in reverse order. For example, the output (which is the effect of our action) must be
considered first.

The following are the decision-making sequential steps :
a) Value and the Objective: Consider the full array of objectives to be fulfilled and

the values implicated by your action.
b) Set of Actions: Thoroughly consider a wide range of possible alternative courses

of action. The above decision-making process includes the study of identifying and
choosing alternatives based on the standards and preferences of the decision-maker.

c) Evaluate the Consequences: Carefully analyze the costs and risks, negative as
well as positive consequences that may arise from each alternative.

d) Gathering Information: Intensively search for new information proper to further
estimation of the alternatives. Information can be classified as explicit and implicit forms.
The explicit information can be explained in structured form, while implicit information is
inconsistent and unsure to explain. Decision-making process have to include the decreasing
of uncertainty and suspicion about the uncontrollable inputs. This can be achieved by
meeting reliable information. Even though the improbability cannot be eliminated in most
cases, however the more practical information reduces certain amount of risk.

f) Information Processing: Properly understand and take explanation of any new
information or expert judgment, even when the information does not sustain the course of
action initially preferred.

g) Action Assessment: Re-examine positive and negative consequences of known
alternatives, including those firstly regarded as inappropriate, before making a final
decision.

h) Implementation of Your Decision: Make detailed provisions for implementing
and executing the chosen course of action, including contingency plans for known risks
and adjustments. The art of life is a constant readjustment to our situation. The decision-
maker must have a set of contingent decisions at this stage. These are decisions that have
been completed but place on hold in anticipation of some condition would met.
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3.5. Some Decision Making Strategies
There are frequently many solutions to a specified problem, and the decision

maker's responsibility is to choose one of them. The assignment of choosing can be as easy
or as difficult as the consequence of the decision warrants, and the quantity and quality of
alternatives can also be adapted according to significance, time or resources. There are
quite a lot of strategies used for choosing. Amongst them are the following:

Satisfying: In this strategy, the initial acceptable alternative is chosen rather than
the optimum alternative. For lots of minor decisions, such as where to go, what to eat,
which tool to use, which coat to wear, and so on, the satisfying strategy is great.

Optimizing: this strategy is about: choosing the greatest potential solution to the
problem, discovering as various alternatives as possible and choosing the best solution.

Maximin. This stands for "maximizing the minimums." In this strategy, that of the
pessimist, the worst possible outcome of each decision is analyzed and we will choose the
decision with the highest minimum. Maximin concentrates “the salvage value of a decision
or of the guaranteed return of the decision”.

Maximax. This stands for "maximizing the maximums." This strategy focuses on
evaluating and then choosing the alternatives based on their maximum possible payoff. It is
an excellent strategy for using when risk taking is most adequate, when the go-for-broke
philosophy is managed without restraint.

4. Conclusion

Several leaders know intuitively how to make decisions. But even the best decision-
makers are more and more challenged by these factors:

 Rising offensive of information on which to base decisions;
 Rising amount of decisions;
 Materialization of decisions completed by "teams";
 Diminishing time to do them.
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All of this points to the need for a visible, rational, and repeatable approach to
solving problems and making decisions.

The underlying objective of decision-making processes is to first reach a common
understanding of the issues, then to develop options that attempt to satisfy the needs of all
parties. It is important at the outset, and throughout the entire process, to evaluate the
intensity of the disagreement, and if necessary to contact a third party who can manage the
process.

I think that we make rational decisions, independent of the physical, emotional,
psychological and spiritual state in which we happen to find ourselves. Not true. We weigh
different attributes of the problem depending on their relative importance at the moment.
The aim is that there are lots of traps that we humans fall down into when making
decisions, so we have invented many techniques to help bootstrap our ability to make
decisions. These tools strengthen that which humans do well, connecting concepts to
develop new ideas, by adding abilities that we lack in, such as computing accuracy and
speed, as well as systematic decision making approaches.

Finally, I would like to list some characteristics of "Good" decision makers:
1. Having a high tolerance for ambiguity.
2. Having a well-ordered sense of priorities.
3. Being a good listener.
4. Always building the consensus around a decision.
5. Avoiding stereotypes.
6. Remaining resilient with feedbacks.
7. Being relaxed equally measure for soft and hard input.
8. Being realistic about cost and difficulty.
9. Avoiding a decision minefield.
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LEADERSHIP IN BATTLE COMMAND
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Abstract:
Battle Command is a leader-centered process rather than a staff-centered process that projects the mind and
the will of the commander into the actions of the organization he or she leads. This paper examines the role
of leadership in the battle command process highlighting the importance of a leader to the process. A brief
analysis of a few major U.S. Army publications supported by few relevant historical examples, led to the
main findings of this paper which highlights the fact that effective decision-making and leadership provide
the main foundation for battle command. Therefore, the commander is central to future thinking, vision and
leadership.

Key words: battle command, process, commander, leadership, leader, decision-making.

1. Introduction.

United States military doctrine defines Battle Command as “the art of battle
decision making and leading” [1]. Roger Nye describes the command act as “more than
carry out orders and apply rules and regulations to the ebb and flow of military
administration. Command calls for a creative act, spawned by a carefully carved vision of
one’s mission and professional values. Great commanders have the confidence and courage
to interpret rules and orders, and to put their personal stamp on the decisions guiding their
force...” [2]. The role of the leader and leadership is central to any military organization as
proven in theory, doctrine and history.

2. Battle Command processes.

Battle Command encompasses five elements: visualize, describe, direct, assess and
lead. These elements are interrelated and play different roles: the first three are processes
supporting effective command and decision making, leadership is the personal input
brought in by the leader and represents the driving engine while assess is the tool binding
these two categories together and measuring their effectiveness through continuous
evaluation.

2.1. Visualize.
Visualization is the first process of battle command and enables the commander to

portray the current and future state of the organization. The process combines leader’s
experience, education, knowledge with capabilities and assets available to accomplish the
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mission. The product of visualization is synthesized in commander’s intent, end-state and
the essential tasks the organization must accomplish to meet the intent and achieve the end-
state. Action begins with a vision of the desired outcome.  A leader envisions first a desired
outcome, then considers the ways and means necessary to achieve it, and finally
implements them into the appropriate actions according to the purpose. At every
subsequent military planning step, the purpose must be the focus of effort. This product is
what the commander will transfer upon the organization using the describe process. In the
blitzkrieg days of the Second World War, General Rommel placed a strong emphasis on
visualizing taking any measures that would afford him a better visual picture and thus
surprising his adversaries.

2.2. Describe.
The “describe” process is the second component of battle command and enables the

commander to express what the organization is to do in order to move from its current state
to the visualized future state. This process merges the result of visualization in the form of
intent, critical tasks and end-state with leader’s ability to set goals and objectives,
determine priorities and allocate resources to accomplish the mission. The key factor is
effective communication which enables the commander to disseminate its visualization
upon the organization in a rapid and clear way. In the Second World War, during the Battle
of the Huertgen Forest, Major General Norman D. Cota failed in clearly describing to his
division the conditions to meet his intent and this was in a great measure due to poor
communication within his organization. The result of the failure in “describing” was that
one of the U.S. Army’s best and brightest commanders was defeated by enemy forces that
had just spent three months retreating across France, Belgium and Holland [3].

2.3. Direct.
The “direct” process allows the commander to lead the organization’s actions to

achieve the visualized end-state through actions aimed at achieving the goals and
objectives described in the previous process. This process is the translation into action of
what the organization is to do to accomplish the mission assigned and measures the
effectiveness of commander’s decision making abilities. A key factor is subordinates
initiative along the guidelines provided by commander’s intent. General Rommel was very
active in directing and, although he interfered in the minor or major tactics, he wished no
man to wait for his approval.

2.4. Assessing.
Assessing represents a “tool” that allows the commander to continuously evaluate

the performance of his organization through the process and provides him with feedback to
adjust as necessary. During the battle at Huertgen forest, failures in properly assessing
caused Major General Cota’s division to be outnumbered by enemy and affected
commander’s ability to direct. The key factor is situational awareness and understanding
because it assists the commander to visualize, describe, direct and lead effectively. General
Rommel was particularly concerned with this aspect and always placed himself on the
battlefield in a position that allowed him to assess the situation as it developed in order to
decisively influence the battle.

2.5. Leadership.
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Visualize, describe and direct are processes that encompass art and science with
respect to the organization. Leadership is the drive that brings to the battle command the
“personal touch”. In an address at West Point in 1950, Field Marshall Sir William Slim
noted: “If I were asked to define leadership, I should say it is the projection of personality.
It is the most intensely personal thing in the world because it is just plain you.”[4]. The
commander visualizes, describes and directs the organization providing purpose, direction
and motivation. However, although the focus is to lead the organization to achieve its
mission, the leading function goes far beyond the objective to take into account also
improving the organization. It allows the commander to balance the effort between present
and future with respect to the organization through its personal values, attributes, skills and
actions.

Leadership is the most important element of battle command and is “influencing
people by providing purpose, direction, and motivation while operating to accomplish the
mission and improving the organization” [5]. There are two main schools of thought
regarding leadership: authoritarian or directing, and persuading or delegating. When
applied to battle command, authoritarian leadership may facilitate rapid obedience and
even short-term gain but it does not encourage initiative, requires too much supervision
and the subordinates can become too dependent on the leader. This style could also
suffocate any teamwork spirit among subordinates. The persuasive leadership style
encourages subordinates to use initiative and actively seek responsibility. This style
produces long-term results influencing subordinates to become self-disciplined and
independent. Leadership styles influence the battle command process as a commander’s
personality and character influence his or her actions and leadership philosophy.

The current operating environment and asymmetric warfare demand adaptability to
rapid and various changes and, therefore, require a mix of leadership styles which may also
depend on the situation and the capabilities of subordinate commanders. Leadership plays
a central role in battle command where the commander’s desired effects must be clearly
understood and should encourage autonomy and freedom of action of subordinates in
accordance with his or her intent.

3. Conclusion.

Although distinct, the five components of battle command are closely linked and
complement each other in a continuous process, allowing the commander to lead the
organization in accomplishing its mission. Battle command encompasses processes that
effectively represents both the realities of command decision-making in battle and provides
a practical method to an efficient organization of staff planning activities. It is a command
driven process characterized by flexibility and adaptability and is carried out continuously
at a “controlled speed” combining the synergetic efforts of the whole staff under effective
leadership.
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Abstract:
This paper deals with the idea of performance being best predicted by the interaction of leaders’ability and
motivation. There is no formula for motivation. In today’s world, leaders are keen to understand how their
leadership is affecting motivation and how can it improve the work performance. The complexity of
motivation is given by the influence of perceptions and a number of factors.  Not all people are motivated the
same thing, they all have different stimuli depending on their interests and time in their life. A good leader
should understand all the factors that could motivate a person and should realize that not all people can be
motivated by the same thing in order to achieve performance.
So, this paper digs into the importance of motivation, which was discovered from the time immemorial by
ancient strategists, and how they realized that motivation influences the people and their lives. First of all, the
meaning of motivation and goal setting is emphasised. Then, the current approach on the issue of motivation
and some existing causes of problems are identified. Next, a performance approach is discussed, together
with the main objectives of performance evaluation. Finally, the influence of motivation on the performance
achievement is described based on the leader – subordinates relationship. It is important for an army leader to
be able to motivate subordinates to accomplish a physically challenging task or to perform a hazardous task
that is dangerous and life threatening.

1. Introduction

Motivation is an internal condition of a person which pushes himself (herself) to
think or to act in a specific way to achieve a goal. By influencing people’s motivation, you
can make them want to do what must be done. It is a practical action which we meet
frequently during our lives.

Motivation is a psychic mechanism which converts the pressure generated by
motives in behaviors, directed toward a goal.

People are not motivated by the same things and these motivations are subject to
changes over time, everyone is wants to achieve performance. Motivations like feelings or
achievement are considered intrinsic, rewards and achieving certain goals are considered
extrinsic.

2. A bit of history
From ancient times, scientists and strategist were interested in human behavior.

The greatest strategist Sun Tzu said (in the year 400 B.C.), that “an important matter like
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war, first of fifth mainstays (like: whether conditions, terrain, commander and doctrine) is
the influence of moral” and he explained that this influence “is the harmony between
military leaders and people, the motive to follow their guiders in life and death without
fear for their lives” [2]. To accomplish that it is necessary that “those people must be
treated with kindness, justness, equity. Giving trust the Army will have team spirit and
everybody will be happy to follow their leaders” said another Chinese strategist Chang Yu.

Napoleon explained that “all the wars are actually wars between two
motivations”.

3. Motivation in military organization
3.1. Definition of motivation
Motivation is a combination between desire and energy directed to achieve a goal.

Forces such as beliefs, values, interests, fear, and worthy causes can motivate the people.
We must keep an open viewpoint on human nature because there is no formula for
motivation. The direction of each person is steered by a complex array of forces that
cannot always be seen or studied.

3.2. Definition of Goal Setting
Goal setting is a process where leaders and their subordinates jointly identify

common objectives, define subordinates’ major areas of responsibility in terms of the
results expected, obtain the subordinates’ personal commitment through mutual agreement,
and use these objectives as guides for operating the unit and assessing the contribution of
each of its members.

3.3. Motivation Issues
In a motivational issue, although people often know the right procedures and have

all the resources available, they choose not to do the things the right way. This is caused
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Fig.1. Forces that can motivate people
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not by the position people are in, it is because of the inherent problems of the person. That
causes loose of focus from getting the desired results. Motivational problems could be
family issues, personality problems and the lack of understanding. Some of these
motivational problems affect the person’s behavior or the other people or processes.

The leaders have to make sure they get the facts right otherwise they will be unable
to correctly assess and overcome the problem. They will have to find out what the core of
the problem is and must make a plan of action so there will be no break of the contract
between the military organization and the subordinates.

The starting point in this kind of action is to observe the subordinate on how he is
doing his tasks and projects. Also, the leader should be careful not to make the subordinate
feel hunted so he should just observe and document the areas in which the latter is having
issues and does not conform to the standards. The subordinate’s history (previous leaders
the subordinate might have worked with) is also an important factor to check. In this
manner of approaching the problems it will provide a deeper perception of the individual
and determine if it is a pattern or something new.

3.4. Causes of problems

3.4.1 Lack of communication regarding requirements or expectations
This issue cannot be blamed on the subordinate. Leaders can provide the means for

subordinates to motivate themselves to the desired behavior by constant feedback.  The
feedback should be provided at all time and not only during a performance rating period, as
this is a part of the leader’s job.

3.4.2. The absence of motivation
The lacking of motivation of a subordinate can be caused by problems that include

personal life, family etc. Subordinates should be helped to understand the consequences of
their negative behavior.

3.4.3. Keep in focus

People need meaningful work; they need to know that it is important and necessary
for the survival of their organization, so the manager needs to make sure that every
subordinate gets these questions answered:
 What are the changes and new responsibilities of the job?
 Who will evaluate the performance and how?
 Is the learning of new skills required?
 Will the old responsibilities be authorized?
 How will the transition benefit careers?
 What are the new skills and training that are needed to be performed?
 Will this make any changes on the market in the future?
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4. Performance and performance evaluation

4.1. What is performance?

Performance is a good result obtained by a person or by an organization.
Performance is the observable behavior, and it could be measured quantitative and
quantitative. Performance assessments are measurement of a specific range of skills,
knowledge, and attitudes in relation to certain objective standards. This evaluation must be
based upon well a person has performed to set a standard.

Performance is considered to be a synonym with efficiency and is used to obtain
specific results. On the other hand, bad performers are considered to be doing just busy
work, in opposition to activities that are actually efficient.

Vince Lombardi – “if you don’t keep score, you’re only practicing”

4.2. Main objectives of performance evaluation
The objective of performance evaluation is to help subordinates improve their

performance and weak competencies in order to grow as individuals so that the
organization can meet its present and future goals. Sometimes organizations use this tool
for protection against lawsuits, to justify different level of pay increases, or to provide
“annual appreciation”. Many managers and leaders view performance evaluation as an
additional burden required by Human Resources structures.

Oliver Cromwell – “who stops being better stops being good”

One of the most powerful tools a leader has at his disposition is the performance
evaluation.  There are three main objectives:

 Performance could be measure fairly and objectivity against job requirements. This
ensures that efforts are rewarded and inefficiency is signaled for poor performance.
 To increase performance by identifying specific development goals. The

assessment allows the subordinates plan for better performance on the job and to
accomplish their mission.
 To develop career goals so that subordinates may keep pace with the requirements

of a fast paced organization. Because the task becomes more demanding with new
requirements, people want to perform effectively in their jobs. But, that does not mean they
will be able to perform effectively tomorrow. They must be allowed to grow with the jobs
and the organization.

4.3. The influence of motivation to achieve performance

The main leader – subordinate relationship issue is trust problem. Motivation of the
subordinates for getting performance is based on trust. All get together organizations - as
basis for long term performances – are not able to exist without trust. An axiomatic true of
the organizations’ theory say that trust is acquired by trust, and distrust is giving rise to
distrust. Sometimes, the distrust leaders are getting from the subordinated derives from the
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misapprehension of the human behavior, conscious or not, declared or not, in the sense that
subordinates are not capable to be responsible or they are less creative and have less
initiative to accomplish their missions. In order to achieve the goals, leaders have to
supervise the members of their teams and put restrains on them, because they have the
tendency to try to evade their job.

The theory and practice of leadership demonstrates that this point of view is totally
wrong. People can work without pushing, they are able to create or to have initiative, and
they have satisfactions on their accomplished work with the condition of being motivated.

As a leader we have the power to influence motivation. For that it is necessary to
know how to guide our decision making process. First we have to ensure that our team is
trained, encouraged and has the opportunity to advance. Also, the way to ensure that
leadership process is conducted in an honest manner basis on same value, moral and ethic
principles that we seek in others.

The first step in completing an objective is setting the performance goals. To make
a goal achievable it should be challenging and realistic and so that it will be want everyone
wants in the end. The best way to improve an employee’s work performance and help them
achieve great things is constructive feedback.

3. Conclusion

Motivating people to achieve performance is a hard, challenging, and interesting
job. Leaders should be aware how their actions and decisions might affect the team they
conduct. To accomplish their missions, leaders need to have in minds that in same situation
each person may react differently. The following guidelines could form a basic view of
motivation:

 Allow the needs of the team to coincide with the needs of the organization
based on true value, moral and ethic principles, teaching and encouraging people how to do
and how to be the best they could in their job.

 Recognize in an honest manner the importance of each member of the team.
Feeling that everyone will be motivated to do better.

 Reward the good behavior. A letter, a certificate or a simple thank you may
seem small and insignificant, but they can be powerful motivation. The reward should be
specific and prompt in order to make them to believe that it was indeed a good job. When
somebody did a mistake, show what was wrong and help them to achieve a particular goal.

 The leader must be the role model that he or she wants the other to grow
into. Develop morale and team spirit. Team spirit is the consciousness of the organization
that allows the people within it to identify with and feel part of it.

 Allow the people to be a part of the planning and solving process. People
who are of the decision making process become its owners, thus it gives them a personal
interest in seeing the plan succeed. When communication is clearer, everyone has a better
understanding of what role they must play as part of the team. When the subordinates feel
that they are part of the team, recognition and appreciation from a respected leader are
powerful motivators.

 Looking out for the team, keeping them informed, counseling people who
behave in a way that is against the team’s goal, and protecting the people when needed,
allows leaders to be aware of the subordinates’ lives and give the opportunity to show
concern for them.
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The Sioux Indian Tribal Prayer reads, “Great Spirit, help us never to judge another
until we have walked for two weeks in his moccasins.”

In groups that are exposed to extreme work-related hazards and stress, such as the
military, the leaders are directly responsible for how stressful experience are made sense,
of interpreted, and understood by the members of the team. They also need to know how to
set realistic and challenging goals that are achievable - the end-state everyone wants.
Setting performance goals is the first step toward accomplishing the objectives. A leader
has the power to influence motivation and discover the key to improved subordinates’
performance.
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Abstract:
The opportunity to comand is a tremendous honor and responsability and unquestionably will be one of the
most significant roles in Air Force career. The command is a special trust. The legal and moral
responsabilities of the commanders exceed those of any other leader of similar position or autority. Nowhere
else does a boss have responsibility for how the subordinates live and what they do after work. The very
nature of the command is unique to the military, there is no civilian equivalent for this level of trust, autority
and responsability.
The essence of command is leadership, and the self example will set the standard for the entire organization.
The institution looks to the commander to make sure that the mission succeeds, that the people receive the
proper training and care and that the value survives. For this reson, the command is reserved for those
individuals exhibiting only the highest levels of integrity, selflessness and excelence.

Key words: command, leadership, integrity, selflessness, mission, people.

1. The Air Force leadership concept

Leadership as a concept could be translated as the art of leading and not just
management. Why? Maybe because leadership, as a study subject, is more a guide to help
us to understand, apply and go through the process of management.

People want direction. They want to be given challenging tasks, training in how to
accomplish them and the resources necessary to do them well. Effective leaders strive to
create an environment of trust and understanding that encourages their subordinates to
seize the initiative and act.

Military leadership is defined as "the art of direct and indirect influence and the
skill of creating the conditions for organizational success to accomplish missions
effectively." In general, junior leaders exercise their influence directly, while senior leaders
must employ both direct and indirect influencing methods. Although this definition is an
abstraction, closer examination helps discover some important aspects of military
leadership. Influence can be direct (i.e., personal contact) or indirect (i.e., sending orders
down the chain of command, regulations, standing operating procedures).

The Air Force concept of leadership highlights two fundamental elements of
leadership:
 The people who accomplish the mission;
 The mission, objective, or task to be accomplished.

These two basic elements are embedded in the definition of leadership: “Leadership
is the art and science of influencing people to accomplish the assigned mission”.
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Leadership is influencing people – by providing purpose, direction and motivation –
while operating to accomplish the mission and improving the organization.

A true leader is not satisfied with only knowing how to do what will get the
organization through today, they must also be concerned about what it will need tomorrow.
True leaders seek out opportunities; they are always looking for ways to increase their
professional skill and knowledge.

The mission is paramount and everything else must be subordinated to this
objective. Performing its mission is the primary task of a military organization. The
primary responsibility of the leader is to lead people to carry out the unit’s mission
successfully. The former USAF Chief of Staff General Curtis Lemay emphasized “No
matter how well you apply the art of leadership, no matter how strong your unit or how
high the morale of your men, if your leadership is not directed completely toward the
mission, your leadership has failed.”

The people are those who perform the mission. The personnel are the heart of the
organization and without their support a unit will fail. The leader must never forget the
importance of the unit’s personnel and his responsibilities that include the care and support
of the unit’s personnel. A good leader has continually ensured that the needs of the people
in their unit are met promptly and properly.

The two fundamental elements of the leadership concept – mission and people - are
actually two very complicated elements. Successful leaders who understand this complex
concept have exhibited certain characteristics or traits.

2. Situational leadership theory

A way to analyze different types of leaders is in terms of power held and how to use
it is the Situational Leadership. The Situational Leadership Theory was developed by Paul
Hersey and Ken Blanchard. In acordance with this model the leadership can be adapted to
the skills and job maturity of the individual commander and there is no single "best" style
of leadership. The essence of the model is that leaders should support their followers based
on the followers' needs and capabilities. By doing this, followers will develop their skills,
and over time will become more skilled, mature and independent.The model consists of 4
leadership styles and 4 maturity levels.

Leadership styles are divided in two contrasting categories: autocratic and
permissive or directive and supportive. By combining the two styles we obtain the four
categories of management arrangements.

Directive behavior means: one-way communication, spelling out the follower’s
role, telling what to do, when to do it, where to do it, closely supervising performance.

Supportive behavior means: two-way communication, listening, interaction,
providing support/encouragement, involving the follower in decision making.

Low directive or low supportive behavior does not mean a complete void of the
behavior. A leader can provide high directive behavior without being perceived as callous,
cold or insensitive.
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Fig.1 Situational leadership

There are four leadership styles (but there is no one best leadership style):
 Directing: used for people who have low competence and high commitment. These

style assumptions are: one-way communication, the leader provides who, what, where,
when and how, the leader makes the decision. The style is high directive, low supportive
and closely supervised.
 Coaching: used for people who have some competence and some commitment.

These style assumptions are: great deal of leader direction, he listens to ideas and
suggestions, attempts to hear and use the follower inputs, but the leader still makes all the
final decision, two-way communication. The style is still high directive but also high
supportive.
 Supporting: used for people who have high competence and variable commitment.

These style assumptions are: followers have competence to accomplish the task, location
of day-to-day problem-solving and decision making shifts from leader to follower, leader
provides recognition, listens actively, facilitates team problem-solving and decision
making. The style is high supportive and low directive.
 Delegating: used for people who have high competence and high commitment.

These style assumptions are: leader and followers identify problems together, decision
making process totally dedicated to the followers, the subordinate has control over who,
what, how and when something is done. The leader’s style is low directive and low
supportive.

Diagnosis of the followers’ development level is based on competence and
commitment.

Competence is defined as a function of gained knowledge and skill through
education, training or experience.

Commitment is defined as a measure of a person’s confidence (self-assuredness)
and motivation (interest/enthusiasm).
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3. Leadership Traits, Principles, Situation

3.1. Leadership Traits
Effective leaders have certain distinguishing characteristics which are the

foundation for their approach to the leadership situation. The list of a leader’s desirable
qualities is virtually endless.

While many characteristics are expected of all members of the military profession,
there are six traits which are vital to Air Force leaders.

Integrity is represented by commitment to the highest personal and professional
standards. A set of values must be established by the leaders and adhering to those values.
A leader must be fair and honest. Integrity is the basis of trust, and trust is the unbreakable
bond that unifies leaders with their followers and commanders with their units. Integrity
encompasses many characteristics indispensable to Air Force leader: courage, honesty,
responsibility, accountability, justice, openness, self-respect, honor.

Loyalty includes a three-dimensional trait, faithfulness to superiors, peers, and
subordinates. A high level of loyalty must be displayed by the leaders which expect that
members of their unit to be loyal. From the top down loyalty is even more necessary and
much less prevalent.

Commitment represents complete devotion to duty. A leader must demonstrate
total dedication to the Air Force, and the unit. The hallmark’s military leader is total
dedication service.

Energy of leader can be showed as their enthusiasm and drive to take the initiative.
Leader’s preparation needs to include physical and mental conditioning. Once a decision
was made, the leader must have the perseverance and stamina to stay on course until the
job was completed.

Decisiveness includes the willingness to accept responsibility and is the willingness
to act. To make any decision the leader must have the self-confidence. If things go right or
things go wrong leaders are always accountable.

Selflessness includes sacrificing personal requirements for a greater cause and the
courage to face and overcome difficulties. Air Force leaders cannot place their own
comfort or convenience before the mission or the people. Willingness to sacrifice is
intrinsic to military service. Selflessness requires courage and strength of character to
confront a tough situation head-on rather than avoiding it.

Force development takes individual capabilities and, through education, training,
and experience, produces skilled, knowledgeable, and competent leader who can apply the
best tools, techniques, and procedures to produce a required operational capability. Air
Force prepare people for leadership by optimizing experiences and skills and by
developing capabilities to meet any challenges.

3.2. Leadership Principles
Leadership principles are guidelines or rules that have been tested and proven over

the years by successful leaders. The most important of these principles are:
Know your job. People will follow a competent person who has the knowledge

needed to complete the mission successfully. The Air Force leader should have a broad
view of the unit’s mission, and must make sure all members of the unit understand how
their jobs relate to mission accomplishment.
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Know yourself. For successful leadership it is important to know your own
strengths and weaknesses. The leader must identify their own strengths and recognize their
personal capabilities and limitations.

Set the example. Leader must set the standard for the unit and people will emulate
their standards of personal conduct and appearance. Air Force leaders must be positive
examples of professional conduct, appearance, and physical conditioning.

Care for people. Take care of the people. Find out what their requirements are and
be sensitive to human needs. The leader can earn people’s confidence, respect, and loyalty
when people believe that they are cared for as well as circumstances permit.

Communicate. Information is the best link between wise leadership and purposeful
action and should flow continuously throughout the organization.

Educate. Air Force personnel should be properly trained to do their jobs. In the Air
Force formal training is based on personal experience at the unit level, practice and
informal training.

Equip. Leader’s responsibilities include identifying needs, securing funds and
ensure that the unit is equipped properly.

Motivate. The greatest challenge for successful leadership is motivating
subordinates to achieve the high standards set for them. The leader must build a cohesive
organization to accomplish the mission. The most powerful form of lasting motivation is
self-motivation.

Accept your responsibility. The leader is responsible for performing the unit’s
mission. Any unwillingness to accept responsibility for failure destroys your credibility as
a leader and breaks the bond of respect and loyalty.

Develop teamwork. The leader must build a cohesive team from a collection of
individual performers which works together to accomplish the mission. The team must
work in harmony and the leader should create and maintain an atmosphere of teamwork to
meet mission demands.

The leader must to demonstrate his performance in thorough knowledge of his own
job and ability to train his subordinates in their duties and thereafter to supervise and
evaluate their work.

The crowning of successful leadership comes when people are willing to put the
unit’s mission before all else.

3.3. The Leadership Situation
Leadership has been defined as the art of influencing and directing people to

accomplish the mission. Management is the manner in which resources are used to achieve
objectives. The Air Force needs people who can lead people and manage things.

Each leadership situation should be approached by paying careful attention to the
four primary factors: the mission, the people, the leader and the environment.

The Mission
The leader must define the mission and set priorities for its various components.

More missions have been defined by higher headquarters and the leader should transform
the direction into goals with which people will relate. When total effort is needed from
everyone it is very important to improve the individual involvement. The goals must be
challenging but need to know that unrealistic goals can frustrate even the most dedicated
people. Standards of job performance to make sure that goals are met must be consistent
with the mission and defined clearly for every individual.
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The People
The leader must be sensitive to people. To determine the appropriate leadership

action to take in a given situation, the leader needs to understand the people who perform
the mission.

The capability has two principal elements: training and experience.
Training. A leader should assess the level of the unit’s training. People joined the Air
Force to be part of a team with an important mission. They cannot do it without proper
training.
Experience. The levels of experience vary widely. A leader should learn each individual’s
experience and ability to perform in various situations. An important aspect when the
leader chooses the style is knowing the experience or knowledge level of the unit’s
personnel.

The Leader
Successful military leaders adapt their leadership style to meet the mission

demands, and use an approach which capitalizes on their strengths.
In addition to capitalizing on leader’s strengths and minimizing leader’s

weaknesses, leader’s style of leadership must correspond to the people’s job knowledge.
The leader must stay informed of the group’s progress, the leader is still ultimately

responsible for the mission. There is no perfect leadership style.
The Environment
Leaders should carefully consider the environment in which they work. Leadership

methods which worked in one situation with one group may not work with the same group
in a different environment.

The leader must alter their leadership behavior, as necessary, to accommodate
changes in the environment of the given mission.

4. Conclusion
Leadership is the art and science of influencing and directing people to accomplish an

assigned mission. The Air Force’s concept of leadership has two elements - the mission
and the people who must perform it. Several basic traits are common to successful leaders.
Effective leaders are also aware of the principles of leadership.

Every leadership situation has four key factors: the mission, the people, the leader, and
the environment. Careful consideration of these factors enables the leader to select the
proper approach to each situation. There is no single leadership style which is appropriate
in every situation; therefore, effective leaders learn to use the correct approach as dictated
by the circumstances.

The Air Force depends on positive, effective leaders at all levels to perform the
mission. Leadership is not the private domain or responsibility of senior officers. It is a
responsibility for which every Air Force person must prepare.

Nobody was born a leader. Leaders are educated, trained, and made, as in every other
profession. To ensure a strong, ready Air Force, the leader must always remain dedicated
to this process.
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Abstract:
This study consist into an undersized but necessary contribution to the Romanian Military Leadership
challenging transformation, assuming that the “officership” concept will be (hopefully) used by the Armed
Forces to define the desired model of graduates and expand measures to achieve this end state. To understand
the way, we must first examine the past. The officership transformation can be adequately understood if we
take a look into latest historical improvement of the topic. It makes sense to base this research by examining
the developments regarding officership in the US Armed Forces, for instance, like an illustrative paradigm,
and comparing it with the circumstances in our military organization. By expanding this investigation and put
side by side the developments, a solid foundation could be created for describing this continuous “in
progress” status of officership and the feasible alternative to get better in our system.

Key words: officership, leadership, education, career, management, character, expertise,
responsibility.

1. Introduction
Ethical leadership is the bedrock for success
in the military. Courage and competence win
battles, but character wins wars. The military
can never lose sight of that. [1]

Christopher Barnes & Joseph Doty

From the early beginning is extremely important to identify what "officership" (the
word, and more then this, the concept) means. During the typing exercise, I learned that the
utterance is red underlined by the computer, indicating the system did not recognize this
word. When I used the correction accessible in the Microsoft Word thesaurus, I found two
available options: "officer ship" and "officers hip". Obviously, no one fulfilled my real
intent.

Finally, after a long trip through internet, I found a definition being feasible with
this purpose: In the US military learning system (West Point US Military Academy)
“officership” is defined as “the professional practice of being a commissioned leader. An
essential part of Officership is a shared professional identity or self-concept, shaped by
what an officer must KNOW and DO, but most important, inspired by a deeply held
personal understanding and internalization of what an officer must BE. This self-identity
inspires and shapes the officer’s behavior on and off duty, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.”
[2]
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1. Officership in the US Armed Forces

I could not “manage” my platoon up a hill. I
had to lead them up there.

James R. McDonough

Romania considers, at the present time, the United States as the best possible
political and military allies. We have worked together, in the military, from the highest
politic decision makers top to the bottom of the system, in a variety of missions to
encompass Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan. This common background and mutual
respect provide the basis to compare leadership development of army officers in these
countries. The organizational culture and the background of the US Armed Forces are
feasible to consist in an example of dealing with the sensitive terms of officership.

One of the first intent to use the “officership” concept becomes visible in the United
States of America, during the Vietnam War.

Before the deployment to Vietnam, the U.S. Army was convinced that its
Commission Officers, NCOs and WOs have had the necessary qualities to guarantee the
military victory. Based on success in the 2nd WW and Korea, the US Armed Forces had
enormous trust in the own leadership. On the other hand, in 1969 a report sent by General
William McCaffrey (at that time a Commanding Officer in Vietnam) stated that:
“discipline within the command as a whole has eroded and that within the chain of
command communication has broken down.” [3]

In 1970, the US Army War College carried out a study regarding the
professionalism and leadership in the officer corps. The study was particularly focus on the
“state of discipline, integrity, morality, and ethics.” [4] The report emphasize a
considerable discrepancy within the officer corps from “the idealized climate” of military
professionalism (characterized by: individual integrity, mutual trust and confidence,
unselfish motivation, technical competence, and an unconstrained flow of information) to
an “existing climate”, distinguished by the “ambitious, transitory commander –
marginally skilled in the complexities of his duties – engulfed in producing statistical
results, fearful of personal failure, too busy to talk with or listen to his subordinates, and
determined to submit acceptably optimistic reports which reflect faultless completion of a
variety of tasks at the expense of the sweat and frustration of his subordinates.” [5]

As a result, in 1971 the U.S. Army Continental Army Command Leadership Board
stated that “In our various personnel and organizational studies, we have been too
concerned with management, money and machines, and not concerned enough with
motivating men to perform with full effectiveness.” [6]

In the book “Crisis in Command: Mismanagement in the Army” written by Richard
A. Gabriel and Paul L. Savage, the writers argued that even previous to the ending fiasco in
Vietnam, there were strong warnings that the officer corps was more worried with
promoting in their individual careers than with increasing units cohesion. As a result,
authors stated that: “Honor, integrity, and personal responsibility had been abandoned to
selfish ends.” [7] Gabriel and Savage identified the essential reason for this moral decline
was the managerial ethos. By using universal civilian management policies and techniques,
the Army “turned into a bureaucracy where people were focused on technique, not goals;
on self-advancement, not group loyalty; on the career, not tradition and on their own
futures, not policy.” [8]
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The “management ethos” that was implemented by the US Armed Forces resulted
in short-term limited personnel management policies that had a direct impact on the quality
of officership. Regularly seen as representing these management guiding principles was:
the system of officer rotation (creating the one year tour of duty with a six-month rotation
between staff and command positions); the inexperience of officers in military operations
(highly linked with the first policy); and the individual personnel system, which produced
invariable turnovers in all ranks.

The Chief of Staff of the Army, General Meyer, declared: “We need to discuss
openly the fact that we have been lavish in our rewards to those who have demonstrated
excellence in sophisticated business and management techniques. These talents are
worthwhile to a leader, but, of themselves, they are not leadership……today, we need
sensitivity and backbone beyond that which the past several decades have demanded.” [9]

In the 80s, the American military senior specialists started a bayoneted attack
against the (2ndWW and Vietnam fancy developed) very “corporate” model of
management in the U.S. Armed Forces. The “officership”, totally based on the valuable
military leadership concept was the new (but in the same time the very old, classical) idea
opposing the managerial way of conduct in the military system.

Anthony G White, in 1986 stated: “Officers apply discretionary judgment and bear
ultimate moral responsibility for their decisions. Their appointment/commission imposes
total accountability and unlimited liability. Essential to officership is a unique, shared self-
concept consisting of four identities: warrior, servant of the nation, member of a
profession, and leader of character. Grounded in Army values, this shared self-concept
inspires and shapes the officer.”

When the Cold War finished, the US Armed Forces had witnessed a cultural
transform of its officership. A rehabilitated emphasis on morals, the diminishing
significance of civilian management techniques, demarcation in leadership levels and
organizational leader development changed the conduct and performance of the officers.

The success of the US Armed Forces leadership in the buildup and execution of the
Gulf War raised a general feeling that the U.S. Army managed to turn the corner
concerning officership. Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm showed that the Army
had achieved an effective chain of command, good leadership, and operational success.
[10]

Over the years, after the Gulf War, a survey sponsored by the US Army Command
and US General Staff College (in 1995) found some concerns about leadership and the
command climate noticeably comparable to those reported in the 1970 Army War College
Study. [11] In August 1997, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff acknowledged that
there were “cracks” in unit readiness. [12] In the same year a survey of several thousand
soldiers reported that less than half the respondents replied positively to questions of
confidence in their leaders. [14] John Kotter clarified that the experience in the 1990s was
similar to civilian companies, where most developed a change-resistant culture because
management grew more arrogant about its own “wonderfulness.” [15]

Several editions of FM 22-100 (Army Leadership) stressed the growing importance
of what a leader should BE (besides KNOW and DO). A 1999 revised edition of FM 22-
100, emphasize and cover for the first time the three levels of leadership: direct,
organizational, and strategic. This was based on the acknowledgment that leaders on the
superior levels need supplementary tools: “the skills and competencies needed at the direct
level also apply for the other levels, but the other levels demand (above that) more
competencies and skills.” [15] Besides setting up the three levels of leadership, the
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instruction manual tried to address the emerging problems concerning leadership by
stressing the special role of leadership in the Army, the officer’s moral and ethical
responsibilities, and the need to take and accept risks and promote moral courage. [16]

Each of the defined levels (direct - tactical, organizational - operational, and
strategic) was associated with specific schooling, but the new security environment may
change these assumptions. Based on the ongoing integration of the three levels of warfare,
the officer today is much more likely to make decisions, even within the tactical
environment, which could have operational and strategic consequences.

2. Officership in the Romanian Armed Forces
After the end of the 2nd WW, the Romanian Armed Forces were never involved into

a major operation. It experienced a tough soviet control during the 50s. During the Cold
War the Romanian Armed Forces were almost completely focused on its primary role
within Warsaw Treaty. Based on its limited resources, the Armed Forces mainly consisted
of conscripts. These conscripts provided not only the mass of the enlisted men, but, at the
early beginning, after the 2nd WW, most of the officers, WOs and NCOs at the
squad/platoon level as well.

Due to the shortage of time available for training, the lack of knowledge and
practical expertise in combat operations, and the need to teach the recruits necessary basic
skills, the training system was primarily based on teaching competencies. Little time was
allocated for teaching other aspects of leadership, such as values and ethics, and all of these
“under the light” of the very communist values. The military system, except a small
number of specialized units (mountaineers, paratroopers, etc), was assigned to build the
entire socialist infrastructure, with no or a very low level of financial compensation.

The officers were educated in the different branch schools, where the curricula were
dedicated mostly to develop the technical and pedagogical proficiency for the platoon level
instructors, able to conduct and train the waves of recruits. Romania's defense organization,
similar to additional institutions in the nation state, has been reduced to a situation of social
and professional immobility, which cannot expected to provide the basis for leadership,
alternative to the Communist party elite.

In 1958 Romania moved into an opposing way by demanding the extraction from its
territory of all Soviet troops, counselors, and the Soviet resident commissioner
(Khrushchev, embarrassed, called this a unilateral troop decrease, contributing to better
European security). Dropping its contribution in Warsaw Pact significantly, Romania also
denied allowing Soviet forces, or Warsaw Pact quick reaction forces, to go across or to
perform military exercises on the own country land. A new era of very national feeling
started and the political advisors inside the military system were clever enough to conduct
the education, building the individual and collective attitude based on this intensified
patriotic sentiment.

However, not enough to isolate the military system from the nation, and that was
demonstrated in the main Romanians cities in December 1989. The officers’ good sense
and their ability to understand the real mission of an army, was the keystone in the 1989
revolution, when the decision makers, in front of the own families and friends were the
young platoon and company commanders.

It seems that “the military’s professional status gives rise to a conception of
professional integrity that would permit disobedience (at both an institutional and
individual level) of political authority in those cases where the political authority ordered
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military actions that would severely endanger the wellbeing of the nation or that would
require military personnel to perform illegal actions.” [17]

One of the effects of the new political and social environment was a renewed
discussion about the education of professional officers at the Military Academies.

In the context of the new exigencies imposed by the status of NATO member that
Romania has and those generated by joining the European Union, the Armed Forces must
accomplish ever more complex missions, their success depending on the quality of the
human resources involved. Romania joined NATO in 2004. As a consequence, extensive
preparations were made to abolish conscription by 2007 and create a professional army in
place of a conscripted one.

The MoD specialized organizations (Human Resources Management Directorate)
and the senior specialists in military education reviewed for few times in the last 20 years
the ends, ways, the means of this education, the education plans and curricula, which
resulted in refocusing the educational goals of the Military Academies towards increased
academics. The main focus was on a core of managerial disciplines, on military science
and basic military training. This caused an amplified importance to the military
management that was mainly focused on what a leader must KNOW and DO, and less on
what a leader must BE. The effort of the military specialists in education is to reinforce the
idea of leadership, not against the managerial way of thinking but more focused on the
professional military education based on the main core of values which make the military
system to be and have the own crystal clear defined organizational culture.

2.Conclusion
What we can see in this moment in our system is a reinforced emphasis on the very

theoretical and technical aspects of management and an almost complete disregard of the
mental and ethical elements of leadership. However, this conclusion is not in complete
agreement with the overall content of the Romanian military policy paper, where are very
careful defined ethics and leader development as crucial for effective leadership. This
difference between the content of the paper and the practice of leadership in the
educational system finally led to a black deadlock. While a few projects were proposed to
instill moral principles and ethics in the leader development, not a single one was put in
practice.

Different official policy papers and the academies curricula define in a different
manner the leader as a manager, commander and professional. What is important to
understand is that: the manager organizes and allocates his assets in order to assure that the
mission can be accomplished at the right place in the given time, but, when and if the
manager needs to influence people to reach these objectives, the leader steps forward.

Nowadays Romania has the own specialists being part of a multinational team
consisting on curriculum specialists from 16 military institutions in 12 countries (U.S., UK,
Canada, Norway, Latvia, Albania, Romania, Austria, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia and
Moldova). They met in the early November for their fourth workshop in order to finalize
the NATO standard reference curriculum for professional military education (PME). The
curriculum will cover pre-commissioning, captain-level, and staff college-level phases of
officer professional development. The Allied Command Transformation Senior Enlisted
Advisor also attended with a team of experts to explore the production of a reference
curriculum for non-commissioned officers.

NATO requested that PfPC [18] develop this product after receiving numerous
queries from Partner countries about the existence of such a reference, in order to put the
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foundation of a new, better educated, skilled and trained military leader able to face the
modern battle space with its new, surprising, different and challenging phenomenon.
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Through this paper I would like to remind and reinforce the importance of the ethical level of the human
resource.  More then that I would like to show that for any organization the ethical level of the human
resource represents an important asset by itself
After a brief introduction are presented some theoretical aspects, regarding the definitions of ethics and ethic
principles. Continuing it is shown how the ethical level of the human resource does influence the processes
within any organization. Then some of the bad outcomes of not implementing ethical standards are presented
and finally the conclusions are emphasizing the importance of the ethics for the resources management.
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1.Introduction

The human resource largely accepted as the most important resource of any
organization may be described by different qualities like creativity, education, health
status, age, morality or ethical level, specialization, and many others. These qualities may
become more or less important according to the specific requirements of each position, but
the ethical level remains same important no matter the domain of activity

Although the ethical level of the human resource is extremely important when we
read a free position announce most of the times you may find no requirements on this
respect. Still, a careful recruiter may add there that the candidate should not have a
criminal record. That would be all. Does that means that the managers do not care about
the morality of there employees? For sure not, because for this category of issues in almost
any organization the punishment would most of the times be the direct dismissal.

Through this paper I would like to remind and reinforce the importance of the
ethical level of the human resource.  More then that I would like to show that for any
organization the ethical level of the human resource represents an important asset by itself.

2.Definitions of ethics

Let us first see what ethics means and where this word comes from.
It comes from the Latin ēthicus ,  Greek ēthikós, equiv. to êth ( os ) ethos + -ikos -ic.
It represents:

 A system of moral principles: the ethics of a culture. [1]
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 The rules of conduct recognized in respect to a particular class of human actions or
a particular group, culture, etc.: medical ethics; Christian ethics. [1]

 Moral principles, as of an individual: His ethics forbade betrayal of a confidence.
[1]

 That branch of philosophy dealing with values relating to human conduct, with
respect to the rightness and wrongness of certain actions and to the goodness and
badness of the motives and ends of such actions. [1]

 A social, religious, or civil code of behaviour considered correct, especially that of
a particular group, profession, or individual; [1]

 The moral fitness of a decision, course of action, etc. [1]
As shown above there are many possible definitions however they are all showing

that ethics is a set of rules and principles, a code of behavior considered correct, right or
fair by a certain group, or organization. It is important to be noted that these rules are part
of the culture of the organization. The manager should always be aware of the main traits
of the organization’s culture.

3.General ethic principles

Most of the ethical principles are basically the rules of common sense in almost any
human collectivity, no matter the race, religion or level of education. Some of the most
important of them are the honesty, the integrity, the loyalty, the accountability, the fairness,
the love and respect for human fellows and nature, the respect for truth, the respect of real
value, of age, of diversity, etc., and promise keeping.

To these, in the culture of most of the old nations responsible citizenship is also
part of the general ethical principles.  Going further, for different professional groups the
ethical standards may differ. For example the honor, duty and complete dedication to the
mission of defending the country are the core beliefs of all militaries in the service of their
national armies.

Socrates (469-399 BC) who is considered to be the father of ethics was saying that
the virtue can be learned and it is the most precious teachings. To do good you should
know what good means, to be just, modest and brave you should know what justice,
modesty and bravery really are. He also believed that “Our true happiness is promoted by
doing what is right”.  For Aristotle the moral education should aim to achieve the virtue of
the logical reasoning, to become a man of a good judgment, who is thinking before doing,
being wise.

4. Why should ethics be considered the most important trait of the
human resource?

As the human resource of any organization is directly involved in all the processes
taking place to achieve the goals of the organization it is obvious that the quality of the
human resource will be imprinted on the final result of the organization. Also the culture of
the organization, the quality of the work environment and its effectiveness will be directly
influenced by the quality of the human resource.

A high level of morality and ethical standards of the human resource are bringing
together the following characteristics and advantages in the same time:
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- The employees are doing their best by themselves without being supervised or
waiting special motivating incentives. As a result the effort on the control and motivating
means can be significantly reduced and use the released resource on the productive area of
the organization;

- High level of discipline easily achieved with almost no special effort of the
organization. Responsible and honest personnel would understand the importance of
respecting rules, schedules, deadlines and naturally obeying and meeting them;

- Good accurate reports and correct use of the information channels. Honest, just
and modest employees would always try to stay in respect of the truth without any
exaggeration or abuse of the communication channel.

- Good cooperation and work environment. Respecting and supporting each other,
having a natural respect for value, will create a healthy work environment encouraging
cooperation and mutual respect.

- The correct distribution and use of the resources of all kind. Loyal and just
employees would try to get the best result out of the resources available and they will not
allow any subjective reason or “invisible string” to influence there judgment.

The list may continue because there is no specific process in an organization which
may not be influenced by the quality of the human resource. However I would like to
emphasize that the higher position in the organization the higher the need for a high level
of ethics. This comes together with the implied level responsibility of making decisions
over people, material resources and environment.

As shown above all the advantages of high ethical human resource are having a
totally positive influence over the activity of the organization, kind of a guarantee for
success.

5. What happens when ethics is poor or missing?

The cost of not implementing ethic principles in the life of any organization may be
as high as the complete failure of the business. From one end of any business process to the
other the lack of ethics may result in direct and indirect losses. Starting with the sourcing
of the business and finishing with the delivery of the final product or service, at all stages
the process may be compromised. To name a few of many possible examples I may
mention:

- costly or useless acquisitions;
- hiring unqualified personnel;
- waste of resources;
- abuses of any kind;
- faked quality controls;
- misuse of resources;
- failure to meet deadlines;
- failure to meet the quality standards;

No matter which is the ethical breach of the system, if not immediately addressed it
will result in increasing costs, loosing of customers, failing the sponsors, and in the end the
death of the business. Unfortunately for the state owned companies and governmental
institutions when failing to meet the ethical principles, the loss will become public,
harming the entire society. One may try to hide the problems of the system but the reality
of the life shows that sooner or later the problem will pop up.
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As an example a 2008 report completed by Transparency International indicated
that in a survey of 22 countries, construction in the public works sector was the most
corrupt of 19 industry sectors.

Even though today the managers are expected to achieve good financial results with
reduced costs and under the continuous pressure for a better and better quality of the
products or services, the main cause of unethical behavior of the managers is one of the
oldest human flaws, the greed, and the result of it is generally called corruption.

As shown in the same survey the institutional corruption is part of the every day life
in throughout the world. However the bad effects are much more painful in the developing
and poor countries, where each penny wasted or stolen is resulting in hunger, lack of
medical assistance and death.

6. How can ethics be implemented?

First I have to mention that the ethics, the fundamental moral convictions are
formed between the ages of 7 to 11 years old and the process may continue till around 18
when usually the main traits of the personality are crystallized [10]. That means that by the
time of being employed the human resource already has its own level of morality which by
no means can be evaluated. That is why it is very rare to see in the free position
announcement any ethical requirement.

But this doesn’t means that there is nothing else to be done in this respect. As I
already said most of the ethical principles are rules of common sense. However because the
common sense is not common to everybody the mangers have to issue written rules and
regulations which are meant to establish how one should behave, how responsibility is
determined, what is considered fair and normal to be done. These books of rules are
usually called codes of ethics. The minimum level of an ethical rule is to make sure that all
your actions are legal. They should encourage the employees to always respect the truth, to
respect and support each other, to respect the real values of the organization. They should
also encourage the right way of managing a conflicting situations.
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After having established the code of ethics the most important rule is that this code
should be always obeyed and especially by the managers. In order to promote them, all the
issues of this kind should be made known by all employees and periodically reminded. The
best way to promote an ethical behavior is by promoting the positive examples showing the
good outcomes of a certain ethical attitude or action.

Today most of the big companies are making public their internal code of ethics
trying this way to increase the trust of the customers in their company and why not to
attract ethical employees.

7. Conclusion
In the nowadays world the role and responsibility of managers is higher and higher.

To be sure that they are on the right way they should always observe and follow the ethical
principles.

Mr. Michel Camdessus, former Manager Director of the International Monetary
fund speaking about the causes of the financial crisis said that “at the root of the crisis is
greed and lack of ethics”. He also mentioned that warnings were given by scholars and he
mentioned Adam Smith, whom has first mentioned the importance of business ethics in his
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, published in 1776. He
also said that ethical reforms are needed and these should aim to end the overexploitation
of the resources and of the economic mechanisms.

By now we have learned that the benefits of implementing ethical principles are a
guarantee for a strong organization and healthy work environment. It is at the hand of the
managers to implement the ethical policies the compliance rules and more than that to
practice everyday an ethical leadership stile, which by Socrates will lead the organization
to the state of “happiness”.

Now, when the whole world is passing through the most serious financial crisis
after the 2nd World War all governments in the world are analyzing the status of their
economies, and reviewing their strategies, their policies in order to find solutions for actual
problems and more, to resume the ascendant march of their economies and ensure a
healthy and secure environment for their citizens. At these times any possible source of
improvement should be carefully considered. However no matter what the new way to go
will be chosen, the ethics should be taken along.
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1. Introduction

Organizational culture can be described as “the personality of an organization”, or
simply as “how things are done around here”. It shows how employees think, act, and feel.
Organization culture is a key aspect to the organization's success or failure. Organizational
culture “shapes the way people act and interact and strongly influences how things get done”.
Culture can also be expressed through the organization's myths, heroes, legends, stories,
jargon, rites, and rituals. Corporate culture is a key component in the achievement of an
organization's mission and strategies, the improvement of organizational effectiveness, and the
management of change [1].

There are countless different definitions of organizational culture. The majority of
them suggest in essence the same principle, that the organization’s culture is the shared values,
beliefs and assumptions of how the members should behave. The rationale of the culture is to
understand how organizations function and gives sense and importance to the organizations’
way of doing business. Culture helps to promote inner integration, bring labor force from all
layers of the organization much nearer together, increases moral, and enhances their
performance. Organizational culture shapes its members in the same way as personality shapes
an individual, and defines what the organization is willing to do. An organization should not
only emphasize cost-effectiveness without makes certain that its people are working in a
‘healthy’ organizational culture.

Organizational culture can be defined as “a system of shared assumptions, beliefs and
values that develops within an organization and guides its members to certain models of
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behavior. It comprises usual habits, behaviors, rules, dominant ethics, and a mood or climate
conveyed”. Nevertheless, it appears a false impression that throughout an organization only
one homogeneous culture may be present. The definition above fails to be aware of that in
many organizations there are quite habitually groups that subsist along with the dominant
culture having their own culture. They may have morals that are not consistent, or outwardly
decline the culture as a whole; but at the same time they are still able to preserve their position.

However, a strong organizational culture can be harmfully and actually affecting the
performance of their workforce. Sometimes the organization’s culture can act as an
impediment to the member of staff that are fighting to achieve a certain status within the
organization. The rationale and purpose of this culture is to help encourage internal
integration, by convey staff members from all the organization’s layers much nearer together,
and by enhancing their and overall organization’s performance.

2. Sustaining an Effective Organizational Culture [2]

As mention above an organizational culture that consists of a complex set of beliefs,
ideology, symbols, and core values that is shared throughout the organization and influences
the way it conducts business. Shaping the organization’s culture is a central task of effective
strategic leadership. Resistance to change sometimes appears irrational and self defeating, but
can be understood by studying the culture of the organization. Schein describes culture as “a
pattern of shared basic assumption” held by the people of a group which defines how they
perceive their role and how they think and feel. [4],[10]

Cultural identity gives the group internal stability and cohesion as well as
differentiating it from other groups. Large organizations may have additional, discrete cultures
based around the sub groups which exert a stronger influence than that of the organization as
whole). Challenge the culture and the group will defend it. Understanding and accepting of
culture is important if cultural change is required to match the changing environment. An
appropriate organizational culture encourages the development of an entrepreneurial
orientation among employees and an ability to change the culture as necessary.

3. Mission Statements and Vision Statements - Dimensions of Culture

Nevertheless various successful organizations, corporations or companies merge both
their present undertakings, which would typically be found in a Mission statement, together
with their future ambitions in just one statement; a depiction of both a mission and vision
statement, a hybrid. These statements are the organization’s formal philosophy. There are no
rules, the choice is down to the organization to decide what they are trying to achieve and who
will be reading the statement. The answer to good vision and mission statements is briefness
and clearness. Organization’s members need to “fit” into the organization culture; how sound
the member of staff ‘fits’ the culture makes the difference between job-search success and
failure. Sometimes the organization statements (mission and vision) orient the applicant from
the very beginning. However to avoid confusion a line must be drawn to distinguish two
statements that define the organization culture at official level:
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Mission Statement portray why the organization do exists, without mentioning the used
methods. It names evidently the “business” the organization is in; is adequate short for each
one to bear in mind and simply communicate; is broad as much as necessary to facilitate
expansion and development; is as narrow as to provide course and direction facilitate decision-
making. Here are some examples of company mission statements describing the corporate
culture [3]:
 McDonald's Mission Statement “to be the world's best quick service restaurant

experience. Being the best means providing outstanding quality, service, cleanliness,
and value, so that we make every customer in every restaurant smile”

 Google’s Mission Statement: “to organize the world's information and make it
universally accessible and useful”.

 Amherst, “a computer sales and technology solutions company”.
 Microsoft, “a technology and software development company”.
 Synaptic, “a worldwide developer of custom-designed user interface solutions”.
 Time, Inc., “a division of Time Warner, Inc., and a leading magazine publisher, book

publisher and leader in new media ventures”.
 W.L. Gore & Associates, “a fluor-polymer technology company”.
 Toyota, “To sustain profitable growth by providing the best customer experience and

dealer support.”
Vision Statement expresses the future desired state foreseen for the organization (up to

fifteen years or more). It names the outcome you plan to reach – the effect you will make;
echo foundation values and motivates and bring together staff, board, other volunteers, and
contributors in a common effort; provide as both a inspiration and measure of progress. For
employees, it gives direction about how they are expected to behave and inspires them to give
their best. Shared with customers, it shapes customers' understanding of why they should work
with the organization. The vision statement at all times has addressed the impact that the
organization it will make; the future of the costumers that the organization envisions as a result
of carrying out its mission. vision statements always have to be crafted with the envisioning of
the societal future as the main point. Beside the mission and vision of course come the
organization’s values. Vision, values, and mission ought to be the core descriptive of an
organization. Here are some examples of company vision statements describing the corporate
culture:
 Toyota Vision Statement “To become the most successful and respected lift truck

company in the U.S”.
 Hewlett Packard “We recognize and seize opportunities for growth that builds upon

our strengths and competencies”.
 General Motor “GM’s vision is to be the world leader in transportation products and

related services. We will earn our customers’ enthusiasm through continuous
improvement driven by the integrity, teamwork, and innovation of GM people.”

4. The Building Block of the Organization’s Culture

Concurrently according to Schein [10]: “culture is a pattern of shared basic
assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and
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internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be
taught to new members as the correct way you perceive, think, and feel in relation to those
problems”. Culture expands as a consequence of personality and collective experiences over
times, which are passed on to other members of the group. Besides the factors that enlighten
an organization’s culture are rituals and routines, stories, symbols, organizational structures,
and relationship of the power. These physical manifestations stand for building block of the
organization’s culture and may be easily recognized but the underlying, taken-for-granted
assumptions which have a deeper influence on attitudes and behaviors may be harder unravel.
When the prevailing culture has become destructive or a hindrance to the directions an
organization must take if it is to adapt and survive, then it is the functions of the leader to
recognize this and to change the culture. At the same time they do have an utmost important
role when it comes about organization cultural memory.

5. Changing Organization’s Culture. Organizational Change Fails?

Real change is a transformation of attitudes, norms, institutions and behaviors that
structure daily lives. It embraces new cultural patterns and institutional arrangements and new
psychological dispositions. It affects the attitudes and behaviors of the organization’s
membership and provides leaders with the leverage to achieve their vision. The test of success
is whether the change substantially influences the day to day behavior and attitudes of
everyone in terms, for example of adherence to policies on safety and equal opportunities.
Schein1 suggests that the most important thing that leaders do is create and change culture and
this distinguishes them from mere managers.[10] Schein's model of organizational culture
originated in the 1980s. Schein based his theory on three distinct levels in organizational
cultures: artifacts and behaviors, espoused values and assumptions.

 Artifacts – touchable or verbally identifiable elements in an organization.
Buildings, offices design, dress code, and history all portrays organizational
artifacts.

 Values - organization's stated or desired cultural elements.  This is a written or
stated tone.

 Assumptions - actual values that the culture represents. Assumptions are hard
to recognize. These are not necessarily interrelated to the values but are
classically well integrated in the office dynamic.

Further more, Bass added: “The transactional leader works within the organizational
culture as it exists; the transformational leader changes the organizational culture”.[6]

It is frequently observed that the predominance of most important changes programmes
in public sector are to some extent successful or just fails completely. The drive for failure
vary from poor project management, to poor communication; vague objectives, lack of
suitable ability; bad timing; technological problems; or the bad luck of the unforeseen. For a
few, change stands for an occasion and a welcome challenge; for others it is a hazard, a risk or
a threat. For these the threat to the familiar old order of things, to the organization and thereby
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to their personal interests, is one to be resisted. If resistance gains a hold, winning the
commitment of people to work with change will falter, performance will fall off and the
programme will ultimately stall. This may increase the likelihood of oppositions to the next
round of change.

6. People and the Change in Organizational Culture

Change signifies volatility and unpredictability and is a source of stress. The observed
effect is a sequence of emotional response. It starts with an initial shock, go through anger,
depression appear to be stabilized during the understanding and acceptance stages and come
up to an end by adoption.

The process is commonly referred to as the “transition curve”. Individuals will move
through this emotional sequence at different speeds and for many of stages may never be
manifested. Others may be locked into negative reactions. They believe their rights have been
violated. They may misunderstand the reason and take a view that there are most costs than
benefits for the organization and for themselves. They may fear they do not have skills or
attitude to meet the new requirements. Criticism is voiced, distrust and cynicism builds; some
will work actively to undermine the process.

Overcoming resistance in a positive way will largely depend on changing attitudes and
behaviors. Those who remain in denial or hostile to change have no place in the transformed
organization.

7. Organizational Culture’s Change Agents

Leaders have a clear role as agents for change. What set them apart as successful
leaders is their ability to thrive on turbulence and instability. They possess clarity of purpose
but are sensitive to the effects of change the people within the organization. The successful
leadership is able to match the degree of turbulence to the team’s tolerance to it. They judge
the tempo of change and understand the stress begins to have an adverse impact on individuals
and the organization as a whole.

Good leaders stage the change programme by creating periods of temporary calm,
absorbing the uncertainty themselves, during which time, the team can recover and prepare for
the next phase of turbulence. Flexibility, team building and negotiating skills; a tolerance of
ambiguity; an ability to communicate and impart personal enthusiasm and energy are also
important qualities that the effective change leader needs.

8. Forgiveness and Learning in Culture [7]

An in-depth study done by the Enterprise Social Learning Architecture (ESLA) Task
interested in education processes in two different setting within the Australian Defence
Organisation reports the methodologies and conclusion regarding a culture of forgiveness. The
ESLA team noticed of that settings illustrating a culture of forgiveness and an environment
where exploration, errors and assuming some risk were acceptable were those where
collaborative age group of new ideas was more common. Davenport and Prusak [8] (1998)
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emphasize that being short of forgiveness for errors making it slows or stops or even corrodes
some of the knowledge or information sharing within the organization .

Organizations are accountable to craft a culture in which learning happen, and that
culture will establish the value of learning that takes place. Such cultures that diminish the
panic of making mistakes and exercises admiration and rewards, not only for those who
accomplished something but also for those who worked hard and might not have attain the
desired outcome, is significant in the learning organization. In the same way, Ellinger [9]
(1999) give emphasis to that speaking freely, communicating and the support of questions
asking are valuable vectors for encouraging the organizational learning. The culture of
forgiveness and learning from errors was extensively common in the military low level
environment where errors and inaccuracy were freely tolerated and conversed. This put into
practice turn out to be a vehicle from which the entire group takes advantage.[7]

9. Instead of Conclusion

Culture gives to human activity meaning and substance. The organizational culture
may be shaped and molded through years of observation, examination and analysis.

Culture defines leadership. Due to their position in the organization strategic leaders
have the best view on dynamics of the organization culture; what should continue, and what
needs transformation. Strategic success is based on the leaders’ broad perspective. The culture
is very easier said than done to change.

Culture within an organization is created from inside as long as the group gain
knowledge of and adapts to its internal and external environment. The group adopts standard
operating procedures, values, beliefs, and assumptions including culture of forgiveness and
learning from mistakes. Individuals may skip over stages or steps but hardly an organization.
Organizations need great leaders having great vision. Every factor within the organization
shapes the culture one way or another. Every organization has its own unique culture and
resists any change. It is commonly agreed that accountability and burden lies with the
executive to lead in such a way that encourage and uphold a positive working culture. Schein
has very effective five don’t’s for the leaders:

 “don't oversimplify culture by trying to change values or climate;
 don't label culture;
 don't assume that the leader can manipulate culture. Culture may end up

controlling the leader rather than being controlled by him or her;
 don't assume that there is a “correct’ culture, or that a strong culture is better

than a weak one;
 don't assume that all the aspects of an organization's culture are important.”

Effective organizations empower and engage their people, build their organization
around teams, and develop human capability at all levels.
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Abstract:
In every organization the activity is always based on a number of daily decisions, but sometimes serious
decision-making problems are needed to be taken, usually under risk and uncertainty. The paper presents a
number of basic decision making models have been developed to aid business managers, with a highlight on
their pros and cons.
Today’s business environment has a fluid, ambiguous and uncertain nature, so classic rational decision
models simply won’t work well in many situations. In this respect, the paper further analyses an innovative
strategic decision process model named Cynefin that reflects current concerns and practice in management
and organizational theory and was relatively recent developed to helps leaders determine the prevailing
operative context in order to make the most appropriate choices.

Key words: decision-making, decision-making models, Cynefin framework, risk and uncertainty.

1. Introduction
In every organization the daily activity is always based on a number of “tactical

level” decisions, but sometimes serious decision-making problems are needed to be taken.
As individuals we analyzed the problems and chose the best decision among multiple
alternatives, but in an organization, the problems are more complex and the decisions are
usually taken under risk and uncertainty.

Every decision we make is influenced by several factors and using trade-offs we
must minimize the negative consequences of our actions [1]. The decision process leading
to solutions can be imagined in four stages: the perception of the need for a decision or an
opportunity, the formulation of action alternatives, evaluation of the alternatives in terms
of their respective contributions, and the choice of one or more activities to be carried out
[2].

The decision-making process in an organization should be clear, consistent, detailed
and also transparent suitable for quickly solving different issues. A considerable difficulty
in decision making is the failure to act until it’s too late, moment when information and
options are severely limited. When an organization is working in a “reactive” mode,
problems are identified only when they started to have a negative impact on the activity.
Proactivity can be a great advantage in decision making, but it seem to imply the existence
of a decision intelligence process that is lacking from many organizations.
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When it comes to past performance, many managers tend to attribute favorable
scores to their own actions and decisions and do not take into consideration the influence
of external factors such as circumstantial events and pure luck.

2. Basic Decision-Making Models
During time, a number of basic decision making models have been developed to aid

business managers to take informed and best possible decisions. The first decision making
model is based on the Classic Decision Making Process. The “classic” decision making
process is based on John Dewey’s [3] formulation of the problem solving process. It is the
archetype of the rational-analytic approach to decision-making and it still can be found in
many organizations.

Even if the model is simple, easily to understand, appeals to the belief in rationality,
is widely known and managers are comfortable with it, it has some serious limitations such
as: a) does not reflect the reality of strategic decision making situations and it assumes
causal linkages are knowable (known); b) does not reflect the political aspects of strategic
decision making and it ignores intuition (so called “gut” instinct).

Set organizational
goals and objectives

Develop alternatives Compare / Evaluate
alternatives

Chose among
alternatives

Implement decision Command, lead and
manage

Information
mission Information

/ Criteria

Information /
User reaction

Revise goals
and objectives
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Figure 2. The Military Model.
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A second decision making model is the Military Model, which is a variation on the
classic model. Figure 2 depicts the military model adapted from the one presented at the U.
S. Army War College.

The model has some advantages, such as the emphases on organizational goals and
objectives as a major factor in decision making and the importance of execution to make
the decision happen. It has the same disadvantages as the classic model, being almost
worthless in ambiguous situations. Also it concentrates more on the ability to process and
analyze data and less on the ability to distinguish patterns.

The third and maybe the most frequently utilized model of the decision-making
process is Mintzberg’s General Model of the Strategic Decision Process. For managers
who like to visualize their strategies, the graphic representation of the model is quite
complicated, not so easy to be understood hence provides little viewable procedural
guidance. It consists of three phases (identification, development, selection) and seven
routines (recognition, diagnosis, search, design, screen, evaluation-choice, authorization)
[4].

The model defines decision as a commitment to a line of action - not just a simple
choice from alternatives, highlights the dynamics of the decision-making process
(interrupts, timing delays and speed-ups, feedback delays, comprehension cycles, failure
recycles), highlights the importance of decision control, decision communication and
political supporting routines (planning, switching, exploration, investigation,
dissemination, bargaining, persuasion, co-optation) and suggest several patterns of
strategic decisions.

3.The Cynefin Framework
There is a fact underlined by many researchers that today’s business environment

has a fluid, ambiguous and uncertain nature. As a direct consequence, the decision making
models that does not take such factors into account are ineffective when it comes to
strategic decision-making process analysis. “The issue in decision making is knowing when
to run like hell and when to stand still” [5]. It’s increasingly difficult to “know when to
run” in today’s environment, where complex, fluid situations lead to instability and
unpredictability. Classic yesterday’s rational models simply won’t work well in many
situations today.

In this respect, an innovative strategic decision process model named Cynefin was
relatively recent developed by Cynthia Kurtz and David Snowden of IBMs Global Services
division. The origin of the Welsh name Cynefin (pronounced Cunevin) deserves an
explanation. Its literal translation is habitat or place but it actually means a place of your
multiple belongings. Your root is in many different paths that profoundly influence who
you are. It’s a good name for a complexity model and also for a complex system.

First a couple of key points about the model. First of all it’s a sense making model,
not a categorization model. The difference is that a classic model is a classic 2x2 matrix. In
those models the framework precedes the data. As a result it is very fast, because we just
drop the data into the appropriate box and decide accordingly. The danger is that actually
we won’t see subtle differences until it is too late so we will be caught out.

So categorization is good for exploration but its pretty poor for exploration or
during times of change. In a sense-making framework on the other hand the data precedes
the framework and the pattern of the framework itself emerges from the data. So, there is
an important distinction: categorization models - framework precedes data; sense-making
models - data precedes framework and of course one can become the other.
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In order to build the Cynefin framework we take in consideration three basic
systems: ordered systems, complex systems and chaotic systems (figure 3 a).

We create a new category called disorder and after that we divide ordered systems
in two: simple and complicated systems (figure 3 b).

The Cynefin framework suggests four basic approaches to strategic decision-
making based on the characteristics of the situation analyzed (figure 3 c):

1. Complex: probe to clarify patterns; sense the patterns; respond by stabilizing
desired patterns (manage the outside environment);

2. Knowable: sense incoming data; analyze that data; respond in accordance with
expert advice or based on the analysis (respond to the outside environment);

3. Chaos: act quickly and decisively; sense reactions to that action; respond further as
appropriate (feel your way along);

4. Known: sense incoming data; categorize it in accordance with known schema;
respond with predetermined practices.

Figure 3 c. The Cynefin Framework.
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In a simple domain this is an ordered system that means the relationships between
cause and effect exists, is predictable, repeatable and could be determined in advance. In a
simple order that relationship is self evident to any reasonable person and as a result the
decision model is Sense-Categorize-Respond. We see what’s coming in, we make it fit in
previously determined categories and we decide what to do. The model here is that we
apply best practices, which is legitimate in this domain, but illegitimate in other domains.

In a complicated domain there is a relationship between cause and effect, there is a
right answer but it is not self evident so we either have to deploy an analytical method like
Sense-Analyse-Respond or calling experts who build expertise in that domain and can
make the right decision. We apply here good practice.

The distinction between good and best practice is actually quite important. In a
complicated domain there are several different ways of doing things, all of which
legitimate if you have the right expertise and try to force people to adopt one of them is
actually quite dangerous, because it will annoy people to the point they will want to apply
best practice where it shouldn’t be applied.

Complexity on the other hand is a system without causality, is a system of light
constraints so the decision model here is Probe-Sense-Respond. We conduct failsafe
experiments, we didn’t do failsafe design. If an experiment succeeds we amplify its
importance if it fails we dump it. We shouldn’t even do an experiment without identify
amplification and dumping strategies in advance. Of course what happens here is that we
get emergent order something that comes out to emergent practice, a new way of doing
things, is novel. It may be some combination, but it’s different and it is unique.

In a chaotic environment if we enter deliberately its renovation, but if we enter
accidentally we need to stabilize our position quickly because no cause-effect relationships
can be determined. The decision model here is Act-Sense-Respond. We move very
quickly to stabilize the situation any practice will be completely novel in terms of the way
things work.

You’ll notice that gives an easy way of deciding how to work, but give us a
divergent (sometimes called requisite applicability). It basically says depending on which
space you are in you should think differently, you should analyze things differently rather
than one size fits all which should be the traditional management theory.

The central space - disorder is a space of not knowing which domain we are in, and
we are there most of the time. The trouble is that we will interpret the situation according
to our personal preference for action. The danger is that we spend a couple of years in a
pure bureaucratic process based drill we tend to see al problems as a failure process. If we
are deep experts than any problem is failure to give us enough time or resource to make
analysis. Natural complexity workers are battlefield commanders, politicians. Their
reaction to a crisis is to get lots of different people from lots of different backgrounds with
desperately hope that someone will come up with the right solution - quite a good strategy.

What we get in a normal decision environment is that people are in a disordered
space assessing the situation according to their preference for action.

One of the main functions of the Cynefin Framework is to allow people to say:
“Hang on a minute it is complex, therefore we probe” or “Hang on a minute it’s
complicated, which expert should be we bring in”.

In figure 3 c we observe a boundary or a cliff between the simple domain and the
adjacent one - the chaotic. The reason is: the simple domain could easily collapse into
chaos because success could bring an unfounded sense of security. The drift describes
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catastrophic failures such as dominant technologies that were abruptly disrupted by more
dynamic alternatives.

The Cynefin framework reflects current concerns and practice in management and
organizational theory, but it is relatively new and was not yet thoroughly tested in strategic
decision-making settings. Its “revolutionary” character and added value is determined by
the challenges made upon some basic historically assumptions: the world is ordered and
knowable, people are always and completely rational and actions always point to
underlying intent and never reflect happenstance [6]. Also offers a good framework for the
situations strategic decision makers face currently.

4. Conclusion
A well known idea is that what works well in one set of circumstances could

miserably fail in others. The idea contradicts the logic and we end up asking why these
approaches fail even when logic indicates they should be prevalent? The answer rests in
the level of unpredictability and disorder existing in the world. The main reason for these
failures is the application of a common leadership approach to all the scenarios - “One
shoe fits all” strategy.

The Cynefin framework helps leaders determine the prevailing operative context so
that they can make appropriate choices [7]. To conclude, each domain requires different
actions. Simple and complicated contexts assume an ordered universe, where cause-and-
effect relationships are perceptible, and right answers can be determined based on the facts.
The ordered world is a fact-based management environment.

In complex and chaotic contexts is no apparent relationship between cause and
effect, the domains are unordered and the road ahead is determined based on emerging
patterns. The unordered world appears as a pattern-based management environment.

The only way out from the disorder context (when we manage to recognize we are
inside it) is to decompose the situation into distinctive parts and allocate each of it to
simple, complicated, complex or chaotic contexts. Leaders find themselves is familiar
situations specific to each domain (context) and can make decisions using contextually
based ways.

By using the Cynefin Framework managers can sense which situation they are in, so
they can avoid the problems, make better decisions and adjust (or abandon) their preferred
management style which is inadequate to the context.
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Abstract:
As we are passing through a period of harsh economical restraints, in a world that is changing ever faster, the
military organization and its leaders have to adapt themselves to the new environment and conditions, and to
make use of all available resources, methods and skills in order to pursue and achieve the
institution’objectives.
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1.Introduction

We are assisting for the past decades to a continuous wave of changes in the
contemporary world. Not only the world the world is changing but it seems the pace of
changes has increased over the last few years. The continuous advances in the field of
information technology and ease of communication over the internet helped the spread of
new concepts and theories and their implementation in all practical aspects of life.

As a particular aspect of the human activity the military organizations have to adapt
themselves to this new and continuously changing climate. There is a shifting paradigm on
present day military actions and the use of military forces, whose boundaries tend to
become more and more blurred and difficult to dissociate from constabulary actions.
Instead of fighting in the “classic” manner, armies against armies, military units are
increasingly associated with asymmetric warfare and various forms of peace operations.

Moreover, the increasing costs associated with maintaining properly trained and
equipped armed forces have led to the demise of the WWII and Cold War concept of
having large masses of troops, fleets of ships and planes or armies of tanks.

Undoubtedly, information is a source of power and this is a reason why leaders
should be aware of present challenges, the complexity of interdependencies between the
actors in the internal (national) and international landscape, as should they be on the
possible consequences of their decisions.

2.Strategies and strategic management

Present day military organizations can no longer be considered as being too
different from other governmental institutions or even private enterprises. The military,
like other institutions, is providing the society with a product, which is the national
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defense. Though not quantifiable it may be considered as indispensable as oxygen, since it
becomes more important when it’s less abundant.

Strategic management could be considered as the sum of actions and initiatives
taken by senior executives (in our case by the ministry of national defense, state secretaries
in the MoND, chief of General Staff and chiefs of armed services, as well as other relevant
top leaders), involving proper use of available resources, to preserve and enhance the
capabilities of the military organization in order to accomplish the missions derived from
the National Security Strategy and in accordance with the doctrine in force.

Strategic management is not involved in setting tactics and provides only an overall
orientation for the lower level managers.

The fields of activity for the strategic manager usually comprise:
- Detailing the organization missions;
- Development of policies and plans;
- Development of programs and projects;
- Evaluation of organization progress in achieving its objectives.
Henry Fayol is one of the first theorists the management of the organization.

Though his work was completed almost 100 years ago the principles he stated are still
valid today and are remarkably relevant and applicable to military organizations:

- a) Division of labor, which makes the specialization of personnel a source of
competence and increased productivity.

- b) Authority and responsibility - the power to issue orders blends with (and
generates as well) the responsibility for their consequences.

- c) Discipline, which associates the obedience of the employees to the rules in
force with effective leadership and proper application of sanctions.

- d) Unity of direction - one leader following one plan should direct all activities
having the same objective.

- e) Unity of command - every employee/worker should receive his orders from
only one superior.

- f) General interest of the organization supersedes any particular interest of one
employee or group of employees.

- g) Appropriate remuneration is a factor of motivation within the organization.
- h) Centralization of decision making versus delegation of authority to lower

level managers.
- i) Scalar chain of authority, through which information flows between top

managers and lower levels.
- j) Order - people and materials have to be in their right places at any given time.
- k) Equity - impartiality and fairness of the superior is capable of generating

loyalty of the subordinates.
- l) Stability of personnel - turnover rate of personnel must be kept under control

by managers, who must also plan and provide for replacements.
- m) Initiative of personnel, as a source for further advance of the organization.
- n) Team spirit - helps building unity and harmony amongst the organization.
In establishing and implementing a strategy must be followed a series of phases.

Various authors have proposed different structures for the strategic process, but these
comprise the following phases, sometimes differently formulated:

- Formulate the mission, including general statements on the goals and the
philosophy;

- Determine the strategic objectives and the limits associated with them;
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- Internal evaluation of the organization/agency/institution, based on current
situation, resources and performances;

- External evaluation of the environment;
- Project the future desired performances, based upon the evaluations and

extrapolating current performances
- Determine the gap between current and desired performances;
- Analyze the options and identify the most favorable of them, in order to achieve

the strategic objectives;
- Establish a set of long term objectives and a roadmap to accomplish the

strategic options;
- Prepare and adopt the plan, divided in two section: long-term and short-term;
- Implementation of the strategy chosen, based upon the allotted resources;
- Evaluation of the performance, as the basis for future decisions.

3.Resource management

The process of resource analysis in formulating the strategy is dependent upon
determining the core capabilities desired to be achieved or maintained, and the alternatives
available for reaching the goals. Unlike lucrative institutions the military organization is
not profit-oriented, so the effectiveness of its activity is better measured by the way it
manages to achieve the goals under budgetary constraints.

The resources analysis should start by building a “resource basis”, comprising the
values the institution relies upon, which can be of different types:

- Financial resources - the budget allocated, other sources of income, as well as
debts and other expenses;

- Physical resources - the size and location of institution assets, buildings,
terrains, stocks of supplies and spare parts;

- Human resources - number of personnel, their level of training and expertise,
their participation and loyalty to the institution;

- Technology resources - R&D agencies, the stock of technologies and industrial
property, licenses and patents, as well as technical innovation capabilities.

The tangible resources are easier to identify and evaluate, through financial or
accounting methods. The question is if the data obtained are relevant enough to formulate
or to evaluate a strategy. Usually, any manager is asked to answer to certain standard
questions like “What are the opportunities and ways to save some of the financial resources
or materials?” or “what are the possibilities to use the available resources in a more
efficient way?”

A different kind of resources is the so-called intangible resources, more or less
invisible for evaluation. While the number of personnel and the wages paid are known, the
level of personnel expertise, their knowledge, motivation, decision making abilities are
characteristics very difficult to assess or determine. Since the level of tangible resources is
usually well known and it does not change dramatically over time, the human resources are
the domain where the manager (and leader, in the same time) could make proper use of
his/her skills in order to achieve maximum performance.
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4.Management strategies and methods

Since the advent of the industrial revolution the most important companies in the
developed countries have tried to optimize their production and to increase profits by
adopting various methods of organizing their work.

The methods implemented have a strong connection with the working philosophy
and core values of the company, and depend on its production type and the development
level.

4.1 Knowledge management
A multitude of governments, multinational corporations, and companies around the

world are interested with the concept of knowledge management. Knowledge has not a
substantial form, is changing over time and difficult to measure, it represents a key asset no
organization can survive without.

Although there are various perspectives on KM there is no formal definition of the
concept. There are few important ideas to keep in mind while discussing the subject:

1. Knowledge generates competitive advantage. Organizations that consistently
create new knowledge and disseminate as result of their activity, are amongst the most
successful.

2. Institutions may not give enough importance to the creation and use of
knowledge, or may not use properly the knowledge they already possess.

3. Some organizations have established knowledge management programs,
recognizing the importance of knowledge in creation of value.

4.2 Total Productive Management (TPM)
TPM, or as it was initially standing for, Total Productive Maintenance, was

established as a managerial approach, in the 1970s, in Japan, by Nippon Denso company
with the help of Japan Management. Originally it was developed as a management process
meant to improve the reliability and availability of the equipment in order to improve
productivity and reduce waste.

Though primarily focused on manufacturing, the process has subsequently evolved,
by including suppliers and customers, in what is today known as lean manufacturing. The
worldwide success of the concept and its enlargement has made that the acronym TPM is
in present known as short for Total Productive Management.

Beside the technical aspect of operators doing part of the maintenance, the
philosophy behind is that of increasing the involvement of the individuals in the process of
improving the reliability and quality of the production. The process is also improving the
quality of team work and the self-esteem and confidence of the personnel, as they feel the
management is paying attention to their observations. Moreover, it’s improving
communication across the institution, as it tends to lower the hierarchical barriers.

4.3 Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management is the father of all of the quality management methods

and standards that have come since, including Six Sigma, CMM, ISO 9000, the Zero
Defect movement, and, most directly, Gemba Kaizen for Just-in-Time (lean)
Manufacturing.
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Total Quality Management was created as a collaborative effort, combining the best
of American scientific quality management with dedication, focus, and creativity provided
by the Japanese people.

Total Quality Management comprises several principal components: involvement
and training of employees, problem solving teams, use of statistical methods, establishing
of long-term objectives and thinking. Another characteristic is the statement that the
system generates inefficiencies, not people.

The emphasis in Total Quality Management is on quality in all aspects and
functions of the operation of institution.

5.Conclusion

Establishing clear competencies and responsibilities for the low and medium level
managers will eventually allow each of them to focus on their field of activity, eliminating
the need for senior managers to check every aspect of their subordinates’ activity
(“micromanagement”).

The ever increasing complexity of the organizational structure, of the technical level
required as well as the needs for support impose the leaders to have good administrative
skills and managerial knowledge. For this, I consider the best way is to take advantage of
the expertise accumulated in the industrial and business environment.

Elaborating a strategy and putting it into practice should not become an objective in
itself but merely a tool and the way of increasing competitivity within the military
structure, as well as in relation with other related military organizations.

The evaluation of the results should concentrate more on the effects of the actions in
relation with the established mission and objectives, rather than focusing on pure
numerical aspects of the activity. Larger numbers or percentages may not necessarily be a
sign of improvement.

The economical difficulties we are confronting for the last years emphasize the need
for training, keeping and acquiring managers at all levels of the military structure. The
scarcity of resources imposes sound decisions and wise employment of people and
materiel, both for short-term and for the years to come.
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Abstract:
Taking into account the roles played by an individual within an organisation as a subordinate, peer,
manager/ superior and the attitudes and behavior triggered by this, it becomes more than an obvious
necessity to conduct a literature review on the relationship between attitudes, beliefs, behavior within an
organizational context. Thus, a clear understanding of the aforementioned can be of further use in
undertaking organizational processes such as: recruitment, employment, induction, and herein in aligning
individual behaviour to group and organisational behaviour. Consequently, the aim of this article is to carry
out such an investigation by highlighting those aspects pertaining to a better understanding of individuals’
behaviour within organizations.
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1.Introduction
According to Ilut (2004: 43) the concept of ‘attitude’ is highly used not only within

the socio-psychological field [1], but also in other social sciences because individual
attitudes represent ‘the unifying principles of the individual-society relationship’.
Consequently, an analysis of organizational behaviour with a view to identifying and
properly managing the issues related to the human resource management needs to have as a
starting point a complete understanding of the role(s) played by individuals within
organizational environments. Thus, a careful analysis of behaviour requires not only time
but also clear- cut terminology, which this article will focus on.

2. Attitudes: some working definitions

A definition often resorted to in sociology and psychology when attempting to give
an insight into what attitudes are and to the relationship between them and individual
behaviour is the one provided by Allport [2]. Thus, according to him, an attitude is
generated by experience and represents a mental state of readiness that influences an
individual’s reactions to the objects s/he comes into contact. Another definition that comes
and brings a shade of grey to the previous one is provided by Stoetzel [3] who describes an
attitude as the way an individual relates oneself to objects of value.

Moreover, Popescu-Neveanu [4] defines the concept of attitude as a ‘relatively
steady manner of the individual or of the group to relate to certain aspects of social life and
to oneself’. Connected to this view of individual relation with society, but also with
oneself, the American social psychologists Baron and Byrne [5] take the definition of the
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concept of attitude even further and view it as individual ‘assessments made about any
aspect of social world, the extent to which favourable or unfavourable reactions to
problems, ideas, persons, social groups or other elements of social life are expressed’.

An attempt towards providing a unifying perspective on what attitudes are is made
by Ilut [1]. Thus, the analytical definition of the concept of ‘attitude’ he offers covers three
aspects that are summed up below in terms of their defining characteristics:
 Attitudes are gained psychological dispositions which usually reflect the influence

of the socio-cultural environment
 Attitudes are a merger of cognitive (i.e. information about an object), affective (i.e.

assessment, approval, disapproval of an object based on the information about it)
and cognitive ( i.e. the predisposition to act) processes

 Attitudes are covert, stable assessment systems, resistant to change
Concerning the first aspect highlighted by Ilut, Mullins [6] emphasizes the fact that

organisations are part of this socio-cultural environment. Consequently, they are not only a
result of the influence of such an environment, but they are also ‘reinforced or reshaped by
the organisation’.

Moreover, the same author adds up another characteristic of attitudes which consist
in the fact that attitudes can only be inferred and the most employed techniques to do that
are direct observation of the verbal and non-verbal communication style and self-reporting
techniques.

Another working definition distinguishing between attitudes and values and set out
with the purpose of better approaching the roles played by individuals within organisations
is provided by Cole [7] and it goes as follows:

‘An attitude is a predisposition to make certain kinds of judgments about people,
issues and events, usually in specific situations. Personal attitudes are a reflection of the
broad values held by the individual. Attitudes lead to the development of personal opinions
and prejudices, as well as contributing positively to an individual’s exercise of judgement.
Some attitudes are held firmly, and are unlikely to be changed in a person’s lifetime;
others are held less firmly and are subject to change (…). Attitudes are narrower in
concept than values, and tend to be focused on specific elements of the individual’s
external world.’

Besides this definition, Cole provides more information about the relationship
between attitudes, perceptions and action detailing thus some aspects already mentioned in
the definition provided above.  Hence, by drawing on specialized literature, the author
points out that attitudes are the result of personal values formed under the influence of the
external world (i.e. parents, teachers, etc) and of the internal world (i.e. personality,
intelligence), as well as of moral principles emerging from these values,  and of social
norms and collective values. Once attitudes formed through the merger of the above
elements, they become the springboard for perceptions, opinion/judgments and actions.

3.Two major characteristics of attitudes

Allport [2] identifies two characteristics of attitudes that have great importance
when drawing up the instruments to measure them and these characteristics are bipolarity
or ambivalence and unipolarity. According to the researcher, bipolarity points out the fact
that an individual may be for or against an object. However, in between these for and
against poles there are degrees of intensity which represent the basis for the drawing up of
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scales of intensity like the Likert or Thurstone scales usually employed in surveys and
questionnaires investigating the attitudes of a larger group of people.

On the other hand, the unipolarity characteristic of attitudes refers to the fact that at
an individual level, namely at the level of the personal space of each and every individual
attitudes are either for or against an object and usually reflect the tendency of the
individual to ignore one of the two poles in favour of the other.

However, as it results from the literature review provided by Eagly and Chaiken [8],
individuals may display both bipolar attitudes such as those triggered by socially
controversial problems, or unipolar ones. Thus, at a personal level, the individual is
unipolar, whereas there are situations when people are ambivalent by agreeing with certain
aspects while, at the same time, disagreeing with others.  In this respect, Radu [9]
highlights, through the literature review he makes, the fact that ambivalence, namely the
individuals’ choice to position themselves in terms of the attitudes held in the middle of the
strongly agree-strongly disagree continuum does not indicate indifference, neutrality or
lack of knowledge of the object under scrutiny. On the contrary, the ambivalent answers
have to be viewed as the mean of both the positive and negative attitudes of an individual
and the interpretation has to go towards viewing the ambivalent answers as expressing
uncertainty, ambiguity, and indecision.

3.1. Functions of attitudes

According to Katz [10] attitudes have four major functions as follows: knowledge,
expressive, instrumental and ego-defensive.

The knowledge function is viewed by Katz as one of the most important because
attitudes provide the basic framework for the interpretation and classification of new
information by establishing either bipolar or unipolar relationships between the individual
and the surrounding social reality. Thus, attitudes are in the end a sum up of the assessment
of an object as carried out by an individual.

The instrumental function of attitudes is the result of past experiences. Hence, due
to previous knowledge about an object, negative or positive attitudes may be held by
individuals. In this respect, if individual need were met in the past, then the attitude is
likely to be a positive one. However, if an object was the cause of fear or frustration, then
the individual will have unfavourable attitudes towards that object. Based on these
positive/negative assessments, individuals tend to express attitudes that maximise rewards,
benefits within the social context and minimise sanctions from the others.

Another function identified by Katz is the expressive one and refers to the
possibility of describing attitudes as means of expression. Consequently, attitudes help
individuals display their values and thus express their self-concept or adopt and internalise
the values of a group.

One last function that actually encompasses the other three previously presented is
the ego-defensive function. Thus, attitudes allow individuals to increase or to protect their
self-esteem from disturbing, undesirable truths or realities.

4.Attitudes- beliefs relationship

Since the underlying reason for carrying out this theoretical investigation is the
influence that individual attitudes and behaviour have on and within organizational
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behaviour, a clear cut distinction between the concepts of attitude and belief is more than
necessary (1).

In the terms of the basic differences between attitudes and beliefs, Mullins [6]
provides a definition according to which beliefs are concerned with what individuals know
about reality. However, this definition is insufficient in clarifying what the relationship
between attitudes and beliefs is.

Thus, a further investigation into the literature needs to be carried out and the most
adequate explanation emerging from a fine analysis of the literature on this issue seems to
be provided by Ilut [1]. Hence, as it results from his analysis, attitudes are similar with
beliefs when it comes to interrogations, conclusive statements and assessments, or social
values. However, the fine difference between the two lies in the fact that attitudes become
beliefs only when they are given specificity by linguistic acknowledgement on behalf of
the individuals of the ideas and information they hold about persons, things, situations.
Moreover, the concept of belief includes the concept of attitude.

In this respect, Gross [11] underlines the fact that for an attitude to become a belief
it is necessary to be associated with a value, namely with what the individual perceives to
be desirable, good, etc. Furthermore, the ratio of beliefs, attitudes and values an individual
may hold is not equal: ‘adults may have thousands of beliefs, they may have only hundreds
of attitudes and a few dozen of values.’

5. Attitudes - individual behaviour relationship

Based on Cole’s observations presented in the sub-chapter aiming at providing a
working definition of attitudes and which highlighted the cause-effect relationship between
attitudes and actions and correlating it with Gross’ emphasis on the imbalance in number
between beliefs, attitudes and values, the question that arises is how can the relationship
between an individual’s attitudes and behaviour can be better accounted for?

In this respect, Mullins is very categorical in denying the possibility of predicting
behaviour based on a researcher’s knowledge of an individual’s attitudes. The arguments
he provides in supporting his opinions are that there is not always a correspondence
between what an individual believes and says and what the same individual does. Thus, it
is not only behaviour through which attitudes are revealed, but also individual’s thoughts
(revealed or not in public) and feelings.

However, as the above observations already highlighted, even if behaviour cannot
be predicted, the latter is an effect of attitudes. Consequently, as Ilut [1] underlines, an
attitude is a ‘motivational force’ triggering a specific action.

Thus, this perspective is to be taken in this article and any other dealing with the
same issue since its aim is not to predict organisational behaviour as emerging from the
attitudes held by individuals, but to draw some clear-cut conclusions on how individual
attitudes inform on organisational behaviour. Nonetheless, the attempt to establish a
connection between individual attitudes and behaviour has its share of risks that are to be
further presented.

The risks of encountering no correlation or a biased correlation between attitudes
and behaviour are posed by three factors outlined by Ilut:
 the methodology employed to analyse the attitudes-behaviour relationship;
 the personality of the individuals under investigation and
 the situation/context.
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As far as the methodology employed to investigate the correlation between attitudes
and behaviour is concerned, three aspects need to be taken into account. The first one
refers to the likelihood for the researcher to obtain distorted answers simply because in-
between the individual’s attitude and the opinion the latter expresses based on that attitude
a number of factors are involved: the personality of the respondent or of the researcher, the
topic under investigation, the type of instrument employed to carry out the investigation.
Hence, ‘social desirability’ may influence the individual and make him/her depart from the
real attitude s/he hold  and express an opinion that conforms not to personal attitude(s) but
to what is desirable from a social point of view. Consequently, individuals may not reveal
their attitudes on purpose either because of self-defensive mechanisms, because of their
desire to appear as conforming to group or society values or simply because of topic
sensitivity.

The second aspect that needs to be taken into account when talking about the role
played by methodology in yielding divergence between attitudes and behaviour is the
degree to which answers related to attitudes and answers related to behaviour are kept
separate. In this respect, Ajzen and Fischbein [12] draw the attention to the fact that any
investigation dealing with the relationship between attitudes and behaviour also has to take
into account the correlation between four entities: the action proper, the target of the action,
the context and the moment of undertaking the action. Thus, if investigations maintain the
symmetry of these entities, then the findings are to point out correlation between attitudes
and behaviour.

The last aspect to be observed when trying to eliminate any divergence between
individual attitudes and behaviour is related to what Gross was highlighting in terms of the
number of attitudes, values and beliefs. Thus, similar to the imbalances underlined by
Gross, there is also an imbalance between the number of attitudes subsumed to behaviour.

Thus, behaviour depends on several attitudes and the researcher’s tendency to focus
on only one attitude, not always the most telling of the behaviour analysed leads to
discrepancies between the attitude hold by individuals and the behaviour they display.

In terms of the way personality may lead to differences between individual attitudes
and behaviour, an important role is played by how relevant and central within the
individual attitudinal network that attitude is.

Thus, a well-defined attitude from a cognitional point of view enables individuals to
operate with it on short notice. Moreover, an individual characterized by activism is more
likely to act in accordance with the attitudes s/he holds.

As far as the situation/context has an influence on the attitude-behaviour
relationship, in my opinion, even if Ilut includes social desirability among the aspects
concerning the methodology employed in the analysis of attitudes-behaviour relationship,
social desirability is more likely to be viewed as pertaining to the situation/context factor.
The arguments supporting this are to be found in Ilut’s presentation of the situation factor
as reviewed in the paragraph below.

Thus, by drawing on specialized literature in the field, the author previously referred
to concludes that the divergence between individual behaviour and attitudes is increased
when there are well-defined, restrictive situational requirements which, if trespassed
because of individual attitudes, may lead to social sanctions. Moreover, the same
divergence may appear when only one alternative to act is available and the latter comes in
contradiction with individual attitudes.
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6. Conclusions

Whenever dealing with issues and attempting to analyse them in a scientific manner
in order to get a deeper insight into organization theory and practice the socio-
psychological concepts delineated in this article may come not only handy but also useful.
However, since the reading and interpretation paradigm should be a larger one if results are
to be validated, what I see as a continuation of the literature review already done is to focus
on symbolic interactionism, that is the analyis of the interactions among an organization’s
employees, co- workers, managers.

Moreover, the adequate understanding and application of the concept of attitude
may be useful in contrasting managers’ and employees’ attitudes related to certain
organizational issues. As a result, likely deficiencies, biases, communication breakdowns
that may influence organizational behaviour.

Endnotes:
(1) The distinction is imposed not only by the topic under investigation, but also by the

usual framework within which personality is analysed and with which individual behaviour

is correlated: attitudes-values-beliefs.
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Abstract:
This paper presents a research framework established and used in the investigation of the concept of
organisational behaviour from the perspective of the organizational communication patterns underlying it
from a contrast and comparison perspective. As a result, its aims are as follows. First of all, it sets out the
guidelines for a scientific approach to the differences and similarities between organizations that act in the
same field of expertise but account for different results and outcomes in their yearly reports. Second, it lays
the ground for a common framework of analysis and interpretation of the data that may be gathered through
instruments designed and customized in accordance with the investigation target, namely organizational
behaviour as revealed by the communication patterns describing it. In this respect, the paper provides a
concept breakdown into defining dimensions and variables, as well as the questions that could be asked and
integrated into the investigation instruments.
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1. Introduction

The nominal definition of the concept of organisational behaviour established as a
result of a literature review conducted prior to establishing the research framework
presented in this paper runs as follows: “Organisational behaviour is individuals’
behaviour among themselves and within groups, groups’ behaviour between and among
them and organisation’s behaviour towards individuals and groups within it, as well as its
behaviour within its environment” [1].

Moreover, the same endeavour resulted in the identification of five dimensions
describing the concept of organizational communication, namely vertical, horizontal,
informal, formal and organizational outward communication. Thus, as already pointed out,
the first part of this chapter accounts for how the research questions and hypotheses were
formulated and then on the way the breaking down of the basic concept this paper is built
upon was done into defining dimensions, variables and categories in order to establish the
guiding lines in the design of the instruments to measure them.
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2. Research design
2.1. Research questions and hypotheses

With a view to the aspects related to the concept of organisational behaviour the
research framework addresses ten questions and sets out fifteen alternative hypotheses [2].
In this section I make a brief presentation of the reasons for asking the questions and for
establishing the ensuing hypotheses. Thus, the research questions (RQ) and the hypotheses
(H) are listed below.
RQ1: What is organisational behaviour?

H1.0. There is an inner life of organisations that can be accounted for
RQ2: How can organisational behaviour be accounted for?

H2.0. Organisational behaviour can be accounted for through individual and
group behaviour

RQ3: What is the relationship between individual behaviour, group behaviour and
organisational behaviour?

H3.0. There are differences between individual behaviour, group behaviour and
organisational behaviour.
H3.1. There are similarities between individual behaviour group behaviour and
organisational behaviour.

RQ4:  What paradigm best suits the investigation of organisational behaviour?
H4.0. Organisational behaviour can be investigated from the perspective of the
organisational communication patterns underlying it.

RQ5: How can a socio-linguistic paradigm be employed in the investigation of
organisational behaviour?

H5.0. There is a contribution to be made by a socio-linguistic paradigm to
organisational behaviour.
H5.1. There are socio-linguistic indicators that define organisational behaviour

RQ6: What are the differences and similarities in terms of organisational behaviour
between the organizations under investigation?

H6.0. There are differences between the organisations investigated.
H6.1. There are similarities between the organisations investigated.

RQ7: What are the underlying causes of these differences and similarities?
H7.0. There are underlying causes that can account for the differences between the
organisations investigated.
H7.1. There are underlying causes that can account for the similarities between the
organisations investigated.

RQ 8: Is the organisational behaviour identified through this research of any
importance to the organizations investigated?

H8.0. The findings of this research can be used to the benefit of the organizations
under investigation.
H8.1. The findings of this research can bring insight into the theoretical
background on organisational behaviour
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RQ 9: What are the implications of the findings of this investigation for organisations
at large?

H9.0. The findings of this research can be used to the benefit of organizations at
large.

RQ 10: What is the way ahead from this research?
H 10.1 There are other aspects related to organizational behaviour that can be
investigated.
The overarching question which guides this framework is What is organisational

behaviour?. Even though it may be argued that it cannot be viewed as much as a research
question as a literature review question, the arguments in favour of including it in the list
of research questions are the following.

Firstly, the concept of organisational behaviour (at least in Romanian research
endeavours) is under development. Consequently, the question referring to its meanings
needs to be continuously addressed in order to take as much as possible a thorough view at
it. Related to this there are the aims of this research that reinforce it. Thus, in order to
describe, explain and explore a concept, a continuous interrogation very close to the
philosophical interrogation needs to be carried out. In this respect, the hypothesis
underlying the question strengthens the above idea.

Secondly, the other research questions emerge from the partial, unsatisfactory
answers provided by the question “What is organisational behaviour?” and that are
summed up by the nominal definition provided in the introduction of this paper. Thus, the
second and third questions: How can organisational behaviour are accounted for?
What is the relationship between individual behaviour group behaviour and
organisational behaviour? Are based on the overall definition of the concept of
organisational behaviour highlighting the three dimensions it is built upon. In this way,
through these questions the research is trying to find the right mirror and the right angle of
placing it in order to bring into the limelight all the aspects under scrutiny. Consequently,
out of the three dimensions encompassed by the concept of organisational behaviour,
individual behaviour and more specifically individual attitudes seem to be the most
appropriate angle in which the mirror of the investigation to be positioned.

As a result, in order to avoid the impreciseness of the verb “to seem” previously
used, the research framework is to aim at investigating the ensuing hypotheses of the
second and third research question:
 H2.0. Organisational behaviour can be accounted for through individual

behaviour;
 H3.0. There are differences between individual behaviour and organisational

behaviour;
 H3.1. There are similarities between individual behaviour and organisational

behaviour.
Thus, even though the paradigm established places individual behaviour as the

landmark to be used within this research when investigating the concept of organisational
behaviour, the hypotheses triggered by asking the second research question focuses on how
individuals’ micro perspective (namely perceptions, cognitions, beliefs, attitudes) informs
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on the macro perspective (i.e. organisational behaviour), is influenced by the latter or
contributes to it.

However, even after having positioned the mirror in the angle of individual attitudes by
which  the micro dimension of group behaviour and the macro dimension of organisational
behaviour to be reflected, a unifying perspective is needed in order to keep focus on the
relevant issues and not to get distracted . Thus, a fourth question has to be addressed and
that is: What paradigm best suits the investigation of organizational behaviour? And
its ensuing hypothesis claims that Organisational behaviour can be investigated from the
perspective of the organisational communication patterns underlying it.

Related to the above considerations and more specifically to the exploratory aspects of
this study, the research aims at introducing elements of a discipline that so far have not
been employed in the investigation of organisational behaviour from the perspective of
organisational communication patterns underlying organisational behaviour. This subject
matter is socio-linguistics and it contributes to the research through the connections it
establishes between individual- group/community through language used as a code.
Consequently, the fifth research question: How can a socio-linguistic paradigm be
employed in the investigation of organisational behaviour? focuses on this new
possible approach and on the insights it may bring to the partial answers provided by the
first research question. The hypotheses it is grounded in are:
 H5.0. There is a contribution to be made by socio-linguistics to organisational

behaviour;
 H5.1. There are socio-linguistic indicators that define organisational behaviour

through individual behaviour.
Since no theoretical background is a valid one unless checked through reality or

emerging from it, the fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth research questions
 RQ 6: What are the differences and similarities in terms of organisational

behaviour between the organizations under investigation?
 RQ7: What are the underlying causes of these differences and similarities?
 RQ8: Is the organisational behaviour identified through this research of any

importance to the organizations investigated?
 RQ9: What are the implications of the findings of this investigation for

organisations at large?
focus on the practical support needed by theory in order to resist any criticism. Moreover,
the contrastive analysis of organisational behaviour within two organisations selected in
accordance with the criteria to be established and explained by any researcher in a Sample
description sub-chapter subsequent to this paper is to be carried out in accordance with the
paradigm established in the second research question, the investigation guidelines
established in the third research question and the novelty to be fed into by the general
paradigm to be employed, as well as by the novel perspective to be attempted.

The inherent hypotheses break down the above research questions into analyzable
issues that are to be further held under scrutiny. Thus, by employing them, the research is
to deal not only with the observable differences and similarities analysed through the
variables and categories explained in the chapter to follow, but also with the visible causes
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and the foreseeable paths of investigation towards amending them and making a small
contribution to the theory on and practice in organisational behaviour. As a result, the
hypotheses established are as follows:

H6.0. There are differences between the organisations investigated;
H6.1. There are similarities between the organisations investigated;
H7.0. There are underlying causes that can account for the differences between the
organisations investigated;
H7.1. There are underlying causes that can account for the similarities between the
organisations investigated.
H8.0. The findings of this research can be used to the benefit of the organizations under
investigation;
H8.1. The findings of this research can bring insight into the theoretical background on
organisational behaviour
H9.0. The findings of this research can be used to the benefit of organizations at large.

Last but not least, as a consequence of the idea expressed above, the final question
addresses the problem of how the answers to the first question could be further improved
through the insights contributed to the field of organisational behaviour by the
undertakings of the this research. Thus, the question and its underlying hypothesis are
formulated as: What is the way ahead from this research?, There are other aspects
related to organizational behaviour that can be investigated.

In conclusion, the formulation of the research questions and the hypotheses related
to them are formulated in a loop manner. It starts with a deductive approach, it moves then
to an inductive one in order to reach and enrich the former deductive attempts. In this way,
the research proper can claim if not originality of approach, at least thoroughness.

2.2. Concepts, variables and categories

In what follows, based on the research questions and their hypotheses the basic
concepts of the research framework are to be described in terms of their dimensions and
broken down into their defining variables and categories.

2.2.1. Concepts and their dimensions

As the hypotheses triggered by the first four research questions make it obvious,
there are two concepts (i.e. organisational behaviour and individual behaviour) that are
to be analysed as set out in the research questions and the ensuing hypotheses..

Thus, the variables and categories within the concept of organisational behaviour
are established in accordance with its three dimensions: individual behaviour, group
behaviour, organizational behaviour as identified and described in chapters two and
three. Whereas the concept of individual behaviour is viewed from the perspective of the
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previous one and thus encompassing two overlapping dimensions: work behaviour and
social behaviour.

Since, in accordance with research question two (i.e. What paradigm is to be
established to investigate organisational behaviour?), the paradigm of analysis for the
concept of organisational behaviour is individual behaviour, the operationalization of the
second concept starts from a two-fold perspective. First, the theoretical delineations and
terminology outlined and established through a literature review must be considered when
discussing the concept’s overlapping dimensions. Second, the perspective taken by this
research according to which individual behaviour can be analysed from a socio-linguistic
point of view has to be also remembered when breaking down the concept of individual
behaviour into variables and categories.

2.2.2. Individual linguistic behaviour within organisational
community

Consequently, based on the resulting research question: How can socio-linguistics be
employed in the investigation of organisational behaviour? and its second hypothesis
claiming that there are socio linguistic indicators of individual behaviour characteristic of
overall organizational behaviour, the “linguistic behaviour” dimension issues. Its
variables are levels of formality and level of work linguistic specialization. The
indicators for levels of formality are inward projection of organizational relationships
and outward projection of organizational relationships. The former can be further
broken down into the following categories:
 greetings,
 linguistic means of showing respect to superiors,
 the extent to which linguistic means  show close relationships
 power-relationships in conversations,

whereas the latter is measured by the category of means of acknowledging colleagues to
customers.

As for the second variable, that of work linguistic specialization, communication
in terms of department-specific vocabulary defines it in terms of how specialized
terminology may impede or not upon organisational communication in general.

2.2.3. Organisational behaviour dimensions, variables and
categories

As far as organisational behaviour viewed through individual behaviour is
concerned, the latter can be analysed from the point of view of the attitudes held by
individuals towards issues directly affecting their well-being within the organisation on the
one hand, and cognitions and beliefs about issues characterizing the other levels of an
organisation such as group behaviour, organisation processes and organisation design on
the other hand. Thus, from the point of view of the attitudes held by employees
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and which represent major behaviour drivers at an individual level within any organisation,
I identified two variables: job satisfaction on one hand defined through the categories of
 satisfaction with job itself;
 satisfaction with promotional opportunities;
 relationship with co-workers(1)

and organisation commitment on the other hand measured through
 employees’ short-term plans to work with the company,
 reasons underlying employees’ decisions to leave the company and
 employees’ trust in the company.
As for the cognitions and beliefs held at an individual level about the other two

dimensions of the concept of organisational behaviour, the following variables and
categories were identified.

In terms of group behaviour, two dimensions establish the grounds for further
analysis: formal group behaviour, and more exactly departments’, work groups’ or work
teams’ behaviour as ensuing from organization design and organization necessities at a
given point in time and informal group behaviour. The variables indicative of formal
group behaviour are
 communication and
 group work

described through the categories of
 inter-department communication;
 intra-department communication;
 peer to peer communication;
 team work;
 responsibilities and
 equity.
As far as informal group behaviour is concerned, the variables describing it are

communication and, more specifically, informal channels of communication, and
power relationships defined by the following categories:
 informal leaders;
 hidden agendas;
 discrimination and last but not least
 “rites of passage” for new-comers.
The macro-dimension of the concept of organisational behaviour, namely

organisation’s behaviour towards employees, be them individuals or work groups, as
well as organisation’s behaviour in accordance with its external environment defines
three major dimensions: organization processes, organization design and organization
within external environment.

As a result, the variables pertaining to the first one are communication defined
through the categories of
 formal communication;
 informal communication;
 formal channels of communication and
 lessons learned;
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work environment described through
 work conditions,
 flexibility,
 respect,
 freedom of speech,
 equal opportunities,
 relationships,
 resources availability,
 stress;

leadership accounted for through management style, job policies and procedures
measured through the categories of
 performance assessment,
 job procedures,
 job security,
 incentives,
 decision making,
 responsibilities/ tasks,
 job description,
 job expectations.
Another variable that could be viewed as a category of job policies and procedures but

which I prefer to analyze it as a two-category variable is that of career measured through
employee training and other skills development and career opportunities.

Apart from the already mentioned variables, there are also the one-category variable of
power and politics measured through discrimination and the variable of conflict described
through the categories of
 conflict sources;
 conflict approach;
 conflict consequences on individual performance.
In terms of the last two dimensions of organisational behaviour, the variable of

organization design is measured through the structure of the organization in terms of
organisational hierarchical structure and organisational span of control,  whereas
organization visibility; customer satisfaction; organisational reaction to environmental
changes are all measures of  an organisation’s behaviour within its environment.

As the above breakdown of mutually exclusive, exhaustive categories makes it
obvious, the variables established for the investigation of organisational behaviour are all
categorical variables, more precisely nominal ones [2]. Consequently, percentages are to be
employed in analysing these variables and both nominal and ordinal measurement is to be
carried out in this respect.

2.2.4. Variables and categories: levels of measurement
As a result of employing nominal variables, the categories measuring them do not

have a specific order [2]. Moreover, even though in most cases the categories are mutually
exclusive, there are some questions (for example the ones on discrimination, incentives,
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greetings, stress factors, motivational factors) where respondents may choose more than
one category or may point out other categories.

However, as it is to become obvious from the next sub-chapter dealing with types
of questions addressed within the questionnaires, in order to ensure a better coverage of the
overall concept of organisational behaviour, besides nominal measurement ordinal
measures are employed as well. As a result, even though the categories under each
variable do not have a set order, attitudinal and frequency items provide the respondents
three mutually exclusive answer alternatives: yes, no, don’t know or always, sometimes,
never.

In the sub-chapter to follow, these levels of measurement are to be discussed
alongside with the instrument description, namely with the types of questions asked in
order to measure the variables and categories previously listed.

2.3. Instrument description
Starting from the concepts, variables and categories described above two questionnaires
were designed as a means of measuring them. In the paragraphs to follow these
instruments will be described in terms of the category they fall in as well as in terms of the
kind of questions they include.

2.3.1. Type of instrument
The instruments suggested for this research framework consist of two questionnaires.

The latter are numbered in the order they were administered and from now on I will be referring
to them as questionnaire one, the attitudes-related questionnaire or the organisational
behaviour questionnaire and questionnaire two or the linguistic behaviour questionnaire.

Questionnaire one is related to the attitudes held by employees concerning the variables
and categories within the concept of organisational behaviour, as the latter were identified in the
previous sub-chapter. The number of questions totals eighty two and all the questions are closed-
ended ones.

For a better understanding of the relationship between the variables and their categories
on one hand and the questions measuring them on the other hand, Table 1 lists the
variables/categories- questions correspondences.

2.3.2. Types of questions
As I already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, three major types of questions

are used within the two questionnaires: closed-ended questions, contingency questions
and open-ended questions.

Considering the overall number of the questions included in questionnaire one (i.e.
eighty two out of which some are presented in Table 1) and the ensuing likelihood that
respondents could have got tired or bored answering all of them, I formulated them in the
closed-ended question format. Thus, for questions from one to twelve, fourteen to
seventeen, twenty two to fifty seven, fifty nine to seventy one; seventy three to eighty two
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three mutually exclusive alternatives were listed: yes, no, don’t know. The rest of the
questions (i.e. questions 13, 18, 19, 20, 58, 72, 82) are multiple choice questions listing
several alternatives, the others category included, and allowing for multiple answers.

Within the second questionnaire focused on the linguistic variables of
organizational behaviour (which for paper length purposes is not fully presented here) all
three types of questions mentioned before were employed.
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS
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n Satisfaction with job training

Question 47 Overall, I am satisfied with the courses provided so far by the
company and aimed at training me for the position I fill in.

Satisfaction with promotional
opportunities

Question 48 Overall, I am satisfied with my career development.

Relationship with co-workers
Question 43: Overall, I am satisfied with the team-work within the company.
Question 81: I like to apply the principle “My colleagues are my co-workers not
my friends”.
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Staff  short-term employment
plans with the company Question 14: I believe that I will be working for this company a year from now.

Reasons underlying
employees decisions to leave
the company

Question19: Why did you get employed with this company?
 unemployed
 other benefits
 company reputation
 career opportunity
 better salary
 others

Question 20: If I were to leave the company, I would do it for the following
reasons:

1. a higher salary
2. other benefits besides salary
3. no commuting
4. personal or family problems
5. career opportunities
6. lack of job security
7. conflict with colleagues
8. conflict with superiors
9. others
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Organisation trust

Question 15: If I had a choice, I would choose to work for the same company.
Question 16: I would recommend this company to my friends as well.
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Relationship with co-workers

Formal greetings
1. am onoarea (I’m honoured)
2. să trăiţi (Sir/Madam)
3. buna dimineaţa (good morning)
4. buna ziua (Good afternoon)
5. la revedere (good bye)
6. others

Informal greetings
1. salut
2. servus
3. bună
4. hi
5. hello
6. ‘neaţa
7. pa
8. bye
others

Question 3: Linguistic means of showing respect to colleagues of same age with
the respondent.

Question 4: Linguistic means of showing respect to colleagues in a similar
position to the respondent’s.
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Question 5: Employment of ‘d-voastra’ when addressing co-workers

1. department chief
2. team chief
3. CEO
4. older colleague
5. all colleagues

colleagues who did not allow me to address them by ‘tu’
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n Inter-department
communication

Question 29: Communication between my team and the other department/offices
within the company is good.
Question 35: Communication among the organization’s departments is good.

Intra-department
communication

Question 38: Communication within my work group is good.

Peer to peer communication
Question 6: Company’s employees cooperate to solve work-related tasks.

G
ro

up
 w

or
k

Relationships Question 69: Relationships between colleagues are based on mutual trust.

Team work Question 39: The department I work in encourages teamwork.

Responsibilities
Question 40: Responsibility for the decisions made within a team lies with its
members.

Equity
Question 41: Equity is used to distribute work tasks within my team.
Question 51: All employees carry out their work-related tasks.
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n Informal channels of
communication

Question 58: What communication channels are there employed to inform
employees on general issues related to the company (i.e. objectives, strategy,
events, courses, visits)? (rumours)
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sh
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psInformal leaders
Question 80: There are colleagues within my company that I admire and
support because of their personality.
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Hidden agendas
Question 61: I believe that some of the employees have hidden agendas affecting
organisational results.

Rites of passage for new
comers

Question 77: Within the company new comers have to go through a trial period
before they are accepted by their colleagues.
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Formal communication

Question 22: I believe that the employees should have the opportunity to interact
more at an informal level.
Question 30: Within the company the employees are kept informed on the
changes and decisions  that are of concern for them
Question 32: My superiors keep me well informed on the organisation’s
objectives and strategy.
Question 37: I can avail myself of the opportunity to present my ideas to the
managing director.

Informal communication

Question 23: I believe the employees should have more opportunities to interact
with one another at an informal level (e.g. birthdays, get togethers, etc.)
Question 24: I believe the employees have enough opportunities to interact with
one another at an informal level.
Question 31: We usually find out about important changes within the company
from rumours and not directly  from our superiors

Formal channels of
communication

Question 58: What means of communication are there employed to provide the
employees the general information (i.e. objectives, strategy, events, courses,
visits) related to their organisation?

Lessons learned

Question 34: Within the company, the conclusions drawn at the end of a  project
are passed on to those who are tackling or are  to deal with similar activities.
Question 67: When  the situation within the company is troublesome the lessons
learned in the past are resorted to in order to work out the problems.

W or k en vi
r

on m
e ntWork conditions Question 8 : The work environment within the company is a relaxed one.
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Flexibility
Question 33: Superiors show flexibility when the employees need to solve their
personal problems.

Respect Question 11 : I am respected by my superiors and colleagues.
Question 60: On overall,within the organisation, people feel appreciated.

Freedom of speech
Question 28: I can freely express my opinions, disagreements and
dissatisfactions at my workplace.

Equal opportunities
Question 50: All the employees benefit form equal opportunities within the
organisation..

Resources availability

Question 56: I have all the resources necessary to carry out my work related
tasks.
Question 9: I have immediate access to the information I need to appropriately
carry out my work related tasks.

Stress

Question 12: I am under a lot of stress because of my job.
Question 13: Stress at work is triggered by :
 Management style
 Colleague relationships
 Workload
 Job responsibilities
 Work environment
 Personal problems
 Others
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Performance assessment

Question 3: My work performance assessment involves solutions to remedy the
problem, solutions provided by my direct superior.

Question 7: The yearly/quarterly assessmewnt is nothing but a formality within
the organisation I work for.
Question 5: I know the criteria employedd to assess my performance..
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Job procedures Question 53: I believe my work results would be better if I did not have so much
paperwork to do

Security
Question 17: Within this organisation job security is ensured.

Incentives

Question 59: Usually, the company rewards employees’ efforts.
Question 82: The means of showing the organisation’s appreciation of
employees’ efforts consist of:

a. direct superior’s personal thanks
b. managing director’s thanks in front of the other colleagues
c. thank you letter
d. rewards (salary raise, days off, etc.)
e. others ……………
f. no means of  showing the organisation’s appreciation of employees’
efforts are employed

Decision-making
Question 25: With my current job I have enough freedom to make my own
decisions when necessary
Question 26: With my current job I have enough freedom to make my own
decisions when it comes to meeting customers’ requests.

Responsibilities/tasks
assignment

Question 10: My superiors know my skills and competences and delegate tasks
accordingly.
Question 40: Responsibility for the decisions made within a team lies with its
members.
Question 74: I am often asked to carry out activities that are not included in the
job description.

Job description
Question 4: I know the tasks and responsibilities incurred by the position I fill
in.

Job expectations Question 1 : The efforts I make to carry out my job related tasks are greater
than my superiors’ expectations.
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

C
ar
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r

Employee training and other
skills development

Question 44: Within the organisation I have the posisbility to develop skills and
competences other than those required by the position  I fill in.
Question 45:The organisation gives me the opportunity to attend training
courses.
Question 46: I have no difficulties in putting into practice the knowldge gained
during the training courses attended.

Career opportunities

Question 27: The current position allows me to move up the career ladder
within the organisation.
Question 55: I believe that my current position contributes to my professional
accomplishment.

Po
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Types of discrimination
witnessed or experienced
within the company

Question 18: Within the company I noticed or I was subjected to the following
types of discrimination:
 Age
 Gender
 Education
 Position
 Others
 No discrimination

C
on

fli
ct

Conflict sources

Question 72: The causes of conflicts within the company are:
 limited resources
 number of departments
 nature of activities
 responsibilites overload
 job description
 informal leaders
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CONCEPT DIMENSIONS VARIABLE CATEGORIES QUESTIONS

Conflict approach
Question 65: In general, when misunderstandings about how work related tasks
are to be carried out appear, they are not solved and thus impede upon work
environment.

Conflict consequences on
individual performance

Question 66: Even if I am in conflict with some of my colleagues, I believe that
does not impede upon my work results.
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Organisational hierarchical
structure

Question 80: I believe the current organisational structure (i.e number of
departments, levels of subordination) should be reviewed in order to improve the
organisation’s output.

Organisational span of
control

Question 76: I know exactly the chain of command I have to go through when I
report on the individual results or the problems I am confronted with.
Question 12: What are the diminutives or nicknames you use most when you
address the colleagues you are closer to?
Question 11: When you address colleagues with whom you are on a first name
basis you sometimes use diminutives or nicknames.
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Question 21: I got employed with this company through:
a. recommendation on behalf of a friend
b. the publishing of the position as vacant in the newspaper

others

Customer satisfaction
Question 45: Customers are satisfied with the services provided by the
company/institution.

Reaction to change Question 73: I believe that the organization I am part of adapts easily to market
requirements.

Table 1. Variables/Categories- Questions Correspondences
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3. Data analysis

This section aims at providing the framework by which the data interpretation can
be carried out by taking a look at the dependent and independent variable of the research
framework.

3.1. The dependent variable and its independent variables

The dependent variable of the research framework presented in this papaer is
organisational behaviour, whereas the independent variables informing on the former
are grouped under the generic heading of ‘organisational communication patterns’.

However, in order to facilitate the interpretation of the data obtained from the units
of analysis (i.e. the individuals working with the organisations identified as best fitting the
research purposes of the research framework) to be sampled in accordance with the
methodology suggested for this framework (namely the contrast and comparison one) and
to answer the research questions addressed by it, a clear breakdown of the independent
variables  needs to be done. Consequently, in what follows, two broad interrelated
categories, namely inter-organisational communication and organisational outward
communication are introduced.

3.2. Independent variables description

The first one, inter-organisational communication (2) is defined through the
traditionally acknowledged variables (3) of

V1 (4) Formal communication
V2 Informal communication
V3 Vertical communication (i.e. upward communication)
V4 Horizontal communication

In their turn, these variables are measured through the variables and categories
underpinning the concept of organisational behaviour proper. Thus, the interpretation of
the data obtained from the respondents is bound to take into account the following concept-
defining variables:

V1 Formal communication
V 1.0. Communication in terms of organisation processes
V 1.1. Organisation design
V 1.2. Job policies and procedures
V 1.3. Career
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V 1.4. Leadership
V 1.5. Work environment
V 1.6. Conflict (measured through the categories of ‘conflict sources’ and ‘conflict
approach’)
V2 Informal communication
V 2.0. Communication at informal group level (5)
V 2.1. Power relationships
V3 Vertical communication (i.e. upward communication)
V 3.0. Inward projection of organisational relationships in terms of linguistic means of
showing respect to superiors
V4 Horizontal communication
V 4.0. Communication at formal group level
V 4.1. Conflict ( measured through the category of ‘conflict sources’)
V 4.2. Power and politics

As for the category of organisational outward communication, the focus is a
two-fold one. Thus, even if when tackling this issue specialized literature speaks only of
organisational behaviour in relationship with environmental factors (see for example Steers
and Black, 1994: 358-394) , the current research framework maintains the assumption that
if the concept of organisational behaviour is to be discussed from the perspective of the
patterns of communication underlying it, then the individual behaviour has to be held once
more under scrutiny. As a result, besides taking into account how individual linguistic
behaviour may provide an insight into organisational behaviour to outsiders, individual
attitudes towards the organisation in terms of job satisfaction, organisation commitment
and organisation trust can inform both on the current and future status of the organisations
under scrutiny. Moreover, the latter variables are not only shaped by the variables listed
under the category of inter-organisational behaviour, but they also have an important
saying in delineating and analysing the latter. Thus, for a better understanding of the
variables measuring the category of organisational outward communication, the former are
listed below:
V 5 Organisational outward communication
V 5.0. Organisation’s behaviour within its environment
V 5.1. Outward linguistic projection of organisational relationships
V5.2. Individual attitudes towards job satisfaction, organisation commitment, organisation
trust

4. CONCLUSIONS

Work experience with various organisations contributes not only to increased
expertise in the field of work. Beyond this surface there is a plethora of empirical
observations about people’s character, motivations, expectations, assumptions concerning
the drivers behind individual and/or group behaviour towards formal groups or formal
leaders, new comers, informal groups, top-down changes, or hypotheses about how
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organisational design (i.e. number of departments, span of control) or communication
channels contribute to overall organisational efficiency.

In this respect, work experience with more than one organisation triggers, even
unconsciously, comparisons and contrasts with previous employment places. Thus, any
layperson may turn into an empirical scientist ‘able’ to point out similarities, differences or
discrepancies between or among various organisations. However, the question that arises is
how reliable such observations are, their empiricism and likely limited scope considered.

Consequently, the problem that appears is if all these observations point out to a
reality that can be perceived, experienced only from within an organisation or any
objective researcher can frame it from the outside. Hence, the basic assumption underlying
this paper is that regardless of the background of an empirical observer with various
organisations, the latter’s observations can only yield partial insights into organisational
life which may be biased, inconclusive or narrowed to personal or group perceptions and
likely to turn into mere clichés. As a result, the task of objectively studying and building up
an overall picture out of the insights into organisational life through employment of an
overarching concept and of a paradigm through which the latter to be better accounted for
starting from a  an investigation into the already existing literature in the field of
investigation lies with the researcher.

Thus, as it emerges from the above observations, the focus of this research
framework is the investigation of organisational life and, more specifically, the concept
of organisational behaviour. In addition, taking into account the complexity of such a
concept, the paradigm by which the latter can be tackled is that of organisational
communication patterns underlying the concept proper and the method considered as
best fitting both the paradigm and the concept is the comparison and contrast one.

In conclusion, the aim of the research framework suggested by this paper is to
throw some light on the issue of how organisational communication patterns can account
for organisational behaviour and on what makes organisations so different and yet so
similar in this respect. Moreover, the researcher can only express the hope that those
reading or leafing through the pages of this papaer will hopefully find some of their
thoughts or empirical observations reflected, if not agree to the necessity to try and take an
ever fresh look at any organisation (the one they work for included) from the broader
perspective suggested by this framewotk, namely organisational communication patterns
underlying organisational behaviour.

ENDNOTES

(1) Even though payment should have been another category of the job satisfaction
variable, I did not include it because I started from the assumption that people would not
be willing to have it mentioned, even in a questionnaire. However, I did take a look at the
issue of incentives offered by each of the organizations where the questionnaire was
administered by questions measuring the category of incentives by providing the
respondents multiple choice questions listing several likely means of motivating the
employees.
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(2) This independent variable is the most complex of the two, considering the research
questions addressed in sub-chapter 4.1.1. and its defining variables and categories
identified and measured by the two questionnaires
(3) These variables ensue from a thorough critical literature review, as well as from the
research questions and hypotheses on which this framework is based
(4) Where capital V stands for ‘variable’ and the figure (1, 2, 3, etc.) for each particular
variable
(5) Even though in the instrument description sub-chapter the variable of ‘inward
projection of organisational relationships’ in terms of linguistic behaviour was discussed
separately from the variables of ‘communication at formal group level’ and
‘communication at informal group level’, this sub-chapter includes it under the previously
mentioned variables in order to facilitate a multi-layered and at the same time simplified
approach towards answering the research questions.
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Abstract:
The hereby paper attempts to address aspects related to knwoledge management and its relevance to the

personal and professioal development of employees under the current economic, social and cultural
circumstances. Some of the aspects examined will refer to understanding the relationship between knowledge
and learning, knowledge creation and sharing, intellectual capital and its role in ivreasing organizational
performance and the concept of „knowledge workers”.

Key words: knowledge management, intellectual capital, human resource development, mentoring.

1.Introduction
Never before have the economic, social, cultural and security paradigms changed in

shorter spans of time. Whatever was valid and applicable yesterday is obsolete today,
starting from managerial theories, practices and techniques and ending with lessons learned
and new approaches to organizational realities. As a result,

“one of the received wisdoms in the strategic management literature is that
organizations that are able to integrate disparate sources of knowledge across their
boundaries will be those that survive and prosper. These disparate sources include
not only formal, written or coded forms of knowledge but also the possession of
some advantageous, intangible, knowledge-based assets” (Sparrow et al., 2004).
However, one should mention that the term “knowledge management” pertains to

much deeper analysis, for it may encompass adjacent concepts and techniques such as
intellectual capital, knowledge transfer, learning ability, job enrichment, mentoring,
coaching etc. In more practical terms, it underpins organizational phenomena such as
organizational change and/or transformation, “glocalization” (i.e. thinking at a big scale
and acting according to the local needs and expectations), or market extension. The
following sections of the paper will briefly present some of the relevant concepts and/or
frameworks, with an emphasis on their practical and theoretical implications.

2.Knowledge management related terms, concepts or practices
A potential way to approach the aforementioned aspects is to formulate some questions
whose answer(s) might represent solutions to knowledge management challenges, as
follows:

1. Do knowledge based organizations have or require a certain type of structure?
What features do they display? Should even more traditional, i.e., pyramidal or
hierarchical organizations change their structure? Could this be a feasible
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solution to the problems they may encounter under the current change-
dominated circumstances?

2. Why do management theorists and practitioners regard knowledge as a strategic
resource and tool to achieve organizational success? Must one necessarily relate
knowledge and technology, or could one approach them separately? What is the
meaning of intellectual capital and how does it subscribe to knowledge
management?

3. What changes in terms of leadership and management styles does knowledge
management imply? What management levels are most likely to embark on
these changes? What is the risk of not doing it?

I hereby argue that answering these questions should throw at least a little light
upon the dilemma of why and especially how to maximize the advantages of using
knowledge management in order to increase individual and organizational performance.
Therefore, the next subchapters will provide some personal opinions concerning these
aspects.

2.1. Do knowledge based organizations have or require a certain type of
structure? What features do they display? Should even more traditional, i.e.,
pyramidal or hierarchical organizations change their structure? Could this be
a feasible solution to the problems they may encounter under the current
change-dominated circumstances?
According to one of the classical approaches to the relationship between

organizational structure and organizational culture provided by Charles Handy (1985),
there is a strong connection between the organizational structure and the organizational
culture it practices, in the sense that they influence mutually and in turn affect the way in
which the organization reacts to change, external environment and internal turmoil. From
this point of view, there seems to be little doubt, if any, that strongly hierarchical structures
with bureaucratic culture have a propensity to resistance to change, lack of flexibility and
reluctance to adapt to changes. Moreover, the key players in the organization regard
information as a power retention tool, which makes them into gatekeepers rather than
knowledge sharers. One may thus conclude that only agile organizations will be prone to
adapt knowledge management and use it as a strategic tool to implement and foster an
innovative culture.

2.2. Why do management theorists and practitioners regard knowledge as a
strategic resource and tool to achieve organizational success? Must one
necessarily relate knowledge and technology, or could one approach them
separately?
A short answer to this question is yes, knowledge and technology are related and

they play a pivotal role in achieving organizational performance because they are both
important forces that drive organizational success. Management practice has shown that
organizations that invest in research and development, as well as in their people’s
education and training programs are more likely to perform up to the required standards
and even to exceed their customers’ expectations, which leads to achieving excellence in
their field of activity. It is in this context that the concept of intellectual capital gains
relevance, for it results from how knowledge is made, transferred, used and exploited to its
full potential.
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Also, one must distinguish between tacit knowledge, which is embedded in people
and represented by their knowledge and skills acquired by means of learning, education
and training, structural capital, which consists of the organization’s hardware, software,
databases, brands etc., and relational capital, which is the relationship between the
organization and its external environment, that is, customers, suppliers, stakeholders in
general etc. (Martin, 2006). Given the depth and width of knowledge implications,
therefore, one may infer that knowledge is essentially a human masterpiece, which
explains why the new knowledge dominated economy depends on the quality and
management of people.

2.3. What changes in terms of leadership and management styles does
knowledge management imply? What management levels are most likely to
embark on these changes? What is the risk of not doing it?
Some levers can be triggered in order to ensure that knowledge management is put

in practice, for instance: quality circles, adequate human resource management practices,
job enrichment, assessing and measuring individual and organizational performance. This
requires intense and honest communication across the organization and full commitment of
the top managers. Unless these pre-requisites are put in place, the whole effort will lack
credibility and will be doomed to fail.

Considering the previously mentioned aspects, it is not surprising that knowledge-
based enterprises have been created to clearly indicate that the new type of organizations
rely heavily on the use of knowledge, although every organization has always relied on
knowledge to various extents.

As far as the management practices used in knowledge-based enterprises are
concerned, I would like to bring forward a widely popular technique: mentoring.
Numerous successful organizations have applied it for decades, and it permeates all levels
of the organization. Consequently, the present paper argues that this technique should be
adopted by more and more organizations, regardless of whether they are private or public,
military or civilian.

2.4. Characteristics of good mentors and advantages of mentoring
In today’s organization, which no longer provides its employees with the comfort of

job security and predictable career paths, it is clear that it is every employee’s
responsibility to take care of his/her career progress. While this is frequently put down to
one’s own individual educational background, skills, experience, needs and expectations, it
so happens that staff also need guidance and advice in terms of professional queries. In
most of the cases, these issues can be addressed by the human resources expert. There are
other cases, however, when much more subtle, intangible counseling is needed, namely,
mentoring, for a mentor “is someone trusted and off-line, who can act as sounding board,
critical friend, guide and advisor” (Clutterbuck, 1996). One should not assume that the
mentor will take decisions for someone else, but rather the mentor will help his/her mentee
take charge of his/her own career.

It is obvious that every mentoring relation is different, for every individual is
different in terms of their education, behaviors and motivations. Nevertheless, one can
pinpoint some commonalities in this bond, such as: good mentors do a significant amount
of listening in order to help the mentee clarify things, tell people about the moments when
they themselves felt insecure or confused, support other in developing new perspectives on
the realities they are facing, help the mentee make sense of the organizational culture and
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personal culture in order to secure the psychological contract between him/herself as an
employee and his/her employer. In other words, it is all about helping the mentee discover
and develop as an autonomous individual and professional, and not about imposing the
mentor’s ideas upon the mentee in a ruthless attempt to create a younger clone of the
mentor.

Considering what an effective mentor should be able to do, one may wonder what
personal characteristics he/she should display. From the viewpoint, we may state that a
mentor is very much like a leader, that is, both born and made. Empathy, people skills,
listening and planning skills, maturity, confidence, competence and respectability – all
contribute to delineating the profile of a good mentor. Mention should be made that the
mentor does not have to be the mentee’s peer or boss. As Clutterbuck (1996) points out,
there are some excellent examples of mentors one or two hierarchical levels below their
mentees. What counts is the quality and relevance of the experience they pass on” (p. 13).

3.Conclusion
The previous sections of this paper have briefly presented some thoughts on the

importance and benefits of knowledge management in the current context of technology-
dominated and net-centric business world, followed by a short overview of mentoring as a
means to share knowledge across the organization. The experience gained by many
successful organizations in the western economies shows that mentoring has become more
and more popular during the last decades because it is a mutually beneficial endeavor for
both parties who embark on it: on the one hand, the mentee has the chance to learn from a
role model in order to progress in his/her own career. On the other hand, the mentors have
the chance to enjoy personal satisfaction at supporting someone else grow and succeed
while learning a great deal from their mentees.

Regardless of the hierarchical level where the mentoring relationship has been
established, everyone involved in the process gains benefits – both the individuals and the
organization itself, which is why the most reputed management theorists and practitioners
“are developing a set of diagnostic tool to help organizations and individuals manage all
the processes involved” (p. 13).

Last but not least, one should mention that having a mentor is already a critical
requirement in individual career management, whereas being a mentor at some point in
one’s career is rapidly becoming a career essential, too.
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Abstract:
The organizational culture is formed of values, basic concepts ways of thinking and behaviors generally
accepted in an organization as being the guidelines for action. Usually it reflects the way things are done, the
accepted manner to accomplish a task or to solve a problem. It is important for the organization because its
members share common values and act accordingly therefore, this behavior has a strong impact upon the
efficiency and effectiveness of the company.
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1.Introduction

Ever since the 1980s, a lot of attention has been given to the visible and invisible
specifics of the organizational life. When a group of people work together for a longer
period of time they come to share common values and opinions upon the organizational
life, upon what is beneficial and adequate for the progress and success of the organization.
They contribute to the development of some models of thinking and they set models of
behavior in accordance with the experience accumulated within the organization, with its
interests and strategic objectives. All these models form the organizational culture.

2.The concept of organizational culture

The concept of organizational culture originates in anthropology where it is used to
refer to all the patterns of behavior, specific to a social group and which are inherited or
socially transmitted. Later, when this concept started to be studied as part of the
management domain it became a way of conceptualizing the organization. Management
specialists tried to understand organizational culture more from a corporatist and
businesslike point of view than an anthropological one. Anthropology aims to understand
the human being in the context of the national and organizational culture while
management does not aim to understand culture as a phenomenon nor its implications upon
organizations but tries to use certain information to create the best strategy to employ
human resources as efficiently as possible. Organizations have to understand their culture
because it is part of their mechanism and because it can be used to improve their
efficiency.
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Specialists tried to approach culture from different perspectives in order to define it
as thoroughly as possible. J. Gordon, R. W. Mondy, A. Sharplin şi S. Premeaux see it as a
system of common values, beliefs, shared behaviors which interact with the formal
structure in order to produce norms and regulations [1] and set the operational standards of
an organization. Culture tells every individual how to act in different situations; the way
one person or a group behaves, defines normality for that organization and whatever
exceeds that normality will be sanctioned according to the specific culture. Culture is
determined by a set of visible behaviors which form its basic level. Underneath this level
we find a less visible one formed by the values which define that behavior. At an even
deeper level we can encounter the beliefs and assumptions that determine the values.

Other approaches see the culture as having only two levels, explicit and implicit:
The first one (explicit) is created through written and oral communication within

the organization. Here we find the norms and internal regulations of the company, this is
the level where every employee can find an explanation of the values, of the symbols and
myths and of the rituals and ceremonies of the organization.  The founders of the
organization have an important contribution in setting the reference system of this level
since they are the ones who created the cultural models.

The second level (tacit) contains the employees’ experiences and individual values
which they know in an implicit way but they have never explained to others. This level is
less rational and more emotional. It is more profound and the explicit level is based on it.
Its composing elements are more resistant to change, and are more difficult to identify due
to their implicit and emotional character. This level is just beneath the tacit one; the norms,
regulations or values start here. This level is closely connected to the founders; common
knowledge and professional reasoning reside here.

Edward Hall identified three levels of the culture and explained them by referring to
how they influence learning.

- the formal level – here the concepts are “taught by percept and admonition (…)
the learner tries, makes a mistake and is corrected.” , in other words he learns using
conceptual and behavioral patterns;

- the informal level – here learning is done through models and imitation;
- the technical level – here learning is done using explicit forms. [2]
The organizational culture constitutes the invisible universe of an organization and

it is formed of basic intangible elements, knowledge, emotions, values, norms, beliefs,
myths, stories, symbols, heroes etc. This is the soft part and it has a hard counterpart
formed of the tangible elements like equipment, machines, infrastructure, money,
contracts, employees etc. Large organizations formalize their culture either through their
vision statements, mission statements and statements of values or through what we can see
in their dress code, the technology they prefer of their conduct code. The soft part of the
universe is human and has a cultural orientation while the hard part is technological and
has a rationalistic orientation.

In the first half of the past century, the management focused on the technological
universe of the organization because it was visible and tangible and it could be rationalized
and optimized so that the productivity and profit of the firm could increase. It was only in
the last decades of the 20th century that they discovered the vital role of the organizational
culture which helped to make the switch from sufficiency to excellence. For better results
modern management has to take into consideration both parts of the organizational
universe and it has to integrate them if it wants to be successful.
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3. The benefits of knowing and using organizational culture

Specialists started to be preoccupied with the organizational culture only in the
beginning of the 1980s, especially after the publication in 1982 of the famous book “In
Search of Excellence” written by Tom Peters and Robert H. Waterman. The book presents
the conclusions of an extensive research conducted by the consulting firm McKinsey to
discover the connections existing between the efficiency and the way a firm is organized.
The conclusion was that there were several factors on which performance was based and
one of the most important was organizational culture. For the very first time the force of
the organizational culture became evident. Even if it is not tangible, the culture has
important consequences in implementing the strategies and in operationalizing the
decisions.

Even if the culture belongs to the intangible level of the organization’s universe, it
affects directly the way decisions are made and consequently the way the organization
develops because it integrates and keeps all the values and norms which proved to be
beneficial for the organization and the employees. Although at a first glance it might not be
very evident organizational culture is very conservatory. When a person tries to integrate
into the organizational culture of a firm everything goes naturally, even stimulating but,
whenever someone tries to change something in the working environment then this person
will have to overcome o strong resistance (the bigger and deeper the change, the stronger
the resistance).

In the beginning, the studies on organizational culture had a reactive character since
they appeared as a reaction to the exaggerate importance given to technology when
organizing and managing the company. This was a reaction to the simplistic way of
understanding and explaining the success as being based only on economics and rational
decision making. The activity and the success of an organization cannot be reduced only to
a simple set of economic indicators, and managerial decision making implies more than
rationalizing. For these reasons, the following studies became more complex trying to
explain the success/failure of the activity of an organization from a rational/irrational or
tangible/intangible perspective.

The organizational culture represents the genetic code of an organization, its norms
and regulations whether they are written or unwritten but mandatory. This is why it is very
important for strategic management. Organizational culture is conservatory by nature and it
will resist any innovation or change thus the name “inert culture”. Still, there is always the
alternative to create a “dynamic” culture but it is very difficult. The advantage of such a
culture resides in promoting dynamic models of thinking which encourage change and
which are more adaptative and react better to challenges.

The organizational culture can be understood as a system of collective thinking
which differentiates one group from another. It integrates everything that has a certain
value: the style of leadership, the symbols, the norms that are shared by the members of
that organization and which are considered definitive, the goals that have to be attained and
the way this should be done, in a few words, it integrates everything that defines the
success of an organization.

The study of organizational culture helps clarify the importance of human
relationships and of the environment from within an organization, the way the human
system works and the necessity to create systems of shared values and norms in order to
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help people pursue their goals and obtain the desired outcomes. It is the factor which gives
strength and energy to accomplish the goals and therefore the management should take it
seriously into consideration and use it to pursue the interests of the organization. The
management should try not to cultivate an environment characterized by anti-values like:
laziness, dishonesty, irresponsibility, lack of knowledge, lack of transparency etc. because
this is antimanagement. The difference between management and antimanagement is made
by type of organizational culture which is cultivated. A stimulating organizational culture
is based on positive values like: work, honesty, efficiency etc. and it allows the
management to obtain performance and excellence. An unstimulating culture based on
negative values will foster only lack of performance.

4.Conclusion

Cultural analysis shows the importance of understanding organizational culture and
the fact that its impact upon the development and success of an organization should not be
minimized of overlooked. Stories, legends, rituals and heroes are key elements of
organizational functioning and may actually serve more important objectives than formal
decision making. It is very important for all the managers who want to be successful in
their activity and to create a positive environment in their organization. Having people
whose values are similar with the organization’s culture allows them to enjoy working hard
and at the same time to meet the company’s goals.
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Abstract:
This paper deals with the upgrading of the SOCAT helicopter. The Roumanian Air Force have developed
many programs – this modernization of the IAR 330 Puma helicopter makes part of it.
In the first part of the paper is presented the SOCAT management system – a modern system ”built” to
ensure sucessful missions, but also for search and rescue, transport troups or combat search and
rescue(CSAR) in difficult places to get to. There are showed the main performances and operational
capabilities. The accurate navigation over long distances, at low altitude and in areas with obstacles
following the configuration of the terrain, day or night, in any kind of weather condition, “HOCAS”
concept(hand on collective and stick)- the use of weapons on board without taking the hands on the flight
orders, the pilot having the possibility of piloting and command the system without looking in the cabin, is
more one of the helicopters capabilities.
Then the SOCAT management system is presented through its external and internal components: EOP
(Electro Optical Pod), CHAFF/FLARE (dipoles countermeasures), AADS - Air and Direction Sensor
(integrated coordination), HOCAS (hand on collective and stick), control panels (AAP, ACP, R&LWR,
CHAFF/FLARE, IFF), MFD- multifunction display, MFCD-multifunction color display, HMRC, MSD
(mass storage device), VCR (video cassette recorder);
Next in the paper are met the principles of the training for the CSAR missions. CSAR (combat search and
rescue) is one of the most complex methods of the rescue the personnel, that may be found in a hostile
terrain. The principles of CSAR missions are: the rapid response capacity, the interoperability, the mobility,
the flexibility, the simplicity.
Finally, the SOCAT system program appeared as a necessity of interoperability with NATO structures.
The squadron commander got more responsibilities, being capable to apply the new methods of management
of it, but also the pilots need to utilize this system in their new future missions.

Key words: SOCAT system, CSAR, external components, internal components, principles of CSAR;

1.Introduction

In the new requests that the Romanian Air Force should accomplished, in the same
time when entering in N.A.T.O, have developed programs of compatible with the N.A.T.O
forces. From these programs made part also the modernization of the helicopter IAR-330
PUMA. This modernization was possible with the collaboration between an Israelite
company ELBIT SISTEMS Ltd. and a producer of helicopters IAR SA BRASOV.

The modernization of the helicopter IAR-330 PUMA consists in the implementation
of some systems of avionics and weapons of the last generation. The performance of the
program began in 1996, the first flight being done on May 26, 1998 on Ghimbav
aerodrome, the program ending in June 2005.
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This modernization has transformed the helicopter IAR-330 in a multifunctional
helicopter capable to make utility and combat missions in the most difficult environment
but also in any kind of weather condition.

2.The management system SOCAT

The management system SOCAT, the research of the optoelectronic system and anti-
tank combat, is a modern system that ensure the capabilities for the accomplished mission
of research, saving, recovery and transport of troops from inaccessible places.

The main missions for which this helicopter is used, are:

- Anti-tank, ground attack

- Escort

- Air-support

- Transport, Medical evacuation

- Search-rescue, combat search and rescue

- Airspace interdiction

2.1. The main performances and the operational capabilities
The main performances and the operational capabilities of the helicopters IAR-330

modernized with the system SOCAT consists in:

- the discovery, the identification and the control of the means of fighting of the
enemy and of the living forces from a distance and great precision;

- accurate navigation over long distances, at low altitude and in areas with obstacles
following the configuration of the terrain, day or night, in any kind of weather
condition.

- “HOCAS” concept(hand on collective and stick)- the use of weapons on board
without taking the hands on the flight orders, the pilot having the possibility of
piloting and command the system without looking in the cabin;

- the communication and the transmission of research data, from the tactical field of
the ground station and to other aircraft in a real time;

- the automation of the operation of planning and the analysis of the execution of
flight missions, leading to reduced time of flight training mission and enhancing the
response;

- the increase survival capability in the battlefield;

The management SOCAT system includes integrated air and ground units (fig.1),
consisting of the following elements:
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Figure 1 The SOCAT system management
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Air system (the modernized helicopter I.A.R-330);
-Mapping Work Station (MWS);
-Mission Planning Station (MPS);
-VRTX Ground Station (VRTX);
-Ground Debriefing System;
The air system is located on the helicopter and is composed of two groups:

- the avionics system;
- the weapons system.

The management of avionics system is composed from:
External and internal components:
-EOP (Electro Optical Pod)
-rotary cannon
-across launchers
-CHAFF/FLARE (dipoles countermeasures);
-AADS- Air and Direction Sensor (integrated coordination);
-HOCAS;
-control panels (AAP, ACP, R&LWR, CHAFF/FLARE, IFF);
-MFD - multifunction display, MFCD - multifunction color display;
-HMRC (helicopter multirole computer);
-MSD (mass storage device);
-VCR (video cassette recorder);
The internal components are grouped in: the main interface consists of CIU, MFD, MFCD
and the secondary interface consists of HOCAS, PD, LHG, RHG, HMD.
The earth system is composed from MPS, MWS, VRTX and a ground station.

2.2. The management and the principles of the training for the missions CSAR
The combat search and rescue (CSAR) includes reporting, location, identification and the
return of the isolated personnel under the control of its own forces under existing or
potential enemy resistance.
CSAR is one of the most complex methods of recovery of the personnel because it
assumes the synchronization of some forces and elements which is possible not have acted
until then together.
Another element that distinguishes the CSAR mission between the other military actions is
its fundamental and recreational nature and this makes it difficult the achievement surprise
and taking the initiative, too.
The purpose of the training and the employment scale of the CSAR operations can vary
pretty much.
Due to the utilization of the rescue forces in the theatre of the actions, the informations
regarding the tactical situation, the planning and coordination, the analysis of the risk and
the utilization of the fast, continuous and safe communication are essential in the
achievement of the goal.
For a better understanding why it is necessary the training of all the participants to the
CSAR operation, must be specified that there is a fundamental difference between CSAR
and SAR, even these two may be confounded.
SAR is defined as a use of utilities (aircraft, ships, vehicles, specialized rescue teams and
equipment), for looking and saving the personnel found in the emergency conditions in a
permissive environment, free from the threats.
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The CSAR operations take place in a theatre of actions, the involved personnel in these
operations (even the survivors and also the savers) being properly trained and equipped.
The CSAR represents detect, location, identification, the rescue of equips found in a hostile
land in time of crisis or war.
While the CSAR operations normally put the accent on the recovery of the personnel found
in critical situation, these can be done for saving the military ally personnel with the help
of the equipment and a proper training.

The principles of the CSAR mission:
The rapid response capacity- the timely response is crucial in the achievement with
success of the CSAR mission.
The chance of the rescue can be increased through a fast action and for this, the CSAR
units must be capable to respond rapidly when it is necessary.
The security of the operations-the CSAR missions are uncertain and vulnerable.
All the possible measures must be taken for thwart a possible information of the enemy in
that of reducing the risk of not fulfill the mission.
The specific available measures include the training and protection of the isolated
personnel reports, the escaping plan and the communication procedures.
The interoperability- the interoperability of different combined forces is essential in the
effort’s economy for a successful recovery of the isolated personnel;
The mobility- is essential that the CSAR forces to be capable during the day or night in any
kind of weather condition.
The flexibility- the CSAR plans must be flexible having the aim of allowing to all the
resources to be engaged in the most efficient method;
The simplicity- the CSAR plans must be well clarified for an easier understanding, to be
simple to be executed having the purpose to get a maximum probability of success to fulfill
the mission.
The command and effort unit- the mission commander ensures that all the participant
forces will action like a whole for final goal having the purpose of accomplish with success
the rescue mission.
The role of the helicopter’s squadron IAR-330 SOCAT in the CSAR is that of providing
means of isolated  personnel recovery with crews capable to action as recovery vehicle but
also as rescort.
The personnel also must be prepared to action in certain circumstances as OSC (On Scene
Commander).
The CSAR missions can be planned as an immediate reaction in the case in which the
missions can be rapidly launched or can be planned as a deliberate reaction when the
planning and training are asked.
The time, the effort and lives can be lost if the survivor’s location did not carefully
established and also was not checked if there is enough time. The first mission is to locate
and confirm the survivor’s location.
The decision of trigger the research in a hostile zone and the use of methods and tactics of
proper searching must carefully evaluated. There are preferred the observation systems in
infrared during the night. If the recovery is not considered eminent, the position of the
survivor must not be compromised, in addition the method of searching must be decided
taking into account the level of threat.
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3. Conclusion

The SOCAT program appeared as a necessity of interoperability with N.A.T.O structures.
Once with the avionics modernized SOCAT helicopters, appeared the necessity of the
approach from other principles of the squadron management in that of training for new
specific missions.
This domain of the SOCAT system is one of a special complexity because of its multiple
capabilities that offers. This information was necessary given the fact that the base of
information on this system is pretty tied besides those which explores it.
The main purpose of this paper is to highlight several aspects regarding the use of the
I.A.R 330 Puma helicopter with its avionics SOCAT system and especially about the main
destination of this- CSAR missions.
The squadron commander that has the I.A.R 330 SOCAT helicopter got many
responsibilities because of these complexity increase mission that is capable to execute in
the context of a new battlefield. In this sense, the squadron commander must know and
apply new methods of management in the training for the fight of his subordinates and also
he must be capable to plan, organize, coordinate and check the squadron in every mission
that this does it. It was necessary the adaptation to training methods and pilots evaluation
in accordance with the specific of new types of missions which they will have to fulfill.
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Abstract:
With the progress of technology encountered over the past decades, the importance of radio frequency
spectrum has become more and more visible and recognized. Effective spectrum management in today’s
modern battlefield is an important prerequisite to allow commanders at each level to conduct their mission
successfully. This includes availability of Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4lSR) capabilities. Spectrum management is an all-embracing activity
conducted by the military throughout the battlespace, at all levels of command. The process, which enables
this activity, relies heavily on the exchange of information amongst the different levels of command and
entities that use the spectrum, to include non-military users. Access to this information is essential to provide
friendly forces with usable spectrum in a timely and reliable manner so that they can successfully accomplish
their mission. This paper highlights few aspects concerning the management of the radio spectrum resource
in military operations.

Radio Frequency Spectrum, Spectrum Resource, Spectrum Management, Combined Joint Task Force,
Theatre Frequency Management Cell, Electromagnetic Battlespace, Host Nation

1. Introduction
The Italian inventor Marconi produced the very first wireless transmission in 1895,

in an unutilized "clean" spectrum. Since that event, more than one hundred years ago,
advances in technology have led to many discoveries and new use of the spectrum.

Today’s modern life has become inconceivable without the increasingly number of
systems and services that use radio waves1 to convey information. Household appliances,
private or commercial telecommunications, aeronautical and maritime communications,
different sensors, meteorological or other types of radars, safety and security
communications are just few of them. From remote controlled toys or common mobile
phones, up to the most sophisticated military system, all these need access to the radio
frequency spectrum to operate.

Rules for using the spectrum vary in parts of the globe and on a smaller scale, vary
from nation to nation. The use of the spectrum can easily be described by saying there are
frequency bands that are exclusively reserved for military use, some for civil use and many
bands that are shared resources, so that to be used by both military and civil. This is just a
simple description; things are getting more complicated when enter into details.

1 The radio waves are electromagnetic waves of frequencies lower than 3000 GHz (gigahertz) which
propagate in space without artificial guide.
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2. Radio Frequency Spectrum as a Resource
Radio frequency spectrum is a natural resource to be managed by all individual

nations. What makes it “special” from other resources? There are both economic and
technical considerations when speaking about the spectrum. Its particularities from the
economic perspective make this resource a bit unusual due to the fact that spectrum is
inexhaustible and not storable. Although is limited and the large range of entities that use it
makes it becoming increasingly congested, the spectrum itself will never run out like oil or
water, for instance. And it cannot be stored for later use. That gives it a real high value,
from its availability and usefulness to the technological progress and society evolution that
contributes to.

From the technical perspective, the radio frequency spectrum is just a portion of the
entire electromagnetic spectrum that carries radio waves, besides other parts of it, such as
the infrared radiation, ultraviolet light, X-rays, visible light, etc. The physical features of
the spectrum impact on the range of applications that can be provided in relation with the
specific frequency bands. The propagation characteristics of the radio waves are also a key
element to be considered. For instance, signals on higher frequencies can transport a larger
amount of information, but on shorter distances.

Reality has shown there are heavy interests throughout the spectrum by both
military and civil sides. With the end of the Cold War and subsequent military reductions
in most of the European countries, the civilian sector is putting more pressure to shift some
of the military usage to commercial services, such as digital broadcasting and especially
mobile telecommunications services, since spectrum is an important source of money. On
the other hand, the military try to defend their interest in maintaining free access to their
“traditional” radio frequency bands for operating the equipment and systems in use in
order to accomplish the missions.

3. Spectrum Management and Its Role
Spectrum management is concerned with all aspects of the planning, coordination,

and management of the use of radio frequency spectrum through operational, engineering,
and administrative procedures. Its objective is to enable spectrum-dependent systems to
operate in the intended environment without experiencing harmful interferences.

In military operations the main goal of spectrum management is to control the radio
frequency spectrum so that it serves the needs of friendly forces while denying use to the
enemy so that he is unable to command, control, or otherwise employ his forces
effectively.

Activities start prior to deployment of forces, and depending on the phase of the
operation, they range from identifying the spectrum requirements for the force, obtaining
equipment parameters from coalition and other friendly forces, producing the spectrum
strategy for the operation, or liaison with the host nation for the access to the radio
frequency spectrum, up to providing coordinated frequency assignments and allotments to
military users, and resolving interferences.

When deploying into theater of operations, forces need to know (at best in advance)
on what frequencies can operate their equipment. These are normally authorized and
assigned for a specific timeframe, location and unit, according to the type of equipment, its
technical characteristics and the spectrum resources that are available.
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4. Responsibilities for Spectrum Management in Military
Operations

The Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) commander is responsible for authorizing
and controlling the use of the spectrum resources within his AOR for the military forces
under his command. It is his responsibility to establish the policy on how the spectrum is
used in the AOR, obtain clearance/approval from the host nation for using the spectrum
(usually based on agreements), and ensure that assigned military forces are authorized
sufficient use of the spectrum to execute their designated missions.

The CJTF commander will establish a Theatre Frequency Management Cell
(TFMC), typically under CJ6 (CIS) organization, to support joint planning, coordination,
and control of assigned forces. This will be the single focal point concerning spectrum
related issues for all applicable units that require and use frequencies in the AOR,
although depending on the type of operation and command and control organization
certain tasks may be delegated to lower levels of command (e.g. frequency managers at
regional or component commands). It’s the CJTF commander to retain the ultimate
authority for resolving spectrum use conflicts in his area of responsibility.

The core responsibilities of any functional TFMC are listed below:
• Host Nation Coordination/Liaison
• Allot and Assign Frequencies
• Establish/Maintain Databases
• Develop/Distribute Spectrum Use Plans
• Develop Joint Restricted Frequency List
• Resolve Interference
• Provide Technical Support

Additional tasks and requirements will inevitably be dictated by mission specific
requirements.

The basic function of any TFMC is the processing of frequency requests to include
the key aspects of determining standard formats, handling and nominating procedures,
methods of interference analysis, assignment, and database maintenance. On today’s
modern battlefield most of these functions are performed on automated systems; however
it is important that the procedures be established early in advance, and adhered to, ensuring
efficient and effective administration of the TFMC. Before these things can be done, some
important questions must be answered:

• What is the overall mission?
• What are the geographical characteristics and boundaries?
• Which nations are involved?
• Are there non-NATO nations involved?
• Who are the host nation frequency authorities?
• What is the host nation’s table of frequency allocation?

As in all other human endeavors, the success of a TFMC depends on the quality of
the people who staff the cell. The staff of the TFMC must possess an adequate level of
language proficiency to be able to communicate with all components of the CJTF and host
nations’ authorities. This includes a thorough understanding of national customs and
norms. Without adequate language skills and cultural awareness, effective operations
within the TFMC will be difficult to achieve. Likewise, host nation coordination may
become impossible.

The nature of the mission dictates the exact skill requirements and technical
knowledge for each CJTF mission:
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• Air Operations - Radar, TACAN, Airfields, Beacons
• Land Operations - Combat Net Radio (VHF FM), R/R
• Special Forces - Tactical Satellite, HF
• Naval Forces - a whole lot of everything

Experience from past of current real world operations has showed that finding
personnel having all the required skills is usually not an easy task. Assembling a group of
individuals who possess the right combination of skills is the key, instead of searching for
a pool of experts who can do it all individually. Besides that, a nation who bid for a post
has to ensure it can provide personnel not just for one tour of duty, but covering at least
few rotations of personnel, so that avoiding gaps in filling the posts. Continuity in
providing qualified personnel to fill the TFMC is “a must” at least from the permanent
contacts and coordination that has to be conducted with the host nation authorities.

5. The Electromagnetic Battlespace
The electromagnetic battlespace (EMB) can be understood as the geographical area

consisting of land, air, maritime and space in which a spectrum manager has to manage the
spectrum resources to enable friendly forces operating their equipment in order to
accomplish their mission.

The large number of emitters operating in a limited geographical area makes a very
high risk of interference between the different users - e.g. military, governmental, non-
governmental or civil radio systems operating within an Area of Responsibility (AOR).
This can cause severe interruptions concerning communications, resulting in damage or
loss of equipment or even human lives in the worst case.

Figure 1 shows a typical scenario in operations. The radio frequency spectrum
unfortunately can’t be seen although it is there for transporting information wirelessly.

Fig.1 The Electromagnetic Battlespace
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While the CJTF commander needs to know the battlefield characteristics that affect
operations, such as mountains, climate, civilian population centers, as well as friendly,
hostile, and neutral troop formations, the TFMC/ CJTF spectrum manager needs to know
the particular characteristics of the EMB.

Defining the EMB is beyond creating a database of frequency assignments. The
EMB is defined by the environmental parameters (i.e. ground type, refractivity, humidity,
man-made noise, etc.), terrain elevation, and spectrum-use information, to include all
spectrum-dependent systems as shown in Figure 2.

Fig.2 The Spectrum-Dependent Systems

Joint military operations require the most current, accurate, complete, and
authoritative spectrum-use information available. If information on a spectrum-dependent
system is not in the frequency assignment database, there is no way of ensuring it will not
interfere with other systems or that its capabilities would not be degraded by other
emitters.

From the spectrum management perspective, joint military operations require a
common, single, authoritative source for spectrum-use information for all friendly, enemy
(to the extent available), neutral, and civil spectrum-dependent systems to achieve and
manage successfully the use of this important resource. At the level of theater of
operations, it’s the TFMC to built and manage efficiently this common source of spectrum-
use information.

6. The Spectrum Management Requirements in Operations
The spectrum management requirements normally differ according to the type of

operations that are conducted. For instance, in case of humanitarian relief operations, the
military forces may be deployed to provide aid to the civil administration in a mix of civil
and military disaster relief organizations (agencies). The civil administration (if one exists)
should provide a spectrum management framework for the deployed military force. Where
an administration does not exist, the responsibility will be taken by the lead military
force/CJTF Commander, so that the TFMC will finally have to act as the controlling
authority for all spectrum used by both the military and civil community until a legal
national authority is established.

In case of peacekeeping or peace enforcement operations, deployment of forces will
normally be unopposed, so that spectrum management process is the same as above.
Where an administration does not exist at the beginning of the operation, then the
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restoration of the administration including a civil frequency management capability will be
an aim of the operation.

The defense of the national territory would most likely be conducted within the
context of an alliance, involving the mixed forces of several nations over a wide area. The
achievement of information superiority is likely to be essential to the defense of national
territory and military spectrum management would be conducted in conjunction with the
host nation’s civil and military authorities.

7. Conclusion
By their very nature joint operations are complex and difficult to manage from a

spectrum perspective. The primary responsibility to conduct host nation coordination and
negotiations with the civil spectrum management authorities will often be delegated to the
CJ6 of the CJTF/Chief of the TFMC once basic guidelines for frequency coordination have
been detailed in the SOFA, technical agreements, and/or results from other agreements or
arrangements.

The nature of host nation support, which includes all civil and military assistance
rendered by a nation to CJTF forces within its territory during peacetime, crisis, or war
situations based upon mutual agreement, will be dictated by the mission.  For instance, one
would expect that a considerable amount of assistance would be provided for humanitarian
relief operations, and absolutely none for an operation conducted under Article 5. Host
nation relationships are extremely important, since the CJTF has no inherent authority to
employ spectrum-dependent equipment in sovereign nations for Non-Article 5 operations
without mutual agreement.
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Abstract:
It is a known fact that information technology (IT) enables the military organization to decrease the amount
of time spent in planning, coordinating and conducting all spectrum of operations and to increase its
capabilities. This paper analyzes the overall relationship between information technology and the
organizational performance inside the military organization. The aim is to establish a framework for future
research in order to improve the effectiveness, efficiency and proficiency of using IT resources, both in peace
time and wartime operations. The facts presented were observed and compared at first hand, as an operator,
leader and manager in different military structures and task forces. The most relevant factors were seen in
theatres of operations.
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1. Introduction
The investments in information technology are financially expensive and complex

for all organizations, regardless of what nation they belong or their domain of activity.
Once introduced, people tend to rely more and more on the capability of information
technology, this becoming an integral part of their daily activity at home, workplace and
recreational time.

Understanding the full potential of IT in the military is still a challenge, due to the
multitude of fields this technology is involved in. Starting with typewriting, computers
were gradually understood, first by users and than by organizations, once the value of IT
capability was observed, and managers started to use the extraordinary features of the
computer networks in analysis, management, decision making, communicating within the
organization and outside it. Furthermore, IT became a force multiplier factor. The rapid
share or dissemination of information through different networks determined the
operations to be shorter, more focused on the objectives and the Command and Control
(C2) became more effective.

Through the ages, military organization used some different means for satisfying its
needs and to achieve its primary goal: to provide the proper environment for development
of the society it came from.

The first step in creating an effective army is to build a proper structure, depending
on the strategy adopted by the leaders of the nation the army is supposed to serve. Than
this forces have to be equipped and trained. And there is the need for communication
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through the entire military organization, both vertically and horizontally. These activities
had to be done in peace times and in war.

Technology evolved and armies used assets they discovered in order to do their
activities, to send orders and receive reports faster than the opponents. Curriers on horses,
followed by cars, pigeons, signals made with blow horns, trumpets, drums, flags,
telegraph, telephone and radios, all of them were used for communication as mankind
discovered new means that offered some advantages over the opponents. As IT became
available, all sectors have been affected by it, being significantly enhanced in proficiency,
efficiency, effectiveness and time economical.

2. Organizational performance in the military
Organizational performance is defined as indicators of success that are indicative of

meeting the mission and goals of the organization and specific to the organization (Miller,
2007, p. 130). For instance, in the military dimensions could include (a) time, (b)
effectiveness, (c) efficiency, (d) innovation.

In the same time it can be considered as a comparison between the expected outputs
and the achieved outputs. If the expected and achieved are the same, the difference
between organizations is the time needed to achieve those outputs. A good example is the
comparison of two opponent groups (A and B), both of them having the same ORBAT
(Order of Battle), the same decision making process, but one of them is using IT in all
processes (B).

The overall operational cycle is well known as it is shown in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 (Operational Cycle)

For a better view of the comparison between the two operational cycles in this
study, we will use a block view of each group, where the height of the block represents the
time used for that sequence (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 (Operational cycles of the two groups)
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As we can see, each sequence performed by the group B takes less time than of the
group A. That means the overall time group B spent on preparation of the battle is shorter
than group A’s time. Should these sequences repeat two times, the graphic would be like in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 (The result of the two operational cycles)

The output of each group involved is to defeat the other one. But we see that using
information technology, Group B was able to shorten the time spent for each sequence. If
the sequences are applied again, Group A will not act ever, and will be soon out of
resources with the output as zero.

In the following sections we will analyze the reason IT affected the performance of
the group B.

2.1 IT and Personnel branch performance
As Group A has not IT equipment, it has to do everything in the old fashioned way:

the task organization has to be done on paper by some clerks. The right person in the right
place has to be done after all the personal files of the existing personnel were consulted and
choices were made. All the documents have to be carried by curriers to the offices and
units. Each activity presented is time consuming.

On the other hand, Group B had its database in the computers, the comparison
between people eligible for the offices and units was made automatically by special
designed software and the result was sent to the decision makers through electronic mail.
Decision is done in short time. Updates are made quickly and all personnel matters are sent
instantly to all units and sections involved in the group through the IT network.

2.2 IT and Intelligence branch performance
Group A has to send reconnaissance on the field as well as Group B. But Group A’s

reconnaissance has to deliver the information gained through couriers, radios and land line
telephones. They cannot send live information all the time, due to various conditions
(related to weather, magnetic influences, lack of encrypted communications and electronic
warfare of Group B). The imagery over the area of operations has to be made by
reconnaissance planes, on tape or film, then to be processed back into the HQs, if
delivered. All navigation activities, on land or in air have to be made on map and compass.
The electronic warfare is based on radio triangulation, jamming and listening of the
frequencies. Signal intelligence is not performed due to the inexistence of automated tools
for electronic analysis. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield is a slow process:
information flow is discontinuous, the intelligence priority information are not sent timely,
analysis is done in an very extended time  due to the amount of information on hard copies,
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source directed requirements disseminated slowly. More than that, all the information flow
manned by couriers needs a lot of transportation resources: lots of vehicles, fuel, POL,
maintenance. The target acquisition is done by observers in the field and it represents a
reactive process – the potential target is reported, decision is made on the spot and then
target is engaged.

The counterpart, Group B, accomplishes this task using IT: as reconnaissance is
sending drones (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – UAV) or people. The difference is the scouts
are equipped with GPS devices (Global Positioning System) and they can report accurately
the positions of the targets. In the same time, using specially designed laptops connected to
the radios or through satellite radio channels, they can send into the analysis cell the
images in real-time. UAVs receive images over the battlefield in visible, infrared and
thermal spectrum, therefore can make a more comprehensive view of the battlespace. All
imagery is processed by several automated tools provided by specific software, intelligence
products being more accurate. Electronic warfare is involved with timely and full spectrum
analysis of the electromagnetic environment, determining even the non-communication
related signals’ features and characteristics (beacons, radars). Reports are quickly made
and set through e-mail to the analysts or decision makers for target acquisition and
prioritization. Signal intelligence detects, analyzes and prioritizes the radio
communications, determining the hierarchy tree of the opponent’s emissions. Again,
reports are sent through IT network for further exploitation (target acquisition for the
deceptive plan, jamming or destruction).

Intelligence preparation of the battlespace becomes often an automated process,
drastically shortened by the rapid response of the sensors and the analysis cells, providing
timely predictive analysis products for the operational planning. High Value Targets are
timely estimated and placed in a stand-by list of engagement, strike assets to be triggered
by estimated decision points being under constant surveillance.

2.3 IT and Operations branch performance
Group A is forced to work all the times using colored pencils on maps. This is a

heavy burden, situation rapidly evolving and the demand for paper maps increasing as
battle grows in intensity. The planning process has to wait until reasonably intelligence
arrives, to make the courses of action analysis. The staff is all the time involved in
planning sessions and meetings, in order to all the staff to know what is the commander’s
vision and plan. Orders are issued on paper and they have to be carried again by couriers or
spelled on radio or land line telephones.

The troops must rely on radio or stick to the original plans to work coordinated,
often encountering shortfalls due to various reasons (weather, incoherence,
misunderstandings, etc.). Communications are not encrypted, so they are an easy subject of
jamming, deception or interferences. Troops will pass the phase lines or will wait until
further notice. Either way time is wasted, operations are affected and the main expected
output is not met.

Group B is enhanced with IT capability on operations. Target acquisition process is
an automatic asset, triggering the fire support on electronic stimuli (endorsed previously by
the commander’s decision), sent through IT network. Troops deployed on the battlefield
are coordinated through specially designed computers, like Battlefield Force Tracking
(BFT) which works like the Yahoo! Messenger platform, informing them about the threats,
sending them encrypted messages to coordinate, along with digital encrypted audio
messages using radios. Every unit is visualized in HQ Tactical Even satellite and UAV
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imagery supports them in their maneuvers, providing them the targets’ locations, a real
picture of the battlefield and their place into it.

IT provides them an enhanced capability in using weapons, man carried or mounted
on vehicles. Electronic stabilization of the main armaments, night vision systems and
aiming devices, laser range detectors, TV, infrared, thermal and radar guiding systems,
automated ammunition loading systems – all of them replace skills needed from man
highly trained for it. This determines early detection of the enemy, rapid identification and
early engagement in battle, even before they discover they are spotted.

Aerial unmanned airplanes armed with missiles are used as fire support assets
where the conventional airplanes are at high risk.

Conventional airplanes are equipped with on-board computers responsible with
flight issues, leaving the pilot to think and act task oriented only. Airplanes can be replaced
and it involves only money and materials. Besides those mentioned, pilot making involves
people highly trained, who cannot be replaced so easily if lost.

Platoon level ground radars provide targets on screens for troops deployed on the
ground and assure their superiority over the enemy.

2.4 IT and Logistics performance
Logistics is closely tied with communication. In order to supply an organization

with what it needs to function properly, the logisticians need information. And they have to
send information to the supported organization, until they mutually understand. Then the
supply chain is moved forward.

In the same time, logistics have to know all the time what supplies are at hand and
what has to be refurbished. Stocks have to be kept under control. Supplies sent to the
consumers need to be replaced, to reach the full capacity as soon as possible. So
communication with the outer sources of materials, equipment and services is paramount
for the time estimation of supply delivery.

Group A’s logistics is forced to be in direct contact each entity it has relationships
with. Again, time is the critical factor in this organization. Time is more extended if there
are shortfalls in the lines of communication (due to weather affecting communications and
transport assets, battle losses and misunderstandings). Stocks of materials and equipment
have to be managed by a lot of people, sometimes causing objective/subjective blockages
within the service. And this cause delays in the supply chain, delaying or denying
operations of the own forces.

Group B keeps everything under control through IT. They use software and
databases to control the flow of the materials and equipment, being able all the time to
issue a full-scale report regarding everything it manages. E-mails with units and outer
sources provide an almost instant contact with the right person, enabling the means of
understanding and coordination. Periodic situational reports (SITREPs) forwarded by the
consumers are analyzed and supplies/services are scheduled in order to maintain the units
on full capacity of combat. As situation quickly evolves, the ability to communicate using
IT provides the opportunity to adapt quickly the procedures and the assets for achieving the
objectives of the organization as a whole.

The input is people, supplies, assets, IT and the output is mission accomplishment.
The decisive factor for comparing the two groups’ performance is time. Group B will
definitely outscore Group A.
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2.5 IT and Communications performance
The most visible impact of IT over the performance of an organization is inside the

communication system. Even the classical radios are still used, they became digital driven
by operators through IT. The network enabled capability provides the opportunity to share
information within the organization, to deliver/disseminate information in specific
directions and to eliminate the burden of papers. In this respect, the information flows from
the generator of information, goes to the information manager and reach the consumer. In a
graphic mode, it looks like in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 (The flow of information)

The double arrowed lines show information flow, which means that an information
generator both sends and receives information from the information manager, as well as
the consumer. In the same time, an information generator is often a consumer of other kind
of information. In this logic line, there are not pure information generators and pure
consumers. Every piece from this system generates and consumes information all the time.

In the case studied, Group A has not an IT system of communication. The result is
all information written on paper or voice transmitted will be duplicated in the number that
will cover the amount of consumers. And Fig. 4 will suffer a major transformation,
becoming something like shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 (The flow of information in a non-IT organization)
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The result of communication within the Group A will be, in the end, the same like
in Group B, but the time necessary to reach the culmination point is multiplied by the
number of the lines of communication.

The information manager, even an automated one (as domain or e-mail servers) the
key factor for a proper distribution of all information, in hundreds times more quickly and
more accurate than the classic way.

In this case again, all is about the amount of time spent to close the cycle of
information (generating, delivering, understanding/consuming and feedback).

2.6 IT and Command and control performance
In every conflict, if the leader is overwhelmed by information, he will not have time

enough to consider all of them in order to make a decision. Every new information will
distract him from what he has to do (as the information is more critical, the more damage
will inflict). It is what the C2 warfare is all about.

Group A has to issue orders on hard copies, in order to deliver them to the units
subordinated. The papers have to be counted, checked and delivered in a secure way
(guards and vehicles, or cryptographic processed). This way a lot of resources are needed
in terms of time, manpower, equipment and material.

Group B uses IT to issue and deliver the orders. Producing orders is easy, as options
are developed through the planning process, endorsed by alternatives in case situation
changes. Once commander made his decision, orders are issued in minutes (they are
already made, endorsing each option). All the staff and units involved in operation receive
the orders instantly, or with a delay imposed by the length of the network lines of
communication (in many cases this delay is not affecting the rhythm of operations).

Within Group A coordination is a major problem, as reports cannot come all in the
same time through the limited communication resources. Some situational reports will
have to wait to be taken in account. This inflicts delays, sometimes losses.

In Group B coordination is not a problem, all reports and orders being managed
through IT, in an almost instant manner. More than that, they cannot be lost, as they are
stored in repositories. Feedback is quickly sent and the communicating entities within the
organization understand each other in almost no time.

The same factor emerges as decisive for performance: time.

3. Conclusions
The explanations provided above are not comprehensive, though there cannot be

covered all the implications of using IT in the military organization. The certain thing is
information technology save a lot of resources, from human to equipment and materials.

We have seen that the measurement of organizational performance is expressed as
the way the real output meets the expected or the standard one. In this case, both groups
had to have the same output: defeating the other group in combat. The both of them having
the same resources except IT capability, this one drastically influenced the time needed by
Group B to be ready for combat. We have seen that time was the capital factor in the study:
Group B managed to plan, communicate and coordinate faster than Group A, which in
combat means Group B will start the combat operations while Group A still in
planning/preparation progress.

As an overall picture, IT provides a capital value to the operational process of the
force: the capability to allocate more efficiently it’s own forces in order to accomplish the
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mission. This enables to enforce two of the principles of battle: concentration of the effort
and economy of forces (to task the smallest force able to accomplish the objective).
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Abstract:
Throughout the history of warfare, different countries have used special operations in their effort to

achieve key strategic objectives. The objectives of these special operations ranged from hostage rescue to
foreign government overthrow. As a consequence of the international terrorism threat within the context of
globalization, there is an increased likelihood for Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations to be used in
the future as an efficient method for solving potential international crises.

This paper purpose is to explore the interoperability's domain, as one of the key factors for the
success of Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations.
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1. Introduction

“It is not enough to be joint, when conducting future operations. We must find the
most effective methods for integrating and improving interoperability with allied and
coalition partners. Although our Armed Forces will maintain decisive unilateral strength,
we expect to work in concert with allied and coalition forces in nearly all of our future
operations, and increasingly, our procedures, programs, and planning must recognize this
reality” [1].

Interoperability seems to be a relatively simple concept to explain and implement.
In general terms, interoperability: is a measure of the degree to which various
organizations or individuals are able to operate together to achieve a common goal. From
this top-level perspective, interoperability is a good thing, with overtones of
standardization, integration, cooperation, and even synergy [2].

The specific types and degrees of interoperability are in most cases defined,
implemented, and measured in terms of the concrete situations within which they are
addressed. This is mainly because the needs of interoperability are fewer and more easily
identifiable for a specific situation than for a general one. Moreover, many of the
interoperability needs not identified during the planning phase of the operation emerge and
become clearer during the execution phase of the operation [3].
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As a Rand Corporation study on interoperability stated, in political-military
situations, such as Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations “... interoperability often
comes at a price. These costs may be difficult to define and estimate insofar as they consist
of military expenditures to enhance interoperability as well as the economic and political
costs incurred. The issue, of course, is what sorts of inter-operability are worth what sorts
of costs.” [4]

Therefore, often the first step towards operating “in synergy in the execution of
assigned tasks” [5] consists in conducting a comparative analysis between the benefits and
the costs of the interoperability needs for a given situation.

2. The importance of interoperability

Conducting strategic military operations implies various levels of military command
and multiple dimensions of the political spectrum. In this context, from the perspective of
Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations, the analysis of the interoperability issue is
better to made using the broadest available definition: “The ability of systems, units, or
forces to provide services to and accept services from other systems, units, or forces, and to
use the services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together.” [6]

Analyzing the above definition, we can conclude that interoperability is important
for military operations due to its triple role of catalyst, communicator, and decrypter.

Thus, it can be asserted that interoperability:
- becomes the binder that enables different forces and units to work together;
- creates the channels through which these forces and units offer and accept each other’s
services;
- ensures the fact that all the implied forces and units are capable of using and
understanding the exchanged services and information.

The importance of interoperability mainly consists in supporting national security
and national military strategies. Moreover, interoperability may reduce the costs of
participating in a coalition and may offer a base for future coalition operations [7].

3. Interoperability in strategic combined joint special operations
Referring to command, control, communications, and computer systems support of

SOF, JP 3-05 states the following [8]:
- Command, control, communications, and computer (C4) support to SOF

must be global, secure, and jointly interoperable. SOF C4 support consists of multiple and
varied groups of systems, procedures, personnel, and equipment that operate in diverse
manners and at different echelons, from the national to the tactical levels.

- SOF missions are normally controlled at the lowest operational level that
can accomplish the needed coordination, although political considerations may require
control at the national level.

- SOF C4 systems must be interoperable at the appropriate security level
with the C4 systems deployed by US conventional forces, joint commands, allied units and
US commercial networks to facilitate the seamless transport of critical information and
common services.
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These statements confirm the strategic and politico-military distinctiveness of
Combined Joint Special Operations. Moreover, the efforts to achieve interoperability may
be guided by transforming the above statements into the following question:

- Who is required to achieve interoperability?
- For what capabilities and services is interoperability required?
- What type of interoperability is needed and at what level is interoperability

required? [9]
In the following paragraphs, this paper seeks to answer these questions on which

the achievement of interoperability depends.

3.1 Who is required to achieve interoperability?
Given the multinational and political-military nature of the Strategic Combined

Joint Operations, the first area in which interoperability must be achieved is the political
sphere. Furthermore, the existence of political interoperability is the main factor that
determines the feasibility of Strategic Combined Joint Operations as effective tools to
solve difficult international challenges. In this respect, Annette Heuser argued, “. . .
political interoperability must be based on the definition of common challenges,
instruments, and objectives.” [10]

For a coalition, the common challenges are threats to the security and common
interests of two or more states, and the common objective is represented by the agreement
between involved countries on the desired end state in solving the inflamed situation. In
terms of common instruments, this concept refers to the common vision of the involved
states on ways to eliminate the threats and on the tools that those states agree to utilize in
solving such difficult international circumstances [11].

One efficient tool that a coalition may use is represented by the Strategic Combined
Joint Special Operations. In this light, the concept of political interoperability proposed by
Heuser may lead us to the following conclusion: in order to design, plan, and execute
successful Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations, interoperability must be achieved
among countries’ governments, departments of defense, military services, and military
branches.

3.2 For what capabilities and services is interoperability required?
The number of elements between which interoperability is required during the

Combined Joint Special Operations depends on CJSOTF’s structure and its relations with
other governmental or non-governmental agencies. JP 3-05 defines the Combined Joint
Special Operations Task Force as: “A task force composed of special operations units from
one or more foreign countries and more than one US Military Department formed to carry
out a specific special operation or prosecute special operations in support of a theater
campaign or other operations. The combined joint special operations task force may have
conventional nonspecial operations units assigned or attached to support the conduct of
specific missions.” [12]

According to the above definition, two main models for a Combined Joint Special
Operations Task Force may be identified:

- Different SOF services from different countries;
- Different SOF services and Conventional Force branches from different countries.
However, in performing their missions, sometime CJSOTF elements may need the

support of other governmental agencies, such as intelligence agencies. Best and Feickert
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illustrate this situation as follow: “In practice, military personnel may be temporarily
assigned to the CIA and CIA personnel may temporarily serve directly under a military
commander” [13].

All the above lead to the conclusion that for Strategic Combined Joint Special
Operations, interoperability must be achieved between the elements of special forces,
conventional forces, and governmental agencies

3.3 What types and at what levels is interoperability required?
Bares believes that the interoperability mechanism should have the following

characteristics:
- Openness ability: the quality of a system previously connected with others, to

share a common understanding with them relative to some matters of a coalition.
- Inter-cooperability ability: the capability of a system to share its knowledge (and

know-how) with its neighboring systems in an optimal way, according to the
comprehension it can get of the evolving situation.

- Ability to conduct actions: the competence of a system to do the required job in
the coalition and, consequently, to completely interoperate and furthermore inter-cooperate
on all actions assigned to it [14].

Applying Hura’s model to Strategic Combined Joint Special Operations, we can
conclude that the interoperability requirements according to levels of war are as follows:

- Openness ability — at the strategic level;
- Inter-cooperability ability — at the operational level;
- Ability to conduct actions — at the tactical level [15].

3. Conclusion

Interoperability is important for military operations due to its triple role of catalyst,
communicator, and decrypter. Due to the political-military particularities of SCJSPECOPS,
interoperability must be achieved among countries’ governments, departments of defense,
military services, and military branches and between the elements of special forces,
conventional forces, and governmental agencies as well.

Procedures alignment represents the final aim of acquiring interoperability within
SCJSPECOPS. This goal is achieved by two convergent approaches. The first approach
consists of acquiring organizational interoperability by harmonizing political objectives, as
well as strategy and doctrine in order to align coalition operations. The second approach
resides in obtaining technical interoperability by acquiring physical and protocol
interoperability as the necessary prerequisite for operational interoperability.

Procedures alignment ensures that CJSOTOF elements will efficiently work
together. This alignment creates the channels through which CJSOTOF elements offer and
accept each other’s services. Moreover, it makes them capable of using and understanding
the exchanged services and information.
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Abstract:
The present paper highlights some of the desiderata expressed at an international level, namely the scientific
and technologic potential’s developing, perceiving the technological innovation, not only by means of the
economic benefit, but also in terms of the implementing context, the existing reports between the technologic
advance and the power geography perspective, correcting, by means of an educational process, the vicious
behavior, which tends to change the technological achievements into abuse instruments, meant to force the
weak ones to obey the powerful force.

Key words: imperatives, value-based education, robotization, technological innovation

1. Value-based Education in the Field of Robotic Technologies

An ever changing\on the move world, with citizens that seem to estrange from the
values of the mind and soul, needs support pillars. One of these is represented by
education. Because without its presence one can not speak about a real science-society
dialogue, nor about the formation of innovative capacities constructively involved in social
becoming.

We find the mark of science everywhere. It is argument and foundation, connection
and brace; without it nothing is possible and nothing can last. By means of the research and
related achievements, it constitutes - as noted by scientist V. Bush in a report to U.S.
President Roosevelt - a good guarantor of national security and economic development. To
the foregoing considerations present time is added: the geography of power is determined
by technological progress, the quality and competitiveness of the human resource; the
evolution of society representing, most of the time, the element influencing research
directions as well as scientific progress.

From this standpoint we bring into focus the existing relation between the
humanistic imperatives and the social role of technology and argue that technological
creation is not the one that should generate discussion, but the way in which it is used.

As technological reality is a component of the social heredity patrimony we need to
focus our approaches towards scientific literacy, towards enhancing creative and
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innovating availabilities, but also towards becoming aware that man alone is responsible
for the road covered by technology in general and humanity in particular: be it towards
development or towards self-destruction.

This is where comes into place the teacher's role as a catalyst towards
consciousness and creative forces in the direction of beneficial interventions within
society, as a shaper of personalities fit for the requirements and demands of the
contemporary world, that can, know how to and want to build together.

The 21st century soldier must be a man of his time "armed with knowledge",
familiar with the technological potential of the specific military environment, but also with
the correct and moral use of it, a holder of skills and abilities validated into practice, able
to integrate the scientific research activity products in the realm of education and training.

The increased interest that Mechatronics enjoys in the contemporary military
environment supports the idea that there can be no real power of the state without military
capability and capacity. But only when they are used for ensuring stability, order, security,
peace. Because, as we all know, true military geniuses are only peace makers.

It is true that the military capabilities available to a state are the mouthpiece of its
political, economic, geostrategic interests. And the connections established between the
military component and technological potential is able to generate the lights and the
shadows of this century.

Mechatronics, the genuine MECA of scientific and technological achievements in
Mechanics, Electronics, Computer Science and Automatics (a fact represented by means of
fig. 1) is called to generate a balance between a thorough understanding of technology and
the ability to develop\offer solutions that is to respond quickly and beneficially to social
demands.
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Fig. 1 Structural design of advanced technologies

Robots are used as artificial soldiers because "they do not get tired, close their eyes,
hide under trees when it rains, they do not talk to their friends and know no fear" (MAJ
Kenneth Rose, U.S. Army Doctrine and Training commander). We resort to them because
they are capable of rapid reactions, calm ones and without any emotional involvement.

They should be used to minimize\eliminate harmful influences exerted on the
human by a series of environments or working conditions: light-dark; cold-hot; polluted
atmosphere or lacking comfort, hard to access environments (radioactive, underwater,
space, etc.), completion of the technological routes necessary for the realization of
products in the manufacturing cycle (abrasive, grinding, spot welding, polishing, etc.).

Among the qualities that recommend them for APC tire assembly, unexploded
ammunitions detection and neutralization, ensuring strategic objectives protection, etc., we
can mention: inexhaustible physical strength, high dexterity, discipline, flexibility,
economy, reliability, high accuracy.

They are not substitutes for humans, but they second them, standing as an example
to those who enjoy a comfortable life (robots are not familiar with the concept of truancy).
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2. Conclusion

The success of the knowledge triangle (science, research, innovation) functioning
consists of improving cooperation between the industrial community, research and
education. And the existence of a Research Center - Advanced Logistics Technologies
within "Nicolae Balcescu" Land Forces Academy from Sibiu (due to research contract no.
59\2010) comes to show not only that the military academic education in Sibiu is able to
keep pace with the development of the knowledge society, but that it can also assist
education through practice, offering a meaningful reading grid specific to the 21st century
educational paradigm.
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Abstract:
The concept of security has never had a static nature, but after the end of the Cold War, it has become more
fluid in nature, and this feature probably will continue into the 21st century. Nowadays we are currently
assisting to a redefinition of security rules and the role of international institutions.
The conception of international relations, international security paradigm, the way the threats are perceived
and defined, and the methods to prevent and combat them have fundamentally changed, especially after the
September 11 attacks.
Nowadays, the new hazards and threats to international security do not recognize national borders, are often
interconnected and require increasingly more international cooperation to counter them. No state, no matter
how powerful, has the capacity to ensure alone its invulnerability to new threats.
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1. Introduction

The twentieth century, besides being the period of the most powerful empires and
their swift disappearance, the only century of the history of world wars and the most
extraordinary century of technological revolution is also the time when the phenomenon of
"crisis" was conceptualized in principle due large number and the overall effects of such
events in many fields.

Nowadays, crisis, like war, has became a universal concept, as a consequence of the
broad spectrum of risks and threats in the international security environment, potentially
generating crises, causing a wide range of subsequent crisis by nature and the intensity,
speed and extent of their development. Although the terms of crisis, threats, hazards are
central concerns in the strategies of all international security organizations, UN, NATO,
EU or OSCE, within the international environment are circulated several definitions of
them, but so far, there is no unanimity in defining these concepts and especially the
concept of international crisis, because of the very complex and very broad spectrum of
manifestations of this phenomenon.

In recent years, the concept of international security has acquired a new, more fluid
character, feature that probably will continue into the 21st century, given that there is a
significant increase in the asymmetry of threats as Barry Buzan said, they becoming
"increasingly more diffuse and no longer have a purely military." [1] International security
environment since the beginning of the second millennium is characterized by an ever
higher instability and unpredictability, the redefinition of relations between the great
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powers and increased freedom of action of regional actors (state and non-state), and the
general appearance of two major ongoing opposing processes worldwide. On the one hand,
it is the trend of globalization and integration in the world, especially regional - European
Union, ASEAN, African Union, the Union of South American Nations, etc., and on the
other hand the centrifugal tendency of fragmentation bearing the imprint of a variety of
factors, most of the asymmetrical nature: ethnic conflicts, separatist or religious actions,
fragile new democracy, extremism, terrorism, organized crime, arms trafficking,
representing all strategic threats to international security.

The proliferation of terrorist threats, environmental, cultural, and all the other threats
to international security appeals the use of various means for combating them - military
and non-military, national and international. This lead to an interpenetration of the national
security and regional or global security, in order to be able to ensure stability and security
by cooperation and coordination mechanisms through regionalization and globalization of
military and security relations. Therefore, currently we assist to a redefinition of security
standards and the role of international institutions. Interconnection of the strategic global
actions of the great powers decisively influences the military status of each state, its
military potential, and safety. National security is closely linked to the global/regional
security today, in the context of the new global order, as confirmed by the fact that the
unilateral state actions have a low efficiency in terms of security.

2. The main hazards and threats to international security in UN
vision

The foundation of the United Nations in 1945 aimed at "saving future generations
from the scourge of war" [2]. After 60 years since then, the greatest threats to international
security transcend by far the problem of classic war between states, extending with the
poverty of large part of the planet, the spread of pandemics, environmental degradation,
intra-state conflicts, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and not least terrorism
and organized crime.

In 2004, a group of UN experts developed an important and comprehensive study -
A more secure world: our shared responsibility. Report on threats, challenges and changes
in the international security environment. Perhaps the main achievement of the report is
that it presented a new vision of collective security, which aimed to promote an integrated
approach to international society response to major threats to international peace and
security. This is supported by the increasingly more visible interconnections between the
current threats and existing vulnerabilities in the global international system and the states.

As defined in the document mentioned before, all events and processes leading to
damage to life hope or to large losses of human life and undermining the states, as the
basic unit of the international system are considered threats to international security [3].
The experts identified six major threats to international security, ranked as follows:
economic and social threats, which include poverty, spread of infectious diseases and
environmental degradation; inter-states conflicts; intra-state conflicts; the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction - nuclear, radiological, chemical and biological; international
terrorism; transnational organized crime.

2.1. Economic and social threats
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Current developments indicate a possible persistent worsening of food insecurity in
many countries of the world, while the population growth and per capita consumption
constantly increase. Land degradation, water resources issues, massive deforestation and
alteration of various ecosystems stresses the confrontations for resources and exert
increasing pressure on economic development. The 2006 UN report on progress regarding
the project Millennium Development Goals [4] - a project launched in 2000 by which the
international community pledged to make strides in eradicating poverty by 2015 - shows
that no significant progress has been made in the first 6 years. On the other hand, the
environmental degradation led to the enhancement of the destructive potential and the
frequency of the natural phenomena that could generate disasters. More than 2 billion
people on earth were affected by disasters in the last 10 years and taking into account the
estimates of future climatic changes, the trend of increasing occurrence of dangerous
phenomena will be accelerated.

2.2. Inter-state versus intra-state conflicts
In term of inter-states conflicts, even if during the last 60 years they have been

significantly reduced [5], unresolved regional disputes in the South and North East Asia
and the Middle East or Africa, remains a threat to international peace and security, with
more so as they feed and often exacerbate internal conflicts.

Intra-state conflicts, including civil wars were the main type of conflict on the
international arena after the World War II (about 45% of all conflicts, see fig. 1). In fact,
most of the UN peace support operations occurred in the weakened or collapsed states, hit
by internal and often violent conflicts. These countries not only fail in terms of ensuring
the existence and development of their societies, but what is more dangerous, they become
very attractive for various terrorist groups or organized crime, because of a pronounced
power vacuum that appears in such kind of environment, representing in this way a double
threat to regional and international security.

World
regions

Conflicts
Extra-

systemic Inter-states Intra-
state Internationalized

Africa 11 8 33 17
Asia 6 14 16 9

Middle East 2 10 8 7
America 1 6 6 2
Europe 1 4 21 5
Total 21 42 84 40
3. Fig. nr. 3.1. Conflicts situation between 1946 - 20051

Note: Extra – systemic conflicts occur between a state and a non-state group from outside
its territory

2.3. Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
This threat has evolved in two ways. First and most worrying is that some states,

under cover of the quality of member of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, may
develop illegal weapons programs or to purchase materials and equipment needed for such

1 Uppsala University, Department of Peace and Conflict Research , http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/UCDP/our_data1.htm
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programs, keeping the option to withdraw from treaty when they are ready to proceed to
development programs. The second problem is given by gradual erosion and possible
collapse of the entire treaty, given that about 60 states are operating or developing civilian
nuclear facilities and at least 40 of them have industrial and scientific infrastructure
necessary to build nuclear weapons. In this respect, cases of Iran and North Korea are more
than eloquent.

Regarding the radiological, chemical and biological means, the possibilities of
development are even greater. For example, in the world there are currently more than
6,000 chemical facilities, some of which may be potential sources for acquisition of
chemical agents. Regarding biological agents, there have already been discovered some
illegal laboratories belonging to terrorist groups, where biological agents were found -
ricin, which unlike anthrax, can not be treated with antibiotics and is lethal even in very
small quantities. The same effect can be devastating in a possible attack with smallpox
spores - a gram of such a virus could cause between 100,000 and 1,000,000 deaths. Are
well known the cases of anthrax threats that followed the terrorist attacks of 11 September
2001.

Moreover, the extraordinary development of transportation means conducted to a
substantial compression of time, for example the flight time on certain routes is lower than
the incubation period for some infectious diseases, which makes any of the over 700
million passengers a year to become a carrier of germs of biological involuntary. For
example, acute respiratory syndrome - SARS has spread to more than 8,000 people in 30
states in less than three months, killing nearly 700 of them [6].

2.4. The issue of terrorism
Up to the end of the XX century, this problem was generally treated as punctual

events, case by case, but it has become a truly global issue after the events of 11 September
2001. In the past decades, terrorist groups were usually concentrated locally, had clearly
defined objectives, and in most cases, financial support and logistics of some states. By
contrast, terrorism has become today an international or transnational issue, characterized
by the expansion of terrorist organizations at global level, which, thanks to modern means
of communication and mobility of financial resources, methods and extent of actions
undertaken, transcend beyond the boundaries of a country becoming multinational
networks.

The internationalization of terrorism was followed by the extension of its areas of
action, by the diversification of its objectives and targets as well as qualitative changes in
the methods of action, even if it recourse to the same kind of actions: assassinations,
kidnappings, bomb releases, armed attacks, threats, other acts that on the general plan are
classified as criminal.

One of the globalization’s effects is the possibility of terrorist groups to be in the
public spotlight, terrorist attacks are widely publicized because of the special impact that
they have on public opinion, thus bringing an indirect support to the propaganda developed
by these groups. The terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 had a considerable impact, not
only in the U.S., but on the whole context of international security, given that global
economic integration generated by globalization facilitates that a terrorist attack in a part of
world to seriously affect people in other regions. Relevant in this regard are the
consequences of attacks on 11 September 2001, according to a World Bank study
estimated that the attacks have led to an increase in world population living in poverty by
over 10 million, and total cost for the world economy is likely to pass 80 billion dollars [7].
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Another important aspect is the shift from tactical to the strategic level of terrorist
action. Traditionally, terrorism was a political tactic used, as shown previously, to compel
the authorities to negotiate and, consequently, to gain access to the negotiation table as a
recognized partner. Currently, some groups, or rather like Al-Qaida network, motivated by
religious or nationalist radical and fundamentalist feelings, seek no more only the status of
interlocutor in negotiations, but shift to actions whose destructive effect to lead to anarchy,
to undermine morale and confidence in the value system of modern society, and to
determine the governments to resort to repression and authoritarian methods to protect
their citizens and, thereby, to produce extremely dangerous social and ideological tensions.

2.5. Transnational organized crime
In the last decade of the twentieth century, organized crime has ceased to be a

domestic problem faced by a relatively small number of countries - Italy, USA, Japan, for
example. The development of the a genuine global drug trafficking, the disappearance of
barriers between East and West after the Cold War combined with the collapse of the
Russian legal system, the development of free trade in Western Europe and North America
and the emergence of global financial and commercial systems changed very much the
context in which organized crime groups operate.

In recent years the phenomenon has got global dimensions, and we can observe an
increasing coordination between criminal structures, turning them into true transnational
networks with connections to the various levels of political and economic systems of some
states. What is even worse is the tendency of interconnection between various organized
crime groups and terrorist groups which generate a new phenomenon that can be called
strategic crime, while the effects of such activities may seriously affect even the security of
states.

3. The main hazards and threats in NATO vision

A distinctive approach to international security threats is that at the NATO.
International security environment characteristics defined by the new Strategic Concept of
the NATO in 2010 [8]. This document, which refers to security threats facing the Alliance
and how it intends to address the security risks described as "broad and evolving set of
challenges to the security of NATO’s territory and populations" and gave special attention
to threats posed by proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their means of
transport to the target, specially to the ballistic missiles.

Even if NATO recognizes the positive developments in the international security
environment that led practically to a significant low risk level for a conventional
aggression scale / large scale, it is not entirely eliminated for long-term. The Alliance notes
that the “Euro-Atlantic area is at peace and the threat of a conventional attack against
NATO territory is low”, the document states that the conventional threat cannot be
ignored.

Instead, it is considered a higher risk of manifestation of asymmetric threats
multidimensional and difficult to predict, some of them non-military, and that the Alliance
security interests can be affected by other risks of a wider nature.

Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is considered to become most acute in
some of the world’s volatile regions that could generate incalculable consequences for
global prosperity and stability.

Terrorism is seen as a growing phenomenon worldwide and a direct threat to the
security of the citizens of NATO countries. The threat level and the impact of terrorist
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attacks could increase as a result of the more facile access of terrorist groups to modern
technology and in particular the possibility to acquire nuclear, chemical, biological or
radiological capabilities.

Instability caused by the collapse of states, beyond NATO borders can also directly
threaten the Alliance security. If worsening, such kind of situations can degenerate into
regional crises or conflicts.

Other potential threats are considered cyber attacks that could disrupt governments,
administrations, businesses and also transportation and supply networks or other national
critical infrastructures.

In connection with the above issues, another threat results from the increased
competition of states for strategic resources, a critical condition for ensuring a continuous
national industrial performance and hence a legitimate security issue arises. Perhaps in the
future, sources of potential conflicts will be the struggle for mineral resources from central
and southern Africa, South America and central and eastern Asia. Hunger for energy,
fueled by instability in the Persian Gulf, where the states in this area now controls two-
thirds of global oil reserves, the huge resources in the Caspian area and the control over the
main pipelines could be the reasons for a political and economic fight at global level.

This last threat is connected with the fact that NATO countries are increasingly
dependent by the critical communication, transport and transit routes on which
international trade is developed as long as the energy security of member states will
probably become more and more dependent on foreign energy sources, on foreign energy
distribution networks for their energy needs.

But I consider that the greatest threat could be a combination and inter-relationship
of these factors, in the context of activation of terrorist groups possessing weapons of mass
destruction.

4. The main threats to the European Union security.

The European Union point of view on the international security threats is between
the two above, the UN and NATO. In this respect, the European Union Security Strategy
[9] recognizes, as well as in the case of NATO that the risk of major conventional
confrontation is very low - and unlikely to present a hierarchy similar to the new threats,
which are appreciated as "more diverse, less visible and harder to predict.

International terrorism, the first threat in the EU hierarchy is considered a growing
strategic threat in conditions in which terrorist groups are increasingly well supported in
terms of logistics, taking full advantage of facilities offered by the development of
communications and information technology and also they have often expressed a clear
intention to use violence as a means for causing mass consequences.

Although appearing on the second place in the hierarchy, the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction is seen, in terms of destructive potential, "the greatest threat
to security", given that it is estimated that international agreements in the field only slowed
the spread of such weapons. An additional element of risk is attributed to developments in
the field of biological weapons and delivery systems and carriers - missiles, combined with
the possibility that they come into possession of extremist groups.

Another threat is the ongoing or frozen regional conflicts such as those in Kashmir,
Korean peninsula or the Middle East, which directly or indirectly affect European interests.
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State collapse is considered as another major threat by its components - poor
governance, corruption, and abuse of power, lack of trust in state institutions that can erode
the stability of states.

Europe is regarded as one of the first target of organized crime. This is regarded as
an internal problem of the union, with a strong external component, materialized in cross-
border traffic of drugs, women, illegal immigrants and arms and ammunition, not excluded
the potential connection to terrorist activities.

5. The main hazards and threats to Romania's national security

National security threats are perceived mainly from the perspective of a member
country of NATO and the European Union. Under these conditions, the danger of a
classical war and of a conventional military aggression is considered very unlikely, but the
focus is put on the management of other kind of risks – asymmetrical ones, that could
address the existing security vulnerabilities in the Romanian society and affect its national
security and the ability to act to fulfill international obligations.

Basically the classification of the threats that may endanger national security [10]
follows the European Union model, and the model defined in former NATO Strategic
Concept from 1999.

The National Security Strategy from 2007 defines international terrorism, structured
in cross-border networks is regarded as the most serious threat to life and human freedom,
democracy and other fundamental values of a democratic community.

Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is another very serious threat in terms
of potential damage, given that access to such resources becomes easier in terms of
technology and their acquisition, and the temptation to get them increases more and more.

Regional conflicts are seen as a threat with strong implications for regional and
European peace and security, the main causes of them being ethnic or religious disputes,
with a strong political background. An important element is that some of these conflicts are
still open in the proximity of Romanian national borders.

Transnational organized crime is a global developing threat by its increasing
capacity to influence the states politics, and it is seen as a direct expression of the
proliferation of negative phenomena which are amplified in the context of globalization, as
well as a direct consequence of inefficient management political economic and social
changes occurred in the region.

These main threats are supplemented by a list of other threats in the Romanian
National Defense Strategy from 2010 [11], as follow:

 Drug trafficking and consumption,
 Maintaining a high level of instability and insecurity in the Black Sea area,
 Continuation of uncertainties in the Western Balkans,
 Fragility of the international financial system,
 Espionage and other hostile activities of intelligence services, informative
activities of non-state actors aimed at influencing the decision making, including
political decision, the media or public opinion,
 Proliferation of radical, irredentist and extremist manifestations that may

affect the human rights and freedoms, social cohesion and inter-ethnic relations,
- public health and pandemic risks,
- environmental degradation and natural disasters, including those posed

by climate change.
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6. Conclusions

As we can observe, there are some differences in identifying the main threats to
international/ national security, but under a different name they are identified within the
strategies or other basic documents of major international organizations and in the
Romanian national strategy. What differs, depending on the type of organization, their
interests and priorities is the hierarchy of threats.

UN, for example, as a global security organization, has, rightly, in the forefront the
economic and social threats, while the specific problems of this domain affect a large part
of its ember states and can generate causes for the majority of other threats – intra-state
conflicts and some inter-state conflicts and also the organized crime.

In contrast, NATO, by definition a regional collective defense alliance, which is
currently in the process of transformation into a security organization and the European
Union stress the importance of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
international terrorism as the main threats, within the context that their member states do
not face major problems of economic or social nature which could affect their security.
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Fig. 2. Comparative situation of the hierarchy of the threats to the
international/national security.

In Romania's case, I appreciate that the hierarchy given in National Security
Strategy was made primarily from the desire to approach and to reflect as close as possible
NATO and the EU provisions in the field, than the realities faced by the Romanian state.

In the current geopolitical context, domestic and regional, less the world - which in
principle I appreciate that can affect national security less than the first two, I think the
order of these threats should be changed. On the first place probably should be placed the
ongoing regional conflicts, frozen or potential disputes arising from ethnic disputes
(Kosovo, Bosnia), religious (Kosovo, Bosnia), or geo-political (Moldova, Georgia,
Macedonia). They can always escalate / re-open, with effects that go beyond the regional
area - massive movements of refugees, amplification of the phenomenon of organized
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crime. Also, under special conditions, by the solutions that could be adopted - for example
granting Kosovo independence, these frozen conflicts could generate the revival of
separatist sentiments in Romania.

Then perhaps we should place organized crime issues - mainly manifested in
corruption, and in future it is possible that in this area to add and enhance immigration, as
Romania became an EU border country.
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Abstract:
Handling sensitive data often brings up security questions. Who should have access to the data and to which
parts? Should everyone be able to modify the file or database? By defining the system needs up front,
engineers can choose tools to help them to do this. LabVIEW with the Mobile Module enables engineers to
define user profiles that limit access to different specific user interface controls on the application, as well as
to different and sensitive sections of the data. This article describes the functionality provided by the
LabVIEW Mobile Module to facilitate the implementation of security for LabVIEW project libraries, shared
variables and front panel objects. This article also discusses how the security architecture separates user
management and authentication from resource permissions.

Key words: security, automation systems, mobile devices, monitoring and controlling.

1. Introduction

The LabVIEW Mobile Module provides a set of powerful tools to facilitate security
for LabVIEW project libraries, shared variables and front panel objects located on local
and network systems. Security functionality is divided into two categories: user
management and authentication, and resource permissions. User management and
authentication is provided by the Domain Account Manager, so the developer can store all
user information in a centralized location. With this architecture, distributed systems can
access a single location for user information instead of storing the accounts on each
computer. The Domain Account Manager also manages user authentication so distributed
or networked systems do not need to implement the functionality themselves. The user
information provided by the Domain Account Manager is used by LabVIEW project
libraries, shared variables and front panel objects to assign permissions.

Distributed data logging systems have the most extensive lists of best practices:
 Reliable, efficient data storage
 Efficient tools for managing system-wide data
 Real-time and historical viewing of the entire system
 The ability to configure and log alarms and events
 Easy networking for different types of devices
 User interface security
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2. Domain Account Manager

The LabVIEW 8 Mobile Module introduces the Domain Account Manager, which
provides a more flexible, mature, and robust security solution than earlier versions. The
Domain Account Manager serves as a central repository for managing local and remote
user authentication and account management. You use the Domain Account Manager to
create users and user groups, each with different privilege levels. Users can be added to
any number of groups. This arrangement simplifies the process of assigning permissions to
local and networked LabVIEW resources. Instead of having a single computer implement
user authentication and store user or group information, individual computers
communicate with a Domain Account Manager located on a remote computer. This remote
computer then determines which users are trying to access a resource and to which group
each user belongs.

3. Implementing Security with the LabVIEW Mobile Module

To launch the Domain Account Manager, select Tools»Security»Domain Account
Manager from the pull-down menu in the project manager. In the Domain Account
Manager, shown in Figure 1, right-click the My Computer icon and select New Local
Domain from the shortcut menu. Then, enter a domain name and create an Administrator
password. The Administrator is the default user that can add or remove users and user
groups, change user permissions, modify user passwords, and so on. This functionality is
limited to the Administrator and any users in the Administrators group. The other default
groups include Operators and Guests.

Figure 1. Main Window of the Domain Account Manager
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The Domain Account Manager has many security features, such as encryption, that
increase the security of the computer on which it is deployed. The Domain Account
Manager uses a challenge and response protocol to transmit passwords over the network.
Because no clear text password is transmitted through the network, malicious
eavesdropping techniques do not reveal the user’s password. The Domain Account
Manager also uses a one-way hash function to store passwords. Using this type of storage,
applications can validate passwords with the Domain Account Manager, but these
applications cannot determine the actual password.

To increase security, you can control access to the Domain Account Manager by
assigning permissions to both individual computers and subnets. By denying access to the
Domain Account Manager you are effectively denying access to any of the resources that
use the Domain for user authentication. If a computer or subnet cannot access the Domain
Account Manager, the requested resource cannot determine the necessary permissions.

You can use both individual computer names and IP addresses to control access to
the Domain Account Manager. You also can use the "*" wildcard to control access by a
range of computers or IP addresses. For example, granting access by "*.ni.com" specifies
that all computers whose name ends with "ni.com" can access to the Domain Account
Manager. Conversely, denying access by "10.0.0.*" specifies that no computer on the
10.0.0 subnet can access the Domain Account Manager. Figure 2 shows these settings of
the Domain Properties window. You access this window by launching the Domain
Account Manager, selecting Edit»Properties from the pull-down menu, and clicking the
Access Control tab.

Figure 2. Domain Properties Windows/Access Control Tab
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4. Project Library and Shared Variable Operations and
Permissions

Project libraries and shared variables are two types of resources that use the
security features provided by the LabVIEW Mobile Module. You can use permission
levels to control read/write access to both of these resource types. The three permission
levels are Grant, Deny, and Undefined. Table 1 describes these permission levels.

Table 1. Permission Levels for Project Libraries and Shared Variables

Permissions are assigned hierarchically. The highest level of permissions is that
which is defined at the project library level. By assigning permission to a library, you are
assigning permissions to all project libraries and shared variables contained in that project
library. The undefined permission can be overridden at the same hierarchical level or at a
higher one.

4.1. Project Library Security
Once users and user groups have been defined in the Domain Account Manager,

this user information can be used to determine the read/write permissions to perform
operations on different resources. Notice the user has only read access to the project
library.

4.2. Shared Variable Security
Shared variables use the Domain Account Manager user information and

authentication functionality to set permissions much in the same way that the project
libraries do. However, because shared variables reside inside a project library, there might
be discrepancies between the permissions assigned to the project library and permissions
assigned to the shared variable. In this situation, the most restrictive permission always is
enforced.

To assign permissions for a shared variable, right-click the variable and select
Properties from the shortcut menu. Then select Security from the Category list. Figure 3
shows the shared variable properties window providing the user read access and denying
write access.
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Figure 3. Setting Permissions for a Shared Variable

5. Front Panel Security

The LabVIEW Mobile Module also uses the Domain Account Manager to assign
permission levels to controls and indicators on the front panel. You can assign the
following four permission levels to front panel objects.

 Full Access – The user has unrestricted access to the front panel object.
 Disabled (View Only) – The user only can view the front panel object.
 Disabled & Grayed Out – Similar to Disabled (View Only), but the front panel

object appears dimmed.
 No Access (Hidden) – The user cannot see the front panel object at all.

You can use the following two procedures to assign permissions to front panel
objects.

 Right-click the object and select Properties from the shortcut menu to launch the
Properties dialog box. Then click the Security tab. Use this tab to assign
permissions to that object.
 Select Tools»Security»Front Panel Security to launch the Front Panel Security

dialog box. This dialog box, shown in Figure 4, lists all the front panel objects. Use
this dialog box to assign permissions to more than one front panel object at a time.
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Figure 4. Front Panel Security Dialog Box

Using the Front Panel Security dialog box to assign object permissions is different
from changing the object state using the Properties menu. Using the properties of that
object changes the security of the object based on the user that is logged in to the front
panel. Conversely, using the Front Panel Security dialog box keeps the security at the
same level no matter which user is logged in. Also, permissions set by front panel security
override the state defined for a front panel object by its properties. Therefore, no matter
what the state of the object is set to, its behavior will be controlled by front panel security.

6. Conclusion

The LabVIEW Mobile Module provides a set of tools to facilitate the
implementation of security for local or network resources such as LabVIEW project
libraries, shared variables, and front panel objects. The security architecture of the DSC
Module separates user management and authentication from resource permissions. User
management and authentication is provided by the Domain Account Manager while the
permissions assigned for users to access a resource are defined by the resource itself. The
three resources that take advantage of the security functionality of the LabVIEW Mobile
Module assign permissions in different ways. Project libraries can be used as containers to
assign permissions to multiple shared variables or other project libraries contained in that
project library. Although shared variables inherit permissions from the project library
where they reside, shared variables can assign individual permissions as well. Front panel
objects can also assign permission levels based on the user or group.
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BOTTOM-UP/TOP-DOWN BUDGETING
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Abstract:
For any organization, dealing with the budget is a great chalange. This article intend to present some aspect
about  two main type of budgeting: bottom-up and top-down, as they are used in many types of companies.
From the beginning, there are said few words about these methods, that are described after the introduction,
one by one. For every method of budgeting, are shown the main advantage and disadvantages that was also
detailed. At the end, this paper said some words as a conclusion for these budgeting methods. In an ideal
context, the best way of budgeting could be a flexible mixture between the top-down budgeting and bottom-
up process, for obtaining optimum results for the companies.

Key words: budget, budget preparation, bottom- up, top-down budgeting, resource allocation, costs.

1.Introduction

Generally speaking, a budget is a financial plan designed by organizations to
describe future acquisition and the way of utilization the resources. A business that
operates without a budget definitely risks a financial failure because these budgets get
along with managers in the planning and having under control the whole process. This
context leads to efficiency in the process of spending the resources and effectiveness.

Budgeting is a process that plan the company's expenses and revenues for the
future. Two of the most common techniques are top-down budgeting and bottom-up
budgeting. In the top-down situation, upper management elaborates budgets without any
input from employees or lower-level managers. In the bottom-up budgeting situation,
employees and managers from department level elaborate budgets for their individual
departments. The final budget of the organization is prepared from consolidating all
individual budgets prepared by each department.

2.Bottom-Up Process

The bottom-up budgeting process begins with the basic components of an
organization, generally at lower-level individual projects, to create in the end a collective
budget for the organization. To start the bottom-up budgeting process, the responsible for
the project ought to look at the main steps needed to carry out a complete project and
associate a cost or a calculation to each step. Then, he has to perform market research to
determine all the costs needed if he hasn't previously done the same kind of project within
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his organization. Finally, he will need to sum the cost for each project in order to come up
with the total budget. It is necessary to do this for each level of the structure or
organization. The responsible will need the input of managers on every level, so that he is
aware of the cost of all the projects. To come up with a complete annual budget, all he has
to do is to sum up every monthly budget to obtain the entire budget for the year.

3. The Advantages of Bottom-Up Budgeting
Decentralized and Participative. Bottom-up process is a participative approach that

allowed, at the budget preparation, input from organization managers and also employees.
It utilizes their personal knowledge to formulate plans. The authors of the book
"Interpreting Company Reports for Dummies" state that "bottom-up budgeting works
better than the top-down approach because employees and managers take the budget
preparation process seriously and are more likely to adhere to it once it is approved and
implemented".

Greater Employee Motivation. Usage of bottom-up budgeting, by its decentralized
and also participative nature, leads to increasing the motivation and involving employees.
Employee motivation is directly related to job performance, higher morale, unit-level
ownership, higher commitment and more satisfaction.

Suits Large Organizations. Bottom-up budgeting is a good method for large,
complex and decentralized organizations where lower-level managers know a lot about
customer behavior, main preferences, large scale of inputs, outputs and processes than top
management. This budgeting method is more used in large organizations than the top-
down approach, according to the authors of "Interpreting Company Reports for Dummies."

Accurate. Nils Rasmussen, in his book "Process Improvement for Effective
Budgeting and Financial Reporting," states that "bottom-up budgets are accurate because
they are prepared by employees and managers who are closest to the sources of revenue
and have comprehensive expertise and knowledge that upper management lacks". Budgets
are very precisely for each department and tasks. Also, resource predictions, detailed costs
and product and sales forecasts are very correct. All individual department budgets are
situated at a high level of quality.

Better Coordination and Communication. The authors of the book "Cost and
Value Management in Projects" state that "bottom-up budgeting facilitates coordination
and improved communication between functional department managers and upper
management. Open lines of communication between top managers and functional
managers exist, allowing top managers to communicate overall budget expectations and
functional managers to report back any issues or problems". When we are talking about
bottom-up budgeting, also understand that communication and coordination among
managers employees and is encouraged in different organizational departments. Lower-
level managers and employees ensure information and important feedback to functional
managers about resources they are interested in and challenge them in their specialized
areas.
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4.Disadvantages of the Bottom-Up Approach in Budgeting

Time Required. One of the main problems encountered to the bottom-up budgeting
process is the amount of time it consumes. First of all, individual managers have to create
their own budgets, taking into consideration past budgets and spending during the
integration of cost projections for the next year. Then, upper-level managers and
executives have to review all the budgets submitted by the managers, and also to sum them
in order to find out totals. The next phase is the approval or feedback that requires
recalculations, meaning that the whole process can repeat itself several times before a final
form of a budget is approved.

Misrepresenting Budget Figures. In a bottom-up budgeting system, the managers
who elaborate budgets know that will be asking for limited resources that other department
budgets also need or wish to use it. In that case, managers tend to overestimate costs or pad
their budget figures. On one hand, this can have a positive goal for specific department,
this way being ensured the adequate amount of money available to accomplish its
objectives; on the other hand, it can represent supersized budget figures and major
overspending when a part of the managers pad department budgets by large amounts.

Lack of Expertise. In this form of budgeting, the responsible for budgets is likely to
have enough experience in budgeting domain and some confidence working with financial
resource allocation. However, a bottom-up approach required managers, who detain
professional positions based on their specialized skills in specific fields, to perform the
same administrative tasks as those that deals with this kind of skills. Even though there are
managers who excellent motivate their teams and specialized in one particular field of
business, they could not find cost savings and also estimate expenditures as well as
someone else who work all day long with these figures or is higher in the organization.

Lack of Context. Bottom-up budgeting ask managers to elaborate budgets without
the benefit of context within the company. Managers could have some information about
other departments' activities but a bit amount of knowledge about main strategic goals and
financial objectives for the organization overall. Instead, managers elaborate their budgets
in separation or without guidelines from their top managers, working to ensure for own
structures needs but missing out on what's best for the organization as an entity.
Alternatively, when top executives mandate subordinates to prepare budgets in a top-down
approach, each budget fits into a larger frame that accounts for all the organization's needs
and resources.

5.Top-Down Process

Top-down budgeting is a planning system in which the budgeting process starts
with a flow of information from the top of the organization down to the lower levels of the
organization. This bunch of information generally includes an outline of overall goals for
the year, specific guidelines for helping lower level managers to prepare their budgets, and
templates to be fulfilled for submission of the budgets.

Even though bottom-up budgeting is more common, there are companies and
governmental agencies that are renouncing to this method, replacing that with the top-
down process. In this method, process of budgeting begins with an estimation of the cost,
realized inside an organization for the higher-level tasks. In this case, the budgets are
elaborated by management, and the other sides involved in this process (especially lower-
level staff) do not have the opportunity to contribute in an efficient manner.
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The top-down method of budgeting presumes, from the beginning, that top
management has a precise vision for the direction the organization should go in order to
accomplish its objectives and become more successful. Lower level managers, depending
on their division's or department's responsibilities, may have a limited view of the process.
Top management also has, at the same time, a clear image of the resources that are
available.

In the top-down system, the responsible structure prepares templates and
instructions for the other departments or divisions to be fulfilled in budgets building. The
overall organization goals for the next year are also communicated. The managers need to
take these goals into consideration during their budgets preparation. For example, if a
company decides to have a hiring freeze, this means that no new employees will be
admitted in the next year. Department or division level managers are required to determine
how to reach the proposed objectives utilizing the existing number of employees.

Once the departmental and divisional heads fulfill their budgets, the information
flows upside, and they transmit their numbers and calculations to the finance department
for integrating into one master budget for the entire organization. The finance department
examines each budget row by row and determines whether there are some items that don't
seem reasonable, or could be necessary clarification. In some companies, it is possible that
finance personnel meet each manager and recommend changing the budget if this is
necessary. In other organizations this review process is assigned to senior management. In
this case, finance department plays the role of emphasizing main issues in each budget
about the senior managers will discuss with the department or division managers. At the
end of discussion and negotiation at top level, the division/department budgets and also the
overall organization budget are submitted and approved by senior management.

6. Advantages and Disadvantages of Top-Down Budgeting

Efficiency. Traditional way for bottom-up budgeting implies that project managers
allocate resources and budgets to each stage of the project. This could be an efficient
process, but it could also be somewhat ineffective. Allocating budget and resources, from
the beginning, for the tasks at a high-level, determine more effective usage of those
resources. This situation could be observed in a smaller overall budget and also in better
results.

Cost Control. In the top-down budgeting approach, money is allocated at the
beginning for the tasks from the top-level in the major project and, after that, to the lower-
level tasks. This pattern could help project managers and company executives to assign in
a better manner their restricted resources and manage their costs in an effective way.

Need for Expertise. For this method, experience is mandatory. If the members of
management team and project managers are not sufficiently trained and their expertise with
top- down budgeting is low, they could not be able to properly allocate funds for every
project. Using top-down budget approach presumes a wide range of experience, knowledge
and ability to accomplish that situation; without this, the resulting project could be either
underfunded or, sometimes, overfunded.

Process Difficulties. If there is a situation when the project manager does not find
the correct solution for funding lower-level tasks, the worker responsible for those tasks
can find themselves in a difficult position in order to accomplish proposed tasks related by
the necessary resources. This situation could conduct to bad feelings, overflow the cost and
delays in development of the project. One of the situation that can not be neglected is when
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some tasks, apparently minor, but important, could not get the resources that they are
looking for. If that happens, the whole project could be put into danger. One of the
solutions of this problem could be that top management takes into consideration the
concerns of the lower level managers.

7.Conclusion

For an organization, in time and taking into consideration the taut of the top
management and the main goals, the process of constructing the budget could be either the
top-down approach, where top level managers establish the main rules to elaborate the
budget, or the bottom-up approach, where top managers implies in construction of  the
budget personnel from lower-level department.

Reconciling a budget helps to demonstrate solid organizational objectives and
priorities. The budgeting process can be different from organization to organization and
from one period to another period. An organization may choose to approach budgeting
from the bottom up, which means, in fact, that each line item issue is considered without
taking into consideration the connection with the overall budget. This process differs from
the top-down approach, which directs funds to departments and functions based on
previous and expected needs. Ideally, these separate methods should reconcile to
demonstrate diligent preparation and consistent priorities in the budgeting process.
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Abstract:
Even if virtualization was used for the first time in the middle of the ‘90s its true advantages are

being applied today. Virtualization presents an attractive solution for organizations looking to save
money and generate value from their IT investments because of its potential to reduce capital expenses
and energy costs.

The technology has found important applications over a wide range of areas such as server
consolidation, supporting multiple operating systems, kernel debugging and development, system
migration, etc, resulting in a widespread usage. Most of them present to the end user a similar operating
environment however they tend to vary widely in their levels of abstraction and the underlying
architecture.

This article discusses what virtualization is and how organizations can benefit from adopting
virtualization into future IT plans.

Key words: virtualization, technology, virtual machine, abstraction layer, hypervisor, server
consolidation, load balancing

Virtualization was first developed in the 1960s by IBM to partition large, mainframe
hardware for better hardware utilization. Each virtual system used to be an instance of the
physical machine that gave users an illusion of accessing the physical machine directly. It was
an elegant and transparent way to enable time-sharing and resource-sharing of highly
expensive resources. Users could execute, develop, and test applications without having to
fear causing a crash to systems used by other users on the same computer. So, in the
beginning virtualization was used to reduce the hardware acquisition cost and to improve the
productivity by letting more number of users work on it simultaneously.

After a decline of the interest to this technology, in the early 90 there was a great
increase in the number of applications which used virtualization concepts across a wide range
of areas in computer science. Because of this great range of usage there are a lot of definitions
of this technique. However, for this article,  the following one is the most appropriate:
”Virtualization is a technology that combines or divides computing resources to present one or
many operating environments using methodologies like hardware and software partitioning or
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Fig.1 Levels of virtualization

aggregation, partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, time-sharing, and many
others”[1] .

This means, that virtualization uses techniques to abstract from the real hardware and
provides isolated environments. These are capable to support various applications or even a
whole operating system.

Even if there are technologies that use virtualization to create certain specific virtual
resources (memory virtualization) generally through virtualization one understands the
creation of virtual machine software which emulates a whole system.

Virtualization technologies allow multiple virtual machines, with heterogeneous
operating systems to run side by side and in isolation on the same physical machine. By
emulating a complete hardware system, from processor to network card, each virtual machine
can share a common set of hardware unaware that this hardware may also be used by another
virtual machine at the same time. The operating system running in the virtual machine sees a
consistent, normalized set of hardware regardless of the actual physical hardware components.

Conceptually a virtual machine represents an operating environment for a set of
user-level applications, which includes libraries, system call interface/ service, system
configuration, system processes, etc. There can be several levels of abstraction where
virtualization can take place: instruction set level, hardware abstraction layer (HAL), OS level,
or in the application level (Fig.1). Whatever may be the level of abstraction, the general
phenomenon still remains the same; it partitions the lower-level resources using some
techniques to map it to multiple higher level VMs transparently.

Virtualization at the instruction set architecture level is implemented by emulating an
instruction set architecture completely in software. A typical computer consists of processors,
memory chips, buses, hard drives, disk controllers, timers, multiple I/O devices, and so on. An
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Fig.2 Virtual machine monitor

emulator tries to execute instructions issued by the guest machine (the virtual machine that is
being emulated) by translating them to a set of native instructions and then executing them on
the available hardware. For example, an x86 emulator on Sparc processor can execute any x86
applications, thus giving the illusion to the application as if it is a real x86 processor. To
achieve this, however, an emulator would have to be able to translate the guest ISA (x86 here)
to the host’s ISA (Sparc). For an emulator to successfully emulate a real computer, it has to be
able to emulate everything that a real computer does that includes reading ROM chips,
rebooting, switching it on, etc.

Virtualization at the HAL exploits the similarity in architectures of the guest and host
platforms to cut down the interpretation latency. A hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is an
abstraction layer, implemented in software, between the physical hardware of a computer and
the software that runs on that computer. Its function is to hide differences in hardware from
most of the operating system kernel, so that most of the kernel-mode code does not need to be
changed to run on systems with different hardware. On a PC, HAL can basically be considered
to be the driver for the motherboard and allows instructions from higher level computer
languages to communicate with lower level components, such as directly with hardware.

Most of the today’s world’s commercial PC emulators on popular x86 platforms
(VMware, Virtual PC) use this virtualization technique to make it efficient, viable and
practical. Virtualization techniques help the mapping process of the virtual resources to
physical resources and the use of native hardware for computations in the virtual machine.
When the emulated machine needs to talk to critical physical resources, the simulator takes
over and multiplexes appropriately.

The virtual machine monitor (VMM) sometimes called hypervisor is a software-
abstraction layer that partitions a hardware platform into one or more virtual machines. Each
VM provides facilities to an OS or application to believe as if it runs in a normal environment
and directly on the hardware. (Fig.2)
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For such a virtualization technology to work correctly, the VM must be able to trap
every privileged instruction execution and pass it to the underlying VMM to be taken care of.
This is because, in a VMM environment, multiple VMs may each have an OS running that
wants to issue privileged instructions and get the CPU’s attention. When a trap occurs during
privileged instruction execution, rather than generating an exception and crashing, the
instruction is sent to the VMM. This allows the VMM to take complete control of the machine
and keep each VM isolated. The VMM then either executes the instruction on the processor,
or emulates the results and returns them to the VM. However, the most popular platform, like
x86, is not fully-virtualizable, i.e. certain supervisor (privileged) instructions fail silently
rather than causing a convenient trap when executed with insufficient privileges. Thus, the
virtualization technique must have some workaround to pass control to the VMM when a
faulting instruction executes. Most commercial emulators use techniques like code scanning
and dynamic instruction rewriting to overcome such issues.

Operating system-level virtualization is based on abstraction of the operating system
layer to support multiple, isolated partitions on a single instance host operating system. With a
careful partitioning and multiplexing technique, each VM can be able to export a full
operating environment and fairly isolated from one another and from the underlying physical
machine.

This technique results in very low virtualization overhead and can yield high partition
density. However, there are two major drawbacks with this type of solution. The first
drawback is the inability to run a heterogeneous operating system mix on a given machine
because all partitions share a single operating system kernel. The second big drawback, also
caused by the shared kernel model, is the lack of support for running a mixed 32-bit and 64-bit
workload. In addition, any operating system kernel patch affects all virtual environments. For
these reasons, operating system-level virtualization tends to work best for largely
homogeneous workload environments.

Virtualization at the application level is a little different. In this case this technology
implements a virtualization layer as an application that eventually creates a virtual machine.
The created VM could be as simple as a language interpreter or as complex as Java Virtual
Machine.

This technology is geared towards partitioning and isolating client side applications
running on the local operating system. Applications are isolated in a virtual environment
layered between the operating system and application stack. The virtual environment loads
prior to the application, isolates the application from other applications and the operating
system, and prevents the application from modifying local resources such as files and registry
settings. Applications can read information from the local system registry and files, but
writeable versions of these resources are maintained inside the virtual environment. In fact, the
application may never be locally installed on the desktop; instead the code bits can be
dynamically streamed and cached in the virtual environment as new portions of the application
are needed.

There are several benefits provided by application-level virtualization. Of most
importance are increased stability of the local desktop, simple application removal without
changes to the local environment that could negatively affect other applications, and seamless,
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conflict-free, side-by-side execution of multiple instances of an application. Advantages of
virtualization

Originally virtualization was used mostly to facilitate server consolidation, but now
many other approaches present themselves. Virtualization starts during the design phase of the
technical environment, when the design team considers how to support the business processes
and identifies assets needed to convert the plan to reality. It is during this phase that
enterprises often realize that the life cycle of provisioning the right hardware and other
equipment can go on longer than expected.
 Cost reduction—By consolidating many instances of (virtualized) servers onto a

physical one, enterprises lower their hardware expenditures. In addition to lower capital
expenditures, virtualized environments enable enterprises to save on maintenance and
energy, often resulting in a reduced total cost of ownership;

 Dynamic Load Balancing—Deploying several virtual environments guarantees the
good practices of high availability, redundancy and failover since workloads can go
where they are more efficient.  Thus, virtualization focuses not only on effectiveness
(doing the right things) but also efficiency (doing things in a faster, cheaper and more
reliable way). The dynamic load balancing creates efficient utilization of server
resources.

 Disaster Recovery— Disaster recovery is a critical component for IT, as system crashes
can create huge losses. Virtualization technology enables a virtual image on a machine to
be instantly re-imaged on another server if a machine failure occurs;

 Responsiveness—Since the virtual environment has the ability to provision itself to get
the best out of available resources, response times are faster and downtimes can be
reduced to near zero, improving agility and performance;

 Segregation —Processes that once needed to exist within the same physical machine
can now be easily separated while still maintaining the robustness and security required.
The different virtualized worlds (network, operating system [OS], database, application,
etc.) can be decoupled (even distributed in different geographic locations) without
threatening integrity within the process;

 More Operational Flexibility—The relatively easy creation or preparation of the right
environment for the right application enables enterprises to provide flexibility to the
infrastructure, not only in the test or preproduction phases but also in the production
area. When a new procedure or technical/business requirement arises, virtualization’s
ability to enable rapid creation of the environment allows the business to implement the
environment more rapidly like in the standard way;

 Agility—Agility facilitates quick adaptation to business needs, such as when orders peak
and additional computing power is needed. An enterprise may even choose to overcome
the resources of a physical machine since virtualization facilitates rapid movement of the
different resources that “live” in one physical machine to other virtual machines. In this
way, virtualization supports alignment with business needs;

 Simplification—Even if some resources are virtualized, some of the typical IT
difficulties will still be present. However, reducing the number of physical machines
significantly reduces the probability of failure and the cost of management and this
results in simplification—one of the promises of virtualization;
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 Space utilization—Server consolidation saves space in the data center and facilitates
scalability since many servers exist within one server;

 Improved System Reliability and Security—System virtualization helps prevent
system crashes due to memory corruption caused by software like device drivers. The
virtual software architecture provides methods to better control system devices by
defining the architecture for direct memory access and interrupt remapping to ensure
improved isolation of Input/Output resources for greater reliability, security, and
availability;

 Automation—Technology allows some virtualized environments to be provisioned as
needed and on the fly, thus facilitating automation of business processes and eliminating
the need to continually allocate resources and manage portions of the technical
environment that support sporadic business needs. Some virtualization technology
facilitates the automatic allocation of a process for its optimal performance within a pool
of virtualized environments;

 Sustainability—Virtualized environments use less environmental resources. Energy
consumption in data centers is often wasted on machines that are consistently
underutilized. Since virtualization allows for many virtual machines to run on one
physical machine, less energy is needed to power and cool devices.

 Testing and development—Use of a VM enables rapid deployment by isolating the
application in a known and controlled environment. Unknown factors such as mixed
libraries caused by numerous installs can be eliminated. Severe crashes that required
hours of reinstallation now take moments by simply copying a virtual image.

Virtualization is one of the more significant technologies to impact computing in the
last few years. Even if it hasn’t reached the full of its powers virtualization has already
affected the way companies run their IT operations. The technology is being used by a
growing number of organizations because of its benefits like consolidation of infrastructure,
lower costs, ease of management, increased efficiency and utilization, better employee
productivity, and more. Even if virtualization has many advantages, companies must also
consider the potential security risks and change implications while moving to a virtualized
environment. However, virtualization is surely going to make a significant impact on the
landscape of computing over the next years.
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Abstract:

Rapid and reliable communications and information systems are required by national and NATO political
and military authorities for political consultation, crisis management and for the command and control of
assigned forces. Modern technology and the integration of strategic and tactical communications and
information systems into on overall NATO Communications and Information System (CIS) has enabled
these requirements to be met.

Base on the development of new communication and data transfer technologies, the mobile solutions for the
management process have been able to provide new ways to conduct management actions. This environment
describes methods and tools available only here, which will bring information, speed and efficiency to any
stage and component of the management process.

The paper takes into discussion the impact of the technological development on the management process
paradigm. The paper presents the main aspects regarding the command/control and management models used
in mobile management. The role of mobile multimedia informatics applications in mobile management is
highlighted.

Key words: NATO, project management, mobile, digital rights management, paradigm, communication, team
members, network solutions.

1. Mobile Projects
Taking into consideration the advantages that the communication technologies bring into

the management process, project members will have more information at their disposal.
This will conduct to better decisions, better analysis and in the end to high quality results.

Despite the necessary high costs required to implement and to maintain a communication
system at this level, in the end, the benefits and the lower levels of costs penalties due to a
non efficient information and data transfer will highlight the importance of this resource. It
will influence the way in which many of the project tasks are performed.

For example, a simple virtual info board will allow military chiefs staff of units or  team
members to express ideas, concerns and opinions regarding project activities. These will
allow reducing the number of meetings only to the ones that are really important to the
project.  Nowadays in this sense are used Tele Video Conferences (VTCs) in Romanian
Army.

Also, file sharing and file control software systems allow a much better data maintenance
and permanent access to information than the printed or paper format. These systems
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incorporate facilities to record information regarding who, what and when has been
modified, accessed.

In many projects, mostly in the analysis stage, it is required that a project team will have
multiple meetings with the project beneficiary in order to collect information describing
project final objectives. In some case, these increase project costs without bringing
valuable benefits to the projects[1]. All these can be improved through the use of mobile
communication technologies because allows:

- remote access to resources; a report may be accessed using local computer
networks or the Internet; in this way, whether you are in your office or at the
partner location you will have at your disposal all the resources you need;

- virtual meetings; a partner meeting that takes place at a remote location will have
costs due to transportation and accommodation; this can be replaced by an Internet
connection that will allow a video meeting;

- permanent contact between project members; the project team has many members,
each with a well defined role; every one of them conducts different functions, but
they act as one, coordinating and intercommunicating with others in order to
achieve their common goal, project implementation; for example, you analyze with
the partner different solutions for known and possible problems;

- in order to  propose future practical actions you need to take into consideration
acquired data and to be based on real and objectives data analysis; for that, in most
cases you need to pass the data to a team member;

- the communication system permits permanent communication even when the other
member is not at the same location; based on that, the solution to the previously
scenario is to electronically transfer the data through the network and to receive in
same way the results;

- in this way you can reduce costs and time and also to benefit from the processing
power of different network solutions. The data transfer between project team
members is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1 Data transfer between project team members

The key factor in order to develop mobile projects is represented by wireless technology.
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2. Characteristics of Mobile Management Process
The dynamic of the social-economic environment has imposed a new dimension to the

project management process. There are complex projects that required that parts of it to be
considered autonomous sub-projects. There are organizations that manage multiple
projects which are independent or linked to each other[2].

All these new and complex situations are required managers to supervise and evaluate
situations at remote locations in order to have close contact with the process. The constant
need to stay in contact with the overall process and with others management team members
requires a communication environment that will eliminate all the disadvantages of being
far from the core.

An important component of the mobile management process is the technological one. It
provides the physical means to conduct the entire process and it is based on mobile
communication devices like mobile phones, faxes and computer networks. Based on these,
it is possible to transfer and communicate data and information through the help of a
multitude of instruments: virtual meetings, emails, access to remote databases for multiple
users[3].

Because of the increased amount data needed by the project management process and
because of the projects complexity, it is not enough in the real mobile project management
environment to use only these instruments.

It is needed a complex communication and data transfer system that will help project
managers:

- to process large amounts of data; the project has many stages and activities that
took place in same time and each project type has particularities that generates
additional information; data sources are represented by the factors that influence
each activity, by the final and intermediate results and by the resources and costs
levels; this entire amount of data must be processed in order to evaluate the
situation and to take future actions;

- to take decisions in shorter time; because of the project complexity and its factors
system, a decision must take into account multiple information sources and it must
be based on a large amount of data; without an informatics system that will
automate data processing the results will be determined in a longer time period and
the risk to get wrong values will increase;

- to communicate information, results and decisions in no time to team members;
mobile management is characterized by a continuous movement of team members
in order to cover remote sites where different parts of the project take place;

- to simulate complex situations; because the multitude, diversity and complexity of
factors that influence in a direct or indirect manner the management process, it is
necessary to have the capability and the instruments to simulate future situations
knowing the values of all factors or a part of them; this is very important when
choosing a particular action from a other possibilities;
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- to estimate partial or final results; it is important to decide the project continuity
based on current results and also on future estimated objectives; to be able to do
that the project manager must have all the data that describes the process and he
must use it to predict future events estimating their impact[4][6][7].

Besides known features of the overall project management process, the mobile
management paradigm has a series of particular characteristics. Some have in this special
case greater importance or they have been taken into consideration for the first time:

- security regards all the methods and techniques used to secure data from disastrous
events or from theft; being based entirely on mobile data transfer, mobile project
management use data in digital format because this format is very efficient in
electronic data transfer; but this communication mode is very vulnerable to
electronic attacks when data may be destroyed or lost to a third party that will use it
against the project; most of the project information regards financial, schedule and
scientific data which have been determined with the cost of great amounts of
resources; loosing or damaging it due to a electronic transfer may have great impact
on the project future development; also loosing the information or making it public
may affect the relation with partners or third parties; as common information was
placed in folders and locked in safes or important clients or partners names were
replaced by codenames, the electronic transferred data must be encrypted and it
must be placed on secure data storage facilities;

- consistency describes the degree in which same data located on different devices
has similar values; being a mobile communication environment the mobile
management use various devices to assure that each team member has the
information needed to perform its tasks; these devices store and transmits small
amounts of data representing a part of the entire project database; the system used
to facilitate and to manage these information transfers must guarantee its
consistency, meaning that each device has the actual and correct image of data;

- usability represents the effort necessary to read, understand, interpret and use the
data; different project team members have various roles in the project management
process and because of that same information may have different significance for
them; the communication system that represents the base for the mobile project
management process must be able to implement various methods of representing
data and to highlights its significance in this way; for example a overall time
schedule graphic may be important for the high level project management but for
the department team leader has grate importance only the time period in which its
team must accomplish their objectives; the system must be able to represent data in
different formats and to highlights its significance for different types of team
members;

- efficiency; the communication between team members or different levels of the
project management structure must be done fast, in goods conditions and from most
physical locations; in order to conduct efficient a project a manager must be in
permanent contact with its team and with the events; he must be able to assist and
to offer solutions to unexpected problems or up-and-coming high risk situations;

- mobility describes the main characteristic of the project members activity; the
communication system must allow mobility assuring the means and the instruments
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to communicate in real time and to transfer any type of information; mobile
communications technologies like mobile phones and wireless data transfer
represents the physical foundations to mobile project management paradigm; the
real problem is to develop a logical system that will incorporate different types of
devices, communication environments and communication protocols into an fully
functional system;

- communication is the key element of the mobile project management paradigm;
each project member must have the resources to communicate and to transfer data
to other persons or with the system; the format of transferred data it doesn’t
represent any problem for the system because it is capable to exchange formats in
order to make it readable for any device; the channels used to communicate are
mostly based on high bandwidth data transfer networks like 3G for mobile phones,
respectively, T3 and fiber optics for computer networks; these will allow high data
transfer rates needed for video calls, video streaming and large size data;

- real-time describes a requirement for the communication and data transfer
capabilities of mobile project management process; in a dynamic environment any
information looses its importance as the time passes since its born;

- authentication is a necessity in modern data communication; information represents
a valuable asset because it has required costs in order to be obtained and more
important, you can get important results using it; the system must allow access to
resources based on a security protocol; because most of the decisions and the data
are transmitted in a digital format every message must be authenticated in order to
assure the receiver that the sender is who says he is and that the message was not
modified; these requirements preserve the high level of confidentiality and trust
that is needed in a virtual environment[9][10].

In mobile project management the quality and experience level of each team member and
especially of leaders has greater importance because these persons are in different locations
and in most cases they must rely mostly on their capacity to decide[8].

A project manager in this scenario is a person that travels from project to project and that
is in permanent contact with the project teams through the communication system. The
mobile project manager is a person in permanent contact with project parts and teams who
has at this disposal a wide variety of communication facilities[5].

3. Digital Rights Management
Within mobile project boundaries, the information moves among project members having

different formats. A big role is had by presentation formats of the information been at
project members’ disposal. In order to provide a high-quality content, secure models and
patterns were developed for mobile multimedia content.

The technology development from last decade determined new forms of communication
and interaction among project members. Also, the carrying out of a project is traced with
mobile devices as mobile phones, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), computers with
wireless communication technology for a better real time management. Real time decisions
suppose a good communication among project team members on the base of the
information represented in an adequate format[11].
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The last evolutions in communication technology field permit an information
representation in multimedia format. In this context, the securing of multimedia content
involves development of secure models and patterns.

Digital Right Management (DRM) is a specification that designate a set of standards for
certain particularities and features of command/control and management models. The
usage of downloaded media objects is controlled by content providers and operators. The
mobile project management involves mobile devices usage. The communication
technology is provided by a third organization that must assure a high quality level of the
services paid for mobile management by project owner[12].

In accordance with Digital Right Management, the content providers define rules for
media objects usage. A single media object has associated different rights with different
prices eventually. The content provider grants the rights to preview media objects for free
and charge the client only for a full usage rights. So, Digital Rights Management sells
rights to use the media object and doesn’t sell the media object itself.

There are two ways to deliver the rights to the user, figure 2, (Forum Nokia) [18]:

- delivering to the consuming devices together with media object;

- sending the rights separately from media content.

Figure 2 Digital Right Management content delivery types

The last case provides a better security level by making it more difficult to steal the
content.

The common Digital Right Management practices take into account the special aspects of
the mobile field in order to support basic functionality with some security level. The
specification defines a “forward-look” special case of combined delivery. In this case, the
Digital Right Management message doesn’t contain a rights object. Delivery of Digital
Right Management content supposes two problems:

- currently, it is no way to prevent the transfer of the media objects from a user’s
device to another one;

- it is no easy and convenient way to preview a media object before it is purchased.
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A solution is to pay for media object before user previews the media object. Other
solution is to preview a low-quality level of media object in order to be previewed. For
forward-look and combined delivery, the Digital Right Management message packages the
content, optionally with a right object. In order to send the message to the device, it is used
the Open Mobile Alliance mechanism[13]. The consuming device renders the content from
Digital Right Management message and the eventual right object.

The combined delivery architecture is depicted in figure 3.

Figure 3 Combined Delivery architecture

For a separate delivery, the provider has to convert the plaintext media object into Digital
Rights Management content format defined in Digital Right Management Content Format
specification. The conversion supposes a symmetric encryption of the content. Thus, the
Digital Right Management content object is protected to users who have not the Content
Encryption Key. The separate delivery architecture is depicted in figure 4.

Figure 4 Separate delivery architecture
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The right object pushing is done using WAP (Wireless Application Protocol). This way of
delivery introduces some latency between receiving the content and the reorder. The
specification contains a mechanism used by the service to indicate to the device that a right
object will be pushed.

The flexibility is the characteristic of super-distribution case for a separate delivery.
Sharing of media objects without compromising any command/control model behind the
rights is encouraged. As in the previous case, the WAP pushing is used. The media
object is passed from mobile device to mobile device with the right object that is obtained
from Rights Issuer. The mobile device is allowed to choose rights from Rights Issuer by
opening a browsing session.

The super-distribution architecture is depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5 Super-distribution architecture

Regarding the Digital Rights Management Message Format, in table 1 there are depicted
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) media types for objects, conforming to the
format.

Table no. 1 MIME media types

DRM method MIME media types
Forward-lock application/vnd.oma.drm.message
Combined delivery application/vnd.oma.drm.message

application/vnd.oma.drm.rights+xml
Separate delivery application/vnd.oma.drm.rights+xml

application/vnd.oma.drm.rights+wbxml
application/vnd.oma.drm.content
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The Digital Right Management message is based on a MIME multipart composite type in
which one ore more objects are combined in a single body. The Digital Right Management
message body must be according to the body of the multipart media type defined in RFC
2046, chapter 5. The Digital Right Management message must contain one or two body
parts, one body part for each object[16][17].

If HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) or a MIME compliant protocol is used to
transport the Digital Right Management message, the boundary delimiter must be included
as a parameter in the media type definition.

RFC 2045 defines a Content-Transfer-Encoding. This specifies how a body is encoded
for transfer by some transfer protocol. A Content-Transfer-Encoding header must be
included in the body part of the Digital Right Management message.

A Content-ID header is used to associate a media object to a right object.

4. Mobile Management Process Paradigm
The architecture of the mobile management process is based on four important

components, which are strongly interdependent:

- the project management process, defines the methodology used to analyze, define,
implement and evaluate the project; it describes how to manage resources, costs
and the project stages.

- the project management team, represents the process human factor; it is entirely
responsible for achieving project final objectives through decisions that affect every
stage of the project;

- the project, is defined mainly by its objectives; it represents the motive for which
the entire management process takes place;

- the communication environment provides the means and the rules to achieve
permanent data transfer and communication between each member of the project
team.

Figure 6 describes the main components of the mobile management architecture:

THE PROJECT

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

PROCESS

PROJECT TEAM

COMMUNICATION
ENVIRONMENT

Figure 6 Components of the mobile project management architecture.
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As paradigm, it establishes the boundaries of the mobile management process and the
elements necessary in order to assure a good real time communication among the project
team members[14].

The mobile management process paradigm presents the basic rules applied when a mobile
project management is carried out. Also, it represents a future “view” for a communication
environment within a project. This kind of communication environment supposes the usage
of mobile communication devices in order to base the real time decisions.

The mobile project management supposes a fully understanding of mobile management
process paradigm, taking into account the components, their characteristics and features
and the relations among the components.

The most important advantage gained after the implementation of mobile management
process paradigm consists of enhancing the project capability with benefits regarding the
productivity and profit of the client organization.

As component of mobile management process paradigm, mobile technology extends the
reach and capabilities for existing information infrastructure of the project in which it is
implemented. The paradigm will change the way in which the project team member work
and communicate.  It opens new dimensions of project management capability and
productivity.

The processes are built around the limitations of different technologies. New technology
implementation supposes eventually the development of new processes. The new processes
may lead to an appearance of the inefficiency within project management because the
mobile technology has strengths and weaknesses[15].

The success of the paradigm implementation consists of technical aspects of the mobile
technology development and the new technology and mobile services costs.

5. Conclusion

The possibility of coupling the mobile technology with project management creates a new
paradigm to improve effectiveness and efficiency in project managing.
The paper described the mobile project characteristics and features and provided the components

for mobile project management.
The mobile project management is implemented trough mobile technologies having in view their

limits and benefits, standards and protocols used in order to assure a communication among team
member in a wireless and placeless environment.
The success of the implementation for this paradigm depends of benefits gained as functionality

of relationship between Groups of Forces  and time.
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Abstract:
The paper proposes to present an approach that estimate the cost of a ship (merchant or warship) according to
the actual international practices in this domain. There are presented basis of detailed estimates costs such as
structural costs (structural material, structural labour), outfit costs (outfit material merchant ships, outfit
material warships, outfit labour costs), machinery costs (machinery material costs - merchant ships,
machinery material costs – warships, machinery labor costs).

Key words: structural costs, outfit costs, machinery costs.

1.Introduction

The cost of a ship is the sum needed to pay for all the materials and labor involved
in its construction plus the overhead costs incurred. Costs can be divided into two
categories - estimated and actual. The estimated cost is that calculated when the shipyard is
tendering; the actual cost is that ascertained to have been incurred at the end of the
contract. The price is the sum of money which the shipyard quotes to, and eventually
receives, from his customer.

The figures in a detailed estimate will come from quotations for materials and
detailed work assessment for labor costs, while those in an approximate estimate are
generally derived by the use of costs per ton or man-hours per ton from records of recent
construction or from figures used in a recent detailed estimate for a similar ship.

Cost estimates for merchant ships are generally made in the first instance on the
basis of a single ship against which all the first costs are charged. If more than one ship is
to be tendered, a second estimate for a repeat ship, excluding first costs is then made.

Warship builders follow a more logical practice by separating first of class (F.O.C.)
costs completely from production costs - a practice merchant shipbuilders could adopt with
advantage, even though F.O.C. costs are very much smaller proportionally for merchant
ships than they are for warships [1].

F.O.C. costs include design and drawing office costs, mod loft or equivalent costs,
tank test and similar costs. Depending on the overhead structure of the firm, they may also
include buying department and similar non repeating costs.

2.Material costs, labor costs, overhead costs
As well as the obvious items of steel, outfit and machinery, the materials cost

includes the cost of work carried out by subcontractors working on the ship. Electrical and
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Fig. 1. Cost estimate summary sheet for both merchant ships and warships

ations.

plumbing work are the two main activities for which some yards have their own
departments while others use subcontractors.

Labor costs by definition include the cost of the time charged to the ship contract by
the labor force, including contract labor, employed by the shipyard. This includes all the
tradesmen, but shipyards differ in their treatment of the cost of foremen and managers. In
many cases it difficult to record this, so many shipbuilders let them charge to an overhead
number.

Overhead costs include a wide variety of costs incurred in the operation of the
shipyard which are not directly chargeable to particular ship contracts. They include such
items as interest on bank loans, rates and taxes, insurance, electricity, telephone and
postage, salary costs of managers and office staff, etc. It is usual for one standard overhead
rate to be applied to all labor costs. An estimate sheet with eight “vertical” sections that
can be used for either merchant ship or warship cost estimates is given in Fig. 1 [2]. It will
be noted that this estimate sheet uses the unit production cost concept and makes provision
for different overheads rates being used for each cost section. Definitions of the items in
the warship sections are given in Table 1 [1].
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Table 1 Warship weight and cost groups

3. Structural costs
3.1 Structural material
Methods of calculating the net structural weight have been used according to

Watson-Practical ship design [2]. The cost of welding rods and gases is normally added to
the structural material cost as a percentage of this based on an analysis of completed ships.

3.2 Structural labor
The structural labor cost is the product of the man-hours required multiplied by the

labor cost per man-hour.
If sufficient structural drawings are available the estimate can be made by detailed

work assessment, which may be broken down into shop man-hours; berth man-hours and
afloat man-hours. When only a total steel weight is available, the estimate must be made
by the use of a plot of man-hours derived from completed ships against the total steel
weight as shown in Fig. 2 or of man-hours per ton as shown in Fig. 3. Both plots have
advantages but that of man-hours per ton is the more usual [1].
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Fig. 3  Man-hours per ton versus steel weight.

Fig. 5 Steelwork man-hours versus total plate
area.

A disadvantage of both these plots is the fact that they fail to distinguish between
two ships of the same steel weight, one of which is smaller but heavily constructed and the
other larger but with lighter scantlings. Fig. 4 fails to show a proper allowance for the steel
weight and a plot of man hours per ton may be better against this base. An approach about
the problems posed by these alternatives offer a plot of man-hours against the total area of
plate used as shown in Fig. 5 [1]. Remarkably, this was found to give a straight line
relationship irrespective of ship type, suggesting that area rather than weight was the best
criterion for labor man-hours.

3.Outfit costs
The following groupings for weight estimation seem to meet this criterion

reasonably [1]:

Fig. 2 Steelwork man-hours versus steel
weight

Fig. 4 Steelwork man-hours versus ship size.
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Group 2. Structure related (steel weight): structural castings or fabrications (rudder
and stern frame), small castings (bollards, fairleads etc.), steel hatch covers, W.T. (water
tight) doors;

Group 3. Cargo related (cargo capacity or ship size): cargo space insulation and
refrigeration machinery, cargo ventilation, firefighting, paint, 3(a) -plumber work;

Group 4. Accommodation related: joiner work, upholstery, deck coverings,
sidelights and windows, galley gear, lifts, HVAC-(Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning), LSA- (Life-saving appliances and arrangements), nautical instruments,
stores and sundries, 4(a)- electrical work;

Group 5. Deck machinery related (by units or by ship type x size): steering gear,
bow and stem thrusters, stabilizers, anchoring and mooring M/C- (Machine (mechanical
engineering), anchors, cables and mooring ropes, cargo winches, derricks and rigging,
cranes.

Outfit labor costs can be calculated in two ways, both of which require an
assessment of the man-hours and the multiplication of this by an average wage rate per
man-hour. The most accurate method is based on detailed work assessment for each of the
trades, work areas or systems involved.

When making a calculation by this method it is vitally important to check that the
demarcation between work carried out by the shipyard and that subcontracted is to be the
same on the ship for which the estimate is being made as it was on the ship used as the
basis;

4.Machinery costs
Machinery material costs are obtained mainly from subcontractor’s quotations but

partly by costing items either on unit, unit power or unit weight basis. Where greater
accuracy is required more subcontractor’s prices should be used, but where speed is
essential the cost per ton basis is necessarily used for most items.

For merchant ships a split into three groups seems to provide a way of bringing
together items whose costs per unit weight are fairly similar and which can be related to an
easily assessed parameter.
The groups, according to [1], are:

Group 6. Propulsion: main engine(s), gearbox, shafting, propeller( s), main engine
controls;

Group 7. Auxiliary machinery: generators and switchboard, pumps, compressors,
etc.

Group 8. Structure related: funnel and uptakes, ladders and gratings, pipe work and
ventilation trunking within engine room.

Machinery labor costs are estimated as the product of the man-hours required and
the average wage rate applicable. The man-hours can be obtained either by a detailed work
assessment - the most accurate way but a lengthy process - or for approximate estimates by
proportioning from available data on the man-hours and total machinery power (P) of a
suitable reference ship using this in the ratio (P) to the power 0.82, commonly used [1].

5.Approximate structural cost
The use of a total cost per ton method for structural costs is made difficult by the

large differences that exist in the labor man-hours required for structural work of different
types and sizes of ships. At one extreme a small fine lined specialist ship constructed of
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Fig. 10. Approx. costs of outfit per ton. Costs are on a 1993
basis include materials, labor and overheads.

light plating may require something of the order of 130 man-hours per gross ton while at
the other extreme a large full lined tanker constructed of heavy plating may be constructed
at about 25 man-hours per gross ton. The costs per ton quoted are based on net steel
weights but the basic material costs allow for the gross steel ordered and it was noted that
the scrap percentages which the different yards regard as normal also differed quite widely.

Fig. 9. Approximate costs for structural steelwork per ton.
Costs are on a 1993 basis and include materials, labor and overheads.

Finally, an additional sum was added to the steel material cost to allow for the cost of
electrodes and miscellaneous steelworkers stores.

The resulting costs in US dollars per ton of net steel are shown in Fig. 9 [2].

6.Outfit costs
While the costs per ton of different items of outfit were found, as expected, to differ quite
widely, the costs per ton of the total outfit were found to be much closer even though the
ships were of quite different types and sizes (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 11. Approximate costs of machinery per ton. Costs are on a 1993 basis and includee ude materials,
labor and overheads.

After some experiments it was found that a closer convergence of the data could be
obtained if the cost per ton was calculated for a "normalized" outfit which excluded any
items which would have a major influence on the average cost per ton either because it had
a very high or a very low cost per unit weight -combined in the latter case with a
sufficiently large weight to make its influence felt.

7.Machinery costs
Fig.11 shows a graph of the cost per ton of machinery against the total machinery

weight. The trend towards reduced specific cost as the weight increases with a flattening
out to a figure of just under $10000 per ton at machinery weights in excess of 1500 tons
may be noted [1].

8. Conclusion

The current cost estimating methods are mostly weight based models. Weight is the most
commonly used parameter and has been shown in the past to provide good estimates.
Nevertheless the weight based model does not reflect or incorporate the effects of
productivity changes or the process by which the vessel is built. An example is increasing
the “shape” of a hull form by reducing the amount of parallel midbody. The change in
actual steel structure weight may be insignificant in terms of the cost estimating
relationships, resulting in no change in estimated cost.

It needs that industry to evolve its ship cost estimating capabilities in order to
incorporate non weight based parameters into their forecasts
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Abstract:
The need for interdependencies between different disciplines to address (theoretically and practically) the
optimal solution to certain problems in various areas, based on these realities, has resulted, ever since the mid
twentieth century, today being already advanced, at a macro level, the concept of "Hybrid Age" an equivalent
to the fourth wave (in Toffler's language) in which human evolution turns into a man-technology co
evolution. So, "disciplinarity"-based concepts (trans, multi, inter) acquire complex meanings, completing
initial area meanings, all these with the purpose of searching for new sources of organizational performance.
The article investigates the issue of organizations' material resources approach (role and importance) in terms
of principles and methodologies that are specific to a relatively young science, Logistics, with a specific
management claimed to be solved by both economists and engineers. In the same note, in agreement with the
theme of this conference, we also lay emphasis on the fact that there are discussions in Logistics literature
regarding the civil-military interconditioning type, with significant results in the improvement of best
practices in the field of logistics activities’ outsourcing.

Key words: Logistics, material resources, industrial engineering, management, interdependences
.

1.Introduction

The starting concepts in grounding this article (inter-and transdisciplinarity) do not
lay in scientific research, nor should they be construed as antagonistic, but complementary,
keeping in mind their common goal of better understanding reality.
The main difference between multi and interdisciplinarity consists of the type of
relationship that is established between the combined disciplines: multidisciplinarity
simply brings together a series of independent disciplines, which together contribute to the
achievement of the scientific endeavor, while interdisciplinarity blends and transforms
methods, creating new and improved tools better adapted to the subject of the research.
Transdisciplinarity goes even further, seeking a unity of knowledge beyond isolated
disciplines, while multi and interdisciplinary research always remains within the
boundaries of traditional disciplines [1]. Interdisciplinarity supports the horizontal transfer
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of knowledge from one discipline to the other. In „Expose de quelque concepts
fondamentaux”, UNESCO, 1985, G. Vaideanu emphasized that interdisciplinarity involves
a certain degree of integration between the various fields of knowledge and different
approaches, much like using a common language, enabling conceptual and methodological
exchanges.
As presented in the abstract, the pressure of concerns for increasing the complexity of
research in different disciplines existed and was manifested in the different fields of
knowledge. Given the subject of this article, the field of the theory of organizations is
relevant here. The assertions in the beginning of this article can be exemplified by means
of the socio-technical theory, a synthesis of the technological theory and the theory of
human resources. The concept of socio-technical integration was developed by Trist in the
'50s and further studied in the coming years and it is founded on the principle that the
group is not only a technical or social system, but an interdependent socio-technical one.
Each of the two systems acts coercively on each other, so it is pointless to assume that
social relations are determined by technology (as asserted by the technological theory) or
that the way a job is performed is determined by the psychology of the workers (such as
the theory of human resources indicated). Since this is a system, separate action on each of
its subsystems is an error. The practical solution proposed by Trist in order to increase
overall system efficiency was that of exerting simultaneous action on both the technical
elements and the socio-psychological ones [2].
Certainly things have changed and today, as a natural consequence of this evolution, we
witness the affirmation of a complex area, "Engineering and Management", which supports
very diverse specializations (i.e., Economic Industrial Engineering), which were imposed
as a necessity of the labor market. Basically, it is a comprehensive demonstration, adapted
to the context in which society develops, of the fact that a dynamic world in which services
and production are highly diversified, engineering needs some more management and on
the other hand, economists need far more solid knowledge of other branches, management
and economy being based on and interpreting production processes in different areas.
Economic Engineering is part of the so-called by some authors (but equally by universities
with such specializations) "Competitive Engineering" and is an interdisciplinary field that
combines in the formation of competencies, methods and instruments specific to
engineering with economy, management, international relations and communication
methods. It is increasingly considered that economic engineering in business, deals with
the development and application of specific methods, tools and approaches through which
different technical economic or mixed systems (products, processes, services) can be
developed at higher parameters from an economical and technical point of view, in real
working conditions (constraints and multiple demands). Therefore, in order to be
competitive and efficient, one needs to expand the originally outlined educational and
professional horizon.
Among the categories of organizational resources, addressed extremely variedly by
management textbooks, there is, at first sight, a slight superiority in approaching "soft"
resources (human, financial, informational, an absolutely arbitrary order) at the expense of
material resources. Is there a shift in the center of gravity of the package of organizational
resources? We believe this question is only natural because there are, in the specialty
literature (mainly the engineering and technical side), views according to which any
organization is a system of production that transforms inputs (human resources, equipment,
technology etc.) into outputs (goods and services). In other words, transformation
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processes within organizations are founded essentially on techniques and the integrative
science that is specialized in dealing with material resources, being mainly aimed at
providing the utility of time, place, ownership and optimal cost, is Logistics.

2.Coordinates of Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering is a branch of engineering sciences that deals with
optimizing processes or systems. In its broadest sense, according to the best known Manual
of Industrial Engineering [3], it refers to the design, development and implementation of
integrated systems composed of men, material and equipment. It is based on specialized
knowledge and expertise in mathematical, physical and social sciences as well as
engineering principles and methods of analysis and design for forecasting, specification
and assessment of the results obtained through such systems. The main activities in this
field are outlined, most often citing them as they were presented by the American Institute
of Industrial Engineers: selection of technological and assembly processes, equipment
selection and design, design of facilities and equipment for logistics activities, designing
and improving planning and control systems for the distribution of goods and services,
production, inventory, product quality, etc., designing and improving expenditure control
systems, product development, design and practical application of informational systems
for management; design and practical implementation of remuneration systems, design
criteria and means of evaluation of various activities, operational research, systems,
methodologies and policies of clerk works, planning and organizational design, etc.

In agreement with the subject of this article and its introductory considerations, it is
worth mentioning that the field of Industrial Engineering, sometimes called Services
Management, is included as a distinct chapter in The Gower Handbook of Management [4]
and it comprises, synthesized, the following subjects:

-Improving the organization;
-Improving methods and equipment;
-Improving workplace conditions and working environment;
-Improving product or service itself.
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Logistics

Figure no.1 Defining the area of Industrial Engineering
[adaptation of http://www.kwaliteg.co.za/industrial/ie.gif]

By highlighting the contents of Industrial Engineering (Figure No. 1) we wanted to
address firstly the issue of interdependencies between Industrial Engineering and
Management, as a rather plausible hypothesis brought to our attention the opinion of
economists (specialized in management) according to which the field of management
belongs to them. In order to support the aforementioned statements, we chose some of the
opinions of the well-known Professor Ioan Abrudan, PhD, an engineer and an economist,
an enthusiast of the management-engineering binomial, who, recently, in an editorial
stated: "... every production system, every type of activity, generated a particular situation,
but the gap between the general and the specific, is a true "tank" of productivity exploited
through flexibility. Looking at the issue from another angle, each particular case sent a set
of signals towards the general knowledge patrimony that could stand as validation for
what was already common knowledge or as a new paradigm for future situations. Progress
results therefore in a "propulsion-towing" dynamic, within which, as a first step, it reveals
the particular and, during the second, it draws the progress of what is already possessed
by human knowledge." [5]

Material

resources
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3.Logistics between Management and Industrial Engineering

According to the Society of Logistics Engineers in the UK "... modern logistics
systems stand as the connector and interlacement of the weaving that gives cohesion to our
society. Not only do they distribute goods and services to meet material needs and desires,
but also the ideas that spread cultural, social and economic progress. The quality of
logistics support can often explain the success or failure of an undertaking. "

In the civil purview, the emergence of logistics in the industrial and commercial
sector, had as a premise the industrial development of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, when there appeared and developed factories that recorded superior levels of
productivity. At a theoretical level, as D.M. Lambert and J.R. Stock assert, logistics has
been an object of study in education as early as 1900. The first specifications in logistics
are made by John Crowell (1901) who, in his work, analyzed costs and distribution factors
for agricultural products in the U.S. Later on (1916), Arch Shaw dealt with strategic
aspects of logistics in his work "Approach to Business Problems". That same year, L.D.H.
Weld introduced concepts such as utility of time, space and possession to describe
marketing activities and to determine the performance of distribution channels. [6]

Under the auspices of inter and transdisciplinarity, as of 2000, there is an ever
growing interest in redefining business, which brings Logistics into a more than favorable
light (both at a practical level and in theory), because of the opportunities that arise in this
field, namely its role in ensuring competitive advantage.

In the context of markets globalization, an irreversible phenomenon, the concept of
international logistics has been discussed ever since the end of the twentieth century.
International Logistics is an area of increasingly importance for organizations that operate
internationally and which, in the activity of procurement rely mainly on global sources and
in the activity of supplying on international trade flows. Sophisticated technologies based
on computer systems, such as computer integrated logistics, are used to enable
international companies that provide logistics services to run efficient supply chains and
the functions specific to the logistics activity.

International Logistics requires to a greater extent the proper integration of
operations and logistics systems between the supplier / manufacturer and other forms
involved in transporting goods along the supply chain across national borders. On the
European market, competitive pressure and the continuing struggle for greater efficiency
have forced distribution service providers, to focus, at first, intensively on improving
service quality and reducing risks. Manufacturers and distributors have sought to establish
pan-European distribution networks, although results were not always as expected [7].

From the definitions and explanations in the specialty literature [8] [9] [10], some
important conceptual delimitations concerning logistics can be drawn, in agreement with
the theme of this article:

- Logistics is expressed through a specific process of interrelated actions that are
part of distinctive activities;

- the logistic process consists of two flows: a material and informational flow of raw
materials, materials, intermediates, finished products, and that of services in the provider-
producer-client (beneficiary) circuit;

- the purpose of Logistics is to meet the needs of beneficiaries (customers) in
conditions of efficiency and effectiveness for the manufacturing organization;

- managerial involvement in the logistics process through actions in the field of
strategy, planning and control of material and informational flows;
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- the scope of Logistics consists of specialized structural components (in logistics)
within the organization or organizations specialized in logistics activities;

- a possible definition of the concept of logistics can be summarized as "the sum of
the 7 R's" the right amount of goods at the right time, of the right quality at the right cost,
at the right place with the right information for all participants.

The development of the field of logistics, regardless of the business sector or the
country taken into consideration, has involved a large number of professionals who have
tried to popularize the concept and the profession of logistician, concurrently with the
development achieved in practice. Professional associations and specialty publications
have played a significant part in formalizing knowledge and building professional
networks, in this respect the remarkable progress made in economically developed
countries such as USA, Germany, France, Japan and others, being a matter of common
knowledge. [11]

4.Conclusion

We see therefore that the term "logistics" bears very diverse interpretations, from a
simple transport to an interdisciplinary science combining Engineering with Management.
As a result, the concept of logistics can be appreciated as a discipline in itself, very
complex, focused on the issue of material resources. Logistics being closely linked to
socio-economic and industrial development has evolved alongside it. This is how
definitions have emerged with the aim of describing Logistics in line with its development
and its area of addressability. In relation with the existing management definitions,
logistics systems management stands as a complex of concepts, methods, processes,
actions and measures undertaken in order to ensure normal, efficient and effective
functioning logistics systems in their whole, as well as in each of their components and has
as ultimate purpose to achieve planned objectives while making rational use of material,
human, financial and other resources that the respective organizational structure holds.

As a corollary to the things stated in this article, we bring to attention the opinion of
the reputable researchers Ayesha and Parag Khanna, who in a Foreign Policy article, said:
“There is no adequate word in English to capture this complex entanglement of humans
and technology. The German word Technik comes closest: It means not just technology,
but the mastery of the methods and processes that shape and steer it. In today's emerging
world, Technik can be something of a broad index of preparedness for the future Hybrid
Age. It rejoins the scientific and mechanical dimensions of technology with a necessary
concern for its effect on humans and society. So while today we talk about promoting
democracy, tomorrow we will realize we should be promoting good Technik.”
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Abstract :
This approaching has as a main purpose a brief overwiew about the importance and close links between  the
maintenance system and military environment and also it describes the evolution of maintenance starting
with individual activities in this field until the most developed maintenance system.
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1. Introduction
The maintenance, like an activity, has followed the mankind during the times.

The ancient human beings performed a lot of activities to find out and improve theirs
means used for fishing and hunting, in order to assure the food needed and to avoid the
mass extinction of the species. Also those means were adapted to be used for self-defense
against animals and, later, for enforcement domination of some groups over the others.

Even if the ancient human being didn’t realized what is the maintenance, this
concept was used and developed through all ages. Perhaps the starting point of the
maintenance’s concept was the carving of the stones. This action was based on the thinking
process and it assured a superior level of the effectiveness and, of course, a higher level of
power, military speaking.

During the time, the military leaders were concerned about the improvement of
theirs equipments and also about the possibility to spend less amount of money for
replacement of the damaged or worn military means. I think that this point represented the
turn point through the modern concept of maintenance.

Nowadays, the maintenance’s concept is strongly defined and it’s a way for
assuring the military superiority.

2. Some considerations about maintenance system related to the
military environment

For a realistic analysis of the interactions and connections between maintenance
system and military environment there is a helpful way to analyze the main features of the
military environment during the development of the human society.

Taking in account the previous considerations, we can identify some basic
maintenance activities in the early ages of the mankind. At that time, the main features of
human social’s organization was the family. For this reason, the maintenance activities had
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like the main purpose assuring and keeping in operation the common tools and ancient
weapons. Those activities were performed by the family’s members. Also, they were
farmers and warriors in the same times.

In the Middle Ages the weapons continued to be developed and from that moment
some kinds of workshops occurred. The maintenance activities started to be crystallized
into a system split in some specific branches with theirs specific tasks like sharpening of
swords, shoeing of the horses and so on. Also, it can be seen that the maintenance
personnel was discharged by the fighting duties. The warriors performed the wars and the
maintenance personnel had to assure the weapons needed. This division of labor was more
obviously once the gun powder was used and the first gun was built up.

The first concepts about maintenance system could arise once the industrial
revolution occurred. The oldest maintenance’s definitions comprised only few domains of
activities like maintenance, adjustments and repair of the machine tools which there were
designed and made using a low level of technology. Accordingly, the reliability of those
machines was the poorest possible and involved a large amount of manual labor and a lot
of qualified personnel.

During the 1st World War, because of the stationary character of the war, the
maintenance system wasn’t changed so much; it was adapted at the new kinds of weapons
that were more complex. For this reason related with the higher price of those equipments,
a new element of the maintenance system occurred, the recovery mission. The damaged
military equipments were recovered and sent to back of the battlefield where there were
disposed some specific workshops. Of course, those workshops were also stationary.

The major changes in the maintenance system’s concept occurred starting with the
IInd World War when the military environment was different; the military actions became
more rapidly and engaged a large quantity of complex equipment made by the newest
technologies. So, it was compulsory to set up a new concept of the maintenance system in
order to assure the technical status imposed by the military actions.

The main idea was that each echelon to have a specialized unit for maintenance.
These units had to have all capabilities to repair all kinds of equipments depends on the
maintenance level for that specific echelon.

Obviously, because the war concept was usually set up on two lines, troops in
contact for the 1st line and reserves for the 2nd line, the maintenance system was set up on
four levels.

First level of the maintenance system was named ARTM (in Romanian) –
workshop for repairing the military equipment - and it consisted in a workshop specialized
in checking of the military equipment before and after missions. Those workshops
performed the lowest level of the maintenance, the current repairs. Also, there were parts
of the combat units designated for tactical level. Simultaneous, these units had the
recovering missions in theirs areas of responsibility and gathering in some specific places.

Second level of the maintenance system was named SRTM – section for repairing
military equipment – which was assigned with some specific objectives, many and more
complex than ARTM. First of all, I want to emphasize that these SRTM were specialized
units coordinated by operative echelons – the oldest divisions. The maintenance level of
repairs usually was medium because of the higher technological level than ARTM. Also,
these SRTM were equipped with specialized wheeled or armored vehicle designated for
recovery missions. Starting with this echelon, there were usually organized 2 itineraries for
evacuation of the damaged equipment gathered by the ARTM. Other characteristics of this
kind of maintenance unit were flexibility and mobility assured by the mobile workshops.
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SRTM were able to be moved quickly on these mobile workshops and to follow the
fighting echelons.

The third level of the maintenance was covered by the other types of the
maintenance unit, BRTM – repairing base of the military technique. This type was more
complex than SRTM because of the maintenance level performed. BRTM had to fix all
kinds of the military equipment with severe damages. This philosophy was used in order to
renew the equipments’ level needed in the war time. Also, this type of unit could provide
the capabilities needed for improving the technical characteristics of the major equipments
and in addition it had more developed means for recovery & evacuation facilities.

The last level was represented by the Central Base – BC in Romanian – which was
one more specialized maintenance unit. They were focused only for some specific kinds of
equipments but theirs main task was the highest maintenance level – remanufacturing. This
type of unit didn’t have a less level of mobility.

In conclusion, the former type of the maintenance system was focused on the main
characteristics of the military environment after the WW IInd.

Unfortunately, a few years ago, between 2000 and 2007, the military leaders started
to cut numbers of maintenance units based only on the structure and operational
requirements of the old maintenance system without any realistic analysis (including
figures, scenarios, simulations and so on) based of the new challenges of the military
environment and the results were dramatic because a large amount of equipments were not
be able to operate properly or not at all, but the worst thing was losing of the qualified
personnel. The estimated time to full regeneration of the Maintenance System is about
5…7 years for a normal economical environment and perhaps 10 years in the crisis
situation. This situation was encouraged by the economical environment which created a
false opinion. The representatives of this environment claimed that they could perform all
maintenance activities for the Armed Forces at any time and any condition, and in this way
the full externalization of the maintenance idea occurred. The truth is that just some
auxiliary activities needed to be performed outside of the military environment because of
the economical reason; the others activities are cheaper to be perform inside the military
organization (the calculated values varied between 6 to 30 times cheaper).

The modern warfare involves the most developed technologies and for this the new
equipments have to achieve some major requirements imposed by the actual military
environment, like:

- the possibility to operate in different kinds of terrain or weather conditions;
- the accuracy needed  in operation which is claimed by the military and political

leaders in order to avoid the undesired collateral casualties and damages;
- versatility in order to assuring the possibility to switch easily the mission in

accordance with the military course of actions;
- because the speed of the military actions, the equipments must be reliable;
- also, these equipments have to be adaptable to the different kinds of threatening

because the modern war is an asymmetric one;
- For military environment it’s vital to assure the coverage of actions which

requires stealth technologies. This technology needs a lot of maintenance
because in the most cases the equipments must be controlled by the computers
all the time otherwise they can not work properly because theirs usual functional
regimes are unstable, and so on.
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For all those requirements the maintenance system has or has to have one or more
answers. This system is very tighten with the research & development stage because is the
main provider of the feed-back regarding to the technical data.

Taking in account all these facts, between 2009 and 2010 it was a large debate
which involved some experts in the maintenance domain from all echelons concerning to
development of a new maintenance system which could fulfill the requirements of the
military environment simultaneous with the optimization in using the resources having the
lowest levels of the military budget. This analyze started from the main requirements of the
modern military environment, from the actual all kinds of resources left on our hand and
from the existed infrastructure or the infrastructure liable to be used. After the evaluation
of some options it was obviously that a network system is the most suitable pattern for the
maintenance domain.

Therewith, this new system doesn’t take in account just a restrictive model designed
for a short period of time – casualty system. It was designed using some assumptions
which assure the rapid development of the maintenance system in order to achieve the
needed standards required by the military environment for a medium period of time.
Consequently, it were elaborated some plans regarding to the development of some parts of
the maintenance system in the next four years. These parts refer mainly to the
improvement of the infrastructure, endowment with the specialized equipment and, not at
the end, to the generation of the schooling figures for engineers and technical personnel.

But, the new system has a crucial advantage. It was designed as one main part of
the Integrated Logistics System. Thus, I think that the Maintenance System is one of the
important stages in LCC (Life Cycle Cost) which can save a lot of financial resources
simultaneous with increasing of military capabilities and, for this reason, the military
leaders must be more concerned about it. The expected savings of money are justified.

Some important steps were made in a short period of time, almost one year. In this
period there were performed the compulsory activities for auditing and certification of the
system by the National Authorities in order to provide maintenance services following the
EU rules for security, quality of activities and protection of the natural environment.

In the same time, there was started the evaluation and certification process by the
vendors for taking-over the rights for maintenance of the main military equipments which
are operated by our Armed Forces.

All these facts validate the viability of this concept about maintenance system.

3. Conclusions
Some conclusion could be arising. Among these, I emphasize just some of them,

like:
- The military environment is the major actor in order to define the main

requirements which represent the bricks for the maintenance system’s design;
- Partial/total remission or applying of a wrong formulas of the maintenance

system  leads unavoidable to some severe limitation of the action capabilities of
the military environment simultaneous with a higher increasing of the budgetary
effort;

- There is compulsory a constant changing and reshaping of the maintenance
system in order to fulfill the optimum ratio between the requests of the military
environment / capabilities of the maintenance system. A good ratio and a
performing and flexible maintenance system could preserve a lot of resources
and provide the possibility of development for the military environment.
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Abstract:
Multinational logistics encompass various elements of logistic support provided to a combined joint force by
multinational means, such as lead nation logistic support, multinational integrated logistic unit or local
contracting.
Defined as the movement of knowledge from a person, group or storage medium to another person, group or
storage medium, knowledge flow sustain the ability of individuals to create, transfer and apply knowledge on
identification and execution of new tasks, providing logistic support in real-time and creation of new logistic
concepts and capabilities.
Using knowledge management tools, the purpose of this paper is to identify, describe and analyse knowledge
flow in multinational logistics, emphasising its role in improving the individual and organisational
performance of multinational logistics organisations.

Key words: Knowledge, flow, management, multinational, logistics, support.

1.Introduction

Logistics, defined by NATO as “The science of planning and carrying out the
movement and maintenance of forces” [1], is a key contributor to ensure that NATO has
the full range of capabilities necessary to deter and defend against any threat to the safety
and security of populations and to:

• “Maintain the ability to sustain concurrent major joint operations and
several smaller operations for collective defence and crisis response,
including at strategic distance;

• Develop and maintaining robust, mobile and deployable conventional forces
to carry out both our Article 5 responsibilities and the Alliance’s
expeditionary operations, including with the NATO Response Force[2];

Multinational Logistics represents the “provision of logistic support to operations
through multinational means, such as lead nation, role specialisation and multinational
integrated logistic support” [3].

Increasing domain complexity of multinational logistics, rapid advancement of
technology, accelerating changes of security and operational environment, intensified
demand for speed of responsiveness, increasing requirements of individual experience,
strong connections with industrial base and commercial logistics are main driving forces
for the need to identify and maintain a continuous knowledge flow among individuals,
groups, organisations and artefacts.
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2.Aspects of multinational logistics
Military logistics covers “the aspects of military operations which deal with: design

and development, acquisition, storage, transport, distribution; maintenance, evacuation and
disposal of materiel; transport of personnel; acquisition or construction, maintenance,
operation and disposition of facilities; acquisition or furnishing of services; and medical
and health service support.” [1]

According to NATO logistics doctrine, there are three types of multinational
logistics:

- Pre-planned mutual support, HNS, and contractor support to operations that
are arranged bi- or multilaterally by NATO and/or nations;

- A nation formally undertakes to provide support or services to all or part of
the multinational force, but under national command;

- One or more nations formally undertake to serve all or part of the
multinational force, under control of the multinational Commander (e.g.
MILU) [4].

Usually multinational logistic support provided to a combined joint force is a
combination of the following modes of multinational logistic support:

- Lead nation logistic support;
- Role specialist nation logistic support;
- Mutual support arrangements;
- Commonly funded logistic resources;
- Multinational integrated logistic support;
- Aircraft cross servicing;
- Contracting support.

3.Types of knowledge in multinational logistics
Knowledge derives from information and combines various pieces of information

with an interpretation and meaning.
Karl Wiig, defines different forms of knowledge as factual (that found in books and

data), conceptual (found in perspectives and concepts), expectational (knowledge to make
judgments and hypothesis), and methodological (knowledge from reasoning and strategies)
[6] 1.

According to the hierarchical model for knowledge management defined by Prat,
2008, there are four criteria for knowledge classification:

 Explicitness: tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge;
 Reach: individual knowledge, collective knowledge (group knowledge,

organisational knowledge, inter-organisational knowledge);
 Abstraction level: specific knowledge, general knowledge;
 Propositionality: declarative knowledge (“know-what”), procedural

knowledge (“know-how”).
Figure 1 depicts various types of knowledge which are briefly described below.
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Fig. 1
Tacit knowledge is possessed only by individuals, resides in culture, expertise,

skills, habits and effective transfer by words or symbols requires extensive communication
and trust. Tacit knowledge is rooted in actions, procedures, routines, commitment, ideals,
values, and emotions (Nonaka, 1996).

Explicit knowledge is easy and readily to be transmitted, can be articulated,
codified, and stored in manuals, documents, procedures or in dedicated media.

People-related knowledge (know-who) denotes the ability to find and to evaluate
people and documents.

Individual knowledge is seen as the final result of personal understanding, residing
in skills, expertise of the members of an organisation.

Collective knowledge is the result of all communication processes among the
members of an organisation and is applied and included in organisational processes,
products, services etc.

Declarative knowledge (know-what) is similar to explicit knowledge, consists of
descriptions of what tasks, methods and procedures are used by members of an
organisations and includes principles, facts, figures, diagrams etc.

Examples: NATO logistic vision and objectives; NATO principles and policies for
logistics; NATO stockpile planning guidance, Readiness and sustainability policy;
Principles of NATO standardisation; Concept of operations (CONOPS); Logistic support
guidelines; NATO concept for co-operation in logistics; Modes of multinational logistics.

Procedural knowledge (know-how) is associated with tacit knowledge, refers to
means for achieving goals and describes how to act under specific circumstances
(accomplish a task, perform a duty).

Examples: NATO standards (operational, administrative and materiel standards);
Operation plan (OPLAN); Contingency plan (COP); Logistics tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTPs); Deployment plan, Standard operating procedures.

Another types of knowledge in multinational logistics are analytical knowledge
(know-why), time-related knowledge (know-when), space-related knowledge (know-
where).
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4.Knowledge flows

A knowledge flow is a process of knowledge passing between people or knowledge
processing mechanisms [5].

Movement of knowledge from a person, group or storage medium to another person,
group or storage medium, sustain the ability of individuals to create, transfer and apply
knowledge on identification and execution of new tasks, providing logistic support in real-
time and creation of new logistic concepts and capabilities.

Direction, content and carrier are essential attributes that characterise a knowledge
flow and determine the sender and the receiver, the sharable knowledge content and the
media that can pass the content.

According to Wiing (1995), a flow of knowledge has four basic functions:
 Building of knowledge by knowledge transfer from external sources and

creating new knowledge by research and development;
 Storage of knowledge by preserving current knowledge in artefacts;
 Distribution of knowledge by sharing and transfer;
 Application of knowledge by integration in organisational processes, products

and services.

2.1 Types of knowledge flow
Different types of knowledge flow derive from a combination of possible

connections between sources of knowledge, respectively human and artefacts.
Knowledge artefacts are seen as artefacts (objects made by a human being) which

represent an encoding of knowledge.
a) Human – human knowledge flow: transfer of tacit and explicit knowledge

between individuals, groups and organizations.
Transfer mechanisms include socializations, general or tailored training, formal and

informal learning, mentorship.
This type of knowledge flow is specific to a strategy of knowledge management,

namely personalization strategy, focused on knowledge as an object of exchange through
person-to-person contacts. Chat, instant messaging, online meetings, and shared
application technologies are core instruments in support of human – human knowledge
flow initiation and maintenance.

An excellent example of human - human knowledge flow is offered by Operational
Mentor and Liaison Team (OMLT) program, which is a NATO-ISAF initiative aimed at
improving the capacity of the Afghan National Army (ANA) through deploying small
OMLT teams to work with ANA forces [6].

The main task of OMLTs is to provide training and mentoring to the ANA.
Individuals in OMLT organization are considered experts within a particular domain (e.g.
infrastructure engineering for logistics, advanced mechanics, maintenance, supply, medical
support). Expertise is high in tacit knowledge and transfer of expertise occurs via
consultation, collaboration, mentoring, and observation.

The relevance of knowledge transferred to Afghan military personnel depends on
the currency of the knowledge in the context of its application, and it can be extended by
renewal and learning. Improvement of mentoring performance relies on the availability of
experts to form OMLTs and the ability of a specific military organization to quickly locate
the required expertise for a given operational situation.
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NATO offers a productive environment for communication and knowledge
exchange consisting of dedicated bodies [7]:

 Logistics Committee (LC): the overall mandate of the SC is to address
consumer logistics matters with a view to enhancing the performance,
efficiency, sustainability and combat effectiveness of the Alliance’s forces
and to exercise, on behalf of the Council, an overarching co-ordinating
authority across the whole spectrum of logistics vis-à-vis the other logistic
committees and bodies of NATO;

 Logistic Staff Meeting (LSM) - monitors and co-ordinates the
implementation of logistic policies, programmes and initiatives through
consultation and co-operation among nations, the SCs, and with other
NATO logistic and logistic-related bodies; it provides a forum for
addressing logistic concerns;

 Movement and Transportation Group (M&TG) - monitors and co-ordinates
the implementation of M&T policies, programmes and initiatives through
consultation and co-operation among nations, the SCs and other NATO
transportation and transportation-related groups and agencies.

b) Human – artefacts knowledge flow: transfer and storage of explicit knowledge
in physical media.

Prior to be stored, knowledge is refined and preserved. Refinement of knowledge
includes activities such testing, labelling, restructuring, indexing and updating of existing
explicit knowledge. Preservation of knowledge encloses activities like formatting,
codification, organising and storing in different media formats.

Human-artefacts knowledge flows are part of a strategy of knowledge management
named codification strategy that is based on the idea that maximising the use of technology
the knowledge can be extracted from individuals, codified, stored and reused.

c) Artefact – human knowledge flow: distribution of preserved explicit knowledge
from physical media to users by sharing and direct transfer with the aim to be
applied in organisational processes.

Literature offers two primary mechanisms of knowledge utilisation - direction and
routine. Direction involves codifying tacit knowledge into explicit rules and instructions
that can be communicated throughout the organization. Routine assumes the development
of predetermined response alternatives to environmental and operational changes.

In logistics, direction mechanism is materialised in policies, visions, doctrines,
strategies, concept, terms of references etc. On the other side, logistic plans and standard
operating procedures implement routine and form the framework for execution of standard
activities in response to operational requirements.

Presentation of knowledge as an enabler of knowledge distribution is important and
military portals are key elements in knowledge dissemination. Portals offer a rich
knowledge-sharing environment by collecting content and offering access, often on a need-
to-know basis, to information and knowledge repositories consisting of aggregating Web
services, information sites, collaboration tools, and decision-support applications.

In this regard, NATO Standardization Agency (NSA) Public and protected Web
Sites are valuable portals that offer access to NATO publications and standards stored in
NATO Standardization Document Database (NSDD). Standardization is defined within
NATO as the process of developing concepts, doctrines, procedures and designs to achieve
and maintain the most effective levels of "compatibility, interchangeability and
commonality" in the operational, procedural, materiel, technical and administrative fields.
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The primary products of this process and NATO's tools for the enhancement of
interoperability are Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) between member nations [8]
.

d) Artefact – artefact knowledge flow: automatic transfer of knowledge between
physical media based on dedicated software.

Knowledge flow among artefacts is fully enabled by NATO Network Enabled
Capability (NNEC) that offers advanced techniques and architectures for more effective
sharing of information and knowledge across the enterprise’s distributed and
heterogeneous information systems (high-performance information grid, integrated sensor
grids (satellite imagery, manned and unmanned reconnaissance aircraft, ground sensors),
high-speed automated assignment of resources, access to all appropriate information
sources, weapons, interactive network, data-sharing technologies) [9].

5.Identification of knowledge flow in multinational logistics

Knowledge flow identification in multinational logistics is a phased adaptive
process encompassing three stages:

a) Identification of main sources of knowledge;
b) Classification of knowledge content of identified sources;
c) Identification of senders and receivers, interactions and transfer mechanisms

that finally define the knowledge flow.

5.1. Knowledge sources
Sources of knowledge include individuals, groups and organisations and documents

in specific physical formats (paper, video, audio, multimedia, virtual resources such
portals, web-pages etc.).

Individual knowledge resides in members of various logistics organisations
providing logistic support to a multinational force.

In logistics organisations knowledge is structured and managed by specific groups
of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). Knowledge based organisations allow SMEs to
structure their body of knowledge more efficiently, manage explicit relationships between
knowledge objects, share knowledge with one or many groups and gather, receive and
capture observations, lessons identified, comments and feedback from key participants in
logistic processes and activities on specific subjects or topics.

Important sources of knowledge may be identified in logistic organisations specific
to different modes of multinational logistic support, such National Logistics, National
Support Elements (NSE), Host Nation Support (HNS), Resources in the JOA, Mutual
Support Agreements (MSA), Lead Nation (LN), Role Specialist Nation (RSN),
Multinational Integrated Logistic Units and Multinational (MILUs) and Multinational
Integrated Medical Units (MIMUs), Third Party Logistic Support Services (TPLSS).

In NATO community the main sources of domain specific knowledge are enclosed
in NATO publications referring to logistic policies and concepts [10], briefly described
below.

NATO Logistic Policy documents are developed at the highest NATO levels and
include: Policy for Cooperation in Logistics, Logistic Readiness and Sustainability Policy,
Principles and Policies for Logistics, Medical Support Precepts and Guidance for NATO,
Principles and Policies for Host Nation Support (HNS), Principles and Policies for
Movement and Transportation, Military Assistance to International Disaster Relief
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Operations, Logistics Support concept for NATO Response Force Operations, Principles
and Policies for the Maintenance of Equipment.

Allied Joint Logistic Doctrine documents are distributed as Allied Joint Publications
(AJPs). The AJPs provide foundational logistic doctrine, under which more detailed
logistic techniques and procedures are established. The following AJPs are presently
developed and promulgated: AJP-4(A) Allied Joint Logistics Doctrine, AJP-4.4 Allied
Joint Movement & Transportation Doctrine, AJP-4.5 Allied Joint Host Nation Support
Doctrine & Procedures, AJP-4.6 Multinational Joint Logistic Centre, AJP-4.7 POL
Doctrine, AJP-4.9 Modes of Multinational Logistic Support, and AJP-4.10 Allied Joint
Medical Support Doctrine.

Allied Logistic Publications describe supporting component/service contribution to
Multinational Logistics Doctrine: ALP-4.1 Multinational Maritime Logistic Doctrine,
ALP-4.2 Land Forces Logistic Doctrine, ALP-4.3 Air Forces Doctrine & Procedures, and
Air Logistics.

Logistic Tactics, Techniques and Procedures constitute detailed procedural
documents that are published primarily as Strategic Command Directives and NATO
Standardisation Agreements (STANAGs).

There are numerous sources for identifying general knowledge applicable to
multinational logistics. These include but are not limited to [11]:

• Literature review – an extensive review of published literature (theory, case
studies, tools, etc);

• Dedicated best practice resources published by various sources;
• Access to best practice information via resources on the internet;
• Networking in conferences, training courses and so on;
• Personal networks;
• Organised benchmarking site visits;
• Co-operation with specialised research centres and educational establishments.

5.2. Knowledge content classification
Classification of knowledge aims to group applicable knowledge in categories

related to domain, organisation, processes, and activities.
We consider the knowledge domains of logistics associated with work domains as

following [3]:
 “Production/Acquisition Logistics” Knowledge Domain – domain of

knowledge related to research, design, development, manufacture and
acceptance of materiel, that includes standardisation and interoperability,
contracting, quality assurance, procurement of spares, reliability and
defence analysis, safety standards for equipment, specifications and
production processes, trials and testing (including provision of necessary
facilities), codification, equipment documentation, configuration control
and modifications;

 “In-Service Logistics” Knowledge Domain – domain of knowledge
associated with procuring, receiving, storing, distributing and disposing of
materiel that is required to maintain the equipment and supply the force;

 “Consumer/Operational  Logistics” Knowledge Domain – domain of
knowledge concerning reception of the initial product, storage, transport,
maintenance (including repair and serviceability), operation and disposal of
materiel, that includes stock control, provision or construction of facilities,
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movement control, reliability and defect reporting, safety standards for
storage, transport and handling and related training.

Subsequently, we also consider that knowledge areas are included in knowledge
domains and associated with logistic functions. Accordingly, knowledge areas incorporate
Supply, Materiel, Services, Logistic Information Management, Equipment Maintenance
and Repair, Movement and Transportation (M&T), Reception, Staging and Onward
Movement (RSOM), Petroleum Logistics, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD),
Infrastructure Engineering for Logistics (IEL), Medical Support, Contracting, Host Nation
Support (HNS).

A knowledge area belongs to a single or several knowledge domains (e.g.
“Materiel” Knowledge Area includes knowledge related to specification, design and
production that belong to “Production/Acquisition Logistics” Knowledge Domain and
knowledge connected to reception of the equipment into service, its distribution and
storage, repair, maintenance and disposal that belong to “Consumer/Operational Logistics”
Knowledge Domain).

5.3. Knowledge transfer
Transfer of knowledge implies the involvement of both the sender (source) and the

receiver (recipient) of knowledge by [12]:
 Communication – knowledge is acquired by talking to somebody; by

transaction, it is acquired by purchasing a document, transferring of a certain
form of property rights, such as patents or copyrights;

 Cooperation – knowledge is acquired by working together on a project.
Opportunities for knowledge transfer is offered by co-operative logistics that

include bilateral and multilateral consumer and production logistics arrangements allowing
best practices with the aim to achieve cost-savings through economies of scale, harmonised
life cycle processes and increased efficiency in peacetime, crisis and wartime logistics
support, using modern techniques in the field of materiel management and procurement.

An enabling organisation for knowledge flow is Multinational Joint Logistic Centre
(MJLC).

Established in NATO-led operations, MJLC acts as a focal point for identification,
de-confliction, and co-ordination of major logistics requirements for both NATO Joint
Force Headquarters (HQs) and participating nations, as a tool to enhance efficiency and
effectiveness of logistic support by providing external logistic knowledge and direction.

NATO Multinational Integrated Logistics Units (MILUs) are other excellent
examples of knowledge exchange by working together on a project:

 Joint Theatre Movement Staff (JTMS) MILU - performs theatre movement
co-ordination duties in support of a NATO operation or exercise;

 Infrastructure Engineering for Logistics (IEL) MILU - facilitates the logistic
mission of opening lines of communication and constructing support
facilities.

Knowledge transfer is sustained by various information technologies, techniques
and methods such groupware and workflow, document management, databases, data
warehouses and business intelligence, multimedia, Web (Architectures – Internet, Intranet,
Extranet, portals; search engines; languages – HTML, XML), artificial intelligence (expert
systems - machine learning, intelligent agents, multi-agent systems, ontology, knowledge
engineering and capitalization methods and models);
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6.Knowledge flow in theatre level logistic support

Allied Joint Doctrine for the Conduct of Operations (AJP-3B), 2011, states that
„the complexity of operations is increased since a significant presence of non-military
participants is more common than in the past”.

In this context, „the Alliance seeks to achieve its objectives through a
comprehensive approach that requires effective coordination and cooperation among
national governmental departments and agencies, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), international organizations (IOs), and the private sector in any alliance or
coalition throughout an entire operation”.

At theatre level, joint logistics encompasses the planning and execution of the
movement and sustainment of forces and includes the disciplines of movement and
transportation, contracting, supply/maintenance/services management and host nation
support (HNS) coordination.

The successful planning and execution of military operations requires advanced
individual and organisational knowledge embedded in doctrines, concepts, procedures,
techniques, standards.

At theatre level, sources of military knowledge consist of:
 Logistic organisations: Multinational Joint Logistic Centre (MJLC),

Logistic Lead Nation (LLN), Logistic Role Specialist Nation (LRSN),
National Support Elements (NSEs), Multinational Integrated Logistic Units
(MILUs), Multinational Integrated Medical Unit (MIMU), Forward Logistic
Sites (FLSs), Advanced Logistic Support Sites (ALSSs), Land Component
Command Theatre Level Logistics (LCC Theatre Level Log), Air
Component Command Level Logistics (ACC Theatre Level Log);

 Operational planning documents: concept of operation (CONOPS),
combined joint statement of requirements (CJSOR), operation orders
(OPLAN), support plans (SUPLANs), cooperation plans (COPLANs),
standardisation agreements (STANAGs), logistic publications etc.

Fig. 2
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Transfer of knowledge among various military organisations and media is fully
supported by NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC) that is a key enabler for
knowledge management at theatre level.

Although, the general purpose of the NNEC is to facilitate a dynamic, distributed
decision making process at all levels of military command by involving multiple diverse
sensors in the process of generation and maintenance of a common perception of the
situation, allowing shared awareness across the battlefield [13], NNEC provides support
for knowledge discovery and creation, integration and sharing by three components:

 Technical network (Physical infrastructure) - acquisition, generation,
distribution, manipulation and utilisation of knowledge;

 Social network (Group of interacting people) - transfer, manipulation,
integration and sharing of knowledge;

 Knowledge network (Minds of the people) - perception, awareness,
understanding, expertise, beliefs and values, decisions.

7.Conclusion

Knowledge flow plays a key role in multinational logistics contributing to
improvement of organisational capabilities to response to environmental and operational
changes.

Military staffs integrate and use collaborative tools in developing strategies and
plans and assist execution with knowledge-based communications.

Knowledge flow contributes to improvement of individual and organisational
performances, enhancement of organisational innovative capabilities, and development of
relationship among national and multinational logistic units, structures of Lead nations or
Role Specialist Nations.

The success of initiation and maintenance of knowledge flow in military
organisations is measured through contribution to capacity of forces to sustain operations,
coherence in operational planning, development and use of new capabilities, improvement
of working and operating methods.

Furthermore, knowledge flow contributes to increase effectiveness of decision-
making processes, responsiveness of logistics to change through effective assessment and
understanding of operational environment.
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INTEGRATED SERVICE SUPPORT SYSTEM
WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING

OPERATIONS

LTC. Teodor-Valentin ROTH - Chief of trainees
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Abstract:
Within the international environment of the 21st century the role of the mutually reinforcing international
security institutions remains of a vital importance. At least from the historical perspective, the number of
member states and the number of missions carried-out The United Nations leads the way for the other
organizations with security vocation. The means UN uses to address the security challenges are The Security
Council Resolutions and the respective tools to pursue the resolutions are the UN Missions / Operations. United
Nations peacekeeping operations have evolved to encompass a wide range of mandated tasks. The
administrative, logistical and other specialized support arrangements for United Nations peacekeeping operations
are crucial for the effective implementation of these tasks. The Integrated Service Support System (ISS)
represent an integrated approach to supporting and sustaining UN PKOs in the field of specific sensitive services
and functions.

Key words: United Nations, Peacekeeping Operations, mission support and sustainment,
UN Logistics, Integrated Support Services, Joint Logistic Operations Centre

1. Introduction

“If we do not hang together gentlemen, we shall surely hang separately.”
Benjamin Franklin, 1776

The essence of integrated support is encapsulated in this quote. Neither the UN nor any
military component in a PKO will be able to provide all the required support. Hence there’s
need to closely work together. Modern UN peacekeeping missions are typically very complex
operations that are deployed in countries with dysfunctional economies and minimal
infrastructures.  They also have demanding mandates, challenging timescales and finely tuned
budgets.  They therefore call for effective, efficient and timely administrative and logistics
support to the mission, in order to enable it to achieve its mandated tasks.

A UN PKO is considered to be a subsidiary organ of the UN established to pursue a
Security Council Resolution. Besides its military component the UNPKO comprises also all
or some of other components: political, legal, police, electoral, administrative, humanitarian,
human rights, public information and medical support, etc.
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2. Sustaining and supporting of UN PKOs

At the United Nations Headquarters level, within the DPKO, the OMS (Office for
Missions Support) is responsible for delivering dedicated support to UN field operations,
including personnel, finance, field procurement, logistical, communications, information
technology, and other administrative and general management issues.

The OMS reports directly to the Under-Secretary General (USG PKO). He is in charge
with Logistic and Administrative Support but also deals with Procurement issues. The
organizational chart highlighting the place, role and areas of responsibilities of OMS within
the DPKO is as shown hereafter:
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Fig.1 Mission Support Organization

In the field, the support component of a United Nations peacekeeping operation
provides administrative and logistic support services that enable the mission to carry out its
core functions in an effective, coordinated and timely manner, consistent with the regulations
and procedures prescribed by the United Nations.

3. Fundamentals of UN logistics

The establishment and maintenance of a peacekeeping mission requires a wide range
of logistics support for a broad range of dependencies. The dependencies will include some or
all of those:

• Substantive Staff
• Administrative Staff
• Military & Civpol HQ Staff
• Mil Obs / UNMOs
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• Military Contingents
• Civpol Teams & Formed Police Units
• Other UN Agencies
While the specific support requirements of these different dependencies may vary,

they will all require some of all of the following support services: water & food, living and
working accommodation, medical, communications & IT, office equipment & furniture,
surface and air transportation, POL, movement control, general services( janitorial, waste
disposal) , etc.

The range of logistics support provided to a mission will normally be provided by a
combination of UN civilian, commercial and military resources.  Each of these elements has
distinct advantages and disadvantages:

• UN Civilian support is under direct control, could be easily adjusted to specific
requirements and it can operate in all but the most hostile environments. But it can
take time to assemble required personnel, equipment & establish itself.

• Commercial support comes fully staffed and equipped. But takes time to conclude
contractual arrangements and cannot always be relied upon to operate in hostile
conditions. Moreover it comes with limitations on capacity.

• Military support can operate under the hostile conditions and can be mobilized
relatively quickly. However, it may not be fully equipped and could also be
expensive. Force generation can be problematic and the rotation schedules often
affect support continuity.

The combination of logistics support resources (Engineering Units, Communications,
Field Hospitals, Transport Units, Movement Units, Logistics Units and Aviation Units)
selected for a particular mission will depend on the mission’s tasks, and on its operating
environment.  While the mission’s objectives will remain the dominant factor throughout,
economies of scale will be sought whenever possible.  In particular, a separate provision of
dedicated logistics assets to all mission components is uneconomical and will be avoided
whenever possible.

Such military contingents are often known as “enabling units”.  They are normally
provided when there are locations in the mission area that are not sufficiently secure for
civilian operations, when there are specific operational support requirements that can only be
met by them, or when there is a need for the rapid generation of a mission-essential capability
pending the slower development of a civilian or commercial solution.

The overall range of a mission’s civilian, commercial and military logistics support
resources are calculated by DPKO to provide full coverage for the mission’s entire civilian,
military and police support requirements. This is no redundancy, and no surplus capacity.
Therefore centralized management of resource-to-task is essential to the correctly-prioritized,
cost-effective support of all the missions’ components.

4. The Integrated Support Services concept

This objective is achieved by the integration of command & control, and
accountability for the provision of second, third and fourth line support.  This requires the
centralized coordination and prioritization of all logistics functions and the centralized
employment and tasking of the logistics resources of all mission components. This approach
is the ISS Concept.

So, ISS is an integrate UN system that performs engineering, communications and
other logistic services and support functions in UN PKOs. All military personnel who are
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placed into such integrated units / system by UN HQs, DPKO perform their daily activities
and routine functions under the technical supervision of the designated UN military or civilian
personnel. The Head of the Mission (HoM) will co-ordinate such functions and duties through
the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO).

The CAO is the head of the Administrative Component of the mission and therefore
the principal adviser of the HoM not only on UN rules and regulations, organizational policies
and procedures but also in matters related to finance, budget, personnel and other aspects of
administration and management of the mission. Under the authority of the HoM the CAO is
responsible for all administrative functions, all general and technical support services related
to the Mission. The overall support organization at the mission level and all respective
components are shown in the next chart.
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Fig. 2 Support Organization at Mission Level

Internal logistics integration at the mission level means between the civilian and
military support functions.

Irrespective of their origin or ownership following 2nd, 3rd and 4th line assets will be
considered common to the whole mission:

• Provision of accommodation, buildings management and civil engineering and
geographical information system services;

• Assignment of transportation resources, fleet management and major vehicle
repair and maintenance services;

• Movement control and air or maritime support services;
• Installation and maintenance of mission-wide communications and computer

equipment and facilities;
• Provision of medical and dental services and emergency medical evacuation

capability; and
• Provision of general supply items, fuel, water, rations and construction and

defense materials.
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Why integration? Because the logistic support is undertaken at the mission level and
therefore separate provision of assets by components is uneconomical since resources are
limited. Moreover the Military Rotation cycle (6 months/ 1 year) means lack of continuity.
The last but not the least, through integrating civilian and military planning and management
capability UN could maximize the outputs.

Barriers to integration:
• Perception of control and loss of turf.
• Personalities.
• Transition from Regional Peacekeeping Forces to UN PKOs.
• Resistance to acceptance of UN System – “army does it best”.
• Unwillingness of military staff to work under civilian supervisors and vice-

versa.
• All military or police requirements are always “operational”.
• Tendency to conserve COE (Contingent Owned Equipment).
• Tendency of UN civilians to consider military as profligate.

The principles of ISS concept are:
• Unity of purpose.
• Synergy of effort.
• Efficiency, through maximum utilization of resources.
• Continuity.
• Balance between operational responsiveness and financial accountability.
• Appropriateness of support solution.
• Empowerment, through unified central planning and decentralized execution.
• Teamwork and reduced polarization.
• Professionalism, through adoption of common standards.

Under this Integrated Support Services concept a joint civilian-military management
structure reviews and prioritizes all requests for logistics support in accordance with the
Mission’s aims and objectives, and allocates the most suitable civilian, commercial or military
support resources to meet the requirements in the most effective and economical manner.

5. ISS Planning Process and respective responsibilities
Mission senior management will determine the priorities for mission accomplishment.

These priorities will be translated into plans, resource allocation, tasking and coordination.
Tasks will be passed to civilian sections, contractors or military enabling units, through the
ISS structure.
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ISS OrganizationISS Organization

Fig. 3 ISS Planning Process
Civilians and military officers will be interleaved at all levels of the ISS management

structure.  Where a Section or Unit Chief is a civilian, his/her deputy will be a military officer,
and vice versa.

ISS OrganizationISS Organization

Fig. 4 ISS Organization

In military Command & Control terms, all Mission “enabling units” will come under
the Tactical Command of the Chief Integrated Support Services (CISS) while the Force
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Commander will retain Operational Control of these units.  Similarly, individual military staff
within the ISS will be tasked by the CISS, but remain under the Force Commander for
disciplinary purposes.

Within a mission the Director of Administration DOA/ Chief Administrative Officer
CAO is the sole financially-accountable officer, and is thus responsible for the provision of all
administrative and logistics support to all of the mission’s components. The CAO is
responsible for managing the mission’s human, financial and material resources and serves as
the senior adviser to the Head of Mission on administrative and logistic issues. The number of
staff serving under a CAO will vary with the size of the mission and the workload. In larger
missions, specialists in all the administrative functional areas of finance, personnel,
procurement and asset management as well as the technical and logistic functions of supply,
communications and information technology, engineering and transport may work under the
CAO. In small missions, the support component may be limited to an administrative officer
and some specialized staff performing those tasks.

The component commanders review the quantity and quality of service but are not
responsible for provision of support. They can take up any issues related to the quantity,
quality and priority of support with the CAO. While individual contingent commanders will
control their first-line support resources, they are not responsible for the provision of second,
third and fourth line support requirements, which remain the province of the DOA/CAO.

The DCISS is a senior military logistician and assists the CISS in planning,
administration and management of logistics support in the mission. DCISS will be answerable
to the CISS and plays a critical role through bringing current military expertise into the ISS.
While planning and execution of logistics support to all mission components, he ensures that
the military operational aspects are adequately addressed in logistics plans. His role at the
mission level is not limited to the military component. He pays particular attention to the
functioning of the JLOC being the central coordination agency within the ISS. If approved by
the Controller he assumes responsibilities of a certifying officer.

The consolidation and integration function of integrated support services is focused in
a JLOC, which is staffed by military and civilian logistics personnel and coordinates the
logistical needs of all mission components. Day-to-day receipt, analysis and tasking of all
requests for logistics support will be handled by a Joint Logistics Operations Center (JLOC).
All requests for logistics support, from all Mission elements must be channeled through the
JLOC for appropriate prioritization and satisfaction. Mission resources will be assigned to
Mission elements dependent only on functional needs and assessed priorities.

The “Planning Horizons” of the CISS, DCISS, and the JLOC will be complementary.
The CISS will deal with longer-term strategic and budgetary issues, the DCISS will deal with
medium-term operational issues and the JLOC will deal with short-term tactical issues.

To best coordinate operational and support plans, the JLOC should be collocated with
the Mission Joint Operations Center (JOC).  It will communicate implementing instructions
regarding support matters to all mission “out-stations”, such as sector HQ’s, logistics base(s),
and reception centers and it will issue tasking instructions to civilian support sections,
contractors and military “enabling units”.

The JLOC will also be a mission’s single point of contact for the coordination of
logistics issues with non-DPKO actors such as UN Agencies and NGOs.
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The integrated assets and resources of the Mission will be distributed to all mission
components on an equitable basis, depending on functional needs and assessed priorities.

1.Conclusion

The UN PKOs United Nations peacekeeping operations have evolved to encompass a
wide range of mandated tasks. The administrative, logistical and other specialized support
arrangements for United Nations peacekeeping operations are crucial for the effective
implementation of these tasks. United Nations peacekeeping operations function through a
mix of UN civilian and commercial contracted services procured by the United Nations and
military support capabilities, provided through ‘lease’ arrangements between the United
Nations and contributing Member States.

The ISS is a useful tool to provide full coverage for the mission’s entire civilian,
military and police support requirements in an effective manner through integrated planning
and execution and centralized management of resource-to-task.
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Abstract:
This article describes an optimization model of Surface-To-Air Missile System like a technical
integrated system. The theoretical model of optimization describing the basic relationships between
the Life Cycle Cost of the system and the frecquency of upgrades related to the moral decay, during
the time. The financial crisis has forced extension of system operation even if it is obsolete. Thus
have designed a new modernization

Key words: LITS (Large Intgrated Tehnical System); SAMS (Surface-to-Air Missile System); LCC (Life Cycle
Cost); Cb(t) (unit acquisition cost related to the operating time) Cm(t) (Cumulative cost for preventive
maintenance during the operating time); Cr(t)  (Average unit cost for Repairs)

1. Introduction

The approach of fundamental theme of Surface-to-Air Missile System (as a typical
example of mobile with variable mass), the improvement of flight performances, dynamic
stability, possibilities of minimizing the guiding errors and the optimizing of upgrading
processes, can be found in the scientific activity of many other specialists.

The 21st Century presents itself like a temporal complex space defined by
continuousness quantitative increasing and qualitative changing, both contributing to the
actual deployment process.

In this context intuition is not sufficient to assess the complexity of an integrated
technical system; substantiating the notion itself is mandatory although it is very difficult.

The complexity of the system S consists of elements of complexity and, i = 1, 2, 3
... n can be determined by the formula:

S = ∑ Si Ki
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Where Ki is the number of i elements and type of the system. The first large technical
systems were formed in the Air Defense area. Through a careful analysis of the structure of
control systems Surface-To -Air missiles from the perspective of automated systems, we
can highlight their requirements and principles of operation required, in close connection
with obtaining information about the parameters of movement of air targets.
Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram missile system in close contact with components that
work with a purpose optimization criterion or several criteria for effectiveness.
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Figure 1 A simplified diagram missile system

Experience realization and exploitation of modern integrated military systems is a
complex activity which demonstrates that the organizational and technical point of view
and also the financial one. This adds a longer time - from 2 to 5 years or more depending
on complexity (see fig.2).

Given the current economic crisis is becoming more evident prolonging service life
correlated with the modernization subsystems.

Figure  2 Timeframe

1 - general conception
2 - system analysis
3 - projection
4 - achievement
5 - exploitation
6 - modernization
7 - extended service life
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In large integrated systems, the effectiveness of such variant follows the structure
and operation to ensure fulfillment of the mission with minimal costs.
The general form of the criterion of efficiency is the minimization of costs:

min C = min M [∑ C i ] E > Edat

where: C is the minimum cost of system;
Ci is the cost of part I of the system consists of  I elements;
Edat is the size efficiency is required.

The approach gives a formulation of the inverse problem of the criterion of effectiveness.
In this case seeking to obtain a maximum effect given that the costs are limiting factors
Accordingly:

M [∑ Ci ] < Mdat

Where Mdat is average expenditure.

Lately Surface - To- Air Missile system has undergone a series of upgrades that have
focused mainly: - improving breakthrough characteristics of radar stations especially

for interference with the signals reflected from fixed targets
- TV-introduction regime for air target detection correlated with
reduced time to prepare their rockets.
- to improve the  jamming  protection  subsystems.

Modernization at these missions face but is strongly influenced by obsolescence according
to the graph:

Figure 3. The upgrades related to moral decay points during the time

Operating expenses take into account the period of operation and maintenance refer
to staff and maintenance, repair, transport and storage.
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The quantitative assessment of operating costs to economic efficiency using the
standardized coefficient Kec- increasing the accumulation time of year according to early
accumulation size:

Kec = Ci-Ci-1 / Ci-1

Ci,Ci-1 are spending in the late years  i  and  i-1. Costs incurred in different periods of time
operating the processcan be made at the same moment of time according to the formula:

Ci = Ci
n (1+Kec)i

Ci
n - expenses at beginning of period

In practice it is possible that system has been consumed own set resource capacity
but continues to be operative. Optimization requires proper choice of the means used for
this purpose, the optimization of their characteristics and use strategy. In the most general
form, the problem can be formulated as follows:

total expenditure for operation system C is a function that depends on the
characteristics of operation and restoration x1, ... ... xn, the characteristics of quality control
means, y1, ... .... yn and features control strategy, z1, ... ... ... zn. as is intended that the
operation was run with as low a cost, the cost C must minimized:

C = min C(x1,……….,xn,y1,………..yn,z1,……….zk)

In these limiting conditions:

G1(x1,…….,xn,y1,………..Ym,z1,………….,zk), [<,=,>]Gi
(o)

G2(x1,…….xn,y1,………..ym,z1,…………….,zk), [<,=,>]G2
(o)

…………………………………………………………………………………….

Gs(x1,………xn,y1,………..ym,z1 ,……………,zk), [<,=,>]Gs
(o)

Where: C (x1, ... xn,, zk) are total expenditure for the operation of the system
G1,G2 ,Gs ,………,criteria of system operation
Gi

(o) G2
(0) ,…….,Gs

(0),data values for these criteria
Operation of the system s evaluated with different general criteria such as:

- coefficient of operational status
- the likelihood of interruption-free operation
For the optimal control of authenticity, or found on these particular problems may

arise optimization:
- determining the optimal set of system parameters to be controlled so that the

system to perform all financial operations and minimum material consumption.
- establishing optimum accuracy for the elements that make up the operation knew

The high precision measurement of a device increases the cost of technical maintenance of
the system The coefficient quality is estimated by operational training in order to fulfill
functions at any time. The coefficient of operational training the assumption of uniform
distribution of is given by:
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Kop /= lim ∫P(t)dt
For the stationary operation:
Kop=M[tf]/M[tf]+M[tn],
In this formula:
M [tf] is the mean value (mathematical expectation) of the operating range of the
object without disturbances
M [Tn] - mean the time the objects broken between two consecutive operative
state.

2. Analysis of the optimization model

A basic condition for application of the described optimization method is to have a
suitable shape of the curve Cc(t). An important condition for optimization is a sufficiently
strong local minimum in point D (t opt, Cc min), which will enable relatively precise
identification of a location of this point even if the tehnical-economic data are not
complete.

2.1 Average unit cost for acquisition of a subsystem
Function Cb(t) expressing a dependency of average unit costs for acquisition of a

subsystem upon the operatin time is defined by: Cb(t)=Cb/t.
Graphical representation of this function is an equitelateral hyperbola. As we can

see the value of this function decreases with extending of operating time.

Figure 4

2.2 Average Unit Cost for Preventive Maintenance
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Function CM(t) expresses the dependency of unit costs for preventive maintenance
upon the operative time: CM(t)=CM(t)/t. Where CM(t) is the sum of all costs connected
with execution of subsystem preventive maintenance during the operating time t.

The extent of individual preventive maintenance actions does not substantially vary
with operating time, this CM can be considered constant.

2.3 Average Unit Cost for Repairs of the Subsystem

A graph of the function Cr(t) shown above intersects the co-ordinate origin and it
increases within the whole scope of studied values of operating time of functions.

3. Conclusions

In the end we ca say that keeping the Surface-To -Air missiles in a perfect state of
function can be realized with a new upgrades following:

- digitization of computer systems
- replacement system with a network transceiver phased array antennas which

would  lead to a compaction of the system
- replacement of liquid fuel, which would lead to increased maintenance
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Abstract:
In the context of globalization, the contemporary world faces a series of security threats such as economic
and financial crisis, terrorism, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, regional conflicts, organized
crime, etc. However, current developments of the security environment, characterized by the economic crisis,
terrorism, globalization, climate change and increase nuclear threat, have caused concern for human rights
issues to pass in the second place. Threatening condition caused by the fight against terrorism has led some
states to limit some rights and to derogate from human rights principles in order to put in place measures to
prevent and combat terrorism.
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1.Introduction

The current developments of the security environment, characterized by the
economic crisis, terrorism, globalization, climate change and increase nuclear threat, have
caused concern for human rights issues to pass in the second place. Of course, the
terrorism, trafficking of arms, drugs and people, the transnational organized crime and
weapons of mass destruction have a key role, but without to neglecting completely local
conflicts with huge potential to acquire an international character. Such the conflicts
generated by the disappearance or appearance of state entities, such as those occurring at
the end of last century, have often the starting point in the pressure of globalization on state
sovereignty, economic and military components of the states that have a relative stability,
which contributes the exacerbation to the national or religious feelings.

2.Globalization and security

In the context of globalization, the contemporary world faces a series of security
threats such as economic and financial crisis, the different level of the economic and social
development of states, the effects of international migration, multiculturalism, terrorism,
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, regional conflicts, organized crime, etc.1.
These threats to global security were especially highlight in "strategies", as policy
documents and the defense planning. Thus, we wish to emphasize, for example, how these
new threats are addressed in the complex and very volatile security environment.

In the National Security Strategy of United States of America2, of May 2010, are
detailed the main threats, risks and vulnerabilities, as are perceived during the mandate of
President Obbama:
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“Terrorism is one of many threats that are more consequential in a global age. The gravest
danger to the American people and global security continues to come from weapons of
mass destruction, particularly nuclear weapons. The space and cyberspace capabilities that
power our daily lives and military operations are vulnerable to disruption and attack.
Dependence upon fossil fuels constrains our options and pollutes our environment. Climate
change and pandemic disease threaten the security of regions and the health and safety of
the American people. Failing states breed conflict and endanger regional and global
security. Global criminal networks foment insecurity abroad and bring people and goods
across our own borders that threaten our people.

The global economy is being reshaped by innovation, emerging economies,
transition to low-carbon energy, and recovery from a catastrophic recession. The
convergence of wealth and living standards among developed and emerging economies
holds out the promise of more balanced global growth, but dramatic inequality persists
within and among nations. Profound cultural and demographic tensions, rising demand for
resources, and rapid urbanization could reshape single countries and entire regions. As the
world grows more interconnected, more individuals are gaining awareness of their
universal rights and have the capacity to pursue them. Democracies that respect the rights
of their people remain successful states and America’s most steadfast allies. Yet the
advance of democracy and human rights has stalled in many parts of the world.”

Also, the European Security Strategy, of 2003, entitled “A secure Europe in a better
world” 3 assumes that: “Security is a precondition of development. Conflict not only
destroys infrastructure, including social infrastructure; it also encourages criminality,
deters investment and makes normal economic activity impossible. A number of countries
and regions are caught in a cycle of conflict, insecurity and poverty.”

We can see that are still topical issues related to terrorism risk:
”Terrorism puts lives at risk; it imposes large costs; it seeks to undermine the

openness and tolerance of our societies, and it poses a growing strategic threat to the whole
of Europe. Increasingly, terrorist movements are well-resourced, connected by electronic
networks, and are willing to use unlimited violence to cause massive casualties. The most
recent wave of terrorism is global in its scope and is linked to violent religious extremism.
It arises out of complex causes. These include the pressures of modernization, cultural,
social and political crises, and the alienation of young people living in foreign societies.
This phenomenon is also a part of our own society.” 4

An important place in the list of possible threats to EU security is occupied,
however, and organized crime: “Europe is a prime target for organised crime. This internal
threat to our security has an important external dimension: cross-border trafficking in
drugs, women, illegal migrants and weapons accounts for a large part of the activities of
criminal gangs. It can have links with terrorism.” These threats are exacerbated by a series
of EU internal and external factors such as population aging, migration of people,
globalization, nationalist manifestations and/or separatist movements in some European
countries.

Regarding the security environment who exercising influence on our country, the
National Defense Strategy 5, approved by the Decision of Parliament no. 30/2008,
highlight the complexity of the security environment, which is constantly changing. The
Strategy highlights to that traditional forms of regional risks and vulnerabilities adds new
asymmetric threats, unconventional and cross-border, that increase in intensity and as area
of manifestation.
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The main asymmetric threats to international security mentioned in the National
Defense Strategy, are represented by international terrorism and the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction. Instability generated by regional crises and conflicts, namely
the activation potential of "frozen" conflicts, increased availability of the new types of
conventional weapons, transnational organized crime, using new technologies for
destructive, off the flow of vital resources, illegal migration and the effects of natural
disasters are most likely medium-term challenges.

These types of threats, risks and vulnerabilities already considered classics are
captured and updated in the draft of the National Defense Strategy 6 of 2010, which has
not yet been approved by a decision of Parliament. Thus, the Strategy analyzes not only
regional instability and terrorism, but other risks such as pandemics, natural disasters,
cyber and energy security.

3.Conclusion

From the above it can be concluded that terrorism globalization became a reality
that can not be challenged, a threat to national and international security and implicitly a
phenomenon under the responsibility of the entire international community. In the context
of the close interaction between terrorism and various forms of criminal activity (organized
crime, money laundering, drug trafficking, illegal arms trafficking and illegal movement of
nuclear, chemical, biological and other potentially destructive materials, etc.), Romania
said to be a partner in the process of ensuring a stable security environment and efforts to
prevent and combat terrorism, in line at the national and international cooperation fora
(EU, UN, NATO, OSCE, EC), based on the existing legal framework and the human rights
and fundamental freedoms.7

After events of September 11, the fight against terrorism has become a central point
on the agenda of international politics and terrorism one of the main threats to global
security, and therefore a priority in the policy states. In connection with this threat to
global security have been numerous discussions on the limitation of rights for its citizens,
as a result of the fight against terrorism.

With regard to human rights issues in the context of the fight to prevent and combat
terrorism was stressed the necessity of protection of citizens against terrorist acts and
similar acts, to capture and punish terrorists. This discussion focuses equally on human
rights standards regarding the protection of terrorist suspects, who are subject to criminal
investigations, interrogation to inquire of information, their punishment and detention. At
the international level were discussions relating to the legal limits on the use of military
force against terrorists. Protection against terrorism has raised some important issues
concerning the application of basic human rights conventions and international treaties on
law of armed conflict.

Assuming that terrorist networks are driven by ideology fundamentally opposing to
values that lead democratic states, it was considered that religious tolerance, respect for
fundamental human rights, women's equality, economic freedom and the mass media are
unknown concepts to those who are willing to sacrifice innocent civilians in the name of
occult interests and ideologies.

In this context, protection of citizens, their rights and security of the state is also
achieved by imposing restrictions on human rights. Considering that the aim of global
terrorist networks and organized crime has been reached, namely the establishment of the
general state of panic, restriction of civil rights by adoption of regulations often very
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restrictive nature which prejudice the very essence of a democratic society.8 Respect for
the human rights, including those suspected of having committed serious crimes, the
presumption of innocence, defense right and entitlement to a fair trial, the regulation the
conditions in which to make the arrest, on the expulsion, the status of aliens are powers
belonging only democratic societies which must be respected.

Of course, the fight against terrorism should not be used as an excuse, nor should
lead to restriction of human rights and fundamental freedoms, even if many international
treaties that permit this for some categories of rights and well-defined conditions.
However, these international instruments establish a series of intangible rights such as right
to life, the right not to be subjected to torture or to degrading treatment or cruel, the right
not to be detained solely because they do not can fulfill a contractual obligation, the right
not to be subjected to slavery, the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion and
to the non-retroactivity of the law. 9

Assuming that the terrorist threat is not only a direct impact on the security of
citizens from countries that were victims of terrorist attacks, but also the potential to
undermine the security of all others, is widely accepted that requires a global response to
the security problems and full compliance with fundamental rights. The literature put
particular emphasis on the need for democratic states of the world will not make the fight
against terrorism into a pretext for dictatorial and undemocratic states to implement
practices and measures to violate fundamental human rights in the name of democratic
values and rule of law.

However, the current security environment characterized by proliferation threats to
the global level, state of danger determined by the fight against terrorism has led states to
restrict some rights and derogate from human rights principles in order to put in place
measures to prevent and combat of terrorism. Of course, for such threats must be answered
by concerted action at global level, to counteract these threats, but also to respect the basic
principles of any democratic society, including the human rights and fundamental
freedoms.
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Abstract:
Respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, rule of law and human rights are fundamental
values of the European Union, which are enshrined in the basic treaties. Charter of Fundamental Rights of
European Union brings together in a single text, all civil rights, political, economic and social of European
citizens and contributes in the promotion and protection of human rights. This Charter became legally
binding from the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, on 1 December 2009. Also, the Treaty of Lisbon
provides the accession of the Union to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). This accession will be a consequence to the new legal personality of the EU
and will highlight the significance of human rights at the level of the Union.
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1.Introduction

The regulation of human rights has evolved of historically and gradually they
become a fundamental value of a democratic society, a pre-existing condition and also a
security component, alongside multiparty political system, a fair justice for all citizens and
the protection of the private property. Since the European Union establishment, were
considered as fundamental values the respect for human dignity, rights and fundamental
freedoms, democracy, freedom, equality and rule of law, political pluralism, national
identity, guaranteed ownership and market economy. It is widely accepted that human
rights are characterized by the following features: universal rights, inalienable, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated. In the contemporary world, the universal dimension of
human rights has a double meaning: they are universally recognized rights and are an ideal
standard applicable to all.

2. Human rights at the European Union Level

Respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, rule of law and human
rights are fundamental values of the European Union, which are enshrined in the basic
treaties. Thus, according to article 2 of The Treaty on European Union (TEU), „the
Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy,
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons
belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in a society in
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which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between
women and men prevail.”1

Since historically, the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights was drafted
by a convention composed of representatives of European institutions, national
parliaments, legal advisers, academics and civil society representatives. This document
was adopted that recommendation and reference text by the Nice European Council in
December 2000 and was a complementary text to the European Convention of Human
Rights, initiated by the Council of Europe.

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union brings together in a single
text, all civil rights, political, social and economic of European Citizens and contributes to
the promotion and protection of human rights. This Charter became legally binding from
the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, on 1 December 2009. Charter is not included
in the Treaty of Lisbon, but was attached as declaration. Lisbon Treaty is a milestone that
marked the beginning of a new era for the protection of fundamental rights in the European
Union.

At EU level, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights it was an important step for the
purpose of acquiring binding in legal terms. The Treaty of Lisbon inaugurated a new
institutional framework for the European Union and bringing significant progress in the
protection of fundamental rights. From this moment, it was guaranteed effective
implementation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Regarding to the significance of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights, from the perspective of the entry into force of the Treaty of
Lisbon, Viviane Reding, European Commissioner for Justice, Fundamental Rights and
Citizenship, said it is „a reflection of our shared values and our constitutional
traditions.”2

From this moment, the European Union have reached a set of civil, political,
economic and social rights, legally binding, not only for the EU and its institutions, but
also for Member States regarding implementation of European legislation. Of course, the
Charter is applicable only to protect fundamental rights of any European citizen against the
actions taken by the EU institutions and Member States under EU treaties. The Charter
enshrines all rights the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) and other rights and principles arising from the common
constitutional traditions to the Member States, the European Court of Justice and other
international instruments. 3 The Charter was seen as a modern legal document that
includes third-generation of the fundamental rights, such as personal data protection,
warranties regarding bioethics and the right to good administration.

As already shown, the human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, rule of law -
are the European Union's core values, are provided in the first few articles of the Treaty of
Lisbon. A special place it occupies, in structure of the Charter, elimination the
discrimination based on sex, race and ethnicity, as provided in art. 21, that „Any
discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin,
genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of
a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation shall be
prohibited.”4 Also, are listed the applicable social rights among enterprises, for example,
the right of workers to be informed, to negotiate and initiate collective action - that is, the
right to strike.
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3.Conclusion

In conclusion, we appreciate that the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon has
given a new dimension to human rights issues that have become the responsibility of the
High Representative for Common Foreign and of the European External Action Service,
which will be an important pillar of the common policy.5 Consequently, we consider that
the Lisbon Treaty guarantees the effective implementation of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights.

Also, the Treaty of Lisbon provides the accession of the Union to the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). This
accession will be a consequence to the new legal personality of the EU and will highlight
the significance of human rights at the level of the Union. According to art. 6 para. (2)
TEU which states that: the Union shall accede to the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Such accession shall not affect
the Union’s competences as defined in the Treaties. 6 This accession will be a
consequence to the new legal personality of the EU and will highlight the significance of
human rights at the level of the Union.

Therefore, the accession will enable the European Court of Human Rights in
Strasbourg to monitor compliance the Union acts with the ECHR, and thus will contribute
to strengthening the protection of fundamental rights within the EU. Also, the European
Union accession to the ECHR, allows the unification of the case law human rights
throughout the European continent, thus reinforcing the level of protection that should be
enjoy the European citizens. Court of Justice of the European Union has jurisdiction to
ensure the compliance of the European legislation and to cooperate in a modern legal
framework provided by the future EU accession treaty to the ECHR, with the Strasbourg
Court according the principle of complementarity.

The EU accession to the ECHR will create the necessary legal framework for
people who believe that they have been violated the rights guaranteed in the European
Convention by an action or omission of the European institutions, have access to legal
means for sue the European Union in face to the Strasbourg Court, to seeking damages,
with the exact same conditions that would address such a request today from the Member
States whose nationals are.

As Viviane Reding said, „by the accession to the ECHR, the EU reaffirms the
central role that the European Convention system plays in protecting human rights,
ensuring, formally and fully, that that the order to fall within this system.”7

Between EU institutions who have consistently given attention to fundamental
rights, must be mentioned the activity of the European Parliament on matter of human
rights. Thus, from the 1993, it organizes each year a debate and adopted a resolution to this
effect, based on a report of the Committee of Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs. On
the other hand, Parliament was also concerned about the encoding of these rights in a
legally binding document. It was thus the origin of the declaration of principle on the
definition of fundamental rights adopted by the three EU political institutions (Parliament,
Council and Commission) on April 5, 1977 and extended in 1989. In 1994, Parliament has
developed a catalog of fundamental rights guaranteed by the Union. Also, the Parliament
gave crucial development of the Charter, making it one of its priorities.8

Also, the Parliament several times argued to create a Fundamental Rights Agency.
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) is an independent organization
EU, established on 1 March 2007 and based in Vienna. The main task of the Agency is to
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collect and to disseminate objective, reliable and comparable information on fundamental
rights situation in all EU countries, the scope of EU legislation and also to raise awareness
of fundamental rights. The Agency plays a major role in policy areas like the fight against
racism, xenophobia and intolerance.

A human rights issue is a priority issue at EU level, and we tried to emphasize only
some specific aspects determined following the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon.
Even if it was considered as a milestone that will determine the start of a new era in human
rights at Union level, should be recalled that the EU since its inception declared attachment
to the democracy, freedom, multiparty system and to the human rights and fundamental
freedoms.
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Abstract
The balance between security, strategy and forces represents a solution for the European defense
management, as a key point for stability and prosperity for all countries in this region. New security
architecture is necessary in Europe. And this will be a good way for European leaders to show theirs capacity
and understanding to solve and develop a positive strategy. Harmonization of security, strategy and forces is
the absolute key for success. The last but not the least, economic and military cooperation is probably the
best method to improve peace, security and prosperity in Europe. Harmonization of political and economical
differences, and more between security, strategy and forces could be probable the first step and maybe the
principal key for a common defense approach. This paper presents a few considerations regarding with past,
present and future of Europe and tries to demonstrate that some solutions for the European defense
cooperation are possible.
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1.Introduction

Nowadays, when the global economic crisis affects all the countries and when we
can easily see that it would be better if we could stop the fire in the Middle East, the
leaders should be more careful with words like: security, strategy and forces. The gas crisis
between Russia and Ukraine which affected a lot of countries from Europe is obviously
another very good example.

The European Union of today is the major player not only in Europe but also in the
Euro-Atlantic and Euro-Asian regions. The European Union is the result of a process that
began after The Second World War when the European Coal and Steel Community were
created. The institutions have been developed year after year, step by step, and today we
can observe a powerful organization with good governance and fundamental principles
about democracies.

The last major events: 9/11 terrorist attacks, Iraq and Afghanistan wars, Russia-
Georgia conflict, global economic crisis, Russia-Ukraine disputes, North African uprisings,
show us that around the World it is necessary to develop a new security architecture. States
with lack of democracies are a very good environment for terrorists, pirates, smuggling or
other potential threats. We have to deal with a lot of problems: pirates, drug trafficking,
poverty, and smuggling. For European countries and for the EU especially, the most
important thing is to find the best solutions for the future, in order to develop and protect
democracies inside Europe and to develop procedures for a common defense management.
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The cooperation of the EU with the United States and Russia is the main objective.
Perhaps, the best solution in the future for this region is cooperation between US, EU and
Russia, where the European Union could become the link between the US and Russia.
Economic and military cooperation inside Europe and between the European Union,
United States, and Russia is probably the best method to improve peace, security and
prosperity in Europe with a lower cost.

2.Building the future

Europe is one of the most important regions in the World. In Europe, there are 50
states (27 in EU) and live around 730 millions people (492 million in the EU) and they
represent around 11% of the world’s population. It has 10,180,000 square kilometers (4
326 in EU) and is the sixth continent in the world. The most important languages are the
Romance, the Germanic and the Slavic languages, and the Christianity is the first religion.
The European Union is the most important and the biggest organization in Europe. [1]

The EU is the result of a long process: in 1947, The Treaty of Dunkirk, a defensive
alliance, was signed by France and the United Kingdom and the next year The
Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEC) was established. [2] Following,
on 17 March 1948, The Treaty of Brussels alliance was signed between Belgium, France,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom and on the 7-11 May 1948, the
Congress of Europe was held in the Hague. Delegates expressed their support for the
political and economic integration of the countries of Europe and for the adoption of a
human rights chapter and a European Court of Justice. Another important event in this
period happened on 4 April 1949 when The North Atlantic Treaty, setting up the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), was signed between the USA, Canada, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and the
United Kingdom. [3]

During the Cold War, Europe was divided between two influences, one from the
West with North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and one from the East with
Warsaw Pact. After the Cold War the EU had a decisive influence in the democracies
evolution in Europe.

With a GDP of €12,279.033 billion ($16,242.3 billion) in 2010, the EU is an
important player in the world. Indicators like: “Expectation of life in EU (2002) 74.8 for
Males and 81.1 for Females; total active population aged 15 years and over 210,343,000
(2002) or 8.8% unemployed persons from active population support the previous idea. [4]

The EU has Trade and Co-operation Agreements with Third World, other than
Lomé Convention and Euro-Med, and has links with other regional groupings, including:
Andean Community, Mercosur, Gulf Co-operation Council, ASEAN, SAARC.[5] The
Middle East and former USSR region are very difficult regions in the world. It can be seen
that a dangerous war between Israel and the Palestinians killed a lot of people. We can say
who is the winner? When between two men there is too much hate, it is very difficult to
find the good ways, the best solutions, and finally, the way for relationships. It is very
difficult to find the best solution for peace in these regions but, there are solutions to avoid
the war.

On the other hand Russia is the largest country in Europe and in the World. It has
the main resource means of oil and gas in this part of the World. The former Soviet Union
was a big power in the world. After the 1990s, Russia has lost power every year. Now, it
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makes steps to become again a big power, but first of all it needs to develop a greater
economy and democracies.

In Europe are two important projects “Nabuco pipeline” and “South Stream
pipeline”. The Nabuco pipeline is a European project oil pipeline with 31 billion cubic
meters capacity. This pipeline will pass from the Caspian area to Western Europe. Some
problems now exist between the EU and Turkey in regard to transit through Turkey. The
second important project is a Russian project and it will connect Russia with Europe
through (and under) the Black Sea. For Europe, it is very important to find other sources
and, at the same time, to keep good trade relations with Russia. The Caspian Sea region
could be a good opportunity but is not a long term solution. It is one of the potential
alternatives but for Europe it is mandatory to find alternatives energy sources in the future.

The production of natural gas in the EU, in 2001, was estimated at 8,263,529
terajoules (net caloric value) and the total imports of all energy products around 1,261,404
metric tons of oil equivalent.[6] During the last 10 years, the production was decreasing
and the imports were increasing. It is clear that, in the future, the energy security could be
major problem for the EU and for the entire World. For this reason all countries leaders
around the world should cooperate and work more to find other resources.

Also the leadership in Russia could be a long term problem. For the former Soviet
Union States with fragile democracies, leadership could be the first step. Economic and
military cooperation is probably the best solution to improve the fragile democracies in this
sensitive region. Maybe the best course of action for EU, NATO and US is to find a long
term solution. It could be more profitable for Russia to increase the instability and
insecurity in region? This is too difficult to state now. The increasing influence of Russia
in Europe and in the world is very important. The security environment in the region, in
Europe or in Euro-Atlantic and Euro-Asian regions, is a product of a lot of interests. The
enlargements of NATO and UE are seen as a possible threat for Russia. In the same time
the increasing dependence of EU energy security on Russia is not a good way ahead. So, it
is mandatory to find a potential alternative for the future. The challenges and opportunities
have to be put in good balance in order to find the optimal and the enough.

The European Union interests are very clear: to promote democracy, respect for
human rights and good governance. For the EU it is important to fight and develop plans
for increase of democracies after the fall of communism in Europe. Corruption and poverty
in transition from communism to liberalism are serious problem for a lot of countries.

The fight against organized crime and terrorism is also one of the most important
goals for the EU. The terrorist organizations can easily find good opportunities in weak
states, that are very good environments for organized crime and terrorist organizations. The
EU’s preoccupations in this field are obvious, and the EU tries to reduce risks for weapons
trafficking, drug trafficking and human trafficking. The conflicts in Transnistria, Georgia,
and Kosovo increase the risks of violence and instability in Europe and the leaders of those
countries have also a lot of problems to solve. The reconstruction after the war is not
complete in those regions, and this is a big challenge for European leaders. On the other
hand it is important to solve the frozen conflicts and consolidate regional stability.

Another challenge for the EU is the Turkey and Norway question. Turkey and
Norway have a special relation with the EU. European Integration and Atlantic Security is
for the most states a big issue. The Kurdish issue, the tension between Turkey’s Western
identity and its Middle Eastern orientation caused a long discussion and wait to join to EU.
These are only a few elements in this question. Turkey is a NATO member, and as a US
security partner it is real and has developed from 1949 to nowadays. Turkey has the second
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largest army (after the US) in NATO and an important military budget. Some divergences
between Turkey and the US or the EU still exist: Cyprus, Greece, and the Nabucco pipeline
project. The religious differences could be easily solved if the leaders could understand and
work together for peace. The problems could be better solved through military solutions
and only through political dialogue and hard negotiations. Maybe the art of negotiations is
very important in this case.

“The complexity of the European region could be analyzed from a different angle.
Norway’s relationship to Europe and the Atlantic region-both within and without the remit
of security policy-has been dominated in the 1990s by the question of membership of the
European Union: preparing for it, campaigning about it, rejecting it, and doing without it.
Through this process, Norway has decided-by a small margin and amid heated
controversy-to stand virtually alone”. [7]

We can discuss more about security, strategy and forces. In Europe, today are some
important actors or players: EU, US, Russia, Turkey and, probably the last but not least
China. The interests of these actors can be better compared. For the EU and the US the
challenge of promoting a strategy to improve security, prosperity and stability in the Euro-
Atlantic and Euro-Asian region is a good opportunity to develop closer relations. On both
sides of the Atlantic in the last four years probably the distances between the east and west
Atlantic were bigger and bigger. The Bush Administration criticized the Europeans for
weak contributions to their defense or NATO budget. Some Europeans leaders criticized
the Bush Administration for Iraq intervention and economic crisis. Other countries tried to
find a good balance between the EU and the US. A lot of articles and many books spoke
about the European aspirations to provide self defense from the end of the Cold War and
the process of European Unification. It was clear the Iraq dispute between the UE and the
US “Efforts to co-ordinate Europe’s joint position are not necessarily always going to be
translated into a different position from that of the USA. But the temptation for Europeans
to differentiate themselves from Washington’s view on almost any issue is very strong:
instinctively, many European governments regard a decision to follow the US lead on any
crisis as a humiliation. This was clear in the Iraq dispute, where those who supported the
USA were either regarded as Washington’s ‘poodles’ or as simply ‘un-European’”.[8]

The different points of view about the Russia-Georgia conflict, the economic global
crisis or the War between Israel and Palestinians still exist. The security, strategy and
forces are the most important words at this time in these questions. The main questions
about the concepts, about the visions or about the future still remain for the Europeans and
Americans leaders. It’s too hard to coordinate Europeans’ and Russians’ and Americans’
points of views. But it is not impossible.

3.Conclusion

“The Treaties of Rome weren’t built in a day: and the Treaties of Rome (in force in
1958) were big building block in a long and complicated process that has constructed the
present European Union”.[9]

The most important objective for the European Union is to unify all European
countries. Nowadays, most of the countries of Europe have joint together. Other countries
hope to join the Union in the future and to increase their economies and standards.
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“Too much American hegemony is dangerous for the Americans as well as for
others. Only the EU has the potential to be at least an equal partner with respect to the
economy, the environment, and soft security, though not defense.[10]

We can make comparisons between American and European democracies, the old
and young, good or bad, yes or no. Optimal or enough are very hard to find. Perhaps the
best solution for the future is cooperation and open dialogue. Building partnership capacity
is a key goal of the EU and the US strategy in Europe and also in the world. Nowadays is a
big difference between reality and the desired status.

The US point of view about democracies could be better or not than the European
point of view. The European countries, the most powerful in the EU, had had colonies and
a lot of long-lasting wars. The US democracy is maybe more fresh, clear and clean. Avery
good example for a lot of Europeans countries is the transition from the Bush
Administration to the Obama Administration. The transition, how the system is managing,
the economic crisis shows us that the US has a very good system that can manage the big
problems safely and close to the people.

Maybe we can realize that a good balance and working system is not as important
as who is the leader. Economic shocks, the management of the trading and financial
systems have different perceptions. In Europe, countries with weak economies have big
problems. At the same time important economies from Europe have problems to managing
the economic crisis. The impact to the populations could be dangerous for the non-
democratic states.

Economic and political reforms projected for the future several years is maybe the
only option for the near future. In regard to economic crisis the Europeans have to develop
more pragmatic programs.

Cooperation between the EU, US, Russia and China is necessary for reducing the
impact and the consequence of the economic crisis on the main sector in development of:
infrastructure; transportation and energy; science and technology; economic activities;
trade; environmental protection; institutional and social sectors.

Another important framework of regional cooperation between Europe, the EU and
the US is NATO. NATO has become an important and a constant actor in Europe. The
question is: “NATO or EU first?” NATO leads the Euro-Atlantic strategy and provides
security, stability and prosperity in this region. NATO’s security umbrella, NATO’s Open
Door Policy, NATO’s Concept of Defense against Terrorism are only a few subjects for
European leaders and American leaders to approach in the same manner.  The US has
annually a military Budget significantly higher than other countries. To identify the
common problems is very important for the European Union and the United States and to
start building a new transatlantic partnership could be a very good idea. It’s very difficult
for the majority of states to find resources to support their military budgets, the security
umbrella or a new strategy. At the moment a balance for each European countries, for the
EU or the US is very important. A balance between strategy-security-forces inside and
outside for each country, for EU or US is probably the best solution for the future, for
stability, security and prosperity in Europe and in the Euro-Asian or Euro-Atlantic regions.

The gains for membership: political, psychological, security, prosperity in both
cases, NATO and EU, are very important for each country. The gains for the organizations:
people, spirit, resources and human potential could be very important. In these conditions
European common self defense could remain a “dream” not just for a short term.

A lot of articles and many books have been written about the Europeans’
aspirations in regard to self defense. It’s too hard to coordinate the Europeans’ point of
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view? This requires more attention and much hard work. At the same time it is more
difficult to harmonize the view points of the US, EU, Russia, and China. Questions about
their relationships still remain and have to be discussed further.

”EU countries can already conduct some operations using their own national
planning headquarters, and it is difficult to conceive of any future crises when the
Europeans feel strongly enough that they wish to engage militarily, but the Americans have
no interest. More importantly, given the nature of crises in which Europe may be involved,
it is difficult to imagine a military operation in which capabilities will not be required”.[11]

Brussels and Washington should use the recent, but not only, experiences to focus a
bilateral cooperation and promote further economic, political and military strategy. That
means for both, more work and more negotiation. They should fight together against
regional and global threats such as terrorism or unresolved territorial disputes or latent
historical problems and find the best way to deal with these. At the same time, the EU and
the US could bring Russia closer and “build bridges” across the World for security and
peace. Positive thinking is probably the main important thing.

The national and international interests are numerous, but the most important for us
is to share our experiences and learn more. We can learn about democracies or economy
more when these can be discussed freely and in a friendly manner. And maybe it is not so
important that the grass is not green around the World. Much more flexibility and mobility
is necessary not only for NATO troops, but also in economical and political fields. A good
balance inside the European Union, inside Europe, between the European Union and the
US, is obvious needed to build better structures. Perhaps economic crisis will show us that
is a main goal. A balance, between idealism and pragmatism, between security, strategy
and force is probably the best solution and the key point for stability and prosperity in
Europe and in the world.

The leaders, the new leaders in Europe and US, have the opportunity in this
complex process to use the international and domestic rules, to reduce vulnerabilities and
increase harmonization interests for a better future common defense cooperation.
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Between October 07 and October 10, 2011 the NATO Parliamentary Assembly
unfolded in Bucharest and recorded both a great number of participants- 350 Parliament
members from the 28 NATO countries- and a complex set of issues brought into
discussion. The latter concerned the most important aspects of the international security
environment, namely its volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity and, hence, its
unforeseeable and unpredictable character. In this respect, Anders Fogh Rasmussen
analyzed a wide range of intricate issues related to the aim of this article and, therefore, we
will refer to his opinions every time they will be of relevance for the current endeavor.

Even though the 57th annual session of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly took
place in Bucharest, the issues tackled by the latter were insufficiently broadcast by the
media. As a result, the new agreed concepts, the conclusions drawn by the participants
have not been presented in extenso to the ones in charge of undertaking the
accomplishment of the goals derived during this meeting. Therefore, in order to bridge this
gap, as well as in order to underline the continuity of some of the Alliance’s concepts and
long-term views I will focus on three relevant documents in this respect: the interview of
Anders Fogh Rasmussen posted on the EP site in November 2009 (1); the Lisbon Summit
Declaration of November 2010, and the discourse of the NATO General Secretary given
during the NATO Parliamentary Assembly (2) that unfolded in Bucharest. I will not go
into details concerning the new NATO Strategic Concept of 2010 since the latter was the
subject of a previous article published in the Journal of Defense Resources
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Management(3). However, I will focus on some of its provisions that were also highlighted
during the Bucharest meeting of the NATO PA by Mr. Rasmussen. Thus, the main
concepts discussed were those of “Smart Defense” and “Less Defense”, the relationship
with Russia, the situation in Afghanistan and its future development, the antimissile shield
from Europe, the need for investments in defense on behalf of the Europeans, as well as
some aspects related to the conflict from Libya.

First, I will focus on the concepts of “Smart Defense” and “Less Defense” in order
to operationalize them. According to the NATO Secretary General “the concept of Smart
Defense involves not just increasing defense expenditures, but their prioritization. The
concept of Smart Defense is a workable through joint efforts. Smart Defense must not be
an excuse to decrease defense budgets. Our choice involves both Smart Defense and Less
Defense. We have to look for multinational solutions to common problems. A common
defense means Smart Defense. If you think that security costs, then remember: it is cheaper
that uncertainty.”

The arguments supporting the aforementioned ideas are provided by the decision
made by 10 NATO countries, Romania included, to buy three C17 planes. If it had been
just the effort of only one of these countries, the endeavor would have been an impossible
one. This is a good example of Smart Defense. Smart Defense can work if it is approached
from a joint perspective and therefore it is common sense not to view it as a reason for
docking defense budgets. Therefore, the decision to be made is what to choose: Smart
Defense or Less Defense. Moreover, the Alliance must develop its relationships with the
countries that are interested in cooperation, regardless of their geographical positioning.

Referring to the same concept, the President of Romania, Traian Băsescu
emphasized that “smart defense is about employing joint means in order to meet the
increasing commitment of NATO in the current economic environment characterized by
difficulties and austerity.”

The concept of “Less Defense” is self explanatory. In this respect, the Pentagon
warned against the effects of the reckless budgetary cuts. Before his retirement, the former
Defense Secretary Robert Gates underlined some possible consequences of the proposals
for the current budget, namely the decreased investment level in defense and hence a
higher risk of a “hollow force” and less defense outreach.

All three documents previously mentioned cover the attitude towards the
relationship with Russia. Thus, in 2009 Anders Fogh Rasmussen said: “My long-term
vision is to establish a strategic partnership between NATO and Russia. In my opinion,
Russia and NATO allies share common interests in the field of security. I know that
sometimes we do not agree.  With Georgia, for example, our position is to preserve the
country’s territorial integrity and sovereignty. But these disputes should not obscure the
reality that we must face the same type of security threats in certain areas. A good example
in this respect is Afghanistan. Russians know very well from their own experience that
Afghanistan cannot be ignored and that if it becomes a terrorism center it is very easy for
terrorist to reach Russia through Central Asia. Thus, terrorism is another example of a
common interest since Russia has already been confronted with terrorist attacks.  A thrird
example is the proliferation of the weapons of mass destruction and in this respect we all
know that Russia is within the range of the Iranian missiles. A fourth field of common
interest and that raises security issues is piracy. When I will go to Russia in December
(2009- a n) one of main tasks is to try and persuade the Russian political leaders that
NATO is not Russia’s enemy. On the contrary, we share the same interests in certain
fields”.
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In the Lisbon Summit Declaration it is stated that: “The NATO-Russia partnership
has been conceived as a means to ensure security in the Euro Atlantic region. The Alliance
is objectively committed to this objective. The main communication forum within the
Alliance is the NATO-Russia Council. This communication means, that has not always
been adequately used, was established to offer means to prevent crises, to analyze events
and to make decisions on common actions.”

Even though the Alliance is not a military threat for Russia and does not view
Russia as a military threat, both parties are still in doubt about the other party’s intentions
and policies. Therefore, the new NATO Strategic Concept must reaffirm the Alliance’s
willingness to contribute to the ensurance of a new Euro Atlantic order characterized by
cooperation and, inherently, by cooperation with Russia. In this respect, NATO should
pursue a policy of strengthening its relationship with Russia by reassuring, at the same
time, its member states that their security and interest are safeguarded. Moreover, the
pragmatic collaboration opportunities should be pursued in order to accomplish common
goals such nuclear nonproliferation, armament control, counterterrorism, antimissile
defense, crises management, peace operations, maritime security and combating drug
trafficking.

The NATO-Russia relationship is presented in Bucharest as follows: “The Alliance
must have an important relationship with Russia. We already discuss about Afghanistan,
about countering terrorism and piracy. I look forward to a future when we will cooperate
even more by tackling missile proliferation challenges. I hope that at the Chicago Summit
in 2012 we will discuss with Russia about the problem of the antimissile defense. We must
send out the message that NATO is still greatly interested in the stability in the
Mediterranean and Middle East.” Thus, as it is obvious the similarities among the three
approaches already presented in this article render any further comments redundant.

The approach to the situation in Afghanistan is also similar to the 2010 position on
the issue: “The NATO mission in Afghanistan is the most complex one ever undertaken by
the Alliance. The experience NATO has gained from this is a precious source of lessons.
Among the important aspects yielded by this mission are cohesion, efficient planning,
public diplomacy, the necessity of a coherent civil and military approach, the necessity to
deploy forces at a strategic distance for a longer period of time, 2011 included. The Afghan
Security Forces become more and more capable. Quantitatively and qualitatively there are
almost 300,000 soldiers and Afghan policemen. By the end of 2012 there must be 350,000
of them. The quality has improved. The Afghanistan mission is not an impossible one. We
will win. Transition should begin this year and should be ready by 2014. The Afghans have
already taken over control of seven provinces and districts, which is 25% of the Afghan
population. President Karzai will announce the next transition stage the month to come.
The Afghan forces have proven their ability to solve problems.”

In conclusion, as we may notice upon the analysis of all of the information above
the ideas presented are the same, while incorporating the evolutions of the past two years.
The same coherence of the message can be noticed when it comes to the antimissile shield.
At the end of the Lisbon Summit one of the statements issued underlined that the defense
against a ballistic missile attack threat from Iran has led to a military mission essential for
NATO. Moreover, Barack Obama’s decision to mount an antimissile shield grants a more
efficient and faster security deployment, while the antimissile defense is viewed as an
integral part of NATO and as a means to ensure open participation on behalf of all
members. Thus, antimissile defense is efficient when it is a joint action and the cooperation
between NATO and its partners, Russia included, is a desirable event.
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At the Parliamentary Assembly from Bucharest Rasmussen indicated that: “I
congratulate Romania’s, as well as Turkey’s, poland’s, Spain’s and Netherlands’ decision
to host elements of the antimissile shiled. I also expect there will also be other countries
that will show their willingness to make the same decision. The shield is a commitment to
security and solidarity among allies. First, mobile interceptors will be mounted on AEGIS
ships and afterwards the interceptors will be supplemented with terrestrial bases. More
than 30 countries all over the world have or are purchasing missiles and the necessary
technology. The threat is real and we need a real defense. I have not mentioned any
specific countries that may pose a threat because we are talking about an evolving
situation. Our defense system is easily adaptable to the needs of the moment. However, the
threat is real. I have always maintained that as long as there will be nuclear weapons
NATO will be a nuclear alliance.” In addition to this, Rasmussen underlined that the tests
that undertaken were successful and hence, the system is an efficient one and worth the
investment: “From the European Union’s perspective it is good investment. The USA give
us their antimissile systems and for the future the European states will also mount their
own antimissile systems. All of these will be cooperating.”

Another statement of interest for the purpose of this article refers to the Europeans’
obligations:”Even though Europe has powerful military forces, the gap between the USA
and the allies has enlarged more and more.In Libya the European allies and Canada used
their own forces but we have counted too much on the USA’s command capabilities and
units. The success in Libya depended on the USA despite the economic challenges of the
European states that participated in the conflict. That is a positive thing since the USA has
been asking for a greater involvement on behalf of the European partners. It is no news that
we count on the USA and that is not a weakness but the very purpose of an alliance. An
alliance is formed to provide mutual support. For example the Europeans do not have the
necessary units for air refueling, nor strategic air transport of troops and technique.”

Taking into account that the situation in Libya has radically changed I will only
emphasize that NATO has been extremely successful with this mission and therefore it
could conclude operations on 30 October 2011.

Before concluding, it is my pleasure and honor to quote the NATO Secretary
General’s opinion on Romania that acknowledges our country’s performance before and
after its accession to NATO:”Romania has been an exemplary ally”.

It is obvious that the complex issues approached during the NATO Parliamentary
Assembly from Bucharest could not be tackled in an in-depth manner in a paper of this
length. However,I have done my best to present to all those interested and mostly to the
specialists the main aspects that contribute to a better understanding of the high importance
associated to the 57th annual session of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly that unfolded
in Bucharest between 7-10 October 2011.

Endnotes

(1)http://www.euractiv.ro/uniunea-
europeana/articles%7CdisplayArticle/articleID_18802/Rasmussen-cere-consolidarea-
cooperarii-UE-NATO-in-domeniul-securitatii.html
(2)http://militar.infomondo.ro/actualitate/elemente-din-discursul-secretarului-general-al-
nato-anders-fogh-rasmussen-sustinut-la-adunarea-parlamentara-a-nato.html
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(3)Ilie Marin THE NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT NATO 2010 at
http://journal.dresmara.ro/volume2_issue1.html
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Abstract:
The complex issues pertaining to the national and international security cannot be tackled in the absence of
an operational intervention on behalf of the international organizations. The latter need legal tools and
efficient mechanisms in order to safeguard values such as peace, democracy and human rights, all of which
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An important distinction that needs to be made in order to better understand the
ideas discussed in this article is the one between the terms of “legal instruments” and
“mechanisms”. Thus, while the former refers to the documents underpinning the
establishment of the international and national organizations or supporting the actions
undertaken in the field of national and international relations, the latter means state and
international establishments enabled to apply state level decisions.

As it becomes obvious from the short introduction above, covering such a wide
array of issues is a difficult and challenging task. However, it is my firm belief that they
must be approached since they are important landmarks for today’s world. As a result, no
matter how many studies will be written on this topic, one can never claim it is enough
because the focus of both the mechanisms and the legal tools employed for security
purposes is the human being, the greatest of all creations. Therefore, I would like to
emphasize that this article is built around the idea that all human endeavors should be
directed towards serving humankind on a nondiscriminatory basis.

Collective security systems guarantee peaceful international relations, rule out the
possible threats to state security and ensure commonalty of effort at regional and
international level. Their underlying principles are participation and formal commitment.
Thus, the concept of collective security is built around the agreement among a number of
states undertake joint actions against any nation that may illegitimately break peace As a
result, aggressive actions perpetrated by any given state at any time are countered by the
joint efforts of the world community.

The goals of the United Nations Charter can be exhaustively and yet concisely
summed up as follows: “(the UN Charter) grants an important role to interstate relations.
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As a result, the Charter sets out equality among states, the right of nations to decide their
own fate, the respect for international commitments and the obligation to cooperate in
order to ensure peace and progress”[1].

Even if at international level “international peace and security fall into the area of
responsibility of the United Nations, an organization of universal standing and
mission”[2], the same organization in its Charter, in Chapter VIII acknowledges the right
of regional and state organizations to undertake individual actions in the pursuit of peace
and security.

For the security systems to be effective, states must agree to defend the status quo,
to fight against its violent break-up, to ensure that effective measures are taken against any
state breaking international norms, to defend peace. Moreover, the states that are not
directly influenced by the effects of an aggression should also participate in the sanctioning
of a rogue state. Theoretically, the collective security system is based on the assumption
that no state will ever aim at changing the current order of the world community and,
should such a situation occur, then all states will honor their commitment to counter such
an attempt. As such, the collective security system is preventive by nature.

From a legal standpoint, the concept of collective security bans employing force
unless authorized by the institution in charge of the collective security system. Even
though the contemporary international legal system acknowledges the right to self defense,
the members of the collective security system plead in favor of joining their efforts to
defend themselves against any aggression.

The main UN institutions: the UN General Assembly, the UN Security Council, The
Economic and Social Council, the UN Trusteeship Council, The International Court of
Justice and the UN Secretariat, as well as some of the subsidiary ones are, according to the
UN Charter, responsible for promoting and securing human rights and fundamental
freedoms.

Thus, the legal concepts of self defense and collective security do not exclude each
other. Self defense is seen as a temporary measure that can only be taken when the
collective defense mechanism starts working. Article 51 of the UN Charter allows for
individual self defense only until the UN takes the necessary measures to maintain peace
and international security.

Some of the institutions used as mechanisms to ensure national and international
security are OSCE – an important actor in the international arena that contributes to
ensuring regional stability, NATO – an organization with an important role in the Euro
Atlantic security efforts, as well as the European Union through its Joint Security and
External Policy that has undergone serious changes after the Lisbon Treaty. The
conclusion that can be drawn upon a detailed analysis of the EU status and role is that the
latter is both consequence of and incentive for globalization. Moreover, it is one of the
most important economic and political centers in the world, as well as a pillar of Euro
Atlantic security as a result of the multinational military missions to which it fully
participated.  Last but not least, the EU as a G20 and G8 member. Based on this conclusion
we can argue that a cluster of factors related to the necessity to ensure the common
European security has led to the Joint Security and External Policy that enables the EU to
act an essential role in solving the problems of the contemporary world.

Within this context I believe it is important to underline the role of the European
Council in safeguarding human security, as well as its activity in securing peace and
security in Europe and in protecting human rights through its own political means. In
addition, as a result of the EU armed forces’ participation into collective defense missions,
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the Union has established institutions and mechanisms, or issued laws designed to ensure
the accomplishment of national security objectives.

Related to the analysis of the legal instruments and mechanisms, I believe it is
important to also refer to the Romanian institutions in charge of defense and security. In
this respect, I will only mention some of the most important institutions and structures
since their number is quite large. Thus, the Romanian Parliament is in charge of the laws in
the field of defense and security, Romania’s Supreme Council of National Defense
(CSAT) is enabled through the provisions of art. 119 from Romania’s Constitution,
republished, to organize and coordinate the activities concerning country defense and
national security, as well as the participation into peace support missions  and the
collective defense actions undertaken by Romania as a NATO and EU member, as well as
international security support activities. Moreover, the Romanian Government and the
central and local authorities play an important role in the accomplishment of the defense
and security goals. The aforementioned authorities have clear cut responsibilities
established through the Defense Law no. 45/1994. In this respect, mention should be made
that this law has not been fully updated despite the great changes that have occurred at
national and international level. According to its provisions, Romania’s Government must
organize the activities and apply the measures concerning the national defense. The
responsibility for ensuring a coherent and unified approach to the national defense and
security system lies with the Supreme Council of National Defense (CSAT).

Another important role for the national and international security field is played by
regional initiatives such as the Mediterranean Dialogue, the Black Sea Forum for
Partnership and Dialogue, and the Process of Meetings of South East Defense Ministers,
all of which will be overviewed in a future article.

In the end I should reiterate the idea that Romania’s participation into multinational
missions and regional initiatives grants our country a well defined role within NATO and
EU, as well as in other international organizations. In this respect, it is worth reminding
that our country’s member status is nothing but a sign that Romania is a credible partner
able to measure up to its commitment to international security goals.

In this respect, I would like to remind that, as a result of the legal tools already in
place in the field of national security, Romania participates in missions led by the UN,
NATO and EU, as well as by other important international organizations.

In conclusion, without going into too many details, this article focused on the main
legal tools and mechanisms that ensure the accomplishment of national and international
security goals. Moreover, I would like to underline that, as a result of the complexity
underlying such a topic, a more detailed approach to it will be part of future research
endeavors in the field.
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Abstract:
South-Eastern Europe, which Europe’s geostrategic node, has been and will continue to be in the future an
area of confrontation of major interests. Therefore, there is always a risk of resuming the politics of exclusive
influence and confrontations in this region. In spite of the fact that inter-ethnical intolerance is invoked as a
cause of conflicts – which is true, in fact – there are also other aspects that sustain a high level of instability
and conflict in south-eastern Europe. By means of the current great powers’ direct involvement in this area’s
geopolitical issues, the regional security has a major impact upon Europe’s security as a whole, as well as
upon the Euro-Atlantic and world’s security in general.
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1. Introduction

The security environment of the early 21st century displays substantial
manifestations and transformations which require new analyses and the adaptation of the
classical analysis tools. The new challenges posed to security resulted from the opposing
phenomena, i.e., globalization and fragmentation, are accompanied by the classical risks
and regional vulnerabilities. At the same time, the traditional tensions are still present, but
their manifestations are directly influenced by the occurrence of non-conventional risks
such as the asymmetrical and border ones, as well as the economic crisis, international
terrorism, cyber-terrorism, organized crime and proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction.

As an essential component of international security, ensuring regional security in
the Balkans to the Caucasus, the Carpathians and the Mediterranean Sea to the northern
part of Asia, that is, The South-Eastern Europe, is a permanent and complex process
involving all the countries in the region and amplified by the opposing mix of globalization
and fragmentation. Romania is a responsible contributor to preventing and overcoming
regional security threats fueled particularly by the traditional tensions, instability and
crisis, as well as by the tendency to geopolitically redesign south-eastern Europe. This area
is a border between cultures, religions, mentalities, ideologies, political and national
interests and spheres of influence, all of them being multiple, individual, diverse and inter-
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related at the same time. There are two major sources of people’s insecurity, which may
trigger social disasters: disadvantageous geographical location and poor governance.
Mathematically speaking, geographical location is fix and perennial, and the Balkan
political leaders must strictly obey the sacred character of their legacy – nation,
understanding the role of their people’s geographical location and the careful management
of their relationships with the rest of the world.

The speech delivered by the former NATO secretary general, Manfred Woerner, on
4 July 1991 on the occasion of the symposium entitled “Security perceptions and
conceptions in Eastern Europe” held in Bucharest illustrates the importance of security in
south-eastern Europe: „Security in eastern Europe, particularly in the Balkans, is not only
a major issue now, but it also brings back disturbing memories. This region with its
complex ethnical and cultural legacy and overwhelming hardships of the past centuries
has never been easy to manage from the security point of view. At the same time, it has
never been disregarded by other Europeans if they take into consideration their own
security. Few significant events of the recent European history could be imagined without
the repercussions that this region’s events have had in terms of the rest of the continent”
[1].

One of the features of south-eastern Europe in the aftermath of the Cold War is the
existence of strong conflicts and volatile overall situation. The dissolution of the Soviet
Union and former Yugoslavia which preceded the collapse of the state authority in the
neighboring countries of the USSR are accompanied by the explosion of ethnical, political,
economic, social conflicts in regions that had been apparently stable or appeared to display
the necessary conditions to preserve this stability in terms of inter- and intrastate tensions.
Many western politicians who could have influence the historical unfolding of events seem
to be unaware of the fact that continental security and welfare largely depend on the
political and military situation of south-eastern Europe. In the ‘90s, armed conflicts played
the domino effect and threatened to extend beyond this region. We witnessed in disbelief
the conflicts between Serbia and Croatia, Russian Federation and Georgia, the Serbian-
Croatian-Muslin vendetta in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Serbian-Albania vendetta in
Kosovo, the chaos of Albania, the conflict in Transnistria, the tensions between the
Russian Federation and Ukraine, and the fights in the former Yugoslavian republic of
Macedonia. If we add to these the atrocities committed in Targu Mures in 1990 and the act
of savagery committed during the miners’ riot, we realize that Romania is but a piece of
the south-eastern Europe’ puzzle, which can be trapped in the whirl of regional insecurity
at any moment.

2. The frozen conflicts of south-eastern Europe

The term “frozen conflict” is as suggestive as possible. The definition provided by
the specialized literature refers to “an acute conflict situation which has not involved
armed violence at a large scale due to the mutual exhaustion of the combatants in a
previous stage of a military conflict and/or the discouragement exerted by the presence of a
regional power or of an outside power” [2]. These conflict are not solved, they are just
suppressed at a certain moment in time because of the extreme risk it poses to that
particular area, as well as to the international security as a whole.

In the ex-Yugoslavian area: Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Macedonia, Albania, Kosovo; in the ex-Soviet area adjacent to the Black Sea: Republic of
Moldavia - Transnistria and Georgia - South Ossetia, and Abkhazia, and in the
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Mediterranean: Cyprus, we have such frozen conflicts. They can explode any time,
because the collective memory, the mix of populations and the previous tensions cannot
and will not be easily dismantled. Unfortunately, in almost all of these areas there are
interests of the great powers or of other states that cannot be harmonized.

2.1 The ex-Yugoslavian region
The dissolution of Yugoslavia and the birth of new states that replaced the state

created by Iosip Broz Tito after the Second World War complicated the western part of the
Balkan peninsula, and also triggered unexpected
consequences in other south-eastern European
regions. More actors on the political arena led not
only to a change in the regional force balance, but
also to the appearance of a new geostrategic axis and
new power centers. The decrease of the ethnical and
political tensions after the war of the ‘90s did not
eliminate other crisis points, and so the region is still
active from this point of view. This war posed
numerous and special features of a conflict with
which Europe would become familiar.

The war whose first stages unfolded in
Slovenia as a mere confrontation between the military authority of a state in the process of
dissolution and a new civil society escalated to bloodshed in Croatia by initiating the ethnic
cleansing and the development of the paramilitary forces, which reached a peak in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. The three communities confronted violently and destroyed the towns and
villages in which they had lived peacefully only several years before, they put one another
in concentration camps and repeatedly broken the promises they had made during the
various truces secured throughout the years. Present there, the international community
was mostly a passive witness of the events, or interfered too late, inefficiently or against
the course of events. The change in the US politics, from non-intervention to active
involvement in solving the Bosnia crisis, resulted in a change in NATO’s option for direct
and efficient action. NATO air strikes and the treaties initiated as their direct consequence
followed the steps taken by the UN and other European states to bring the three
communities together in order to make them reach a solution to the conflict. The
contradictions regarding the interior border, which reflect Bosnia’s ethnical division, are
addressed by the Dayton Agreement, which allow the refugees to return to their homes and
guarantee free circulation of the people across Bosnia-Herzegovina.

The crisis of Bosnia-Herzegovina emerged due to the three communities’ internal
disputes and the frustration left behind by the previous regime of authoritarian-centralized
power and collective principles. Moreover, since the beginning of the Yugoslavian crisis,
the Muslim community of Bosnia-Herzegovina supported the birth of a unitary and
independent state, whereas the Serbian and Croatian communities supported the unification
of their territories with Serbia and Croatia. This conflict was also triggered by the
international community which had supported the dissolution process for various reasons
and interests, and subsequently acted against this trend. The war begun in 1991 posed
many challenges to the European states, regardless of whether they were NATO members
or not. The treaty of Dayton, Ohio, ended the military confrontation and open the way to
institutional confrontations and creation of the structures of the new state.
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Although the conflict was restricted to the former Yugoslavian region, its political,
economic and military implications were felt all over the Balkan peninsula and then all
over Europe. Its complex character and the plethora of territorial, ethnical and religious
factors faced by the entire region led to the necessity to coordinate the efforts at the Balkan
and European level in order to identify methods to rebuild the political, economic, social
and prevention tools to deal with future potential crises. The conflict of Kosovo, 1999,
demonstrated that the region did not exhaust its instability sources and that the efforts
made by the economic and security institutions, both European and Euro-Atlantic, did not
provide the viable solutions for which they had been set up.

At this time, the Republic of Macedonia preferred to stay neutral despite of making
some territorial compromises that favored the Serbians. However, the country was
destabilized by the 1999 war in Kosovo, when more than 300,000 Albanians from Kosovo
fled to Macedonia. They returned after the war, but shortly after that the Albanian radicals
from Macedonia demanded autonomy or independence from the areas inhabited mostly by
Albanians. The confrontations between the government and the Albanian insurgents took
place between March and June 2001 preponderantly in the north and west of the country,
and ended after the NATO monitoring of the truce and signing the Agreement of Ohrid,
which stipulated that the Macedonian government would offer more political power and
cultural independence to the Albanian minority. In return, the Albanian party waived the
separation demands and recognized the Macedonian state institutions.

Serbia and Albania continue to issue claims concerning the Kosovo matter.
Nationalist visions and ethnical-religious tensions are magnified by the economic scarcity.
Unfortunately, another element that contributed to this
situation was the set of sanctions imposed after the
Yugoslavian crisis. One proof that the Albanian
nationalism is still active is the attempt to create the
Great Albania. It is well known that Albanians are
widely spread in the region. Their presence in Kosovo,
Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Greece has always
been used to support nationalist movements such as
Kosovo Liberation Army or National Liberation Army or
to initiate violent acts justified by demanding rights for
Albanians. In the history of this conflict many actors
have been involved both nationally and internationally.
At the international level, there have been interactions with European or world
organizations. The conflict involved the UNO by means of three resolutions of the Security
Council, which were labeled by the Serbians as interference in their internal affairs. NATO
offered UN their combat equipment in order to enforce the resolutions of the Security
Council. The European Union manifested by imposing sanctions on Yugoslavia for a short
period of time. One should also mention the OSCE intervention, which involved the
participation of a large number of observers from the member states. Other international
actors were the US, Russia and Albania, which recognized Kosovo as an independent state.
Under these circumstances, and in spite of the fact that Belgrade continues to claim that
this is an internal affair, one cannot ignore the possible extension of this conflict, given the
position adopted by the neighboring provinces, where the Albanians still fuel separatist
animosities. We should also remind that Kosovo has the highest percentage of a minority
population in Europe: 90%. Furthermore, an approach to the crisis must take into
consideration the long-term intentions of the Albanians living in Kosovo. Although one
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may consider the unification of Kosovo and Albania after the separation from Yugoslavia,
this is unlikely to happen in the near future due to Albania’s poor economic situation, even
poorer than Kosovo’s. This makes this possibility unappealing to the people of Kosovo.
Moreover, the Albanian refugees from Kosovo have no intention to flee to Albania, but to
other parts of Europe.

These ethnic-religious conflict from former Yugoslavia have no immediate
solutions, and neither can they be solved by classical means. Such a conflict cannot be
solved by treaties or air raids. Instead, it requires political means because these ethnic-
religious tensions have been lasting for centuries and it calls for the public will and
sanctioning of the terrorist acts and gangs that dominate the areas with sensitive security
issues.

2.2 The ex-Soviet region adjacent the Black Sea
While the Black Sea has become the main link between the Far East, Central Asia

and the main river connection with central Europe via the Danube River, western interests
for the Caucasian-Caspian area, rich in strategic energy resources, have increased. We can
state that Europe is redefining its south-eastern area on political-economic criteria. At the
same time, the 21st century has made Russia redefine its latest, widest and most complex
vision of south-eastern Europe. Following geopolitical, geostrategic and geo-economic
rules, Russia’s vision has been illustrated under complex and subtle circumstances in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, and Crimean peninsula by actions that were both
unpredictable and hard to overcome. In this context, the problem of Transnistria is
fundamental to Russia’s security, which was explicitly declared by Russia’s State Duma.
The Nistru river is the strategic line that divides the two main geopolitical areas – the
Slavic one and the European one.

As a result of the USSR collapse, Moldavia declared its independence and at the
peak of nationalism it also declared Romanian its national language. The will to unite with
Romania gradually increased, which fueled the ethnic tensions particularly in the regions
where Russian was spoken. The political leaders of Transnistria understood their
opportunity to separate from Moldavia and decided to use it in order to secure popular
support on linguistic grounds.

Transnistria declared its independence on 2 September 1990 and easily managed to
resist the Moldavian attempts to cancel the regional separation by force. The armed

conflict was brief and resulted in the region’s separation from
Moldavia. The presence of Russian active and reserve military
helped Transnistria to defeat Moldavian forces. Basically, this
conflict has a two-fold source: territorial and political-ethnical.

The regional conflict fueled by Russia in Transnistria
was an experimental laboratory in terms of political
manipulation and strategy changes regarding the independent
evolution of the national states emerged after the collapse of
the USSR. By force, Russia attempted to apply the techniques
of this conflict in Georgia, Estonia and Crimean peninsula, but
also in other regions of the community of the Independent
States. As far as Transnistria is concerned, Russia aimed at
maintaining Moldavia under the political influence of the same

Soviet / post-Soviet decision center by using the region between Prut and Nistru as a fuse
always ready to be set on fire. This state of events is also sustained by the continuous
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political crisis from Moldavia, the economic transition, the costs of implementing the
mechanisms of market economy and democracy – all of these weakening the state and
making it incapable of exerting its sovereignty all over its territory.

By extrapolating this situation to the regional context, we notice that the severe
forms of nationalism which emerged simultaneously with the dissolution of the USSR
generated violent tensions in most of the countries at the periphery of Russia, especially in
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldavia. By maintaining its influence beyond its territorial
limits, Russia allowed and even determined these tensions.

Similarly, the Russian-Georgian war of the summer of 2008 demonstrated the
instability of a frozen conflict that had been poorly managed, easy to manipulate and prone
to escalation in the form of a military
conflict. The stake of this conflict is mainly
geopolitical and refers to the control over the
ex-Soviet areas. Moscow attempts to regain
control over these areas which it lost in the
fall of 2003, when the “roses revolution”
took place.

The relations between Russia and
Georgia after the revolution became more
and more tense. In September 2006, Russia
restricted the financial flows from Georgia
and put pressure upon the Georgian
population living on its territory as a
response to arresting four Russian spies in
Tbilisi. Furthermore, Kremlin withdrew its
diplomatic representatives from Georgia and expelled Georgian citizens from Russia. The
economic pressures exerted by Russia on its neighbor continued until November 2006 with
doubling the price for the gas which the Russian company Gazprom delivered to Georgia.
Also, Russia encouraged the separatist movements from Abkhazia and South Ossetia by
claiming that Georgia’s territorial integrity was not respected. An important source of
dissension between the two states was Georgia’s intention to join NATO, which triggered
severe reactions from Moscow, because the Kremlin officials regarded the Alliance’s
presence at Russia’s border as a threat. In April 2008, after the NATO summit of
Bucharest, Vladimir Putin – who was still Russia’s president at that time – asked the
Russian government to establish official relations with the separatist regimes and increased
the number of military staff deployed to Abkhazia.

Moscow has every intention to reiterate its geopolitical supremacy in the area
which is traditionally regarded by the Russian elites as Russian legitimate sphere of
strategic influence. The Kremlin lives and reacts as if it were guided by a post-imperial
syndrome meant to regain the geopolitical capital lost in 1990. By overreacting in the
Georgian issue, Moscow showed that it had the political will to use its power in order to
intimidate its neighbors. In the long run, the message conveyed to the western countries is
clear: Ukraine and Georgia must remain outside NATO and the influence of the US.
Tactically, Russia used Georgia to issue a strategic warning.

Last but not least, Russia tends to unilaterally delineate the multi-pole model of
international relations and continues to impose its control over the ex-Soviet regions.
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2.3 The Mediterranean region
The division of Cyprus into two parts – the Greek one and the Turkish one – is one

of the EU’s unsolved problems. De facto, the two parts of Cyprus have existed since 1983,
but they have been separated since 1974 after a
Turkish military intervention in a coup that took
place in Greece for the purpose of taking over
the island.

Cyprus is the destiny of two communities
with two fears, as the conflict has resulted in
more than 5,000 victims since 1963. While the
Greek are afraid of the Turkish military stationed
in northern Cyprus, and also of the potential
abuses similar to those inflicted during the
invasion, the Turkish people are afraid that they will be victims of exclusion and violence
as they were before the Turkish military came onto the island. Since 1964, UN troops have
been stationed on the island as a buffer between the two rival parties. In 1974, the coup
plotted by the Greek military in order to unite the island with Greece offered Turkey a
pretext to intervene. In 2004, the European Council made the mistake to support Cyprus’s
accession to the EU before the unification. The Greek people of Cyprus accepted the
accession, but they refuse the plan of reunification made by the UN secretary general. The
reunification negotiations were reluctantly resumed in February 2008 and supported by the
president of Cyprus and the leader of the Turkish community from Cyprus, who both
support Turkey’s accession to EU as they hope this would put an end to this long-lasting
conflict. The dissensions that still exist refer to the withdrawal of the 35,000 Turkish
military stationed in the northern part of the island, as well as to the future state form: a
federation with a central government for the Greek population or an alliance of states with
two separate governments for the Turkish population.

3. Risks and threats to the states’ security

In today’s world, most of the south-eastern European states focus on the European
trend of integration, which is perceived as a means to create tools for the economic and
political development which are necessary to build sustainable stability at regional and
European level. Despite these breakthroughs, there are still factors that may destabilize the
region. From an economic-social stance, there are still some weak points deriving from:
scarce soil and underground resources, poor management of national industries, industrial
giants that eat up resources and pollute the environment, poor infrastructure, lack of
internal investments and lack of attractiveness for foreign investments etc. these
weaknesses are accompanied by traditionalist mentalities, underground economy,
corruption and the negative impact of local armed conflicts. It is concerning that the
process of territorial and political redesign has not finished yet. On the other hand, there is
a high level of political and military instability in this part of the world, as well as conflict
potential which have gradually resulted in political, economic, social, military, ethnic,
religious and cultural tensions: Voivodina, southern Macedonia, Cyprus, the island of the
eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea, southern Albania etc.

To sum up, we could mention that macro-economic instability and social disparities,
internal and external constraints, monopoly positions, deterioration of the global
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environment, uncontrolled migration phenomena, terrorist-type unconventional threats,
social and cognitive polarization worldwide are aggressions that determine conflicts, fierce
competition and threat instead of social cooperation and solidarity, democracy, freedom
and international stability.

A UN report [3] lists the categories of threats posed to mankind now and in the next
decades: social and economic (poverty, infectious diseases, environmental deterioration),
conflict between states, internal conflicts (civil wars, genocide, atrocities), nuclear,
bacteriological, radiological and chemical weapons, terrorism and organized crime. The
current threats to international security are interdependent, and issues such as terrorism,
civil wars or poverty cannot be approached independently. Threats to national security
derive from capabilities, strategies, intentions or plans that enhance the fundamental
attributes of the state, of the society’s economic foundation, of the constitutional order and
of the citizens’ fundamental rights. They manifest by means of attitudes, gestures and
deeds that create disparities and instability, which leads to dangers posed to the national
fundamental values and interests with a direct impact upon national security.

In the light of the aforementioned aspects, the current and future risks, challenges,
hazards and threats can be grouped into four main categories:

 Weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical, biological, bio- and
nanotechnologies, weapon systems based on wave amplification and other
principles that can severely affect the environment and generate a geo-physical
war);

 Terrorist (net and puzzle attacks, which are becoming more and more
dangerous and deepen the discrepancies between the democratic world and the
world that does not share the same values and especially the offensive interests
of the western world);

 Cross-border (organized crime, economic-financial crime, drug dealing and
human trafficking);

 Natural (global warming, glacier melting, earthquakes, floods, tsunami,
hurricanes, landslides, extreme deterioration of the environment, including the
biosphere, lithosphere and ionosphere).

The increase in such potential risks and threats, as well as the vulnerability of the
national security is an important aspect to consider at all times. In a context of a fragile and
dynamic environment with positive and negative trends, the persistence of concrete risks
and threats and the permanent enhancement of their impact upon the state’s security lead to
an increase in the society’s vulnerability in front of such phenomena. The transition in
terms of economic, social, military, technological and informational aspects makes the
national security system even more vulnerable.

Among the most severe threats to national security, particular attention must be
paid to Romania’s proximity to conflicts, both unsolved and latent, whose escalation
during the last years has illustrated the complex nature of the ongoing processes as well as
the inefficiency of some measures. In this context, we find that both in the case of the ex-
Yugoslavian conflicts and in the case of the ex-Soviet ones – which are considered mainly
ethnical, mostly classical measures have been taken, based on the principles and rules of
the military conflict, whose adaptation has not led to the expected results, sometimes on
the contrary.

Moreover, there are opinions that support the theory of “geopolitical synchronism”
between the Balkans and the Caucasus, two areas linking Europe and Asia as well as
Christianity and Islam. Both history and geography support this theory: under physical
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proximity conditions, clashes and events have been more cruel and more violent that in the
Mediterranean area, and military conflicts have always characterized the history of the two
regions for the last two millennia. [4]

Another risk factor with a direct impact upon Romania’s national security and
brought forward after the events of 9/11 is terrorism. Analyses have shown that terrorism
has escalated beyond any expectations, and it has passed from the action phase to the
terrorist operation phase with major objectives. On the other hand, after the terrorist attacks
from the USA the phenomenon has no longer political or religious connotations, but has
gained magnitude and triggered the conflict between the democratic, open, easily
accessible societies and the closed, dark and impenetrable societies. Thus, one may expect
other terrorist organizations to embrace and improve this type of actions, which will result
in more destructive and inhumane terrorist attacks.

Human trafficking, drug dealing, armament dealing, and weapons of mass
destruction have reached extremely high levels during the last decades, with potential
consequences in terms of the national interest, all of these being the result of the activities
developed by organized crime groups. Ten years ago, this type of risk factors found in our
country and in the neighboring areas favorable conditions to thrive on the transition period,
with unclear legal and administrative structures. Unfortunately, the evolution of this type
of threats is still favored by the Romanian society’s vulnerabilities and transitions as well
as by some Romanian weaknesses which belong to our history and traditions.

Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is another important threat to the
states’ and peoples’ peace and security. The international agreements and treaties regarding
the exports control have decreased the speed of their extension. However, the existence
and proliferation of nuclear, biological, radiological and chemical weapons is a reality and
generated concern and insecurity due to their potential use. The outstanding risks resided
from this kind of weapons are given by the fact that a small group of terrorists can use
them and cause major damages which previously could be caused only by national armed
forces.

The state failure is associated to poor governance – corruption, abuse of power,
weak and inefficient state institutions, lack of accountability. It is in itself an alarming
phenomenon which feeds regional instability. Also, state failure is the consequence of the
societies indulging in their vices: diseases, extreme poverty, education degradation,
negative demographic trends, high level of social insecurity, fragile solidarity and civil
discourse, precarious state of population’s health, inefficiency or inexistence of public
health services, immature approaches to security issues.

Ethnic and religious extremism. There are areas of active conflict in Africa, Asia,
Middle East, Latin America, Spain, United Kingdom, Caucasus, Balkans, Indonesia etc.
nowadays, there are no leaders at the international level capable of approaching these
conflicts, but many conflict areas are interrelated and interdependent. Ethnical
confrontations can act as a real Trojan horse used by some interested groups in order to put
an end to the supremacy of the state-nations, without considering the boomerang effect
which some acts may have. Ethnical phenomena are not exclusively a result of
globalization; they have multiple historical, cultural and economic connotations. It is easy
to notice that areas which do not experience social and economic problems do not have
ethnic conflicts, but this does not mean that there are no other ways to prevent ethnic
conflicts.

On the other hand, the extremis-religious component existing at a national, regional
or international level is a serious threat to international security. Religious movements,
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especially those with supranational dimensions, are politically active organizations based
on strong religious beliefs. The main religious of the world are different from the
viewpoint of their doctrines, as well as from the viewpoint of the number of their
followers, geographical location and the degree of involvement in internal and
international politics. The danger they pose to international security consists of the fact that
they consider that their religion should be universally accepted and embraced.

In order to affirm the natural superiority of their religion compared to other
religions, some denominations make efforts to attract as many followers as possible. This
is sometimes done by persuasion, some other times by coercion.

Environmental deterioration. National security can be endangered by massive
destructive phenomena of geo-physical or meteorological nature, sometimes resulted from
damaging human acts, done either purposefully or from ignorance: natural catastrophes
(earthquakes, floods, global warming), exhaustion of vital resources, industrial or
ecological disasters, which result in losses of human lives, destruction of the social-
economic climate, pollution of the national or neighboring territories, potential pandemics.

Pandemics. Globalization and free circulation of people and goods, including
illegal migration, favor pandemics at regional or global scale. By their consequences,
pandemics are a major threat to national security, regardless of their human or animal
nature.

By putting together all these elements – terrorism aiming at maximum violence,
availability of weapons of arms destruction, organized crime, weakening of the state –
we may indeed face a radical threat.

4. Conclusions

It is widely shared viewpoint that the risk of a major confrontation in Europe – the
Euro-Asian heartland– disappeared when the Soviet Union collapsed, but the European
dream of peace and tranquility is far from becoming a reality. The concept of heartland
was introduced by Harold Mackinder (1861-1947) in the article “The Geographical Pivot
of History”, presented at the Royal Geographic Society in 1904. In his opinion heartland
signified the “the central part of Europe, the pivot region of the world politics, that part of
Europe controlled by Russia and which is inaccessible to ships” [5]. Today, we witness a
war fought on more than one front. General fight against terrorism, organized crime,
economic espionage and weapons of mass destruction are permanent conflicts which will
continue to exist throughout this century, which began under the sign of uncertainty and
threat of force confrontation. The recent developments suggest the possibility of
cooperation in the field of the two trends: the war on terror and the effort to make the
international security system more efficient. It is a world of profound transformations,
dominated by a mix of past, present and future elements.

As it is well known, the world of tomorrow should be a projection of today’s world.
It is certain that in the years to come the current trends, if not properly addressed, may
grow into direct dangers or, on the contrary, provided that all the international actors act
accordingly, they will be removed from the worldwide arena. It all depends on how we
understand to act today for a better tomorrow.

The real perception and adequate reaction to the existent or emerging threats and
risks posed to security is but an endeavor with a major impact upon increasing the mutual
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trust between states. This is a sine-qua-non to achieve the team spirit in the fight against
the weaknesses of the 21st century and building of a stable international security system.
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Abstract :
The concept of security until 20 years ago was studied only by strictly military aspect.
Changes occuring at the end of the century, in European enviroment, led redifining the concept (security) by
considering the threats type such as : economic, social, ecological, etc., in the event of a broad framework of
measures against them.
The pages that follow capture the steps of analyzing the economic impact on National Security from the
perspective of the Copenhagen School and also Army position, in shaping of the security features of the new
capitalist economic system.
Starting from understanding the new concepts, in the future, we will be able to understand the necesary
requirements to maintain realistic control over the national economy in order to ensure security.

Key words: Copenhagen School, security, people, states, economic security, transition, restructure,
managerial revolution.

1.Introduction

“Until “recently”, “security”- usually understood as “national security”- has meant
keeping some military expenses at a high degree, as a preventive measure considered
justified in the past, when such attacks were thought to be the only real threats to national
survival. However, today, when the atmosphere is polluted with poisonous substances due
to some nuclear and chemical accidents, which spread death and disease on large areas of
the Earth (e.g. disasters such as Cernobyl in USSR) and when the danger of epidemics
(e.g. AIDS) and natural disasters ( e.g. the “green house” effect) may endanger human life
throughout the entire natural environment on the planet, the perspective of a narrow and
restrictive view if the security concept seems completely anachronistic and unrealistic.

The collapse of the Soviet Union set as an urgent necessity abandoning the
traditional analysis way of the concept of realistic security type based on military and
political studies. “The core problem was that by the time of its fast decline and subsequent
implosion, the Soviet Union had at least the second military force that has ever existed in
the world. The Soviet security was fatally compromised by the weakness of its socio-
economic and institutional policy basis and not by lack of military force. The implications
of this fact were that the hierarchy problems in the traditional agenda of security supported
by “high level” and “low level” notions ignored, or at least simplified the very complex
interaction between socio- economic and national security issues”.[1]
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Abandoning for good the analysis way of the realistic security concept set
exclusively on military matters was the loss on control over the reform process by
Gorbachev. Clearly, many theorists and probationers of politics, all very influential, were
aware of the internal crisis in the Soviet Union. However, those who criticize the
traditional concept of security argue that these crises did not receive the needed attention
because of the narrow approach of the security agenda. The (neo)realist paradigm found
difficult including internal socio- economic matters into its agenda.   The argument is that
this fact contributed to, and also supported the logic of “level” and “low level” politics.
Security issues were considered of primary importance, and political and military aspects
or “high level” politics, were synonymous with security. This way, complex forces which
acted in the Soviet Union and which eventually led to its collapse were not included on the
security’s agenda. Consequently, many theorists and practitioners have been disconcerted
by the sudden end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union.

2.Adapting to the new challenges

The new way to analyze the concept of security was provided by the so-called
“Copenhagen School” which soon became the common name for the entire analysis of the
security concept and the items to which security must be provided. All this literature was
generated by some analysts associated to the Copenhagen Centre for peace and conflict
research. Certainly, the most influential analysts were Barry Buzan and Ole Waever. Their
innovative activity has brought great contribution, and in some cases has shifted the debate
on the nature of security studies.

The Copenhagen School considered the security studies “as being problematic if
they are narrowly built around the military dimension of security and excluding other
dimensions” [2].

Through publishing of “People, States and Fear”, Barry Buzan has provided the
theoretical support to analyze the security concept by including other types of security
together with the military one.

The first complex analysis that launched the idea of different ways of security, and
that contributed to its inclusion on the agenda of academic perspectives, was made in
Barry Buzan’ s book “People, States and Fear”, published in 1983. Due to its publishing
during the first Reagan administration and in the middle of what some people called “the
second Cold War ”, the book had a real impact. And the second edition published in1991
had a greater impact. Buzan illustrates the international system, states and individuals as
objects of reference, and the military, political, economic, societal and environmental
landscapes as sources of potential threats to those references. This is a starting point to
clearly understand the complexities of the security “problem”. Perhaps the most debated of
these dilemmas refers to the extent that it is useful to privilege any of the reference objects
of security.

The most powerful debate focused on rival claims of states and individuals on the
position of primary referees of security. This dilemma was stated most clearly by Ken
Booth when he asked: “the easiest test refers to the main reference object: states or people?
Whose security comes first? ” For Buzan, the answer, at least in “People, States and Fear”
is that the main concept of security must be the state” [3].

So, extremely important, Barry Buzan believes that “politics should be made only in
a state’s level in order to ensure security” [4]. Since the “economic security of a company,
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however, means more than economic security of economic or market agents. The issue is
related to the state's role in the economy [5]”.

Examining the “extremely difficult idea of economic security”, Barry Buzan points
out that “the national economy belongs somehow to the physical basis of the state” and
“the economic threats are, undoubtedly, the most misleading and difficult to dominate in
the national security”, therefore, in a market system, there is a huge number and variety of
economic threats so that these “economic threats seem like an attack to the state” [6].

So, the Copenhagen School’s thinking has influenced the politics of most member
States' in security organizations. In 1991, during the summit in Rome, NATO has decreed
– in Copenhagen School’s classical language - that security now has five dimensions:
military, societal, political, economic and environmental.

Copenhagen school has not only influenced the way researchers analyze the
security concept, it also had an impact on the community that writes policies. North
Atlantic Treaty Organization “provides the forum where consultations take place in any
problems and where the member countries make decisions regarding political and military
problems which could affect their security. The organization provides necessary structures
to make consultations and cooperation among member countries easier regarding political,
military and economic areas, such as scientific and  outside military areas ” [7].

The potential power of a nation “is thought to derive from several sources that
should be considered as a unified and balanced system. These sources are: geography,
population,  economy, national will, leadership” [8]. Some strategic analysts argue that in
the next century, which we will reach in a few months, economic competition will be much
more important than military competition in order to gain national power. Corresponding
to this view, they say that the main emphasis should be on “economic basis of national
security” [9]. In this respect, another author believes that “the economic potential of a state
reveals its power” [10].

The economic power, understood as the ability to exploit the economic potential of
a country at a certain point, allowed the Romanian state to support the military reform that
aims at "building a modern army, appropriately sized, flexible and mobile, with a  credible
combat capability regarding its efficiency, able to discourage and deal any external
military threat "[11].

Carrying out the transformation process of the Romanian Army “will have as a
result the creation of military capabilities characterized by flexibility, high response speed
and interoperability” [12]. The transformation process of the Romanian Army is very
complex, and getting success in the field depends on the financial, human and material
resources required to support it. The main element which determines the size,
performances and efficiency of the armed forces are finances.

Carrying the reform process of the armed forces “depends on the country's financial
resources, on the institutional possibility of the Ministry of National Defense to implement
policies and measures correlating them to policies of economic reform and institutional
capacity of other ministries and agencies to meet the time functions they must do. Taking
into account these institutional requirements, annual military spending will account for
2,38 % of gross domestic product [13]”, an effort that depends on providing a real
economic development.

A strong, performant and competitive economy, macro-dynamic stable in terms of
growth, and functional "is an important pillar of security, providing conditions  for
economic and social security , the interest of the majority to support the basis for
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democratic institutions and the necessary basis for promoting initiatives aiming at the
nation's prosperity and security ”[14].

The effects of the transition process are reflected mainly in the growth of economic
competitiveness, as a result of macro stabilization efforts of the state through a series of
applied security policies, and as an indirect result of private business activity.

Structural improvement of the Romanian economy is, first of all, the result of the
consecration of freedom as a choice of possible solutions from the most profitable and
most efficient. Economic nonsense like “planned losses” have definitely become history.

Shaping the new security elements of capitalist economic system is based on
achieving the old goal of rebuilding and renewing  economy, realities demonstrated by a
tough  export, which performed because of improving the quality of the products, this
became a real peak for of our nation’ s competition with other nations.

The new restructuring factor in the economy led to the placing small or medium
economic unit instead of the industrial giants, creating possibilities of accessing better
resources and causing new economic balance. So, the force of democracy is given by the
amount of effective actions of all economic agents, which emphasizes efficiency as a rule
for economic security.

Understanding the mechanisms of centralized economy of the communist years and
the effects of their economic doctrine is one of the starting points needed to assess
developments on the economic security of the entire Romanian society.

Also - in my opinion – it is a real help to be aware of the devastating effects that
handling and application of scientifically unfounded theories can have in the life of the
entire international community and, in particular, the destinies of nations, in order to
forcefully address and in an appropriate way these forgeries which are well hidden under a
reason, actually serving the interests of foreign economic security and protection of the
entire social construction of democracy.

A realistic understanding of the necessary requirements to maintain control over the
economy and to overcome the negative circumstances, offering each time the absolutely
necessary solution for economic progress is a huge performance of the technocrat
Romanian economic elites, whose role might be better emphasized in the future.

Through effective collaboration with the major international economic institutions,
the Romanian technocracy opened the gate to a global economy for the national economy
too, allowing the essentially strategic purpose of the whole process of transition - the
modernization of the Romanian nation.

The managerial revolution in Romania is the certain element of achieving a future
climate of economic efficiency, being able to guarantee the elimination of disparities to
western European economies.

Also, strengthening and improving the business of the market, based on the
principle of free competition and social solidarity is a priority. It is “the basis for healthy
economic development, capable to ensure effective integration of Romania into the
European Union, assuring globalization demands, normal access to resources and
international markets, resistance to major economic fluctuations” [15].

3.Conclusion

•The evolution of the concept of security and its great complexity caused a review
of the analysis of its problems.
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•Knowledge of economic realities which was the starting point of transition in
Romania in an effort to close the gap to the free world, is one of the keys to understanding
the events of our recent history and certainly  for understanding developments in the
future, too - hopefully - as few  years as possible.

•Changing the economic mechanism of communist type to the capitalist type
resulted in the creation of a new economic environment in which our country can
appreciate that there has been a lower extent than the one desired of the technological
revolution - and Romania jumped over it in the past, but which was implemented by free
economic activity throughout the national economy that has a guaranteed progress through
practicing modern management.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is to compare two different approaches regarding Air Policing missions.

This comparison is necessary to understand which approach is most appropriate according to 21st century
concerns and realities. Because of asymmetric and irregular threats since 9/11, the question of Air Policing
continues to be a preoccupation of the military and politicians.

The first theory is a historical one and represents the British Royal Air Force way of employing
airpower between WW I and WW II in British colonies.  The RAF used all types of air assets against various
targets, to include ground targets, during peacetime and war in order to gain or regain the necessary social
order. The British, historically, have used Air Policing as a way to prosecute irregular threats.

On the other hand, the NATO modern approach describes Air Policing as a specific DCA (Defensive
Counter Air) fighter mission, OPCON/TACON (Operational Control/Tactical Control) to an Air Operation
Center during peacetime in order to maintain 24/7 control over an assigned AOR. This is the normal
procedure to conduct Air Policing for airspace control in all European NATO countries and was also adopted
by the USAF for homeland defense after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

The British historical approach is closer to the concept of using airpower in Counter Insurgency
(COIN) Operations and Counter Terrorism (CT) where situations change rapidly from warfighting to
policing and back, while the NATO/USAF way to accomplish Air Policing is as a DCA mission
(warfighting) with applicability during peace (or during crisis situations in worst case) with very specific
TTPs (Tactics, Techniques and Procedures).

Key words: Air Policing, History, RAF (Royal Air Force), NATO.

1.Introduction

“Nothing is true in tactics.”
Commander Randy “Duke” Cunnigham

The concept of using airpower as Air Policing to achieve and maintain civil order
was developed by the Royal Air Force during the interwar period (1919-1939). After WW
I, Great Britain used airpower to replace or to sustain ground power because of its
effectiveness and reduced costs [1]. Major Michael Longoria’s Thesis from the School of
Advanced Airpower Study inspired my thoughts on this subject, and his use of several
valuable sources such as Air Power and Colonial Control by David Omissi as well as
British Air Power in Peripheral Conflict, 1919-1976 by Bruce Hoffman added to my body
of knowledge. These works, combined with regional historiographies, provide an excellent
foundation for analysis [1].

According to David Omissi, there are three concepts which need to be defined in
order to create the “picture” of what British call Air Policing. Those terms are: air policing,
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air control, and air substitution [2]. Air Policing represents the use of airpower to keep the
internal security of the state, similar to any police–type force. This status requires a
mandate, given by a legal authority, such as a national sovereign government, or a
legitimate international organism. Air Control defined as the command responsibility and
is not an equivalent of what we today call “control”, the meaning of the air traffic control
activities. Air Substitution was the term for the use of airpower instead of other military
forces for colonial protection.

In order to understand the substitution theory (use of aircraft instead the ground
troops) to police the territory, Omissi describes the British linkage between Air Policing
and the level of the missions (Strategic, Operational, Tactical) to support the internal
security of the state and the responsibilities for these levels. The British considered the
strategic level of analysis as the proper decision level under the authority of the Ministry of
War, usually the Prime Minister. At the operational level, the British gave the Air Control
responsibility to a regional Air Operational Commander. Meanwhile, at the tactical level,
the responsibility for social order and stability was given to an assigned tactical unit
commander.

In order to have a big picture of the British interwar perspective over Air Policing, it
is also necessary to describe the policing environment during this period. According to Sir
Charles W. Gwynn [3], the British define this policing environment in direct connection
with the status of civilian control in the social field. Following this, Charles Gwynn
summarizes three social status categories: lack of civil control (possibly a small war
situation), the process of restoring of civil control, and maintaining civil control [3].
Essentially, after WW I, the British requirement to reduce military spending in order to
take on further responsibilities in the Middle East and Africa, as well as Lord Trenchard’s
search for an RAF peacetime mission led to the idea of using air power as a policing force.
This idea caused opposition and disagreement at the strategic level regarding the
effectiveness of using air power as an exclusive solution to obtain social control and
stability.  Doctrinally speaking, the British used airpower as Air Policing under several
tenets: Air Policing depends upon a legal mandate (Authority), a benign operational
environment (Situation), the objective of civil order (Objective), able to produce political
versus physical effects (Political targeting), and maximizing the political effect with the
minimum military cost (Leverage) [1]. These tenets describe the British doctrinal and
execution view over Air Policing at all levels: Strategic, Operational and Tactical.

2.NATO/USAF modern approach regarding Air Policing

“Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few!”
Winston Churchill

Looking for a proper and official definition of Air Policing in a modern approach,
with all components, tailored to respond effectively to the various threats, we can use the
AAP-6/2006 (NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions) definition for air policing:  “the
use of interceptor aircraft in peacetime for the purpose of preserving the integrity of a
specified airspace”. Actually, the roots of the modern Air Policing concept were first seen
in Battle of Britain, together with the integration of an Air Defense System. The British
didn’t realize due to their preoccupation on the battle, but they had just developed the first
Integrated Air Defense System using fighter aircraft from a Ground Alert posture with
Radar stations as an early warning system in order to combat the German intruders in their
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airspace. The only difference between this example and modern Air Policing was made
only by the political situation because this occurred during wartime. The modern concept
of Air Policing was developed after WW II simultaneously with the evolution of radar and
missile weapons systems and is applicable only during peacetime or crisis.

With regard to regular and asymmetric risks associated with the security of the
NATO countries, modern Air Policing must be coupled with an Integrated Air Defense
System.   This mechanism was created in order to protect a designated air space (AOR) of
a country or an alliance against any aggression from the air. Threats suitable for Air
Policing action to counter include enemy ISR missions launched to evaluate military
capabilities, countering a show of force by an adversary, countering an unauthorized use of
AOR airspace, ensuring the compliance of ICAO/FAA rules concerning airspace use. Also,
the Air Policing missions can be conducted for countering unauthorized intrusions by civil
or military aircraft, defending against offensive operations against air or ground forces in
the AOR, denying regular air traffic if appropriate, and finally, diverting or blocking an
aircraft from conducting a terrorist attack or other illegal activities.

In order to fight against these threats, both, regular and asymmetric, the IADS
(Integrated Air Defense System) is designed to have a fast reaction time, using a
coordinated response of all components. IADS is composed of several elements. One is Air
Surveillance and Control Systems, which contain the ground and airborne radars,
communication systems, and all necessary systems for the search, track, interrogation,
identification, intercept control, and engagement of the targets in designed AOR. The
second one is the Air Defense Command and Control Systems, which coordinate the
actions of Air Defense aircraft (fighters), Surface to Air Missiles (SAMs) and Short Range
Air Defense (SHORAD) systems.

3.Conclusion
“If everybody’s thinking alike, somebody isn’t thinking…”

George S. Patton
Looking at these two ways to define, to understand and to conduct Air Policing

missions we could conclude that both perspectives have historical roots, and both could be
applied today, but they are different. The fundamental is “Does Air Policing means
policing the air or policing from the air?”

First of all, evaluating the British historical approach from today’s battlefield threats
perspective, we will find as appropriate the use of airpower in COIN (Counter Insurgency),
CT (Counter Terrorism) and in the fight against drug operations. This is highly necessary
because the technological evolution enables the ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Recce)
assets and PGMs to be very useful in these areas. But in spite of the priority of the initial
British definition and the irregular threats generated by the modern battlefield, the use of
the airpower during peacetime and wartime against ground targets in order to maintain the
social order, or to prosecute specific threats is conducted today, just in support of COIN,
CT or CDO (Counter Drug Operations).

On the other hand, the modern approach to the Air Policing term is in accord with
NATO/USAF doctrine and ways to plan and to conduct Air Defense missions during
peacetime by an Integrated Air Defense Systems. This approach is suitable for all threats
addressed from the air. It also covers a part of the CT operations if we consider the 9/11
terrorist attacks and the threats possible to be prosecuted by an efficient IADS.

Finally, looking at these approaches, we could say that, all types of air operations
(from Defensive Counter Air to Strategic Strike) are actual, suitable, and could be planed
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and conducted at strategic, operational, or tactical levels, to impact and prosecute all kind
of threats and targets, even though they have an different sense or background in the
history. The modern concerns are related with a possible confusion because the use of the
same term for two quite different types of air operations. This could generate confusion in
the real world of warfare, and produce undesired incidents. Nevertheless, using today the
airpower during the peacetime in support to COIN, CT, and CDO, is a return in history to
the roots of the Air Policing development concept.
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SECURITY CHALLENGES IN THE XXI CENTURY
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Abstract:
Never in modern history of mankind were there many elements of uncertainty. Despite the many assumptions
issued in recent years, few are able to discern what will happen in the medium or long term, and assumptions
are accurate. Increasing the values of the components of the new security equation means that we have
entered an era of strategic insecurity. The situation is even more complicated as the process of globalization
continues, which means that nobody can be considered outside the game. The need for self-protection of
some states may result in a third reflux democratization that end of the third reflux democratization. What are
the most endangered states is not hard to guess, but no saddle democracies powers can not be considered
safe.
From this perspective, new security threats require Member States and partners of NATO to work together to
safeguard the common values of democracy, security and freedom. Thus, in the Riga declaration specified,
".... The policy of partnership, dialogue and cooperation supported by NATO, is essential to achieve tasks
and goals of the Alliance. They were encouraged strong partnership relations with other Member States of
the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC), Mediterranean Dialogue (MD) and Istanbul Cooperation
Initiative (ICI). Alliance Partners supporting the values, contribute to EuroAtlantic stability and security, but
also beyond. NATO missions and operations have already demonstrated the operational policies of the values
of these relations of partnership with more than 80 countries outside the Alliance, which helped to support
these missions and operations.

Key words: security, decisions, development, globalization, threats, actors.

1.The security environment

Current security environment is strengthened as a result of political decisions taken
in November and December 2002 in Prague and Copenhagen, and the multiplication of
democratic countries' efforts to build new European security architecture. Positive trends in
NATO and EU relations with the Russian Federation and Ukraine and Mediterranean
Dialogue stimulate the amplification process of detente, dialogue and cooperation,
encouraging the construction of a new world order. One can appreciate, in this context that
the current security environment has the following features:

- The collapse of bipolarity and entering a new phase. During this period, only the
United States have proven capabilities and opportunities for their effective
involvement in managing the major problems of mankind, are considered as the
only  political, economic, financial and military credible and viable superpower;

- increasingly, the clear affirmation of the European Union as a factor for stability
and progress, and economic development of Japan and China's rapid military,
Russia's diplomatic offensive for the state of "vigilance" against the major
problems of the world is over and accelerate economic development India, all
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suggest that the long term, the new international security structure will be built on
a multipolar system;

- devoted to development and international non-state actors, which are the main
features of belonging to a lack of geographical area, management rules and rules
specific reference to values other than the national (tend to control and manage the
areas and sectors of power Flagship: ultra technology, economy, finance and last
but not least, energy resources);

- the affirmation and implementation of solutions and new methodologies in
development and the functioning of institutions and political organizations,
economic and international security;

- The shift from collective defense function in the collective security requires not
only new concepts but also the structures and procedures appropriate action.
NATO is transforming itself radically develop and refine its strategy of
integration and the cooperation and the consultation that the Russian Federation
and Ukraine, while assuming responsibilities beyond the traditional area of
responsibility;

- The initiation and assertion trends crisis management on regional considerations.
Security Organizations UN and OSCE mandates to encourage the acquisition of
solving international crises by the coalition or regional organizations and the
establishment of forces capable of meeting that task.

- In these circumstances the new world order is being built based on principles of
vocation and inspiration globalist, which are listed below:

- The development of current world economy is based on the main pillars of
strength: North America, Japan, China, the economic European Union, plus
recently, Russia, located in the apparent rise and India accelerate its economic
development;

- The access to high technology, materials and energy resources and especially
those with a potential risk determines not only the competition to obtain / control,
but also enhances international cooperation efforts in developing a management
system phenomena of proliferation and dissemination;

- The  increasing flattening of the distinction between internal problems, which falls
within the sovereignty each state and foreign affairs in a determined resolve their
international institutional framework;

- The redefinition of  the concept of power based on the emergence of new
benchmarks: capacity retention, processing and dissemination of information,
management of cross-border economy, ownership and access to high technology ;
the existence of symbolic power sources, such as ethnicity or individual human
values etc. The integrative processes, with competition for world power
reconfiguration physiognomy, shape tomorrow's world architecture. The
highlighting of the dialogue, cooperation and partnership are priority elements of
stability, prosperity and basic conditions to promote their fundamental interests.
Substantial enlargements of NATO and the EU confirm the viability of these
processes, which sanctioned the end of the Cold War and have removed two
divisions that divided the continent into opposing camps, making favorable
conditions for the affirmation and strengthening of a united Europe, able to
participate alongside the United States and other centers of power.
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Fig.1 The proliferation of chemical, nuclear and biological world

2. Globalization - source of threat

Strengthening the globalization will not bring the end of geopolitics. Schools
leading the field expected in unison that this complex controversial and contested
phenomenon will bring in addition to spectacular progress in all areas of socio-economic
and can spread and felt the effects of concentrated vulnerabilities in various parts of the
world. Globalization, by processes that lie on a near and medium term horizon, will
generate multiple tensions that will influence, not always positive, the international
security environment. Fragmentation and integration, localization and internationalization,
centralization and decentralization are just some of the situations that may generate
uncertainty. Thus globalization is not only a direct and easy path to peace and stability.
Ongoing phenomenon can also create moments that threaten to certain existing security
levels and time periods. It creates a new context for expression of power held by states.
Regional and international institutions, local governments and non-State actors,
particularly the major transnational corporations and some NGOs, make use of the tools of
globalization to combat the monopoly power of nation-states. Part of the power transferred
to specialized international bodies (e.g. the fight against terrorism and organized crime),
and a second run to the local level.

National governments and non-State actors, motivated not only economic issues but
also those of power (domination in the region, control of resources, obtain benefits in
relations with neighbors), will lead to direct threats and hazards at regional and
international peace and security. Mechanisms and international institutions, until the
moment of a full globalization, will act asymmetrically as the economic globalization will
be done at a much faster pace, given the progress made by many existing international
institutions and their development perspectives. In contrast, institutions and security
arrangements will remain beyond the poor and vulnerable to all the international
environment changes. The proof is the current inability of international actors to perfect
and observe safety rules viable in order not to generate the kind of armed conflicts like
those from Serbia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq. The development of new security
structures requires strengthening the instruments for regional cooperation to reduce or even
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cancel existing threats and threats and to prevent them in the forthcoming. It is a current
credible preventive strategy, which require new security standards in the security systems
capable of providing early warning and have the capacity and high availability nationally
and internationally.

From this perspective, the alliances and regional arrangements will remain future
features of international politics, although they will adapt to new circumstances.

Fig.2 The main areas of terrorist risk in SE Europe

3.Conclusion

Until recently, military threats were perceived as the main type of threat to national
security. The situation is understandable because the action was the only force that can
cause irreparable loss both to the organizational states concerned and the existence of their
population. The uses of force, the break of the peaceful relations between international
actors end diplomatic recognition. Usual competitiveness in the political, economic and
social competition is replaced by the military with a dramatic finality. The multiple,
destructive, most times irreparable, the consequences of military threats we have
specialists located in the heart of security concerns. Channeled to the military build-opened
historical problems between states explain disproportionate emphasis placed on the
military component of security, even during the current threats in other areas is higher and
closer to danger. The military has an independent dynamic of development, even in states
where civilian control over the military is effective. Since the military capacity is still a
reality whose existence is determined both by supporting and promoting the interests of
States in the international environment and strengthen national security and, if common
alliances, confusion can easily arise by the State to generate signals continuously. Fear of
defeat causes states to bring the armed forces to necessary parameters rejection effects
perceived threats. Modernizing the armed forces may lead to fears. New generations of
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weapons are invariably of higher performance than those replaced. Outside observers,
using general measures of its own responsibilities, often find it difficult to distinguish
between improvements designed to bring "updated" military force and to an increase. Arms
races are sources of threat generated by open or disguised military competition between
states. They can cover a spectrum from subtle to "dangerous" (as it was characterized by
Cold War). A low-intensity arms race can be difficult in the context of broken natural
desire to maintain a military status quo of each international actor. Such a conclusion can
be drawn where the GDP is allocated to military expenditure, a moderate and steady rate.
Direct threats have different ways of expression: the harassment of people and goods
belonging to States outside national borders in raids and incursions on its territory, the
blockade and fly zones or the naval show of force, mobilization of troops to border actions
of Special Forces and those of research within the state diversion target. With the current
state of Romania's NATO and EU membership, an important category of military threats to
our one and threats are directed, directly, on some allies or alliance generally. Although the
signals are received indirectly they lead to the triggering mechanisms of defense and
security in the whole system, of which Romania can not be missing as a result of
obligations under the Treaty of Washington.
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THE ROLE OF STATE INSTITUTIONS IN MANAGING
THE SOCIAL CRISIS
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Abstract:
Knowledge is an essential part of an organization (including the military organization) and all of its
components should be taken into consideration by managers and leaders. Considering the above mentioned
aspects, the Romanian Armed Forces should develop a framework for enhancing the organizational memory,
with emphasis on lessons learned and underlying the intangible value of human knowledge.

Key words: defence, control, legislative function, executive function, judicial function.

1. Introduction

In our country, the management of the social crisis that affects national security is
achieved by all the legally constituted public authorities, who have responsibilities,
mechanisms and tools for the design, planning, organization and control measures
concerning public order.

2. State institutions and social crisis

The Parliament is a political and legal institution consisting of one or more bodies,
assemblies or chambers, each consisting of a number of members (deputies, senators)
which have greater or less influence.
The emergence of Parliament is connected to the requirement to participate in drafting
laws and is based on the principle of delegating the exercise of the natural and inalienable
right of the people to legislate through its representatives (delegates) so that they can
express the legal will of the people.
The legislative function of the state imposed the Parliament’s autonomy in the system of
state authorities, seeking solutions that it is independent in exercising its powers, also
constituting a counterweight to the executive power.
Parliament's powers are specific to the accomplishment at the highest level of the state
management (exercise of national sovereignty). Parliament can not issue, control and can
not cancel court decisions, as it is it does not fulfill a judicial office.

The Parliaments state activity is structured on the 3 key areas of activity: the
legislative function, the executive and judicial functions. But legislating remains the most
important empowerment of the parliament. As such, the parliament has the important role
of adopting 3 categories of laws: constitutional, organic and ordinary. The parliament also
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has a role in further defining the directions of the main socio-economic, cultural, state and
legal activities, in the parliamentary oversight, which in addition to the work on laws, sets
directions for economic and social activity, the formation of state bodies; the Parliament
also controls the performance of activities in the field of defense and public order in
Romania, directly or through specialized committees, for which purpose :

Adopt laws including regulations relating to public order;
Reviews the compliance with the legal provisions on public order and calls for

proposals to improve legislation in this area;
Gives a vote of confidence to the Government of Romania;
Controls the competent institutions on the application of legislation on public order.
The President of Romania. Stipulated in the Constitution, Chapter VI-Chief of

state institution - is rooted in world history, states constituted as large human communities,
grouped in more or less large territories, bounded by borders, included in the political
system the institution of the Head of State. According to the Romanian Constitution, the
role and attributions of the President are: powers related to legislating, organizing and
functioning of public authorities, national defense and public order, foreign policy, and
other functions such as grant decorations and honorary titles, etc. providing individual
pardon etc. The President issues, in exercising his function, legal acts – decrees that may
have normative or individual character.

The Country's Supreme Defense Council, within its constitutional powers, carries
out the following activities: oversees the structure of the  national system of crisis
prevention and management of social crises, analyzes complex crisis, which requires
exceptional measures as provided by law, reviews and approves the Action plans prepared
for crisis prevention and management that impact upon the national security, adopts
decisions on the crisis prevention and management that affects national security,
mandatory for the citizens and the institutions whose activity it covers. The Supreme
Defense Council is also involved in preventing, and solving crises, for which purpose:

Reviews the implementation of legal provisions relating to public order;
Reviews and approves documents for cooperation between different state

institutions for the protection and defense of strategic objectives
Adopts measures issued by the ministries for resolution of crises.
The Romanian Government , according to the Romanian Constitution, consists of

the Prime Minister, Ministers and other members as established by law. The Romanian
Government is the institution that prepares and submits to the Parliament of Romania the
“National Strategy for preventing and managing internal crises" and ensure the national
implementation strategy. It organizes and is responsible for the operation of the National
Crisis Center. It leads the activity of the central and local authorities to prevent and manage
crises and in this sense cooperates with social organizations involved. It is also responsible
for legal measures of protection of public order bodies subordinated to it, as follows:

Directs the Ministry of Interior and other state administration bodies with
responsibilities in defending public order;

Provides training, conservation and use, according to destination, of the financial
resources necessary for organizing specialized bodies;

Reviews and forwards the draft laws on public order;
Provides material reserves needed in crisis situations;
With the approval of the President of Romania establishes measures for the use of

military in crisis and restoring public order.
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The Ministry of Interior, is the institution which works to collect information and
data on the occurrence and development of crises, examines the factors that generate
internal crises, improves the operational capacity of action of the subordinate structures
with responsibilities in prevention and intervention in emergency situations, in order to
normalize the economic, social, political and military areas. Other functions it covers:
achieving specific measures to solve crisis, issuing military orders to establish a state of
emergency following the occurrence of crisis situations affecting national security, the
implementation of operational plans and cooperation to solve crisis in the area of
responsibility, supporting the legal exercise of the powers of state authorities to prevent,
control and removal of internal crisis, ensuring the legal transit of people and goods and
compliance with state border regime during the crisis, intensifying the prevention and
extinguishing of fire in crisis areas. It also leads the work in crisis situations and provides
representatives to the National Crisis Center, working with public authorities and local
institutions with responsibilities in the field and with similar bodies in other states under
international agreements to which Romania is part. It participates, according to the law, in
the establishment of international forces for the fulfillment of missions of training,
assistance and cooperation in humanitarian law and order and for the managing of external
crises. It analyzes information on the possibility of emergence of possible crisis due to
economic situation, as well as changes in social relations, cultural and administrative parts
of the country. Directs and controls the activity of local authorities and prefects to prevent
internal crises and coordinates the management of these situations.

The Ministry of Interior is the specialized body of central public administration
which shall, in accordance with the law, exercise the duties incumbent on the observance
of public order, defense of rights and freedoms of citizens, of the public and private
property.

At county level, the management of actions required to maintain or restore public
order is the responsibility of the head of County Police Inspectorate.
In case the police, in order to restore the public order, can not cope with the situation and
uses large number of personnel (gendarmes), the responsibility for restoring the order
passes to the commander of the large gendarmerie unit, who will also subordinate  the units
overwhelmed by the dynamics of actions in the operational units.

If the violent actions escalate and the main forces of order are about or have been
overwhelmed, the responsibility lies with the commander of the Ministry of Defense
designated to intervene.

The links between the forces participating in action during the crisis are established
through radio and telephone networks, including their interconnection to telephone
networks.

Depending on the circumstances, we can organize unique command points,
composed of appointed representatives of all categories of the participating forces.

The centralized management will be done by the Ministry of Interior, through the
general staff and will consist primarily in ensuring the overall use of the subordinated
forces and means, in order to continue the fulfillment of tasks during the crisis, as well as
those emerging.

The entire prevention, intervention and rehabilitation activity for the reduction and
limitation of disasters is coordinated by a government commission headed by the Prime
Minister of Romania, made up of ministers from the relevant structure. The activity is
provided by a permanent technical secretariat.
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Subordinated to the Government Commission are nine central committees
specialized on types of disasters, organized under the respective ministries, each with the
respective Minister as chairman, as follows:

- Central Committee for floods, dangerous phenomena and construction accidents
at hydrographic basins, the Ministry of Waters, Forests and Environmental Protection;

- Central Commission for Prevention and Protection against the effects of
earthquakes and landslides, the Ministry of Public Works and Planning;

- Central Commission for nuclear accidents and falls of cosmic objects, the
Ministry of National Defense;

- Central Commission for large explosions on the surface and underground,
chemical accidents and very serious damage to pipelines and city gas, the Ministry of
Industries;

- Central Committee for very serious accidents on the ways of communication, the
Ministry of Transport;

- Central Commission for emergency medical assistance in disasters and epidemics,
the Ministry of Health;

- Central Commission for Animal Health and monitoring radioactive chemical or
biological contamination of plant or animal products, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food;

- Central Commission for large fires, the Ministry of Communications.
At the county level are formed committees to defend against disasters, which are

led by prefects and heads of civil protection. Their subordinates are the municipal and
town committees operating under the municipalities.

The missions assigned to the Ministry of Interior  in situations of social crisis are
actually an amplification of those performed in normal conditions, some having a higher
share (security and defense objectives, intervention to combat manifestations of violence
and restoration of rule of law, border security and surveillance, documents control and
foreign citizens record, informative-operative activity) and others are performed at the
usual parameters.

a) The Police
By law, the police is responsible for maintaining the public order. Maintaining public order
aims to prevent situations requiring law enforcement actions.

The prevention of public disorder will be done in two ways:
- Social prevention, in the sense of the action of the social factors which contribute

to the complexity of the social unrest causes to guide and influence them to normality;
- Prevention of situations by taking measures aimed at reducing opportunities to

facilitate acts of disturbing the public order;
During the crisis, police will continue to meet the following specific tasks,

conferred by law:
- Increased the informative – operative activity in order to gather information

and data on the intentions of individuals prone to committing acts of disturbing the public
order;

Centralization of such data and information and communicating them to the
operating headquarters established to coordinate intelligence operations;

- Arrest of turbulent persons who managed to penetrate the gendarmerie
troops;

- Performance, together with other public order institutions, of common
interest activities to resolve situations that may occur in places where events take place;
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- Awareness of the morale of employees in units and companies, of any tense
situations between employees and management, their attitude towards the turbulent, claims
and possibilities of disorder and bringing them to the attention of the persons dealing with
crisis management;

- Intensification of activities related to weapons, explosives and toxic
substances for the operational knowledge of people who have illegal weapons, have a
violent behavior  and intend to use such materials;

- Taking all measures to prevent the stealing of explosives, radioactive
materials and toxic substances from the facilities which produce them or use them in
production;

- Facilitating the priority movement on certain routes, on orders, of the
intervention units

- Prohibiting the access of vehicles and persons in areas where public order
was disturbed;

- Providing their security and defense of the main targets and of those of
competence, by own means or  with other support received;

- Curbing the violent manifestations of large groups of people intending to
travel to various locations where public order has been disturbed;

- Warning people not to perform activities that would hamper law
enforcement intervention.

After restoring the order, the police have the important task of maintaining the
public order, by using all means allocated by law.

b) Gendarmerie Troops
Specific missions involving weapons to which the gendarmerie participates are the
following :

- Participation in the announcement and sending to military units of human
and material resources;

- Finding out the concrete, real status of the persons not present to the
mobilization and recruitment;

- Ensuring the order and traffic fluency on roadways and railways in order to
cover the border and executing the force maneuvers for mobilizations;

- Participation, on orders, to the implementation of the provisions of the
evacuation plans of the population, businesses and public institutions;

- Increasing of the informative-operative activity for preventing and detecting
acts of sabotage, diversion and terrorism at companies,  public institutions and land
transport;

- Supervision of compliance by the entire population with the measures in
the orders of operations referring to public order and national security, and those of
participating in the defense, civil protection and for the insurance of the supply of
population with the basic necessities;

- Ensure coordination and control of the guard activity of goods and roads,
support of units and civil protection formations;

- Supporting the restart of normal activities of the local authorities, after the
release of the national territory temporarily occupied.

In its activity, the Ministry of Interior, ensure the enforcement of provisions of the
Constitution, laws, decrees, Government decisions, treaties, agreements, conventions and
agreements with other countries in specific areas of activity.
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c) Border Guards
In crises, large units and units of border guards will be employed in particular for:

- Increased actions to ensure the guarding and supervision of the Romanian
state border, in order to prevent illegal border crossings, smuggling and any violations of
legal norms on the border;

- Control of documents at the border crossing, of vehicles and luggage, to
prevent the introduction into the country of weapons, ammunition, toxic and radioactive
substances and to prevent the exit of people suspected to have used such means during
turbulent actions ;

- Ensuring conditions for implementing the provisions of new laws on the
legal regime of state, on the closure of crossing points or the entire border;

- Establishing new measures, if the situation requires, for the application of
treaties, agreements, conventions and border protocols concluded by  Romania with
neighboring states;

- Participation in the restoration of the public order in some localities or areas
in the border area;

d) Firefighters
Firefighters will continue to exercise duties and specific tasks. They should also be
prepared to be employed in other activities such as:

- Controlling the enforcement of the law on preventing and extinguishing
fires in areas where events occurred;
- Extinguishing fires caused by criminals, due to explosions or to the enforcement
actions;

e) Passports and border police
In cases of serious disturbance of public order, the police and border passports units will
focus on the following tasks:

- Maintaining public order in border crossing checkpoints and, if necessary,
participate in its restoration when it was disturbed;

- Prohibition of leaving the country for persons or groups of persons known
to have caused disturbances or were involved in them and want to leave Romania;

- Finding individuals wanted by Interpol or other foreign citizens intending to
enter the country to amplify the effects of crisis or change the form of government in
Romania;

- Mastery of the status of foreigners on the Romanian territory, their
migration from one area to another in order to participate to turbulent activities ;

- Taking measures to detect those entering the country with weapons,
explosives, radioactive, toxic substances or drugs;

- Implementation of the provisions of new laws regarding the legal regime of
the state border, including certain restrictions ordered.

f) Intelligence units of the Ministry of Interior
Through the specific means and methods of work, they are involved in performing the
following tasks:

- Supporting the command factors in organizing the protection measures for
their own objectives and for those in their area of responsibility;

- Intensifying the measures for detection and prevention of economic and
financial and banking activities that could result in tense situations and identifying
businesses which generate significant revenues through fraudulent means;
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- Identifying the persons reported to initiate or perform acts of violence that
endanger public order and those who by threats or blackmail force people to participate in
the worsening of the crisis or instigate to civil disobedience;

- Ensuring the measures to protect the Ministry of Interior personnel against
the actions of individuals or groups of individuals interested in disrupting the management
and functionality of the units.

In cases where the main forces of public order can not master the crisis and are
overwhelmed, they can call in units of the Ministry of Defense. They will operate under
the Cooperation plans prepared in advance, in relation to the particular town or area where
the crisis occurs. According to the stipulations in the Constitution, in relation to the gravity
and danger of actions that manifest in the crisis, the state can establish emergency or
martial law. Under these conditions, can be established and applied, mainly one or more of
the following measures:

- Introduction of the military jurisdiction in that territory;
- Limiting the exercise of the rights of movement, including the removal of
suspicious persons, foreigners and those who impede military operations;
- Limit the entry and exit of foreigners to / from the country up to closing
borders;
- Takeover by the army of the attributes of the civil authorities;
- Prohibition or limitation of meetings, marches, rallies and strikes;
television broadcasts;
- Handing over to the competent authorities of weaponry and ammunition
held by citizens;
- Coverage by all media means of the measures established to restore public
order and that the Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Defense are mandated to
implement them.
Depending on the specific of the situation, but also on the provisions of the

cooperation documents, the large units and armed forces units can be employed for:
- Free occupied objectives and towns and restore public order;
- Supporting surrounded forces, breaking the aggressor blockade;
- Land and air blockade of the area and the prohibition of supply of armament
and ammunition to the aggressor groups;
- Strong defense of military targets or strategic importance;
- Evacuation and protection of the population which disagrees with the
aggression;
- Reconnaissance of areas and arrest of the scattered groups of aggressors;
- Infiltration in the forces that triggered the internal aggression and
performance of surprise actions.
To carry out the tasks set, large units and armed forces units can act independently,

but in most cases, in cooperation with the Ministry of Administration and Interior.
Common mission for all the components of the public order and defense area:
- Increasing the specific tasks for crisis situations while mobilizing own units
and supporting the execution of mobilization of units belonging to other ministries
(central public authorities).
- Participating in measures to ensure the realization of mobilization through
structures set on the own premises (in the districts of displacement) and those of
public order insurance,
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- Participation in the search, discovery, signaling, neutralization, destruction
and capture of hostile groups preparing diversion and sabotage actions;
- Organizing the defense of special importance objectives, participation with
the available forces in actions to fight for blocking and destruction of enemy
airmobile and paratroops, in assessing the layout of units of the Ministry of
Administration and Interior;
- Protecting the population, of the sick, wounded and prisoners against

violence of any kind, of robbery, abuse, muggings and abusive requisitions;
- Participation in the evacuation of people, directing and guiding  refugees
convoys and directing the evacuated, as well as guarding material goods;
- Countering terrorist actions and neutralizing terrorist and extremist groups,
hostile elements isolated or in groups, and participation in the destruction of enemy
resistance behind troops remaining on the offensive;
- Reorganization of specific normal activities of the Ministry of Interior;
- Ensuring and maintaining public order during the return of the evacuated
population in the liberated areas and villages of origin;
- Participation in the collection, transport and delivery of spoils of war;
- Completing the personnel and material losses according to the  legislation
and the real possibilities of each area of responsibility;
- Implementation by the garrison commanders of the provisions of laws,
regulations and orders in support of orphans, invalids and war widows.
f) General Directorate of National Archives and county branches
- Processing, at the request of citizens, of archival documents of special value
to the national fund;
- Ensuring, in cooperation with the gendarmerie troops, of the security of the
national fund archives.
Undoubtedly, the crises are manifestations of discontent, of contradictions of any

kind of circles or groups willing to take political power or even of diversionary actions
performed by another state interested in destabilizing the country.

g) Romanian Intelligence Service, organizes and implements activities to collect,
check and use information necessary for the knowledge, prevention and counteraction of
any actions which are, by law, threats  to the national security of Romania. SRI provides
protection of state secrets and prevents leakage of information that by law, can not be
disclosed. In applying the law on the protection of state secrets, SRI organizes and
executes the transport of official correspondence with such character throughout Romania.
SRI also ensures, with priority, information on the possibility of the occurrence of a crisis
situation, their evolution and impact of the measures and actions taken by the responsible
authorities for managing social crises. It support with information the operations of the law
enforcement forces involved in resolving social crisis and executes specific actions of
prevention of diversion-terrorist acts and the disruption of such acts  on national territory.

j) Foreign Romanian Intelligence Service is the state institution specialized in
foreign intelligence regarding national security and the defense of Romania and its
interests. It is part of the national defense system is organized and coordinated by the
Supreme Council of National Defense.

In order to carry out its duties and to ensure uniform and consistent policy in the
intelligence community working with external information, SIE works closely with
ministries, public institutions and other bodies established by CSAT.
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Romanian Foreign Intelligence Service provides information necessary for the
Romanian authorities to prevent and counteract external risk factors that can lead to social
crisis affecting the national security, and also ensures the IT support of national forces in
international crisis management operations in general.

3. Conclusion

I think the efficiency of the main forces would increase significantly when there is
an appropriate legal framework that provides the personnel with the guarantee that the
intervention to restore order falls wholly within the Romanian laws and international
documents, and political forces in power assumes full responsibility.

Given the new conception of the Ministry of Administration and Interior  to put
exclusively within the jurisdiction of the gendarmerie forces the mission of restoring the
law and order, I consider that the reorganization of these forces is a necessity, so as to
provide strong mobile units on the geographical areas of the country able to intervene in a
short time to resolve the crisis in their early stage, before the escalation of violence to the
limit that can not be controlled.

Another conclusion which needs to be taken into consideration is that large units
and military units need to orient their training programs to participate, in exceptional
circumstances, in solving the crisis situations that may affect national security. It's hard to
believe that in the next period, Romania will face an external military aggression by classic
means, while an internal aggression aimed at the autonomy of certain of the country’s
regions, targeting the integrity of the Romanian state, is more likely. As such, the armed
forces should not be taken by surprise by such a crisis, which if not dealt with very quickly
and internationalized is likely to be settled in foreign chancelleries, against Romania’s
interests.
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Abstract:

As expected, the implications of financial and economic crisis facing humanity after 2008 strongly
affected and the defence policy, both at the Nor-Atlantic Alliance and member or non-member states.

Based on this this fact, the approach aims, at the beginning, a presentation of using common elements in
planning and running of the business and, accordingly, defence planning.
Further, given the fact that a capability can be used in several scenarios or scenario can
encompass more capabilities, stressing the need to prioritize objectives and goals of the adopted strategy.
Finally the approach presents a personal view about the main elements of the defence planning process, the
Romanian Armed Forces should consider them, with emphasis on developing capabilities for forces to be
able to participate in fulfilling the full range of NATO mission.

Key words: capability; defence planning; capabilities-based planning; scenario planning;

1. Introduction

Planning based on capabilities is a method of
defence and business planning techniques, focusing both
on business purpose and to meet the highest
requirements in the field is used. It is also used to
coordinate projects in areas difficult corporate function
which together allow the achievement of capabilities
involved (eg, defense: digital communications,
implementation supervision, recognition and indication
of targets, etc.).

2 Capability based planning

In the business, capabilities-based planning focuses on planning, implementation
and delivery of strategic business capabilities of enterprises. It is oriented / and run by the
business, combining efforts of all lines of business necessary to achieve the desired
capability.

Capabilities-based planning is compatible, in almost all cases, with corporate
business models and is especially useful in organizations where the response of latent
capabilities (eg, emergency preparedness unit) is required, and where the same resources
are involved in multiple functions. The need for these capabilities is often discovered and
highlighted using business scenarios (as I will present below).

In terms of information technology, capabilities-based planning is particularly
relevant (eg, establishment of a consolidated corporate data center, ensuring necessary data
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and related services). Entrepreneurial capabilities principal architects will be involved1 in
managing a construction in the training of personnel and other management tasks to
implement changes and entrepreneurial architecture requirements. In the past, many
projects have been less successful, even if effective, their implementation was brilliant, as
related to other tasks (business process redesign, training of customer support, training,
infrastructure and so on), they were not controlled by architects and planners
entrepreneurial and often have not been completed satisfactorily.

On the other hand, the projects were usually described in terms of technical results
and not as business results, making it difficult for business to appreciate what was
sent2, making the entrepreneurial architects often to lose sight of the ultimate objective
of business. The capabilities-based planning, development stages used in architecture, in
the context of business results, clearly link the vision, architectures and implementation
plans and transfer line with business strategies and corporate business plans.

In the many management teams horizontal interoperability and common services
are emerging as cornerstones of e-government3 implementation, and capabilities-based
management is, in many ways, also important. In the private sector, the concepts of supply
chain management and service oriented architecture (SOA)4 forces increasingly more
planners / managers to lead, both horizontally and vertically, and this is achieved using
capabilities (design, implementation, use, etc.).

Capabilities-Based Planning has long been rooted in defence, the U.S., UK,
Australia, and Canada, associated mechanisms of governance and rigorously derived
capabilities (design capabilities) is developing, especially in systems engineering. These
concepts are also easily transferable to other areas, such as the IT.

From a business perspective and IT architecture, capabilities-based planning is a
powerful mechanism that ensures that strategic business plan to business lead top-down
approach, is also adaptable to channel technical capabilities bottom-up emergence of
innovations. Regardless of the corporate structure itself and the defence, they will have to
deal with the insurance of the business capabilities, which will require coordination
and alignment in the vertical lines of business.

Capabilities are based and run business, ideally, on /and by business. A key
challenge is that benefits are often not collected at the level of entrepreneurship and
business line and therefore the portfolio oriented projects tend to become a Business
Development Line, rather than a corporate perspective. Ensuring management capacity
is a challenge and a way of establishing a perspective within an organization, a powerful
mechanism to ensure synergy of business value, which will be reflected in profitability and
stock value.

1 Hence the importance of rethinking traditional organizational schemes, with who Romanian military
management thinking is familiar, with all the efforts made on their own or with support from others (I mean the period
2002-2004 when all central level decision-making structures - departments, divisions central major fold) failed to discard.
2 And I must admit that this side is fully revealed in the acquisition of the RoAF (Romanian Armed Forces) structures,
either at central level or the services and of those which took over the task through outsourcing (eg,
GIARA or ROMTTEHNICA), which has made many of executed contracts to reflect inconsistency in terms of business
requirements, which has seriously impacted on the performance of many programs.

3 A trend followed and in RoAF during the restructuring and modernization process of those, in the period
2005-2010, where they provide horizontal interoperability and common services. The idea remained only a
wish because the services had anarchy understand the important role of the programme director
(autocracy trend was still strong and only remove the more determined supporters has led
to its abandonment in part).
4 Services Oriented Architecture
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Capabilities should be identified using the same order as specifications of goals and
business scenarios; in particular, they should follow the SMART5 guidelines 5 to avoid
ambiguity.

As outlined in the theoretical approaches and case studies on the concept of
capabilities-based planning, many capabilities are "horizontal" and go contrary to the
normal vertical corporate governance. Most often, management direction and
corporate management framework is based on line business metrics and business metrics
rather than the entrepreneurial architecture and therefore must ensure also a function of the
horizontal targeting enterprise (and a line of business) designed to optimize service
delivery. It is not surprising that planning and architecture based on entrepreneurial
capabilities are mutually supportive, operating both corporate and often contrary nature
has to face business challenges, its support is crucial for the construction
of entrepreneurial success and it makes sense to align with planners and corporate
capabilities to support the business of vertical lines (Figure 1).

Corporate Governance

(Including Corporate IT

Functional Management
(Vertical)

Portfolio business
line

Corporate
Portfolio

(HR, Finance, ...)

IT
Portfolio

Capability 1: (Insurance Services)
Management capabilities
(Horizontal)

Management capabilities
(Horizontal

Capability 2:

Operations Management - IT Infrastuctura
Corporantistă

Figure -1: The concept of Based on Planning Capabilities

Capabilities within the organizational structure of business (as seen in Fig. 1) can
also be vertical and managed. In fact, the requirements of leading capabilities, often,
organizational design, but within an organization, business process transformation, it can,
finally, impose the need for capabilities.

The Vertical Capabilities are easier to handle and supported by horizontal
entrepreneurial architecture, but is still a challenge when services are streamlined and
enterprise-wide business lines benefit from shared services that do not directly control
(these control indirectly through IT governance, the Board of Modelling the
Transformation, as they were created and used for preliminary planning phase of
implementation of governance).

For a successful planning based on capabilities, we must manage carefully their size
and increase, elements of which I will turn below.

5 Guidelines SMART goal setting say, in fact, that the objectives should be: Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Profitable, and Timely
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Creșterea capabilității

In terms of size capability, they are designed / created, taking into account the
different dimensions that overlap functional corporate portfolios. Each organization has a
different set, but similar size. An example set, the defence could include personnel,
research and development, infrastructure / facilities, concepts / processes, information
management, and materials (Canadian Department of National Defence). Whatever the
size selected, they must be well explained and understood (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 : Increase in capability and size

Figure 2: Increase the capability and size

To be made available a capability will require long time (specifics will be a function
of vertical organization and industry) and will involve, normally, several projects with
various delivery steps. In addition, the capability has to provide, as soon as possible,
interested parties’ real business value and maintain a pace to achieve the goal of
architecture and associate executive support and corporate funding. It is therefore useful in
sharing capability increases (phase) capability, providing separate solutions, visible and
measurable, and to ensure the item to focus architectural transition and the results of
numerous interdependent projects. These results are critical success factors (CSF), which
provides continuous support capabilities.

To communicate to community beneficiaries the gradual and complex evolution of
the capability is essential to establish the first offer and keep it in transition, being, in the
same time, a proven approach to describe how a capability will evolve over time. Architect
selected capability issues that are important to community stakeholders, as lines radiating
from the centre (Fig. 3). In each line, the architect draw points representing "points of
capability" significant ("lower" - points closest to the centre capability; "superiority" - the
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point furthest from the centre capability). With these "markers" defined, it can, by joining
points in a closed-loop capability, to demonstrate in a simple formula how each "growth
capability", in relation to the previous increase, which, of course, requires that each
capability point to be formally defined and "labelled" in a way that is meaningful to
stakeholders. The diagram below describes the capability of increasing 0, as starting
capability.

They are extracted directly from the corporate strategic plan by corporate strategic
planners (who are including and / or architects entrepreneurship) and meet the goals,
objectives and strategies of the company. Most organizations will also have an annual
business plan describing how they intend to do in the next period of budget
implementation, in order to achieve the strategic objectives of the company.

Figure 3: "Radar" incremental capabilities

The relationship between capabilities, architecture and entrepreneurial projects
illustrate the essential link between basic planning capabilities, entrepreneurial and
management architecture portfolio / project (Fig. 3). On the left side of Fig. 3, management
capability is aligned with entrepreneurial architecture. The key problem is that all
architectures will be expressed in terms of business results and value, rather than in terms
of IT (eg creating a server), thus ensuring alignment of IT with business.

The intention is that the corporate strategic direction to drive the architectural
vision of Phase A (Fig. 4), and organizing the company, which will be the basis for
creating portfolios.

Specific capabilities targeted for completion will be the focus of the definition of
Architecture (Phases B, C, and D - Fig. ...), and based on identified work packages will be
designed project phase E (Fig. 4).
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Capability increases will be the guiding elements for the transition
architectures (Phase E), which will structure the project development, delivery will be
coordinated through effective implementation and Migration Plans (phase F).

Figure 4: The relationship between capabilities, architecture and entrepreneurial projects

Managers of capabilities (Defence Chiefs’ Resources of the services) will carry out
tasks similar to those of portfolio managers (personnel of the Department for
Armaments). On the other hand, portfolios will align projects and increases the project to
deliver continues business value, which implies concern for portfolio managers to
coordinate their projects and achieve optimal design and the delivery of solutions
blocks (SBBs6).. Ideally, capabilities’ managers will manage, also, the year funding to be
able to use the transition architectures as gate in the transformation process. Coordination
between portfolio managers and the capabilities will be made at corporate level (eg, SMG;
DPAP).

Capabilities-based planning7 is an business planning versatile example, very useful
in terms of business architecture, which helps to align IT with the business environment,
respectively, to focus IT architects on creating continuous business value. This implies a
detailing and quantifying data strategy, which is "active" part for each strategic plan and
helps to identify approaches that meet the goals and objectives and the appropriate

6 Solution Building Blocks - making a building block is therefore simply defined a set of features to
meet business needs. How the features, products, and custom developments are assembled in blocks will vary
greatly between individual architectures. Each organization must decide for itself what arrangement of
building blocks work best for him. A good choice of building blocks can lead to improvement of the
entire old system, interoperability and flexibility in creating new systems and applications.
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf8-doc/arch/chap32.html
7 Give addressing critical about through interaction with the customer managementand deep knowledge
of business practices and a commitment to innovation and adaptation. StratCure™ provides a development
project, managed and collaboration- ValueMetrics, LLC. StratCure™ - officially developed in
December 2007.
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capabilities, defining, ultimately, functional aspects of a strategy. They do not define
material solutions, but rather, a collection of functional components to enable successful
implementation of a strategy. Therefore a capability could be implemented by any number
of solutions, such as information technology, processes, staff / skills, equipment, etc. The
result of this activity is a structured environment and related analysis, to assess the
efficiency of alternative strategic approach and finally, material solutions.

Important component of the strategic plan, the capability (ties) describes function
(s) of a defined strategy, organizations / structures in all areas - especially those of defence
- and encouraged them to define and analyze several strategies for to ensure achievement
of results.

Also, defining capabilities means „to parameterize" every strategy and describes the
functional components of an effective given approach, the method enabling alternative
strategies. The capabilities defined by this methodology can be reused in several strategies
and / or strategic areas, distinguished between by quantification, as shown below. This
functionality eliminates redundancy and significantly reduces time to develop alternative
strategies, contingency plans and alternatives for disaster situations.

From another perspective, while capacity defines a functional requirement for a
given strategy, in order to successfully identify and analyze alternatives for
the quantification capabilities, we must be applied "efficiency measures", in relation to
each requirement in part and its strategic context. This quantification singularize needs
capabilities in terms of defined scenario and strategic context and, although a given
capability is often necessary capacity in several strategic alternatives or contingencies,
provides efficient implementation concepts and distinctive features for each instance of
that capability. An example of this is in the business sector, where StratCure ™8 provides a
unique design meta-model, referred to as R2R9, to achieve this distinction, which allows to
define a data diagram, whose connections are determined by the relationship between them
and lead to an advanced analysis, by providing a context that relates to areas of analysis.

Analysis capabilities in the context described above, is a comprehensive process
that provides an analytical and functionality model algorithm - "out-of-the-box”10, that
allows users to customize the algorithms in order to meet organizational needs. The ability
to customize algorithms is essential for planning, because it allows organizations to
understand theimpact of the analysis of changes through the concept of "what-if"11, with
prioritized schemes and alternative techniques. Building on the
innovative sandbox functionality 14, alternative scenarios can be saved as the organization
and set to trigger alert when a saved scenario is viable.

2. Conclusion

8 StratCure™ Enterprise Management Solution (http://stratcure.net/default.aspx)
9 Roadmap to Redesign
10 An avant-garde thinking which is oriented in the divergent directions, so as to involve a variety of aspects
and which sometimes leads to new ideas and solutions, combined with creativity. "Out of the box" thinking is
an expression describing the noncompliance, creative thinking.
11 "what-if" approach using general brainstorming, loosely structured interview aimed at:

1. Postulate potential upsets that can lead to crashes or system performance problems
2. Insurance that adequate safeguard is taken against these problems.
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"The power is used to create
power. The powerlessness
serves to reinforce the
powerlessness"

Gaventa,1980:256

When NATO speaks about “soft defence”, these
new strategic concepts of armed forces member states
provide an important opportunity to strengthen efforts to
reform and institutional modernization and development
of new capabilities for the Alliance, in order to implement
its new strategic concept.

To achieve these goals, NATO began a process of
transformation separately to assess current capabilities, future requirements following a
period of 5-10 years. The aim was to develop specific sets of initiatives and reforms that
were approved by the Heads of State and Government at the Lisbon Summit in November
2010. This process should be based on developing the new Strategic Concept and running
parallel with the implementation of new capabilities. In a rapidly changing security
environment, such a trial delay until after completion of the Strategic Concept would
increase risks for the Member States and the default for the Alliance.

As a army of a NATO member state, I appreciate that the planning initiatives of the
Romanian Armed Forces have to focus around five sets of skills, which should be
considered the highest priorities.

First, military commanders, available to NATO, must acquire and demonstrate the
ability to participate in the Joint Forces in order to carry out basic mission of the
Alliance's collective defence under Article 5. This mainly involves a reorientation of
command and staff personnel to the planning, preparation, performed in support of Article
5.

Second, in order the Romanian forces available for NATO to perform any mission
inside and outside NATO, they must be both deployable and sustainable. These
capabilities are fundamental in the process of resizing forces downwards, so that any
structure to provide for deployment to hundreds or thousands of miles to perform such
tasks is non-Article 5 and Article 5. Therefore, the ability to deploy and support are
essential for the future.

Thirdly, the capabilities of command, control, communications, computers,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) are more important than ever
before, allowing those forces to work together with those of other Member States of the
Alliance. These capabilities should be the highest priority for future investment.

Fourth, after several years since the concept of Comprehensive Approach (CA) was
generally accepted as the best approach to solve conflicts efforts, to work with civil
partners remain separate. Therefore, in the alternative only for C4ISR, major investments
must make the forces operational for all missions of this central concept.

Finally, the Romanian Armed must develop more robust "defence
diplomacy" strategy, using the full range of tools at its disposal, intended to shape the
environment by strengthening partnerships, participation in the stabilization of problem of
the areas and those in approach to developing cooperation with older opponents.

Given the realities of resources allocated to defence capabilities, to prioritize is a
fundamental requirement to implement the reforms, in order to achieve greater efficacy
and efficiency and more multilateral solutions, because - any state can not secure alone its
borders, independence and sovereignty.
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